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Summary

In this work we describe the computation of a few selected resonant modes of lossy

axisymmetric resonator cavities. These modes are known to obey the Maxwell equa¬

tions, and, as shown in this thesis, are solutions of a vector wave equation described in

form of a boundary value problem. Since the latter can hardly ever be solved exactly,
we approximate the sought solutions by means of the finite element method. More

precisely, we recast the vector wave problem into an appropriate weak form which is

particularly well suited for axisymmetric cavities.

The very nature of the wave equation requires that special finite elements be used in

order to avoid spurious solutions. The choice of hybrid Nédélec elements guarantees
the desired avoidance of non-physical modes. Another peculiarity of the axisymmet¬
ric approach concerns the accurate evaluation of the aforementioned weak form. By

exploiting rotational symmetry, some of the quantities to be computed exhibit dis¬

pleasing characteristics and can hence no longer be computed in a straightforward
manner. To this end we develop numerical schemes that allow for an accurate and

efficient evaluation of the critical quantities.

A further speciality ofour problems concerns the proper consideration ofleaky waves.

Lossy cavities radiate into their surroundings — an effect which has to be appropri¬

ately incorporated, in order for the simulation results to be meaningful. The use of

perfectly matched layers, particular layers of absorbing material which can seam¬

lessly be incorporated in our finite element model, provides an attenuation of leaky
waves and leads to the desired consideration.

The discretisation ofthe vector wave equation by means ofthe finite element method

in combination with the use of perfectly matched layers transforms the resonator

cavity problem into a generalised complex-symmetric eigenvalue problem. The com¬

putation of a few selected resonant modes translates into the computation of a few

selected eigenpairs. To accomplish this task, we derive a subspace eigenvalue solver

which belongs to the family of Jacobi-Davidson solvers. In order for the algorithm
to be efficient, we gear the solver and all related components towards the complex-

symmetric case. In particular, this entails the design and adaption of subspace ex¬

traction routines, linear system solvers and preconditioners, the latter being a key

ingredient of the eigenvalue solver.





Zusammenfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit beschreibt die Berechnung fundamentaler Resonanzschwin¬

gungen, die bei verlustbehafteten axialsymmetrischen Resonatorkavitäten auftreten.

Solche Schwingunen gehorchen den Maxwell'schen Gleichungen und sind Lösungen
von Vektor-Wellengleichungen. Letztere lassen sich in Form von Randwertproble¬
men formulieren, welche aber im Allgemeinen keine geschlossenen Lösungen be¬

sitzen und deshalb mit Hilfe der Methode der finiten Elemente approximiert werden.

Dazu ist es notwendig, das Randwertproblem in eine für die axialsymmetrische Geo¬

metrie des Problems geeignete, schwache Form zu transformieren.

Der spezielle Charakter der Wellengleichung verlangt den Einsatz besonderer finiter

Elemente, welche das Auftreten nicht-physikalischer Lösungen verhindern. Die Wahl

hybrider Nédélec-Elementfunktionen unterdrückt unechte Lösungen und erlaubt zu¬

dem, essentielle Randbedingungen auf einfachste Weise einzubauen. Eine weitere

Besonderheit, die auf das Ausnützen der Axialsymmetrie zurückzuführen ist, betrifft

die genaue Auswertung der oben genannten schwachen Form. Diese weist im Hin¬

blick auf deren numerische Auswertungen ein unangenehmes Verhalten auf, weshalb

wir spezielle Verfahren entwickeln, um eben diese Auswertungen genau und effizient

zu bewerkstelligen.

Um eine hochqualitative Simulation des Resonanzverhaltens zu ermöglichen, bezieht

unser Modell mögliche Verl Liststrahlungen in die Umgebung mit ein. Dazu werden

sogenannte perfectly matched layers verwendet, d.h. absorbierende Materialien, die

abgehende Strahlung nahezu vollständig abdämpfen. Das (virtuelle) Einhüllen der

Resonatorkavität durch diese Materialschicht erlaubt eine korrekte Berücksichtigung
der Abstrahlungsaktivität.

Die Diskretisierung der Vektor-Wellengleichung mittels der Methode der finiten Ele¬

mente in Kombination mit dem Einsatz absorbierender Materialien liefert eine Neu¬

formulierung des Ausgangsproblems als allgemeines komplex-symmetrisches Eigen¬

wertproblem. Die gewünschte Bestimmung der fundamentalen Resonanzschwingun¬

gen entspricht der Berechnung einiger ausgezeichneter Eigenpaare in der Umge¬

bung eines bekannten Zielwertes. Zur Berechnung dieser Eigenpaare wird ein Un¬

terraumverfahren aus der Familie der Jacobi-Davidson-Eigenwertlöser vorgestellt.
Dabei ist der Hauptalgorithmus und dessen Komponenten speziell auf den komplex¬

symmetrischen Fall hin ausgerichtet, um höchstmögliche Effizienz zu erzielen. Dies

umfasst hauptsächlich den Entwurfund die Anpassung neuer Unterraumextraktions-

verfahren, linearer Gleichungssysternloser und Präkonditionierer.
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Introduction

But they were exceedingly happy about the prospect ofa death ray, Buck

Rogers style, although I wasn 1 so hot on that idea. There were plenty of

real applications for the laser, but that's what got them in.

— Gordon Gould —

The interest in semiconductor laser devices has experienced a considerable increase

over the last two decades. The primary reason for this, is that these devices are highly
efficient and they generate beams of exceptional coherence. Moreover, their reliabil¬

ity, their cost effectiveness and their small dimensions render these lasers particularly
attractive for applications in data transmission (via optical fibres), optical sensing,
data storage and material processing, to name a few.

Due to the different requirements encountered in these application areas, several laser

structures have been developed over the years. A rather recent development are the so

called vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs). In contrast to classical edge-

emitting lasers (EEL), these devices possess the salient feature of emitting beams of

particularly circular shape, this way allowing for an efficient coupling to optical fi¬

bres. In addition, VCSELs are very small, highly responsive, they can be driven at

very low currents and they can batchwise be fabricated and arranged in arrays —

properties, which could be established thanks to the availability of special semicon¬

ductor materials grown popular during the last decade. Note that due to the fabrication

process, typical VCSEL geometries are (almost) symmetric with respect to a rotation

axis, whence it is common to consider these cavities as axisymmetric.

The fact that these lasers are so small, expansions of about 10-20/zm in each direc¬

tion are typical, makes it impossible to measure, analyse and take influence on field
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distributions, charge densities, temperature distributions etc. in the interior of the de¬

vice. Yet, the knowledge of these distributions and of the quantities related to them

would greatly simplify the design process and allow for an efficient construction of

custom tailored VCSELs for specific applications. Production costs could this way

be lowered and design cycles saved.

One way to obtain the desired information is by means of numerical simulation.

Lasers are usually approximated by the semiclassical laser model, basically a system
of coupledpariial differential equations (PDEs), which express the optical character¬

istics by means of Maxwell's equations and take care ofthe polarisation (due to active

material) by means of quantum theory, see Witzig (2002). Note that these problems
are usually referred to as opticalproblem and electro-thermalproblem, respectively.

The semiclassical laser model is too complicated to be solved at once. It is therefore

common to provide solution processes for the optical and the electro-thermal problem

separately. Given an initial approximation to the sought quantity, it is then possible
to alternatingly solve the optical and the electro-thermal problem, whereby the single

processes combine their (partial) solutions, such as to ultimately reach a steady state

solution.

This thesis is dedicated to the computation of solutions of the optical problem, i.e. to

the computation of solutions of Maxwell's equations governing the field, charge and

current distributions in the interior of VCSELs, see Chapter 2. We assume that the

fields we want to compute are periodic in time, i.e. we restrict ourselves to the compu¬

tation of time-harmonic solutions. This assumption is legitimate, since lasers have to

be driven at characteristicfrequencies in order to produce single-mode light. More¬

over, we consider the so called cold mode setting, i.e. we assume that no current

sources nor charges are present, see Witzig (2002) for an explanation.

Under the above assumptions, Maxwell's equations can be recast into a vector wave

equation, i.e. a PDE describing the field distributions of the desired time-harmonic

solutions. Solving PDEs in closed form is hardly ever possible in general, mainly

depending on the underlying geometry and on material arrangements. Therefore, we

content ourselves with approximative solutions to the vector wave equation. More

precisely, we model the solutions by means of the finite element method (FEM), see

Chapter 4.

For the FEM to be applicable, the PDE has to be recast into a so called weakform.

By exploiting the axial symmetry of VCSEL geometries, we can derive a particu¬

larly appealing form, which, under mild assumptions on the material arrangements
in the interior of the cavity, allows for a reduction of the problem dimensionality
from three to two. A derivation of an appropriate weak form and its translation into
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cylindrical coordinates is given in Chapter 3. Unfortunately, the evaluation of this

newly obtained weak form by straightforward application of standard techniques will

yield inaccurate results. To this end, we have devised appropriate numerical schemes

which are described in Chapter 5.

The peculiar character of the vector wave equation requires that the element basis

functions which will be used in conjunction with the FEM are chosen carefully. Oth¬

erwise, spurious approximations will be obtained, whose distinction from the phys¬
ical solutions can become quite involved. To avoid these problems, we employ a

special class ofhybrid element basis functions suggested by Nédélec, which are guar¬

anteed to yield spurious-free approximations, see Chapter 4.

Discretising the aforementioned PDE by the FEM will transform the vector wave

equation in a matrix eigenvalue problem. In our applications, these discrete operators

are given in form of a complex-symmetric matrix pencil, which is used to reformu¬

late the vector wave equation problem as generalised complex-symmetric eigenvalue

problem (EVP). The reason for these matrices to be complex is the following.

For the quality of the model it is of paramount importance that radiation leakages,

typically experienced by VCSEL devices, are taken into account. This is generally

accomplished, by truncating the domain at a reasonable distance from the device,
where the so called Sommerfeld radiation conditions are then (approximatively) en¬

forced. Among the several truncation schemes that have been devised in the past,

we opt for a special type of'absorbing boundary conditions (ABC) which allow for a

seamless integration into the finite element model. The truncated domain is thereby
encoated with a layer of (non-physical) absorbing material denotedperfectly matched

layer (PML). The absorbing property of the layer originates in its highly imaginary

permittivity and permeability characteristics, this way attenuating all outgoing waves.

In practice, device designers are typically interested in only a few low-order modes of

the VCSEL cavity, namely in those which most likely disturb the proper installation

of'the fundamental mode, i.e. the mode at which the laser is driven. Knowing the

other low order modes and being able to change their location in the spectrum by
means of alterations of the materials and the geometry, allows for a separation of the

fundamental mode. In this way, the laser can be rendered less susceptible to undesired

excitations of disturbing modes, ensuring a high purity of the emitted beam.

Investigating the modes of a VCSEL cavity is equivalent to solving the generalised

complex-symmetric EVP obtained by the finite element approach. Hence, investi¬

gating a few low order modes is equivalent to computing a few selected eigenpairs.
An unpleasant artifact of the aforementioned PML, in this context, is its introduc¬

tion of non-physical modes into the model. The field patterns associated with these
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non-physical modes can immediately be distinguished from the physically plausible
ones at bare sight. The eigenvalues corresponding to these phantom modes, however,
exhibit no discriminating property whatsoever and, even worse, they populate the en¬

tire spectrum. Thus, in order to obtain a modest number of (true) physical modes, it

is unavoidable to compute several modes at a time, followed by a sorting out of the

non-plausible candidates.

As mentioned earlier, we obtain the matrix pencil by performing a finite element ap¬

proach, which generally yields large and sparse matrices. Computing all modes is

impossible, because of the prohibitive memory consumption and the huge computa¬
tional costs one would incur. It is therefore common, to opt for so called subspace

eigenvalue solvers, i.e. for solvers which gradually span a space ofmodest size, from

which (ever better) eigenpair approximations are extracted. Popular solution schemes

that fall into this category are subspace vector iteration methods, (implicitly restarted)

Krylov space methods, and Jacobi-Davidson methods.

Due to its flexibility with respect to the choice of the subspace, its modular structure

(allowing for the simple combination of different components) and its self-adapting

behaviour, we opt for the Jacobi-Davidson scheme presented in Chapter 6. To fully

exploit all of its advantages, it is essential that the scheme and all auxiliary compo¬

nents are adapted to the complex-symmetric case. The theory and the tools that are

necessary to allow for an adequate customisation of the eigenvalue solver are pre¬

sented in Chapter 6, as well.

The overall performance of the Jacobi-Davidson algorithm heavily depends on the

proper choice of the components. However, the linear solver module, making up

for the bulk of the computational costs that accrue during a run of the eigenvalue

solver, is undoubtedly the most crucial component. The purpose of this module is to

solve particular linear systems that arise during the execution ofthe Jacobi-Davidson

algorithm. By the very nature of the latter, however, it suffices to solve these systems

only approximatively, this way motivating our choice for iterative linear solvers ofthe

Krylov space solver family. The investigation, derivation and adaption of such solvers

together with the construction of preconditioners, which constitute an indispensable
element in this context, is given in Chapter 7.

The validity of the chosen FEM model, in terms of element functions and absorbing

boundary conditions, is finally assessed by performing tests on benchmark problems.
The outcome of the latter, together with a collection of results reflecting the run¬

time behaviour of the complex-symmetric Jacobi-Davidson algorithm and some of

its components, is presented in Chapter 8. The experimental part concludes with the

presentation of results obtained by solving the optical problem for a given VCSEL

prototype cavity.



An Introduction to the

Resonator Cavity Problem

We can scarcely avoid the conclusion that light consists in the transverse

undulations ofthe same medium which is the cause ofelectric and mag¬

netic phenomena.

— James Clerk Maxwell —

The goal of this chapter is to provide the physical background that is necessary to

mathematically formulate the problem we intend to solve. To this end, we shall give
a briefdescription ofthe governing physical equations and mention some ofthe prop¬

erties that will play an important role in the derivation of a reasonable model for the

devices we wish to investigate. We will conclude the chapter by introducing a special
class of geometries in which our devices reside.

2.1 Maxwell's Equations

The electricfield E and the magneticfield H are known to obey physical laws which

can be written in form of'Maxwell's equations, see Jackson (1999) and Chew (1990).
These equations describe the coupling of the two fields as well as their temporal and
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spatial behaviour1.

curlE(t,x) = -fitB(t.x) (2.1)

curlH(t,x) = öfD(t.x) + J(t.x) (2.2)

divB(t,x) = 0 (2.3)

divD(t,x) = p(f,x) (2.4)

Here, D denotes the electric flux density, B denotes the magnetic flux density, p

denotes the charge density and J the current density.

The interplay between the fields E/H and the fluxes D/B is governed by the consti¬

tutive relations which are most naturally formulated mfrequency domain. To this end

it is convenient to introduce the following two functionals

a(o;,x/
-co

1 /*3C

/oo A(t,x)e-?wfcft, (2.5)
-oo

A(t,x) =
-^- / a(w.x)p,u;idu;. (2.6)

-oc

where (2.5) and (2.6) are called Fourier and inverse Fourier transform, respectively,
see Arsac (1966).

Remark Notice that since the vector fields in time domain are real, actually only the

real part of the transform (2.6) would be of interest, i.e.

Aff.x) = — / Re|a(u;.x)ewf] du.—
/Ref.

2ttJ
L

Nonetheless, keeping the imaginary part turns out to be convenient, as we shall see

in the chapters to come.

Let A be a placeholder for the fields and fluxes E, D, H or B in time domain, then a

denotes the corresponding fields and fluxes e, ci, h or b in frequency domain, also

known asphasors. The constitutive relations connecting the field and the flux phasors
can now simply be written as

b(w.x) = /in ß(co, x) h(cj, x) (2.7)

d(w.x) = £q e(a,*,x) e(o,*.x) (2.8)

Here, the scalars so and jiq, also known as permittivity and permeability offree space,

respectively, are known natural constants. They satisfy the relation £q/j,qc2 = 1,

where c denotes the speed of light in vacuum. The complex 3 x 3 permittivity and

permeability tensors e and \i describe the material's reactivity when exposed to an

For an explanation of the operators the reader is referred to appendix A.
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Figure 2.1 Close-up of a junction oftwo different material layers QW. (left) Tangen¬
tial continuity of the electric field, (right) Normal continuity of the magnetic flux.

electromagnetic field. Media that are inhomogeneous are thereby characterised by

position dependent tensors, dispersive media have tensors which are functions of the

field's frequency. In case of'isotropic material, the 3 x 3 tensors correspond to multi¬

ples ofthe identity tensor and can hence be expressed by a scalar function. A decisive

property of these tensors concerns their eigenvalues. Tensors describing lossless me¬

dia are Hermitian and thus have real eigenvalues. Tensors describing materials which

produce gain or loss are complex-symmetric and have eigenvalues with potential non-

vanishing imaginary parts.

An important property that can be derived by combining Maxwell's equations and

the constitutive relations concerns the field behaviour at interfaces between different

media. In order for the electromagnetic field energy to remain bounded, the fields and

fluxes do fulfil a special set of continuity conditions along material interfaces. The

electric field's projection onto the materials' interface behaves continuously when

passing from one material to the other, its normal projection is free to jump — the

magnetic field's projection normal to the materials' interface behaves continuously
when passing from one material to the other, its tangential projection is free to jump.

Figure 2.1 illustrates this refraction property, which, following Jackson (1999), can

be expressed as

(E(2) -E(1))xo = 0. (2.9)

(B(2)-BW).n = 0.

where n denotes the normal vector of the interface.

A further material characteristic that influences the field behaviour is the electric

conductivity. A material with large conductivity imposes little resistance to moving

charges in its interior. Thus, if this material is exposed to an electrical field its (neg¬

ative) moving charges will swiftly rearrange themselves such as to compensate the
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total field in the interior as well as possible. Therefore, materials which am perfectly

electrically conducting (PEC) have a vanishing electrical field in their interior2. As a

consequence, the electric field is orthogonal to the PEC material boundary, see Jack¬

son (1999). Note that this concept can analogously be translated to perfectly magnet¬

ically conducting (PMC) materials as well, leading to the set of constraints

E x n = 0 along PEC material surfaces.

H x n = 0 along PMC material surfaces,

where n denotes the normal vector of the corresponding PEC/PMC material surface.

2.2 Resonator Cavities

Depending on the underlying problem, the size and shape of the region in which the

behaviour of the E and H field is to be analysed may strongly vary. In antenna

design for example, the region of interest consists of the entire space due to the fact

that fields have an infinite reach. The device itself however, has an extension which is

generally limited to a small region only. On the other hand, there exist devices whose

sphere of action can be described by a bounded geometry. This is typically the case

when the devices are enclosed by PEC/PMC materials which truncate the fields at

their boundaries. These volumes are generally referred to as cavities in the parlance
of physicists and electrical engineers.

A further distinction criterion, besides the one of volume boundedness, concerns the

presence of external fields, sources or charges. If one of the latter is present, then

one is usually interested in investigating their influence on the entire device as it is

the case in wave scatteringproblems for example. Conversely, if one is interested in

analysing intrinsic properties ofthe device such as resonance behaviour, the presence

of sources, external fields and charges ofwhatever type can usually be excluded. Note

that the latter is also referred to as cold mode setting.

In this work we are concerned with the computation of resonance frequencies of

cavities and their corresponding resonancefunctions, i.e. we want to analyse the time-

harmonic behaviour of so called resonator cavities. Such problems arise in the design

phase of accelerator cavities, during the layouting of waveguides, in the construction

cycle of semiconductor lasers etc. For two schematic examples refer to Figure 2.2.

2Note that good conductors such as copper, silver, gold etc. almost satisfy this property.
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Figure 2.2 (left) The copper accelerator cavity built by ACCEL GmbH is a core el¬

ement of the PROSCAN cyclotron project carried out at the PSI. (right) A simple
cubiform layout of a layered semiconductor laser cavity. Note that this device is

not encoated by PEC/PMC material (open cavity) and therefore radiates into the sur¬

rounding space.

2.3 Vector Wave Equations

Field patterns that are periodic in time possess the convenient characteristic that their

temporal and spatial component can be separated. Moreover, the property that reso¬

nance frequencies are often isolated legitimates a field splitting of the form

E(t, x) = eiujt e(x), H(f. x) = e^'f h(x), ...

which is a discrete version ofthe inverse Fourier transform (2.6). By plugging this

ansatz into Maxwell's equations (2.1), (2.2), exploiting the cold mode assumption
which states that neither external fields nor sources or charges of whatever type are

present and combining this with the constitutive relations (2.7), (2.8) we obtain

curie = —icußoßh 1 J curl /i""1 curie = Aee

curl h = iujeoee J 1 curl e""1 curl h = À/xh

where À = eg/j^u2 = u2/c2. These newly obtained equations (2.11) are so called vec¬

tor wave equations which (partially) describe the stationary solutions of the electric

and the magnetic field in frequency space, respectively. By adopting the same as¬

sumptions and combinations as above we can also rewrite equations (2.3) and (2.4)
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in order to obtain the divergencefreeness conditions expressed in frequency space

diy/ih = 0.

divee = 0.

In order for the fields/phasors to be uniquely defined boundary conditions have to be

stated. As we have seen in the preceding section the type of condition to be imposed

mainly depends on the boundedness of the geometry.

In cases where a closed cavity is to be investigated, the boundary can be subdivided

into PEC and PMC regions along whose boundary surfaces the tangential projections
of E and H have to vanish, see Equation (2.10). If the investigated region is un¬

bounded, e.g. in open cavity problems where radiation into the surrounding space

takes place, a more elaborate requirement has to be met. Then the so called Som¬

merfeld radiation condition has to be applied, which guarantees that there are no

spurious incoming waves — the device produces radiation which propagates into the

surrounding space and not vice versa.

Solving vector wave problems exactly is a difficult task, depending on the cavity

geometry and on the corresponding boundary conditions. In general there is little

hope that a nice closed form solution exists. Therefore, it is inevitable to numerically

approximate solutions by means of methods designed to solve partial differential

equations (PDEs) as the ones stated above.

The difficulties one incurs when using these approximation methods are twofold.

On the one hand, it is essential to use a method that is able to well approximate the

domain geometry, even in complex cases. On the other hand, the method should allow

for the proper handling of open cavity problems without requiring an exaggerated
additional effort.

Among the most popular methods that have been geared towards the above require¬
ments one finds thQ finite difference method (FDM) and thQ finite element method

(FEM). The FDM scheme, see Taflove (1995) for example, approximates the geom¬

etry by means of a uniform grid and requires the domain to be closed. Open cavities

are therefore "closed" by cladding the domain with absorbing material which serves

to (approximately) enforce the radiation condition. The FEM, see Jin (1993), subdi¬

vides the geometry by means of a mesh and requires the domain to be closed as well.

Like in the FDM case, open cavities are "closed" by encoating them with additional

layers which (approximately) handle the Sommerfeld condition. Due to its superior¬

ity in approximating (complex) geometries and its simplicity in handling boundary

conditions, we opt for the FEM.
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Several techniques to "emulate" the radiation conditions have been investigated over

the years, e.g. the Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping (DtN) approach and the coupled

finite element/boundary element (FE/BE) method described in Givoli (1992) and ref¬

erences therein and the absorbing boundary condition (ABC) approach extensively
discussed in Pekel and Mittra (1996). Of all these approaches, the ABC approach is

the most handy one. Moreover, it allows for a natural and seamless integration into

the FEM scheme, wherefore we will apply it to (approximately) enforce the Sommer¬

feld conditions in our models.

A very appealing class ofABCs, from the numerical point of view, is the one ofper¬

fectly matched layers (PMLs) introduced by Bérenger (1994) and simplified by Sacks,

Kingsland, Lee, and Lee (1995). The idea behind this approach is to introduce a finite

reflection-less absorbing layer which encoats the device. This artificial material at¬

tenuates radiation to such an extent that the placement ofPEC/PMC material around

the PML will produce (almost) no reflected waves radiating back into the interior of

the domain. This transforms the once open cavity problem into a closed cavity prob¬
lem with simple boundary conditions. Notice that in this work we will make use of

PML materials wrapped up by PEC/PMC layers whenever it is necessary to "close"

a cavity.

Remark Of course, such an artificial boundary condition is only necessary if the

device is not closed by construction. The accelerator cavity shown in Figure 2.2

for example is already surrounded by PEC material and therefore does not require

special treatment. Conversely, the semiconductor device depicted in the same Figure
irradiates into its surroundings and thus requires special treatment in terms of ABCs,

for example.

Remark Note that in order to incorporate a PML coating, we simply have to provide

appropriate permittivity and permeability tensors e and /x in the absorbing layer itself.

No further changes whatsoever have to be made.

Having explained how an open cavity problem can be recast into a closed cavity

problem with a surrounding PEC/PMC layer, enables us to state the proper boundary
conditions needed to complete the set of equations (2.11) and (2.12). In fact, by

transforming Equations (2.10) into frequency domain we obtain

e x n = 0 along PEC material surfaces.
.

h x n = 0 along PMC material surfaces,

where n denotes the normal vector of the corresponding PEC/PMC material surface.

As can readily be seen from equations (2.11 ), (2.12) and (2.13) two disjoint problems
can be formulated — the electric problem having e as free variable and the magnetic
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problem having h as free variable. A closer look at these problems however reveals

that it suffices to solve one ofthe two. The other field can then be derived by applying

equations (2.1) and (2.2) for the cold mode state. In the remaining part of this work,

we will therefore restrict our attention to the electric problem only.

Problem 2.1 (Resonator Cavity Problem) Let Û be a closed domain de¬

scribing a cavity whose permittivity andpermeabilityprofiles are given by e

and ß, respectively: Moreover, assume that no external fields, sources or

charges whatsoever are present. The resonance frequencies and the corre¬

spondingfunctions can then be computed by solving the eigenvalue problem

curl /x_1 curie = Àee, Vx e O, (2.14)

divee = 0, VxGfi. (2.15)

exn = 0, Vx G T = öfi. (2.16)

Note thai potential PML layers are included in the material tensors given
above andfurthermore the outermost boundary Y is assumed to be adjacent
to PFC material.

An interesting point to be mentioned about Problem 2.1 concerns the filtering prop¬

erty of the divergence freeness condition (2.15). On the one hand all the eigenfimc-
tions corresponding to non-zero eigenvalues X are guaranteed to be divergence free.

This can easily be verified by applying the divergence operator on both sides of

equation (2.14), see Appendix A. On the other hand, the null space of the opera¬

tor curl ß~} curl contains all the scalar potentialfields (gradient fields) which sat-

isfy the boundary conditions, see again Appendix A. Hence, the space of functions

associated with the zero eigenvalue is of infinite dimension.

Surprisingly enough, if the underlying domain Q is simply-connected, the null space

contains no other functions and all the non-trivial gradient fields satisfying the bound¬

ary condition (2.16) are guaranteed not to be solenoidal, i.e. their divergence does not

vanish, see page 45 ff. in Girault and Raviart (1986).

2.4 Axisymmetric Cavities and VCSELs

As mentioned in the foregoing sections our main focus lies in the investigation of

the resonant behaviour of (closed) cavities. To be more precise, we are primarily
interested in computing some of the resonant frequencies of a special type of semi¬

conductor laser, the so called vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL).
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Figure 2.3 An axisymmetric VCSEL cavity with detailed cross section. (?) Active

region, (g) Bragg reflectors, (3) Substrate, (7) Top contact, (5) Air, (e) Perfectly
Matched Layers (PML)

The main idea behind these lasers consists in sandwiching a dielectrically doped

layer, the so called active region, between numerous layers of semiconductor mate¬

rials with almost identical permittivities. These layers act as electromagnetic mirrors

also known as Bragg reflectors. The entire structure is built on top of a silicate sub¬

strate which acts as a bottom contact. The topmost layers are dimensioned in a way

to form a wave guiding channel that goes by the name of'airpost. Ultimately a top
contact coats the post and serves as an aperture, as well. Needless to say, we assume

the whole block to be rotaiionally symmetric with respect to an axis, as can be seen

in Figure 2.3. In fact, thanks to the underlying production process of these devices,

the geometries are usually axisymmetric which is why we restrict ourselves to so

called bodies of revolution (BORs), i.e. to cavity geometries that possess a rotation

axis.

The application of a suited alternating voltage stimulates the active region which

thereupon emits photons. An emission cascade is triggered and a coherent cluster

of photons will start to move up and down due to the reflectiveness of the Bragg
mirrors. Finally, ifthe excitation is performed at an appropriate frequency — a lasing

frequency — this cluster will become energetic enough to leave the cavity through
the aperture in form of a coherent beam of photons.

Unfortunately, the electromagnetic waves generated in the inner regions of the VC¬

SEL also radiate into the substrate which gives rise to radiation leakage. Both this
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leakage and the radiation losses at the lateral and the top boundary suggest that these

devices should be modelled as open cavities. But as we have seen in Section 2.3, an

elegant way to recast such problems consists in applying a PML along an artificial en¬

closing cavity which in turn can then safely be encoated by PEC material as indicated

in Figure 2.3. We are left with a closed axisymmetric resonator cavity problem.



Weak Formulations of the

Vector Wave Equation

Nature is thrifty in all its actions.

— Pierre-Louis Moreau de Maupertuis —

In general the position as regards all such new calculi is this — that

one cannot accomplish by them anything that could not be accomplished
without them. However, the advantage is that, provided such a calculus

corresponds to the inmost nature offrequent needs, anyone who masters

it thoroughly is able — without the unconscious inspiration of genius
which no one can command — to solve the respective problems, yea,

to solve them mechanically in complicated cases in which, without aid,

even genius becomes powerless. Such is the case with the invention

ofgeneral algebra, with the differential calculus, and in a more limited

region with Tagrange's calculus of variations, with my calculus of con¬

gruences, and withMöbius's calculus. Such conceptions unite as it were,

into an organic whole countless problems which otherwise would remain

isolated and require for their separate solution more or less application
ofinventive genius.

— Carl Friedrich Gauss —

The aim ofthis chapter is the derivation of a functional which implicitly describes the

electrical field behaviour. Based on the so called principle ofleast action (PLA) we
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start our derivation by making use of classical electrodynamics formulations which

yield a first partial differential equation for conservative systems. By additionally

considering possible dissipation effects we will then recast this problem into what is

known as the vector wave equation for lossy media.

The fact that we are interested in time harmonic solutions suggests a sinusoidal ansatz

for the fields, which in the end leads to an eigenvalue problem in thQ frequency do¬

main. For the problem to be posed properly we conclude the formulation by stating
an appropriate set of constraints under the assumption of having PEC boundary con¬

ditions, as motivated in Chapter 2.

As already mentioned in the preceding chapter, we want to investigate resonant cavi¬

ties of axisymmetrical structure. In order to facilitate this task we represent the fields

and tensors in cylindrical coordinates, a choice that comes naturally. After some sup¬

plementary expansions and transformations our originally three dimensional problem
will reduce to a two dimensional one. Luckily enough, the admittedly quite verbose

formulation that arises can be further simplified to a point where it reaches a form

which is far better suited for use. In fact, as mentioned in the previous chapter, we

intend to approximately solve the arising problems by means of the finite element

method. In order to do so, the derivation of a weakformulation of the vector wave

equation is unavoidable.

All these steps are accompanied by the introduction and modification ofthe necessary

functions spaces. The purpose of the latter is to provide a framework in which the

aforementioned (weakly formulated) problems can be embedded as well as to achieve

a certain rigour in the formulations.

Remark The author is indebted to Rolf Strebel for key contributions made during the

development of Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

3.1 The Principle of Least Action

One of the fundamental paradigms of physics is based on the so called lex parsimo-
niae. This law qualitatively describes states of equilibrium and transitions of systems
in time and has been proposed by many people, e.g. Aristotle, Ptolemy, Fermât, Leib¬

nitz, Maupertuis, Euler and Lagrange to name a few. Its core statement is that systems

always behave in a parsimonious way with respect to action. Any migration of a sys¬

tem from one state to another therefore takes place with the least amount of "effort"

that is necessary. The law therefore also goes by the name ofprinciple ofleast action.
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The first one to rigorously formalise this principle — for mechanical systems — was

Hamilton who introduced what is nowadays called the Hamiltonian principle. An

equation that can be derived from the latter and that describes mechanical equilibria
and state transitions is also known as the Lagrangian of a system. Analogously,
Thomson derived a set of equations for electrostatic phenomena and again another

set of equations, i.e. the Maxwell equations, can be derived for electro-dynamical

systems, see Morishita and Kumagai (1977). All these sets have in common that they
are based on the PLA paradigm. A nice formulation (for mechanical systems) can be

found in Courant and Hubert (1953) where the authors write:

[...] Between two instants oftime to and t\ the motion proceeds in such

a way that for the functions q,\ (t) the integral

J= [ (T-U)dt
Jto

is stationary in comparison with the neighbouring functions qif) for

which (Jifo) = (pfo) andqifi) = qi(t\) holds. In other words: The

actual motion makes the value ofthe integral J stationary with respect to

all neighbouring virtual motions which lead from the initial to the Unat

position ofthe system in the same interval oftime. [...}

In this context the functions q,j{t) denote the coordinates of the system, T the ki¬

netic energy and U the potential energy. For systems other than mechanical ones

the definitions of the energies may change but the concept of "coordinates", which

then might befields,fluxes, charges or any other functions describing the state of the

underlying system, remains the same. Altogether, the functions describing the actual

state are such that the action J = Jt
1
L dt, i.e. the time integral of the Lagrangian L,

is stationary for any time interval [to, fi]. We show how this principle is applied in

practice by considering the following

Example We consider the mechanical system illustrated in Figure 3.1, consisting of

a piston with mass rn, driven by a spring with constant k. This spring exerts a force Fs

on the piston whenever the deflection s(t) is different from zero, i.e. Fs(t) = —ks(t).
Since the piston is guided by a surrounding cylinder friction losses arise which in

turn inhibit the piston's movement. ThQ friction force Ff is assumed to be viscous,

i.Q.Ff(t) = -ris'(t).

As explained in Courant and Hubert (1953) or Landau and Lifshitz (1960) the ac¬

tion J for the system is given by

J= fl L(t,s(t),sft))dt= fl^s'{t)2-\8(t)2dt. (3.1)
J to J to

l l
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Figure 3.1 The total force Ftot acting on the piston (moving to the right) is composed
of the force Fs exerted by the spring and a decelerating force Ff induced by friction.

Ffit)

It is a well known result from the theory of variational calculus, that functions s(t)
which render this action stationary have to obey the so called Fuler-Lagrange differ¬

ential equation which reads

as shown in Gelfand and Fomin (1963). One immediately sees that the frictional term

is missing. This is due to the fact that the PLA as stated above, is only valid for

conservative systems, i.e. systems in which no energy dissipation occurs.

The correct way to incorporate friction consists in substituting the right hand side

of Equation (3.2), with the derivative of the dissipative function F with respect to

the time derivative of the system coordinates. Note that the dissipative function for

mechanical systems corresponds to half the negative energy dissipation rate of the

system. According to the literature cited above, the correct expression for this func¬

tion is F = ~ijs'(t)2 and hence we augment Equation (3.2) to obtain

OF
-ms"{t) - ks(t) =

^
= Vs'(t). (3.3)

Recapitulating, we have derived the governing differential equation for this non-

conservative system by using the relation

PL d dL
_

dF

d^t)~dtds'{t)
~~

ds'f)'
(3"4)

To the best of our knowledge, it is not possible to find a single functional whose

variation would lead to this partial differential equation. However, one can derive

Equation (3.4) by defining two appropriate functionals, one of which is the action

given in (3.1), whose functional derivatives can be combined such as to yield the

desired result. We define

G = / F(t, s'(t)) dt=- qs'f)2 dt (3.5)
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to be the accumulated dissipated energy and, by virtue of the functional derivation

rules described in Appendix B, we obtain a new formulation for Equation (3.4) read¬

ing

ÖJ
_

ÖG

Systems such as the one described above are known to exhibit an oscillatory be¬

haviour. It is thus natural to opt for a solution ansatz that takes this into consideration

and embeds the problem formulation into frequency domain instead of keeping it in

time domain. A very popular way to accomplish this makes use of the Fourier trans¬

form and its inverse

/CO
1 /»CO

sf)erlujt dt and s{t) = — / a{uj)e1ujt du, (3.7)
-co

2?r J-oo

respectively, see Arsac (1966).

Of course not only all occurrences of s(t) and s'(t) have to be replaced by the ap¬

propriate inverse Fourier transforms, but also all kind of derivatives, including the

functional ones. By virtue of the functional differentiation rules specified in Ap¬

pendix B and by exploiting Fourier transform specific properties we can translate

Equation (3.6) into its frequency domain pendant. We obtain

SJ f SJ m) ät=±[^!Mdt=±^, (3.8)
6(j{uj) J Ssf) Sa(cu) luj J Os'f)öa(uj) iui oa(cu)

"

which is nothing but the governing differential Equation (3.4) expressed in frequency
domain. We verify this by expressing the single terms in virtue of definition (3.7),

Equation (3.1) and Equation (3.5) and, after making use of the rules described in

Appendix B, we have

ÔJ Ô 1 ff fr m
j „

k
, m ,a/t,a/'i

ôa{uj) ôa(uj) 4?r2 JJJ l
2 2

-muuj' - k]a{uu')elutelu;'l: dtdJ

uj'lu" - ^}a(Lü')a(iü")e^ letu
l du'du"dt

An2

= — / [—mujuj' — k]a(uj')5(uj' + a;) du'
27T J

= ~-(ma.'2 — k)a(-Lj).
2tt

After performing analogous transformations on G we obtain

ÖG 1
2 r \

!
-2 2 -

qui
a{—uj)

= — -—ni uj a{—u)/
ôa(u) 2tt

' v '
2tt
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and hence Equation (3.8) translates into the characteristic equation

(mu — k)a(u) = qiua(u).

where we switched the sign of a; for the sake of familiarity. Note that this is what one

would obtain, if the classical time-harmonic ansatz s(t) = ael^f was used to replace
the time domain quantities in Equation (3.3).

3»2 A Variational Formulation

The derivation of the governing partial differential equations for problems in electro¬

magnetics can be carried out following the ideas of the above example. Two crucial

points need to be addressed. The first one is to find a correct formulation for the

Lagrangian. The second one deals with finding an expression for the dissipated en¬

ergy in the case where the system suffers from losses. Finally, in order to obtain the

desired equations one must think of a proper combination of both key quantities.

In the realm of electrodynamics the action J for source free domains 0 on which no

external current is applied has the structure

J= I Ldt=l I I E(f.x)TD(f,x)H(£.x)TB(i,x)c/Qdf, (3.9)
Jt0 2 Jto Jçi

where L is the aforementioned Lagrange function, see Landau and Lifshitz (1951)
and Morishita and Kumagai (1977).

As explained in the previous chapter our main focus lies on the computation of the

resonance behaviour of closed cavities. Since the fields that appear in the resonant

case are periodic in time, a frequency domain ansatz of the kind (2.5), (2.6) seems

reasonable, i.e.

/CO
-1 /»CO

A(f, x) c~^f dt and A{t. x) = — / a(u,\ x) e/ujt du,
-oo

27r i~co

where A and a are placeholders for the fields and fluxes E, H, D and B and their

Fourier transforms e, h, d and b, respectively. Note that besides influencing the

amplitude, the complex vectors a can also introduce a phase shift into the fields and

fluxes, which is why the former are also called phasors.

An important property of these phasors derives from the fact that all the fields and

fluxes are real, i.e. A(£. x) = A(f, x). When the property is carried over to the

phasors and the tensors introduced in (2.7) and (2.8) this implies that a(u;.x) =
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ä"(—u, x) and more importantly

ß(u.x.) = ~ß(—cu.x) and e(u;,x) = e(—w.x). (3.10)

We now replace the fields in the Lagrange function and additionally replace the fluxes

according to the constitutive relations (2.7), (2.8) to obtain

J =
I I f f f coe(u,)T£(u,')e(u'r)e'ÜJ'telüJ''t du'du''dnd,t

, ,
/i0h(u/) >(cj")h(^ K^e'w

l d,u!du"d,Qdt,

a frequency domain representation ofthe action (3.9). Note that we allowed ourselves

to omit the space parameter x for the sake of readability. The missing (2tt)""2 term

has purposely been and will be omitted in the following, since it has no influence on

the final result. It is worth pointing out that for the integral to exist, both phasors e

and h have to be square integrable.

Definition 3.1 Lei Q be an open bounded domain with aLipschitz continuous bound¬

ary T. Then we define

L2(Q)d := {f : fi - Cd | / ||f(x)|||rfO < oc}
Jo

to be the space of square integrable functions, where the integral has to be taken in

the sense ofLebesgue, see Arsac (1966).

The next step consists in replacing the magnetic phasor by means of an appropriate

expression in the electric phasor alone. This replacement is derived by combining
the Maxwell equation curlE = —cfB for cold mode states and the corresponding
constitutive relation (2.7) which, expressed in frequency space, reads

— / curle(o;,x)e*a;f du = / iufJoß(u.x)h(u.x)eluji du
2tt J 2tt J

Hence, we substitute the magnetic phasor in the newly obtained frequency space

representation of the action using h(u, x) = i-~j-ß(u, x)"~1curle(a;, x), then after

rearranging the expression we finally obtain

J =]- j777'eoe(u')Te(u)")e(u")e'u''telu'"t du'du"düdt

+ " fflf-—^cur\e(J)Tß(u},)-Tcnr\e(u},,)e'^te^,'t d^'du^dudt
2JJJJ (M}^uj"

Note that this integral only exists if the phasor e and its curl curl e are both square

integrable. Therefore we give
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Definition 3.2 Let 0 be an open bounded domain with a Lipschitz continuous bound¬

ary T. Then we define

ff(curl;0) := {f G L2(nf | curlf G L2{üf],

see Girauli and Raviart (1986). Functions residing in this space are said to be con¬

forming in the space ü/"(curl : Q), see Nédélec (1986). For the sake ofbrevity we will

simply call suchfunctions curl conforming.

Remark The refractive properties introduced in Chapter 2 require that the tangential

component (w.r.t. any material interface) of a plausible electric field must exhibit a

continuous transition when passing from one medium to another whereas the orthog¬
onal component (w.r.t. the same material interface) is free to jump. The definition

given above precisely entails all such functions, i.e. the electric fields we are looking
for reside in the space iï"(curl ; O), see Jackson (1999).

The fact that, according to the PLA, the actual (resulting) field renders the action

stationary can now be exploited. By virtue of the theory describing the calculus of

variations and in analogy to the mechanical example given above we know that the

functional derivative of the action SJ/ôe(u) has to vanish. Note that this is a "point-
wise" reformulation of the more popular requirement that all directional derivatives

of J w.r.t. e(u) are bound to vanish, in order for e(u) to be a stationary field distri¬

bution.

To compute this functional derivative, we proceed along the same lines as that pre¬

sented in the mechanical case. However, before we can do so, it is crucial that a

proper set of boundary conditions be declared, such as to allow for the reformula¬

tion of the action into a more appropriate form, see Appendix B. In Chapter 2 we

introduced the notion of perfect electric conductivity and its implications. We stated

that the tangential component of the electric field with respect to the boundary van¬

ishes, whenever the electric conductivity on the surface is assumed to be infinite. This

led to the requirement E(£. x) x n = 0 the field should meet, where n denotes the

outward surface normal. Translated into frequency domain, this is equivalent to writ¬

ing e(u, x) x n = 0, see (2.13), and since we assume that our domains are encoated

with such a PEC layer, the following definition suggests itself.

Definition 3.3 Let Q be an open bounded domain with a Lipschitz continuous bound¬

ary T. Then we define

#o(curl; fi) := {f G #(curl; O) |Vx G T : f(x) x n(x) = 0}

to be the space ofcurl conformingfunctions endowed with perfect electrical conduc¬

tivity boundary conditions.
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Under the assumption that the phasors we want to compute reside in this new space

we are now able to reformulate part of the action integral by exploiting the identity

(see Appendix A)

/ uTcurlv dil = / vTcurlu dVt — / (u x v) • dF

Jo, Jq jt

= f vTcurludft- / uT(v xdr). (3.11)
JQ JT

By settingu = ß{u\ x)""1 curl e(u', x) and v = e(u/'. x) we can rewrite the integral

/ curle(uf)Tß{u')~Tcurle{u") dil = / e(a;'/)Tcurl/x(a;/)"1curle(a;/) du
Jo. Jo.

whereby the boundary integral is zero, since e(u) G Hq (curl ; O). This new formula¬

tion is well suited for the computation ofthe required functional derivatives which we

will express now. For the sake of clarity however, we will refrain from giving all the

details and refer the interested reader to Appendix B, where an exhaustive derivation

can be found. By switching the sign of u; we have

AT t 1

-T"—-
= 2tt coHiw)e(w) x curl H„-i(u;) curie (a; ) dit. (3.12)

oe(-uj) Jn ß0uz

where the matrices

He(w) = i(e(w)H + e(u)) and Hr,(w) = ^(/i(w)-H + M(w)-1)

are obtained by exploiting property (3.10) and correspond to the Hermitian part of

the respective tensors. As in the mechanical example we compute the functional

derivative w.r.t. the position x and rearrange the expressions, such as to obtain the

governing partial differential equation which field distributions e(u;. x) have to fulfil,
in order to render the action stationary, i.e.

£oE(üj)e(o;) ^curlH„-i(u;)curle(a;) = 0. (3.13)
Mo ^

The fact that this equation arises through the application of the least action principle

implies that the functional derivative (3.12) must vanish. But as we mentioned ear¬

lier, the entire reasoning only applies for systems that are conservative, i.e. systems
in which no energy is transformed in an irreversible way. Thus, whenever energy is

dissipated (in the form ofleaky radiation for example), this must be taken into consid¬

eration, as well. This is typically accomplished by equating the functional derivative

with the functional derivative of the accumulated dissipated energy G, as seen in the

mechanical example shown above.

One way to obtain a formulation for the integrand F which would enable the def-
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inition of the functional G for electromagnetic problems consists of computing the

difference between the energy change rate per unit volume and the (Poynting) energy

flux passing the volume surface. Formally, this can be expressed as

j -1 /»

F = -— - / E(f,x)TD(t,x)+H(t,x)TB(f,x)rfO
at 2 JQ

- / H(t, x)TcurlE(t, x) - E(t x)TcurlH(f, x) dQ,
JQ

see Jackson (1999). If we now replace all the time domain quantities with their re¬

spective frequency domain quantities, make use of the constitutive relations and re¬

place the magnetic phasor as before then we obtain a frequency domain representation
of the accumulated dissipated energy

G =
i 11 ff i(w" -u')£oe(u,)Te(u")e(w")e^

1 / / ffiiu" ~~ ^\mle{^yß^yJtml^jy^ie^'i duJ'duJ"dudi_
2 J J j J ßou'u"

The last and most important step is the one of combining the functional derivative

of the action with the functional derivative of the accumulated dissipated energy,

according to Equation (3.8). Note that we omit the entire derivation in favour of

readability and refer the reader to Appendix B, where all the transformations may be

inspected. We introduce the new matrices

SeH = i(eMH-eM) and S^M^^-mM"1),
which describe the skew Hermitian component of the material tensors and with their

help we can then compactly write

£/-i f 11

-r—- = 2wi,u / (]S£i~~~u)e(—u) TCurlSM-i(—u;)curle(—u) dQ,
de{u) j /to uja

which together with the functional derivative of the action and the usual sign change
can be transformed into the desired partial differential equation

£o[He(u;) + Ss(u)]e(u) ?curl [Hri(w) + S/i-i(u;)]curle(a;) = 0.

Mo ^

Clearly, the above combinations of the Hermitian and the skew Hermitian part of the

corresponding matrices yield the original tensor itself. We thus rearrange the whole
2

expression, define the quantity À = ^ and simplify the result in order to obtain the

so called strongform

curl/i(a;)~~1curle(c<;) = Xe(u)e(u). (3.14)
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Remark Neglecting the dissipative force in the derivation would lead to a similar

result, containing the Hermitian parts Me(u) and H^-^u;) instead of the original
tensors. This in turn implies that the differential equation corresponding to equa¬

tion (3.13) would only be valid for lossless materials. Our intention to incorporate

absorbing boundary conditions however, requires that cavities with lossy materials

can be modelled correctly. Hence the inclusion of dissipative effects is unavoidable

when one wishes to explain the exact behaviour of the fields.

We conclude this section by giving two complete problem formulations which are the

result of the above derivation and which will serve as starting point for further prob¬
lem descriptions. Before we can do so however, one last point concerning material

properties needs to be addressed. As can be seen from Equation (3.14), the mate¬

rial tensors arising in the problem description depend on the underlying frequency u.

Fortunately, many materials exhibit a permeability and a permittivity behaviour which

can be considered constant over a wide range of frequencies. It is therefore common

to linearise these material characteristics around a reasonable targetfrequency and to

approximate the former by constant matrices, see Witzig (2002).

We have derived the governing partial differential equation (3.14) using physical rea¬

sonings only. The application of the PLA together with the inclusion of dissipative
terms has led to the desired differential form, confirming the (strong) formulation

given in Chapter 2 which in its entirety reads

Problem 3.1 Let Q G R3 be an open bounded domain with a Lipschitz
continuous boundary V. Find a vector valuedfunction e(x) and a scalar

A G C such thai

curl ß~[ curl e = Aee Vx GO (3.15)

divee = 0 Vx G O (3.16)

exn = 0 Vx G L

where e and ß are complex-symmetric 3 x 3 tensors and n is the surface
normal.

An important point to note is the requirement for divergence free solutions of the

problem. Since the curl operator's null space consists of all the gradient fields, its

size is of infinite dimension. It is therefore clear that Problem 3.1 possesses infinitely

many zero eigenvalues, whose corresponding eigenfunctions are not relevant for the

resonance study. To prevent a computation of such eigenfunctions, the divergence
condition (3.16) is introduced. Applying the div operator to equation (3.15) reveals

that divergence free solutions must be associated with eigenvalues different from zero.

As mentioned earlier, the strong formulation is often too difficult to be solved exactly
and therefore we must content ourselves with approximative solutions. A variant that
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is far better suited for numerical treatment can be represented using the so called weak

form. This weak form is obtained by multiplying each of the strong form equations
with an appropriate test function, where the resulting expression is then integrated
over the relevant domain. By requiring that the newly obtained integral equations be

satisfied, one enforces the former equations to hold in a (weaker) distributive sense

and no longer in apointwise sense, see Strang and Fix (1997).

We apply this construction principle to Equation (3.15) and assume thereby that the

test function <5(x) may be any function residing in iïo(curl; Q)- By virtue of the

vector analytical identity (3.11 ) we can write

/ ^Tcurl/i""1curie dil = / curl«f7/!""1 curie du = A / öTeedQ
JQ JQ JQ

and have this way obtained a weak form of Equation (3.15). We proceed analogously
with (3.16), i.e. we pick an arbitrary test function i/;(x) from H(\(il), and obtain

/ xp diveedO = / div (ipee) dil - [ V'i/;T(ee) du (3.17)
JQ JQ JQ

= f ibee- dT- I Vi/'jT(ee) du = - f V'0T(ee) dil.
Jt Jq Jq

a weak form for the divergence freeness condition.

Definition 3.4 Let il be an open bounded domain with a Lipschitz continuous bound¬

ary T. Then we define the Sobolev space

Hi{il) := {/ G L2(il) |V/ G L2(0)d.Vx G F : /(x) = 0}.

An application ofthe divergence theorem given in Appendix A to the second integral
in (3.17) shows that its contribution vanishes due to J0 div (wee) dQ = jr t[j(ee) dT

and the fact that i/j G Hq(Q). We can now restate Problem 3.1 and obtain

Problem 3.2 (Weak Formulation) Let il c R3 be an open bounded do¬

main with a Lipschitz continuous boundary T. Find a vector valuedfunc¬
tion e G iïo(curl; il) and a scalar À G C such that for all variations

ö G #o(curl ; n) and i/j G H(\ (O)

/ (curio.curie)p-i dQ = A / (ö,e)£dQ
JQ JQ

[ (Vij,e)£ = 0

holds. The tensors e and ß may be arbitrary? complex-symmetric 3 x 3

matrices.
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Figure 3.2 The cross section Qp (right) of the axisymmetric domain Q (left), repre¬

sented by the shaded region, is confined by two boundary sets. The first set, called F 0,

comprises all the points of l)Qp that lie on the rotation axis. The second one consists

of the remaining boundary points, i.e. Tp = i)Qp \ T0.

3.3 Cylindrical Coordinates

All considerations made so far concerned the fields and fluxes, material properties
and boundary conditions. An equally important characteristic of the problem com¬

prises the shape of the underlying cavity. In Chapter 2 we announced our interest

in the resonance behaviour of VCSELs. These devices are usually manufactured by

growing several layers of semiconducting material on a ground substrate, often yield¬

ing (almost) axially symmetric shapes. Moreover, the single layers can be assumed

to be homogeneous. It is therefore no surprise that we opt for cylindrical coordinates

to model the problems. This choice entails a change in the operators and some new

difficulties will arise, but in return the originally three dimensional problem will be

reduced to a two dimensional one.

In the following Q will denote an axisymmetric cavity domain and Qp (half of) its

cross section, i.e. Q = Qp x [0, 27r] where Qp C [0, oc) x R in order to be valid,

see Lacoste and Gay (1991 ) and Lacoste (2000). In contrast to the usual notation, the

outer boundary Tp denotes the set of all points which lie on the boundary dilp but

not on the rotation axis. All the boundary points of dQp that do lie on the axis, are

elements of the inner boundary F0. A sketch of this situation is given in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.3 (left) The cylinder coordinate system is defined by the rotating basis vec¬

tors ur, lie and uz. Note the so called meridian plane spanned by ur and uz. (right)
A closeup of the phasor ê — newly defined in cylinder coordinates — and its projec¬
tions ep onto and êoiio orthogonal to the meridian plane.

We start by defining the mapping from cylindrical to Cartesian coordinates

x := (r cos 9. r sin 9, z) .

where x = (x.y,z)T and, in analogy, r = (r. 6, z)T. The basis vectors for the

cylinder coordinate system can then be written as

/cos(0) ~~ sin(0) 0\

U(0) = (ur(0), ue(0), uz{0)) = sin(0) cos(0) 0
.

V 0 0 1/
The plane spanned by the vectors ur and uz, whose intersection with the domain Q

yields the cross section Qp, shall henceforth be denoted as meridian plane. Having
defined an orthonormal set of basis vectors enables us to easily express the electric

phasor e(x) in cylinder coordinates. We introduce three new coordinates ê r(r, 9, z),
êo(r, 9, z) and ez(r, 9, z) and write

e(x) = êr{r)ur(e)+êe(r)ue(e)+êz{r)uz(0) = U(0)ê(r) (3.18)

for corresponding points x and r. We additionally define the field's meridian projec¬
tion êp to be the coordinates ofthe projection ofthe electric phasor onto the meridian

plane, i.e. êp = (êr. êz)T. The remaining coordinate ee is often referred to as az-

imuthaI component. To illustrate the arrangement of the basis vectors and the inter¬

play of the cylindrical components, the above relations are depicted in Figure 3.3.
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In the next step we express the gradient of a scalar function /'(x) and the divergence
and the curl of a vector valued function f(x) by means of derivatives of their cylin¬
drical equivalents /'(r) and f (r), in order to be able to replace these quantities in the

foregoing problems. According to Bronstejn and Semendjaev (1979) we have

Vf = drfur + -(d0f) U0 + C)zfuz,
r

divf = -dr(rfr) + -üefo + 0zfz
r r

curlf = - (dofz-dz(rfo))ur + (dzfr-drfzJue + - [0r(rfô)-9efrJu2.
or, after some transformations, the more compact representations

V/ = -OofuQ + (ur, uz)Vpf,

divf = -defe + -divp (rfp),
r r

curlf = ciuip ip no + - (-uz, ur) {d0fv - %(rfo)).
r

where fp again denotes the coordinates of the meridian projection and the two di¬

mensional operators Vp, divp and curlp are derivatives in r and z only. Note that

their structure can be found in Appendix A. fn order to render the new framework

complete we also have to adapt the space definitions given so far, following Lacoste

(2000). This leads to the following

Definition 3.5 Lei Q = Qp x [0, 2tt] be an open bounded domain with a Lipschitz
continuous boundary Tp. Then we define

L2{Q)d :={î:Q^Cd\ I j r\\î(r)\\2d,9d,Qp < oc},
Jqp Jo

to be the space of square integrable functions in cylinder coordinates. Note that

the factor r in the integrand corresponds to the Jacobi determinant required by the

coordinate transform. Wefurther define

^(curl; Q) := {f G L2(Q)3 |curlp fp eL2{Q). l(d0fp^Vp{rfo)) eL2(Q)2}

ifo(curl; O) := {f G H(curl; Q) |Vr G Tp : fp(r) x np = f0(r) = 0}

H\il) := {/ G L2(il) |VP/ G L2(il)2, ~def G L2(Q)}

H] (il) := {/ G Ê" (il) |Vr G Fp : /(r) = 0}

where ûp denotes the outward normal vector standing orthogonal on T p.
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Remark Note that the spaces introduced in Definition 3.5 are obtained by expressing
all the operators, phasors and scalar functions arising in Definitions 3.1, 3.2, 3.3

and 3.4 by means of their "•cylindrical" counterparts.

To conclude the translation into cylinder coordinates an adaption of the material ten¬

sor formulations is also necessary. The interior ofthe cavities dealt with here consists

of different layers of homogeneous isotropic material, as depicted in Figure 2.3. The

permittivity and permeability of each ofthese layers can thus be expressed by a single
scalar. Unfortunately, the PMLs which confine our domains cannot be expressed in

such a nice way. As mentioned in Chapter 2, these absorbing layers consist of inho-

mogeneous anisotropic materials where, for the axisymmetric case, a nice derivation

can be found in Teixeira and Chew (1997). It turns out that the corresponding matri¬

ces ê and fi are diagonal,

ê(r) = diag(4(r). £e(r). £z(r)),

ß,(r) = dmg(ßr(r). fi0(r). ßz(r)).

The exact definitions of the diagonal elements can be found in Teixeira and Chew

(1997) and will be introduced in Chapter 8. We close the discussion about materials

by defining two additional matrix projections onto the "meridian subspace", i.e.

êp = diag [êr,êz) and ßp = diag (ßz. fir).

Remark Note that the material tensors for the Cartesian and the cylinder coordinate

system are related by means of

£ = UeUT and ß = JJßlJ7.

Obviously, the diagonal structure of the material tensors is not necessarily preserved,
when expressing the latter in Cartesian coordinates. This potential loss suggests that

going for cylindrical coordinates is the right choice, in that the tensors ê and ß exhibit

the simplest possible structure under the given circumstances.

We conclude this section by making one last point about the mapping from Cartesian

to cylindrical coordinates

r := (yx2 + y2, arctaii(|//ir), z) .

As can readily be seen, regular points x possess a unique cylinder coordinate rep¬

resentation r, i.e. the mapping is injective in the regular domain. Points lying on

the rotation axis, however, can be represented in infinitely many ways. Vanishing x

and y coordinates require r to vanish but leave the angle 9 undefined — the mapping
is then no longer injective. Needless to say that this defect is also encountered when

we apply the mapping onto fields. In order to fix this shortcoming uniqueness condi-
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lions have to be imposed on the fields that are represented in the cylinder coordinate

domain such as to allow only for meaningful field descriptions.

To derive these conditions we consider Equation (3.18). As mentioned before the

function values along the rotation axis have to be unique, i.e. for all angles 9

e(0, 0, z) = U(0) ê(0,0, z) = const.

A more convenient form can be obtained by considering the derivative ofthis equation
with respect to 9, i.e. do(Uê) = 0. The separate treatment of the three components
then reveals the uniqueness constraints

êr(Q.,z,9) + d0ê()(0,z,9) = 0

^ê0((lz,9) + d0êr(0,z,9) = 0 (3.19)

d0êz(0.z.6) = 0

Note that in the case of a scalar function f(r, 9, z) the condition can be derived in a

similar way and simply reads dof(0,9, z) = 0.

Remark These conditions were to hold under the assumption e G C(Q)'3. So far

however, we have assumed that e G H(curl: il). Fortunately, it can be shown

that these uniqueness conditions are automatically covered by requiring that e G

iï"(curl; Q) and that the divergence of the field is bounded almost everywhere, see

Subsection 3.5. Readers interested in a detailed derivation and an in-depth discussion

are referred to Bernard!, Dauge, and Maday (1999).

3.4 A Weak Form for Axisymmetric Cavities

All the components appearing in Problem 3.2 have been adapted such as to make

them fit into the cylindrical coordinate framework. Clearly, the integrals that need to

be computed are no longer defined in Cartesian coordinates since a coordinate sub¬

stitution was performed. It is therefore necessary to include the Jacobi determinant

of this transform, which in our case corresponds to r. Putting all the above quanti¬
ties into the weak Cartesian formulation yields a problem set that is tailored to the

axisymmetric case.

Problem 3.3 (Weak Formulation in Cylinder Coordinates) LetQ = Qpx
[0, 2tt] be an axisymmetric domain with a Lipschitz continuous boundary
T, where Qp describes a valid cross section. Find a vector valuedfunc¬

tion ê(r) G iïo(curi ; Q) and a scalar À G C such that for all variations
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ö(r) G ^o(curl; fi)

>2tt -i

Qp JQ r
(Ooop - Vp (rôo) • doêp - \7p (rêo )} #-1 d,9d,Qp

MP

»2tt

+ / / r (cmlp öp, curlp êp) A-i d0dQv
Jiip Jo e

= A/ / r(lp,êp)fp +r(4,êo)êe^^p
Jqp Jo

holds. Note that bothfields ê ö/id' 5 mustfulfil the uniqueness conditions (3.19).
In addition, the divergencefreeness condition

fir (Vpi, êp)êp + {dôi, êd)êe dOdQp = 0

Jqp Jo

must be guaranteed, where i/j(r) is any scalarfunction in Hq(Q) meeting
the scalar uniqueness requirement.

A closer look at the equations above reveals that an expansion of the single functions

into corresponding Fourier series simplifies the equations substantially, see Lacoste

(2000). The expansion is performed in azimuthal direction, since we assume that the

material properties remain constant along circles that are orthogonal to the meridian

plane and have their centre on the rotation axis. Hence, the functions can be described

by a Fourier expansion of the kind

oc

e(r. z, 9) = Y, cim) (r? z) cos(m0) + s£n> (r, z) sin(m0). (3.20)
ra-0

oo

S(r,z,9) = ^c<fl)(r,z)co8(m6)+s%n)(r.z)3m(m0), (3.21)
m-Q

oc

4fr. 9,z) = J2 c[r}(r- z) cos(m0) + s{\r, z) sin(m0), (3.22)

where the coefficient vector c4 has the structure c4 = (c^H , Cg o,
cimz )T — the

same holds for the remaining phasor coefficients. In compliance with the foregoing

nomenclature we define Ce.p = (cZl . ciz )T to be the coordinates of the meridian

projection of Ce — again, the same holds for the remaining phasor coefficients.

The main advantage of this expansion consists in the separation of the meridian co¬

ordinates r, z and the azimuthal coordinate 9, which leads to a simplification of the

original problem. First, the integrations over 9 can be carried out separately from the
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meridian integrals, which implies that the angular component will vanish. This in turn

entails a decrease of the problem dimension from three to two. Second, the choice

of the basis functions for the expansion is advantageous, in that these functions are

pairwise orthogonal with respect to the integral scalar product. For m, n G No the

following relations hold:

/»2tt

'o

/>2tt

27T, m = n = 0,

cos(m0) cos(n0) d9 = \ it. m = n > 0, (3.23)

0, m f=- n,

/ cos(m0) sin(n0) dB = 0. (3.24)
'o

>2tt f 0, m = n = 0,

sin(?n0) sin(rz0) dB = \ it, m = n > 0. (3.25)

0, m f=- n.

Substituting the fields and scalar functions in Problem 3.3 with the expansions (3.20),

(3.21 ) and (3.22) and exploiting properties (3.23), (3.24) and (3.25) yields a sequence

of decoupled EVPs. By decoupled we mean that every single EVP, characterised by
its index in, is defined independently of the other EVPs and can hence be solved

separately. Thanks to the completeness of the Fourier series, the entire solution set

can then be built by unifying the solution sets associated with the indexed EVPs

for m = 0,1, 2,... In the following we will concentrate on the formulation of one

such indexed EVP, namely the mth, where m will henceforth be called mode number.

Remark As a matter of fact, we are not interested in computing all solutions, but

only the ones in the vicinity of a target value r, usually small in modulus. In gen¬

eral, the indexed EVPs associated with large mode numbers will exhibit large eigen¬
values. Hence, a typical computation consists in solving for the leading eigenval-

ues/eigenfunctions of the first few indexed EVPs.

Yet, in order to set the stage for the next problem reformulation we first have to define

the necessary function spaces by adapting L2(Q), Hq (Q) and ffo(curl ; Q) to the set

of expanded functions. For the sake of brevity we define rp = (r, z)T and give the

following

Definition 3.6 Let Q = [0, 2tt] x Qp be an open bounded domain with a Lipschitz
continuous boundary Tp. Then we define

L2(Qp)d := {f : Qp - Cd | / r\\î(rp)\%d,Qp < oc},
Jiip

to be the space ofsquare integrable Fourier expandedfunctions. Wefurther define
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Ê(curhilp) := {f G L2(ilpf |curlpfp G L2(Qp), (mfp + Vp(rf0)) G L2(ilp)2},

#o(curl; 0p) := {f G ^(curl; Qp) |Vrp G Fp : f0(rp) = fp(rp) x np = 0},

H\ilp) := {/ G L2(Qp) |VP/ G L2(Op)2, -/ G L2(ilp)},

Ê0(Qp) := {/ G Ê1^) |Vrp G Fp : f(rp) = 0}.

In addition to the new space definitions we also have to adapt the set of uniqueness
conditions. We do so by plugging the restricted series for ê into the uniqueness
condition equations (3.19) and separate the sine and cosine components, which yields

<&fi(0. z) + ms (0, z)=0 s^ (0, z) - mc{$ (0, z) = 0

-c<$ (0. z) + ms (0, *) = 0 -4^ (0, z) - m&$ (0, *) = 0 (3.26)

mào (0, z) = 0 -meg) (0, z) = 0

and analogously for the variation Ö. This set of equations represents the so called

expanded uniqueness conditions.

Having redefined all the quantities and conditions needed in the setting ofProblem 3.3

allows us to replace these in order to obtain a completely new formulation. Note that

many ofthe functions' combinations that arise by mere substitution do vanish, due to

the trigonometric functions' orthogonality described by equations (3.23), (3.24) and

(3.25). Finally we are left with

Problem 3.4 (Fourier Expanded Formulation) Let il = Qp x [0, 2tc] be an

axisymmetric domain with a Lipschitz continuous boundary Y, where Qp
describes a valid cross section. In addition let m G No be a given mode

number. Find two vector valuedfunctions ce • si G Ho(curl;Qp) and

a scalar À G C such thatfor all variations Cg, ssm) G Hq (curl ; Qp)

1 (m) M.(rcW). mSW-VP(rCi;»))fc,JOp- { WIS

-p
>Q r f

+ J» \{-'">4:Ü - \(r»<$ ), -me« - Vp («<"> )> A-, dil,

+ I r^urlpS^^curlpsW)^-.^
J Qp

+ / r(curlpc^).curlp4-)>A-idfiI,
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A r(B(">.s("V+r<c<">.Ci'"»>,.dn,

'Qp
yS.p - ae.p l£v~ ' \S5,0 ' °e,0 l?e """P

'Op

AoMv rrwe. JVofe /Aal1 f/?e vector functions cem
, Sg , c^ and s

g
have

to fulfil the expanded uniqueness conditions. In addition, the divergence

freeness condition

Jqp

+ [ r(V,4"».c(»>},p + (-nu^,s'^)i„dQp = 0

/zos* to be guaranteed, where c^71 and s^71 are any two scalar functions

in Hq (Qp) meeting the expanded scalar uniqueness requirement.

Remark Note that for m = 0 the terms involving the sine coefficients are absent. For

the sake of convenience however, we do not make a special distinction and carry the

sine terms along.

At first glance the new problem definition given above looks far more complicated
than the one we started from. The elegance of Problem 3.2 has apparently been lost

due to the employed coordinate transformation and the succeeding Fourier expansion.
But a more thorough look at Problem 3.4 prevents premature conclusion.

The equation above can be separated into two disjoint parts, one in clmf and s^q

alone, whereas the other one in —si and c^nf alone. Since these two groups and

their respective solution sets are equivalent, it suffices to consider only one half ofthe

problem. In order to render the notation a little bit simpler we introduce new variables

and allow ourselves to omit the superscript, keeping in mind that each problem setting
comes equipped with its own separate index m. Recall that the sine coefficients for

m = 0 are of no interest. We distinguish the cases

77? = 0

m > 0

w(rJ>) =

v(r„) == (4°>M.
cS(r„). c<U»(r„))T
4>P). 4>„))T

w(rp) =

v(rP) == (4::'m- *$(*,)• 4ï(rP))T
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Rewriting Problem 3.4 with these new quantities and letting the function <^(r p) rep¬

resent the Fourier coefficient crj^ (rp), we obtain

Problem 3.5 (Reduced Fourier Expanded Formulation) Let Q = Qp x

[0, 2tt] be an axisymmetric domain with a Lipschitz continuous boundary T,

where Qp describes a valid cross section. In addition, let ni G No be a

given mode number. Find a vector valuedfunction w G Ho(curl ; Qp) and

a scalar À G C such thatfor all variations v G Ho(cur\ ; Qp)

I - (mvp + Vp (rvo ) • mwp + Vp (rw0 ) ) ^-1 dilp
Jqp r p

+ / r(cwlpVp,cwlpvfp)a-idQp (3.27)
Jqp ^°

= A / r (vp, wp)ip + r (v0, wo)êe dQp
Jnp

holds. Note that the vectorfunctions w andw must fulfil the corresponding

part of the expanded uniqueness conditions (3.26). In addition, the diver¬

gencefreeness condition

/ r (Vp(f, Wp)êp - m((f, wo)ê0 dQP = 0 (3.28)
Jqp

must be guaranteed, where ip is any scalarfunction in Hq(Qp) meeting the

expanded scalar uniqueness requirement.

3.5 Natural Boundary Conditions

We now direct our attention towards the uniqueness conditions stated earlier. So

far nothing has been said about whether it is necessary to artificially enforce these

constraints and if so, how to accomplish this. We will see in the following that a short

analysis of the field's divergence will shed some light on these questions.

As explained at the end of Section 3.2, the divergence freeness condition acts as a

filter which retains the non-oscillating eigenfunctions. Hence the oscillating functions

have a vanishing divergence which is obviously bounded. This implies that div e G

L2(Q) and carried over to cylinder coordinates we obtain a property which holds

naturally, i.e.

divê = -doêo + -divp (rêp) G L2(Q).
r r
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The Fourier expansion of the single components as introduced by equations (3.20),

(3.21) and (3.22), restricted to coefficients that are interesting for Problem 3.5, leads

to the equivalent formulation

-(mtvo + dr(rw7 )) + l)zwz G L2(ilp).
r

To be bounded in terms of square integrability, the subexpression belonging to

must vanish almost everywhere in the vicinity of the rotation axis, where almost ev¬

erywhere (a.e.) is understood in the sense of Lebesgue, see Arsac (1966). But this

in turn implies that mw0 + uur vanishes a.e. in the neighbourhood of the axis, when¬

ever the divergence exists, i.e. whenever the corresponding eigenvalue is not zero.

Hence, with exception of a set ofpoints with Lebesgue measure zero, one of the three

uniqueness conditions is naturally fulfilled.

A thorough look at the space definition of i7(curl ; Qp) reveals that every member of

this space is already endowed with the remaining two uniqueness conditions, at least

in the Lebesgue sense. To see this we expand the last constraint of the iï"(curl ; Qp)
space definition given in Definition 3.6 and apply it to the field w introduced for

Problem 3.5 to see that

-(mwr + dr(rwo)) G L2(ilp),

-(mwz + Oz(rw0)) G L2(Qp).

The same reasoning as above shows that the quantities in parentheses must vanish

a.e. in the vicinity ofthe rotation axis. But this is the same as stating that the remain¬

ing conditions are fulfilled a.e. as soon as we restrict ourselves to curl conforming
field functions.

Recapitulating we can say that any function being element of .ff"(curl ; Qp) and solv¬

ing Problem 3.5 with a corresponding non-zero eigenvalue fulfils the extended unique¬
ness conditions. Two out of three are covered by the curl conformity condition,
whereas the third one is satisfied because of the divergence freeness condition. We

will therefore allow ourselves to omit the uniqueness clause in future problem formu¬

lations.

Remark Firstly, in the reasoning that lead to the naturally guaranteed uniqueness
condition we made use of the boundedness of the divergence. To demand this prop¬

erty is legitimate, since the contrary would imply field values and hence energies that

are unbounded— a situation which would never occur in nature.

Secondly, the relaxation of the uniqueness conditions in the sense that the func¬

tions must vanish only a.e. is absolutely plausible. The macroscopic Maxwell equa-
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tions (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) describe phenomena with a spatial resolution which

is coarse enough to allow a negligence of single atomic characteristics. Thus spa¬

tial averages are taken and the blur that is introduced renders the distinction between

"almost everywhere" and "everywhere" impossible.



The Finite Element

Formulation

Thus the partial differential equation entered theoretical physics as a

handmaid, but has gradually become mistress.

— Albert Einstein —

The fact that exact solutions to partial differential equations are usually not available

makes it necessary to develop numerical schemes that compute approximate solu¬

tions. The vector wave equations derived in the preceding chapter, being nothing
but partial differential equations, are therefore naturally tackled by means of one of

the standard approximation methods such as thQ finite difference method (FDM), the

boundary element method (BEM) or thQfinite element method (FEM).

We opt for the FEM, because of its flexibility for modelling the problem (in terms

of domain approximability) and its simplicity with respect to the implementation of

boundary conditions. The next sections will therefore be dedicated to showing how

this method can be applied to problems of interest in this thesis.

4.1 Discretisation of Function Spaces

The first step towards a finite element formulation consists in choosing finite dimen¬

sional subspaces of the original infinite dimensional function space. Approximate
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solutions to the underlying problem are then represented by means of linear combi¬

nations taken from these finite dimensional spaces. Depending on whether a crude

approximation needs to be found quickly or whether the approximation needs to be

accurate, the reduced space sizes are then chosen accordingly.

We start by letting wW and <p^ be several sample functions and with their help we

define the discretefunction spaces

de

Do(curl;Qp) := {w = ]T^WW | w<*> G #0(curl; Op)} (4.1)
>-i

ds

D^Qp) := {<p = J2 z^3) I ^ e H0(QP)} (4.2)
J-1

where dc. ds G N are the dimensions ofthe spaces. Before we proceed with replacing
the spaces used in Problem 3.5 by means oftheir discrete counterparts (4.1) and (4.2),
let us first introduce the following bilinearforms. They constitute the building blocks

of the weak form representation given in the aforementioned problem (see (3.27)
and (3.28)) and have the form

aCr(g.f) = / r(ciirlpg,curlpf).-i dQp 6pp(g, f)= / r(gJ)êpdQp
Jqp e Jqp

ho(gj) = I -(g,f)ê0dQp
Jqp

r

aPe(g.f) = / ~(g,\f)ß~idilp cp(g,ï) = / r(Vpg.î)èpdilp
./o„ r p

Jçi„

app(g.f) = / -(g,f)A-idftp
i L
p

*-* \ Lp

\Lp *-* \Lp

a0p(g.ï) = / -(%#,f)A-i dQp c0(g,f)= / -(g,f)ê$dQp
Jqp r p

Jqp r

aoo(gJ)= / -(y,5f.Vp/)A-idfip
Jqp f p

where a0p is the adjoint ofap0, i.e. ap0(g, /) = a0p(f\ g).

The replacement ofthe infinite dimensional function spaces presented earlier can now

be expressed by using the bilinear forms just introduced. Note that wp and Wq

again denote the coordinates ofthe meridian and the azimuthal projections ofw W as

explained in Section 3.3.

Problem 4.1 (Discrete Formulation) Let the geometry be defined as in Prob¬

lem 3.5. Moreover, let m G No be a given mode number. Find a func¬
tion w G Dq(curl: Op) and a scalar X G C such that for any varia-
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tion v G Do (curl ; Op)1

dr d,c

m2 Y^ appiVp^Wp^PjQi + m ]C ^(w^.ra^jp^i

dc dc

m Y a0p(rw0
}

• wp
} ) Pi(T + Y a00 (rwo

}
' rw;ö° ) Pj&

?',?'-l Vj-i

+ J] aCe(wW,w«)M,
'i.j—1

= A Y bpptyp^Wp^PjQi + A J] boo^w^^w^^pjqi

holds. In addition, the divergencefreeness condition

dc,ds dc,ds

Y Cp(y?(j). wW) ^g,
- m ^ cö(^(j), ra[l)) ^-^ = 0

i.j — 1 i'j — 1

must be guaranteed, where ip is any scalarfunction in D}} (Qp).

Remark In contrast to former problem formulations we drop the explicit unique¬
ness requirements. According to the considerations made at the end of Chapter 3,

eigenfunctions that are curl conforming and divergence free automatically fulfil these

requirements.

The standard approach when approximating vector valued functions consists in se¬

lecting independent sample functions for each single vector component. In our case

the situation is similar, in that we have a natural separation into the meridian projec¬
tion wp and the azimuthal component w0. As a consequence we remodel the discrete

space D0 (curl ; Op) in order to reflect this property and obtain

Do(cnrl; Op) = {w = (<Tq^,±qf^)\

W
« ,„(')
P ,w%J)eH0(curUnp)}. (4.3)

An immediate advantage of this space splitting is that each bilinear form in Prob¬

lem 4.1 can now be expressed by means of its own matrix. This not only leads to a

more convenient formulation but also reflects the problem structure in an appropriate

To avoid confusion, we replace the coefficients <?,- in the definition of v with the placeholders pi.
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way, as shall be seen later. We define the matrices

"pp

AP0

Aop

A00

der W
(0 wOi)

w;

«pp(w<*),w<j))};.
'"

) 1.3 — 1A

-* 'i. 7 — 1,1

aop[rw0
« wOi)

w,v

7-1

1 *- c

Ji. 7
— 1,1

Bpp

C_/p

{6pp(w(;).wW;
w,(p)4p)

J*,.7-1,1
d<e> .</<*>

v J t.j — \ A

daAp)

^ J ?.7 — 1.7-1.1

,(0
J i.7-1,1

dlo),40)

7-1

I Jij-IA

where the identity apo(g.f) = aoP(f-s) implies the property Ap# = Aj)p. If in

addition we introduce the vectors

,(p)
d<*>

R'L- ,(Ö)
d<ö>

K'li-r {-IL
and define the vectors p(p) and p^ analogously, we can rephrase Problem 4.1 by

replacing the sums by means of appropriate quadratic forms. Under the assumption
that the single matrices shown above can be constructed without problems, we obtain

a simple linear algebraic formulation of the original problem that reads

Problem 4.2 (Matrix Formulation) Let the geometry be defined as in Prob¬

lem 4.1. Moreover, let m G No be a given mode number. Find vectors q(p)
and q(ö) and a scalar À G C such thatfor any two vectors p

^ andp(°\

mVp)TAPpq(p) + mpfr>TApeq<ö>

+ p(p)TACfqW
= A(p^TBppqW + pWTBööqW)

holds. In addition, the divergencefreeness condition

.1 Cr)q(p) rnzTC,qW = 0

must be guaranteedfor any vector z.

An important issue that needs to be thought of concerns the practicability of the im¬

plementation of the boundary conditions. Following definition (4.3), the contribu¬

tions of all sample functions whose support is adjacent to the boundary Tp have to
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be considered, when looking for proper linear combinations. In order to keep the

problem simple, it is therefore common to reduce the number of contributors by sub¬

dividing the domain Q.p into small finite domains (elements) over which the sample
functions are defined, whence the name finite element functions. This way, only the

element functions whose support is adjacent to Fp have an influence on the boundary
behaviour of the field. Note that typically the number of functions influencing the

boundary behaviour is much smaller than the total number of sample functions.

4.2 Spatial Discretisation — Meshing

The element shapes on which the functions are defined should be chosen such that

their union approximates Qp and they should be simple. The usual approach that

guarantees such a spatial discretisation is usually referred to as meshing. This pro¬

cess approximately divides the domain into small polygons, usually triangles T\ and

quadrilaterals Rt (if in 2D), which are mutually disjoint and not too distorted, see Cia-

rlet and Lions (1991) for more details. Note that due to the properties of the domains

we deal with (see Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3) we only allow paraxial quadrangles

(rectangles), whereas the triangles may be arbitrary.

Assume that we have subdivided the domain Qp into simple polygonal pieces as

well as possible, i.e. in such a way that their union approximately corresponds to the

original domain. Formally we write

Qp « Qp = [J reg(Ti) U (J rcg(Ri), where reg(S) = (J St ^^
i i i

is the union ofthe closures ofSi, i.e. ofthe elements ofthe set ofpolygons S. We then

replace every occurrence ofQp with its approximation Q.p, whenever discrete function

spaces come into play. For the sake of simplicity however, we refrain from making
this distinction. Still, one property that we will exploit, concerns the subdivision of

the domain in the context of integration, i.e. any integration carried out over the entire

domain Qp will be subdivided according to

s(Ti) , JTog(Ri)

Remark As stated above, the finite element functions are chosen such that their

support is small and locally confined. Thus, most of the pairwise combinations con¬

sidered by the bilinear forms will vanish because of the disjoint function supports.
This in turn implies that the matrices Acc, App, etc. will be sparse.
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The subdivisions we are going to deal with will be described by means of the or¬

dered sets V, E, T and R. Thereby, the vertex set V consists of all the mesh nodes,
themselves being specified as coordinate tuples. Connections between some of the

vertices, called edges, are described as index tuples and collected in E. For the sake

of convenience we additionally define the index sets

VVp := {î\vteV,vtETp},
Vr0 := {7|v,;GKv,;Gr0},

EVp := {i\ei = {j,k}eE.vj.vkeTp}.
l^j

ETo := {i | e, = {j, k} G E. v3-. vfc G r0},

which contain boundary point indices and boundary edge indices.

Each triangle T; is represented as a tuple (Tf .Tf) of triples. Tf and Tf contain the

indices of 2ys vertices and edges, respectively. The order of the vertex indices in T"

is such that the triangle is indexed in counterclockwise sense, whereby the leftmost

lowest point comes first. The edge triple entries will then correspond to

( &rU = w^y
T? = (Tf^T&Tfj) s.t. ET.2 = (T?,.T?i3)

( EK3 = (T^T^s)

Similarly, a rectangle Ri is represented as a tuple (Rf, Rf) of quadruples, where the

first entry contains the vertex indices and the second one comprises the corresponding

edge indices. The order of the vertex indices in RV is such that the vertices are

traversed in the order "lower left", "lower right", "upper left" and "upper right". The

edge quadruple entries will then correspond to

ErU = (R^-Ry
ErU = (R?A,RU)

ErU = (Rls-RU)

In accordance with the above definitions we introduce two auxiliary sets TV0 and Rr0
which contain the indices of the triangles and rectangles that have an edge lying on

the rotation axis, respectively. Formally,

TVo = {i | Tf2 e Ero}. RVo = {i | Ri2 G EVo}.

Remark In order to incorporate boundary conditions and curl conformity conditions

on the finite spaces it is necessary to distinguish between a few element arrangements.
These strict indexing conventions will facilitate the formulations that are necessary to

handle the distinct cases.

R? = (R^. R?,2> Rts< RU) s.t.
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Figure 4.1 In order to illustrate the formalism, we consider the following mesh frag¬
ment. Note that the encircled numbers denote vertex indices.

adj(v43)
adj(e8)

adj(adj(v43))

T7 = (TfTS)
i?4 = (R'f iî|)

{e5,e6,e8,e9,e5i}
{T3,Rw}
{T'2, F',\, T7, i?4, R-[9 }

((43. 21,8), (5.9.4))
((2, 5,17, 43), (12,37. 6, 51))

Finally, let us define an adjacency operator adj(-), which returns information about

the immediate neighbourhood. Applying it to a vertex yields the set of edges inci¬

dent to this vertex, applying it to a set of edges returns the set of polygons sharing
these edges. To illustrate, how the above quantities should be set up and how the

adjacency operator behaves, a mesh fragment including some of the sets is depicted
in Figure 4.1.

4.3 Choice of Finite Element Functions

In the preceding sections we motivated the choice offinite element functions by argu¬

ing that boundary conditions can then be incorporated more easily. Moreover, since

most of the supports will not overlap, the matrices App, Ap0, etc. obtained by plug¬

ging the element functions into the corresponding bilinear forms will be sparse — a
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property which, from the point ofview of storage requirement, is quite convenient.

fn order to be able to properly model our problems however, it is necessary that

the element functions we are going to choose are capable of reflecting the essential

physical properties of electrical fields, as described in Chapter 2. As pointed out there,

the transition of the electric phasor component tangential to an interface of different

materials must be continuous, whereas the component orthogonal to the interface is

free to jump. Therefore it is necessary to opt for finite element functions, which are

capable of modelling this kind of discontinuity.

The next point concerns the compliance with the boundary conditions and the curl

conformity. The sample functions need to have the capability of generating field

approximations, which are perfectly orthogonal to the boundary Tp. Recall that this is

implicitly required in Ho (curl : Qp) and D0 (curl : Qp), where additionally, the square

integrability of the approximations and their curls is assumed.

In the third place, recalling that we want to investigate the resonance behaviour of

the underlying cavities, it seems reasonable to ask for a discrete formulation which

somehow reflects the spectral properties ofthe original operator. As we have shown in

Chapter 3 the curl/j,""1 curl operator possesses infinitely many eigenfunctions whose

associated eigenvalues are zero. Yet, even though these are the non-oscillatory eigen¬
functions and hence not interesting for our investigation, they play an important role

with respect to the appropriate choice of element functions.

If the functions of the discrete space are not chosen carefully, the resulting spec¬

trum will be polluted, i.e. the discretised problem will possess many unphysical so¬

lutions which are also referred to as spurious modes. Detailed explanations of this

phenomenon and descriptions of the requirements that have to be met by the finite

element functions in order to avoid such a pollution can be found in Bossavit (1998),
Boffi (2000), Boffi, Fernandes, Gastaldi, and Perugia (1999) and Caorsi, Fernandes,
and Raffetto (2000). The choices we are going to present in the following, adhere

to the requirements stated in these articles, i.e. our problem discretisations will not

experience any spectral pollution at all.

Note that fulfilling all of the above requirements and pretensions is not trivial. Con¬

sidering the additional wish stated in the previous sections that the meridian projec¬
tion be modelled by means of vector valued sample functions whereas the azimuthal

component is discretised using scalar functions, does not simplify the situation.

Fortunately, there exists a class of two dimensional vector element functions which

can be augmented by slightly modified standard scalar sample functions leading to

so called hybrid element functions. These model the meridian projection by means
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of two dimensional Nédélec element functions, which are obtained by adapting their

three dimensional counterparts introduced in Nédélec (1986). The azimuthal compo¬

nent is approximated using modified nodalfunctions. This finally leads to a discrete

representation which fully complies with the above requirements, especially the ones

concerning spectral pollution, see Lee, Wilkins, and Mittra (1993).

Remark Note that this element choice is by no means the only reasonable one. Alter¬

native approaches, as the ones presented in Lacoste and Gay (1991) or in Noble, Lott,

and Loehr (1998), do also avoid the emerging of spurious modes. However, these al¬

ternatives either entail the use of non-standard element functions or the modification

of the bilinear forms in a, from our point of view, unnatural way.

The remaining part of this section is devoted to the introduction of two types of hy¬
brid element functions defined over triangles and rectangles. Note that these functions

usually have supports that extend over several polygonal elements. However, instead

of defining the influence of one function on a couple of elements, it is common prac¬

tice to restrict one's attention to one element at a time, but considering the entirety of

functions which do influence this specific element.

Since two adjacent elements share the degrees of freedom of the element functions

whose support overlaps with these very elements, one can easily enforce continuity
conditions, fn our case, the (modified) nodal functions, being continuous by con¬

struction, will hence yield a continuous azimuthal field component. The meridian

field component, as required by the law of refraction (2.9), will exhibit a continuous

transition of the field's projection that is tangential to the edges, whereas the normal

projection is free to jump. The latter is a property of the Nédélec elements, as will be

shown in Subsection 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.

In this context it is customary to introduce mappings, which affinely transform a

reference triangle or rectangle into an arbitrary triangle or rectangle. Usually the

reference polygon owns a special stracture such as to allow for a simple definition of

functions, as shown in Figure 4.2. Being affine, the mappings can be represented by
means of matrices and vectors. To this end we define the matrix M = (v2 — vj_, v3

—

vi ) and introduce the mapping ,
# and its inverse

,
#~~v

,// : ip = Mp + vi.

J{~1 : p = M-^rp-vi]
(4.6)

where p = (p, £) '.

With the help of this mapping it is now trivial to express functions fi(rp) over arbi¬

trary triangles T) or rectangles Ri knowing the reference functions /A//D (p) over the
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Figure 4.2 Arbitrary triangles and rectangles can be described by applying an appro¬

priate affine mapping onto the reference element.

(0, 0)

P

;m)

V;5

Vl

V3

v4
u y

n— —T)

v2

reference triangle T0 or rectangle Rq, respectively2. We have

fA/D(p) = fA/D(M-l(rP - Vl)) = /,-(rp).

Note that by computing the derivative with respect to r
p
we can immediately express

the gradients and the curls of the "new" functions as well. They read

M~T Vf
A/D,

V/i(rp) = 1V1
'

VJ->-{p),

curlp&(rp) = e}MTV.g2A/D(p)^ejMTV.gf/D(p).

(4.7)

4.3.1 Linear Nodal, Linear Nédélec Functions

We start with the definition of linear nodalfunctions Ni(rp), i.e. functions with the

shape of a pyramid, whose apex lies exactly one unit over a mesh node. Every pyra¬

mid base consists of all surrounding polygons impinging on the respective vertex.

Or phrased in more formais terms, the support of the function Nj corresponds to the

region covered by the set of polygons adj(adj(v?;)). The expressions for the corre-

2The functions concerning the reference triangle are pro\ided with a
A

superscript, those concerning
the reference rectangle are marked with a

^
superscript.
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Figure 4.3 The apices of the linear nodal functions reside on the mesh vertices,

whereas the linear Nédélec functions are located on the edges. Note that the indices

in these numberings correspond to the entry indices of the vertex and edge lists for

arbitrary elements.

sponding portions of such linear nodal functions restricted to the reference triangle
and rectangle can easily be formulated,

T(p) == i

tip) -= p,

t(p) --- c

p-c,,
Li(p) == 1-

p.
N?(p) == L{L2

E2(p) == 1--c N?(p) == -^2-^3

l?Ap) == P, Nff(p) == L/iLi

L4(p) == (, N?(P) == L3L4

(4.8)

The enumeration ofthe functions corresponds to the one depicted in Figure 4.3. Note

that these reference functions can, in virtue of the affine mapping (4.6), readily be

transferred to element functions over triangles and rectangles in arbitrary positions.

To give an impression ofwhat these functions may look like, Figure 4.4 visualises the
^A rA rA

slices ofthe nodal functions A\ , AT2 and A^3 mapped onto an arbitrary triangle Tt.

Analogously, Figure 4.5 shows the slices of the concerned nodal functions ArP.
A3-1 and A7^ mapped onto an arbitrary rectangle R7.

N
D

Remark By linearly combining these single nodal functions one can immediately

generate piecewise linear functions that extend over the entire mesh domain Qp. The

resulting function will be continuous, due to the fact that neighbouring elements share

the degrees of freedom in common vertices.

The second type of functions that we introduce are the linear vectorfunctions, also

called linearNédélecfunctions or linear edgefunctions. In contrast to the linear nodal
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-A A2A and ivfFigure 4.4 The plots below depict, from left to right, the functions Ar1

mapped onto an arbitrary triangle T%. The orientations of T% and T0 are kept similar

in order to preserve the numberings.

ones, these functions refer to an edge of the mesh and not to a vertex. The support of

a Nédélec function located at an edge e G E is equivalent to reg(adj (e)), see (4.4) for

a definition of reg(-). Expressions for the corresponding portions of such functions

restricted to the reference triangle and rectangle can be found in Peterson and Wilton

(1996), for example, and read

Nf(p)
n£(p)

Af VAf
Af VAf
Af VA^

Af VAf.
NfVAf,
A3AVA^A.

N?(p)
N?(p)

N?(p)

N?(P)

L2VL3.

L1VL4,

-L3VL2.

-L4VL1.

(4.9)

Again the enumeration ofthe functions corresponds to the one depicted in Figure 4.3.

In analogy to the nodal case we can transfer the reference functions to arbitrary tri¬

angles and rectangles by means of simple affine mappings. However, the gradients
must then be replaced as shown in Equation (4.7).

To give an impression of what these functions look like, the portions of the vector
rA rA rA

functions Nt , N2 and N3 mapped onto an arbitrary triangle Tt are visualised in

Figure 4.6. Figure 4.7 shows the portions of the functions N

mapped onto an arbitrary rectangle Rt.

-^2 > N^ and N?

Remark A quick look at the Figures 4.6 and 4.7 reveals that the tangential com¬

ponents of the element functions N, and N° are constant along the /'th/jth edge,
whereas they vanish along the other edges. According to Jin (1993), the field func¬

tion projections satisfy the relations (i, i' = 1...., 3, j, j' = 1,.... 4)

A
N
A

,A
and tD • N

rü <*,.r
(4.10)
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N?, N?Figure 4.5 In analogy to the triangular case, we illustrate the functions ArP,
and AJp (from upper left to lower right) after having been mapped onto an arbitrary

rectangle Rt. The orientations of R, and Rq are kept similar in order to preserve the

numberings.

where t? and t° denote the normalised edge vectors, /

and ôk,k> the Kronecker delta.

A ?üand
ly

the edge lengths

Contrary to the nodal function case, a linear combination ofthese edge functions does

not necessarily lead to a continuous field. Yet, whenever passing from one element to

another, the field component tangential to element edges is continuous. This can be

attributed to the fact that neighbouring elements share the degrees offreedom on their

common edges and (according to Equation (4.10)) the projections do match. Finally,
it can be seen from the plots above, that the field component orthogonal to each edge
is not necessarily continuous and hence free to jump.

As mentioned before, the support of such a first order Nédélec function corresponds
to the union of two adjacent polygons. According to the illustrations given in Fig¬
ures 4.6 and 4.7 however, it may happen that the local field described by two adjacent
restricted vector functions points in opposite directions. To solve this problem, we

define a unique and coherent edge direction for all the polygons. To this end we

introduce the function

dir(/',j;
1. i<j,
-1. i>j,

(4.11)

which can be used to identify the edge direction. The convention is to let the vector

functions point from the lower indexed vertex of their corresponding edge to the
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Figure 4.6 In the plots below we illustrate (from left to right) the behaviour of N
-, ,

N2 and N3 mapped onto an arbitrary triangle T?:. Note that the orientations of T^

and To are kept similar in order to preserve the numberings.

:- -:'>* tut" -X\\
.*?*?

£7

<f7

=£^-
*£o~^£?*";

higher indexed one. An immediate consequence of this choice is that it may now

be necessary to invert the sign of some Nédélec functions in order to guarantee a

coherent field ansatz.

To conclude the introduction of linear element functions some considerations about

the overall number ofbasis functions shall be made. Suppose the domain Qp has been

discretised yielding a mesh, consisting of a set of vertices V with cardinality | V"| and

a set of edges E with cardinality \E\. Since each linear nodal function resides on

such a vertex and each linear Nédélec function is located on an edge we dispose of a

total of IVI + \E\ element functions.

4.3.2 Quadratic Nodal, Quadratic Nédélec Functions

A discretisation of the domain followed by an (appropriate) application of linear

nodal and linear Nédélec functions leads to a discrete model which obviously uses

piecewise linear approximations. Clearly, approximation quality can be increased by

choosing a finer discretisation, i.e. a finer mesh.

A different type of amelioration can be induced by using sample functions which are

not as rigid. Hence, instead of restricting our attention to a piecewise linear ansatz

only, we investigate piecewise quadratic elements as well. These shall then be added

to the collection of element functions we have defined so far and this way extend the

discrete spaces.
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Figure 4.7 Similar to the triangular case, the behaviour ofthe linear Nédélec functions

N°, N^, N^ and N° mapped onto an arbitrary rectangle Ri can be seen below.

Note that the orientations of Ri and Rq are kept similar in order to preserve the

numberings.

0'=!>=>|=C»0'=!>'=>|=>0=î>

II

* * 4

Remark Quite a lot of effort has been put into the development of function bases

with arbitrary polynomial order, as shown in the excellent survey by Ledger and

Morgan (2005). Unfortunately, these higher order schemes do not allow for a sim¬

ple integration of certain boundary conditions, which is why we refrain from further

investigations in this direction.

In accordance with the foregoing definitions we introduce quadratic nodalfunctions
whose support is defined through reg(adj(e*)) or reg(i^), see (4.4), where ei E E

is an edge and Ri is an arbitrary rectangle. As can be seen, these functions are

no longer located at the vertices but on edges or rectangles. The expressions for

the corresponding portions of such functions restricted to the reference triangle and

rectangle can quite easily be formulated, as well.

N?(P) == 4L1L2L3,

^t(p) == 4A1AA/2A, N°(p) == ALlL2LA,

Nf(p) == 4AfAA, N?(P) == AL2L3LA,

N?(p) == 4A/2AAf. N?(P) == 4L1L3L4,

N?(P) = I6L1L2-L3-L4

(4.12)
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Figure 4.8 The numeration principle is the same as the one adopted in Figure 4.3.

This time however, both nodal and vectorial elements are collocated on the edges.
Note that each element type now is endowed with interior (nodal) edge functions.
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Note that the numeration of the functions corresponds to the one depicted in Fig¬
ure 4.8. It is important to see that these new functions have smaller supports. Es¬

pecially ATP does only act on the inside of the respective rectangle and is therefore

called an interior nodal function.

Finally, in virtue of the affine mappings defined above, these reference functions can

be transferred to element functions over triangles and rectangles in arbitrary positions.
To give an impression ofwhat these functions may look like, Figure 4.9 visualises the

slices ofthe nodal functions A"4 , N5 and N6 mapped onto an arbitrary triangle Ti.

Figure 4.10 shows the slices of the concerned nodal functions Alp.
and Acp mapped onto an arbitrary rectangle Ri.

N?, rD
A7U, N{

D

Similar to the linear Nédélec functions, we introduce the quadratic vectorfunctions,
or quadratic Nédélecfunctions. These functions refer to an edge ofthe mesh or to an

element itself, in the latter case constituting a so called interior Nédélec function. The

support of such a Nédélec function is reg(adj(e)), where e E E denotes an edge, or

the polygon reg(Xj) resp. reg(ii^) itself. Expressions for the corresponding portions
of such functions restricted to the reference triangle and rectangle can again be found

in Peterson and Wilton (1996) and read

<{P)
Nf(p)
K{P)
<(P)
N8A(p)
N9A(P)

N-

N-

N
A

VAA + A2AVAtA,
VAT3A + ivfvivf,
VAT3A + AT3AViVA,
ViVA - iVfiVfViV.f,
VA2A - AfAfVAf,
VAA - AfiYfVAf,

(4.13)
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Figure 4.9 The plots below (from left to right) sketch the behaviour of Ar4 , N5 and

N6 mapped onto an arbitrary triangle T\. Note that the orientations of T\ and T0 are

kept similar in order to preserve the numberings.

Figure 4.10 In analogy to the triangular case, we illustrate the functions Aip, A^p,
NP, AtP and Ng1 (from upper left to lower right) after having been mapped onto

an arbitrary rectangle Ri. The orientations of Ri and Rq are kept similar in order to

preserve the numberings.
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Figure 4.11 In the pi
haviour of N

t , N5 ,

ots below we illustrate (from upper left to lower right) the be-

NA N7 , N8 and N9 mapped onto an arbitrary triangle T?.

Note that the orientations of T, and T0 are kept similar in order to preserve the num-

berings.
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nP(p) = (1-~2p)L2VL3, N(?(p) = L\L2L3 v L/[.

N6D(p) = (1--2C)LtVL4, N?0(p) = L,L2L4VL3.
(414)

L2L3Lfv L\.N?(P) = -(1--2C)L3VL2, N°(p) =

N8D(p) = -(1--2p)L4VL!, N?2(p) = L\F3L,\ v L2.

Again, the numeration of the functions corresponds to the one depicted in Figure 4.8.

In analogy to the nodal case we can transfer the reference functions to arbitrary trian¬

gles and rectangles by means of simple affine mappings. Note that the gradients must

again be replaced as shown in equation (4.7).

In order to visualise the behaviour of these vector fields, we have plotted the corre¬

sponding portions of N
4 , N5 , N6 , N7 , N8 and N9 mapped onto an arbitrary

triangle Tt, as shown in 4.11," and the slices of N?, Nf°, N?, N§, N«P, NP0, Nft
and NP2 mapped onto an arbitrary rectangle R7, as shown in 4.12.

Remark Note that the function N9 has been introduced for reasons of symmetry.

As can readily be seen from (4.13), it depends linearly on N7 and N8 , N9 =

N7 + N8 . Thus, its approximation capabilities are already covered by the two

predecessors. We will therefore not incorporate this functions in our future approxi¬
mation models.
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Figure 4.12 In the plots below we illustrate (from upper left to lower right) the be¬

haviour of NP, NP, NP, NP, NCP, NPo, Nfl and N?2 mapped onto an arbitrary

rectangle Ri. Note that the orientations of Ri and Rq are kept similar in order to

preserve the numberings.
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Remark A closer look at Figures 4.11 and 4.12 reveals that the tangential compo¬

nents of the element functions N^ and N^ either exhibit a linear behaviour along
the ithljth edge (i = 4,..., 6, j = 5,.... 8) or do vanish (i = 7,... ,9, j =
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9,.... 12), whereas they vanish along the other edges. For the sake of brevity we

omit the derivation, which is similar to the one given in Jin (1993), and give the

resulting non-trivial projections which read (i, i' = 4 6, j, j' = 5,..., 8)

*< * N?' L =

7Ä
alld lJ Nj'le7 = 7D > C4-15)

li 3

where tA and tp denote the normalised edge vectors, I- and l^ the edge lengths
and 5k.k> the Kronecker delta. The parameter t E [0,1] describes the relative position
of the evaluation point along the corresponding edge.

In analogy to the linear case, the field component tangential to element edges is con¬

tinuous, whenever passing from one element to another. This can again be attributed

to the fact that neighbouring elements share the degrees of freedom on their common

edges and (according to Equation (4.15)) the projections do match. Moreover, the

field component orthogonal to each edge is not necessarily continuous and hence free

to jump.

Contrary to the linear Nédélec function case, it is not necessary to resolve any kind

of field direction ambiguities. Thanks to the fact that the fields described by the

quadratic vector functions have no preferred direction and that some ofthe field func¬

tions affect only single elements (inner functions) no special care has to be taken.

We conclude this subsection by again making some considerations about the number

of element functions that arise when using quadratic type functions. Recall that these

second order functions are always used in combination with the first order ones. Sup¬

pose the domain Qp has been discretised, yielding a mesh given in form of a vertex

set V with cardinality \V\, an edge set E with cardinality \E\, a triangle set T with

cardinality \T\ and a rectangle set R with cardinality \R\.

Each vertex accommodates a linear nodal function and each edge is referred to by a

linear Nédélec, a quadratic nodal and a quadratic Nédélec function. Moreover, each

triangle contains two inner Nédélec functions, whereas each rectangle contains one

quadratic nodal and four quadratic Nédélec functions. Summing up all the quantities
reveals the total amount ofelement functions, i.e. (| V| + \E\) + (2\E\ + 2|T| + 5|i?|).

4.3.3 Interplay between Nodal and Nédélec functions

A quick look at the previous subsections reveals that Nédélec functions are defined

as combinations of the nodal function gradients. It is therefore not surprising that

the latter may conversely be expressed in terms of the aforementioned vector func¬

tions. Since this seemingly trivial property will prove to be of great importance in the
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vn? = -Nf -Nf

ViV2A = Nf -Nf
VNf = Nf -Nf

sections to come, we shall devote this subsection to the formulation ofthese relations.

The following identities can easily be obtained by means of linear combinations of

the Nédélec functions (4.9), wherefore we will refrain from a detailed derivation. The

identities for the linear finite element functions can be expressed as

VArxD = NP - nP

VA'2d = N? - nP

VA;P = NP - N?

VA? = nP + nP

Of course these relations still apply to arbitrary triangular and rectangular elements

which can be obtained by an affine mapping of the reference triangle and rectangle.

By comparing the function plots with these equalities we see that a simple rule may

be formulated: linear Nédélec functions which point towards a vertex contribute pos¬

itively, those pointing away contribute negatively. Note that it is better to stick to

this graphical rule instead of opting for an algebraic one, since, according to what we

said in the previous sections, it might be necessary to change function signs accord¬

ing to the edge direction definition. Then, edges (and vector functions which reside

on them) which point towards a vertex are counted positively, the remaining ones

negatively.

By proceeding in an analogous way, we can derive the corresponding relations for the

quadratic Nédélec element functions (4.13) and (4.14), i.e.

VA? == 4N° - 4NP - 4N?2

VA'f == 4Nf VA° == 4N° - 4NP0 - 4N°

VA5A == 4NA VA? == 4N° + 4N° + 4N°

VAA == 4N6A vnP == 4N° + 4N° + 4N°

VA9D == 16NP + 16Ng) - 16NPX -- 16Ng

where again, these relations hold for any triangle or rectangle which can be obtained

by the application of an affine mapping onto the reference element. According to the

remark given in Section 4.3.2 it is not necessary to resolve any ambiguity and hence

these identities can be used unalteredly.

4.3.4 Crafting Appropriate Discrete Spaces

At the beginning of Section 4.3 we expressed our concern about the choice of appro¬

priate basis functions. We stated a few rules that these functions should stick to, in
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order to yield meaningful and good approximations of the eigenvalue problem solu¬

tions. After claiming to know of appropriate representatives, we made a shortjourney
into the world of hybrid elements to finally come back, equipped with a handful of

almost ideal element functions. Except for one, all the requirements stated earlier can

be met with this choice.

We have shown that the field discontinuities at material interfaces can elegantly be

represented due to the Nédélec functions' ability to allow the necessary types of

jumps. Moreover, the required tangential continuity is guaranteed by construction.

As we will show in the following, the boundary conditions can be satisfied without

much complication as well and the fulfilment of the discrete curl conformity can be

achieved by linearly combining appropriate element functions.

Yet, there is still one open issue that needs to be addressed and that has been post¬

poned several times. Recall that the basis functions chosen to model the problem must

satisfy certain conditions in order to avoid spurious solutions. In our case, it suffices

to alter the nodal functions specified in the preceding sections and used to model the

azimuthal field component by a simple factor r""1 to guarantee a unpolluted approx¬

imation. We refrain from giving a proof and refer the reader to Gruber and Rappaz

(1985) and Lee, Wilkins, and Mittra (1993), where an explanation is given.

We know from the previous sections that for a purely linear model, we have | V\ + \E\
element functions, namely \V\ nodal and \E\ vectorial ones. Hence in the first order

approximation model, the discrete function spaces have the following configuration,

\v\

Dl(Qp) := {<p = Y,z?N?\*p) I ^ e ^o(fip)}, C4-16)

7-1

(g(/<-"N("(rp).f:fif'"iAf)(rp))!
/-i i-i

w EH0(mrl;ilp)}. (4.17)

Here, the quantities N">L) and nW denote the unrestricted (global) linear nodal and

Nédélec functions, respectively. Note that the nodal functions appearing in the dis¬

crete space of curl conforming functions are premultiplied by the above mentioned

factor r""1 to prevent the emergence of spurious modes.

Example Let the third edge of triangle T,t bear the index v = T[H. Then n£P is

the linear Nédélec function residing on this edge and its restriction to the triangle
itself corresponds to the function N3 defined by (4.9). The remaining functions are

indicated in an analogous fashion.

Do (curl: Op) := {w =
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Remark In contrast to the space definitions (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), where each Sum¬

mand was conforming with the ffo(curl ; Qp) and the Hq(Qp) space, respectively,
some of the summands appearing in (4.16) and (4.17) are not. Hence, not all linear

combinations of the N^ ^ and the (N^P, ~N^ ^) element functions will reside in the

required spaces. Fortunately, it suffices to remove some of the element functions and

to replace some element functions which are adjacent to the T0 boundary with ap¬

propriate linear combinations of the remaining element functions in order to obtain

a set of conforming basis functions. A detailed derivation of the necessary linear

combinations/replacements and removals is given in the next section.

When it comes to the quadratic ansatz the structure becomes disproportionately more

elaborate. This is due to the fact that the second order approach possesses far more

element functions, namely (\V\ + \E\) y- (2\E\ y- 2\T\ y- b\R\), and there are several

types of element functions, i.e. linear nodal, quadratic nodal, interior nodal, linear

vectorial, quadratic vectorial and inner quadratic vectorial functions. To facilitate the

distinction of the single functions we introduce some further superscripts, where ^

denotes quadratic nodal and vectorial functions collocated on the edges. The su¬

perscripts ^T^ and ^ denote quadratic nodal and vectorial functions acting in the

interior of triangles and rectangles, respectively.

Dl(ilp) :={^ = J2 zf>N?\rp) + £ zfN<?\vp)+
j-i j-i

\R\

]T z?R)NfR\rp) | <p E Eö(Qp)} (4.18)

FA \K\

MW>rp) +
i-1 i-1

2\T\ A\R\

A,(crl;^) := {w= (Y^^i'N<i'(rp) + Y^#"N«

-rp.
i-1 i-1

i-1 i-1

R\

->r) 1 at^r)
,

r
'£*(<
:ivfH)(r„))

| w E Ê0(cml;Qp)} (4.19)

Similarly to the linear case, the functions N^ and N?- denote the unrestricted

(global) quadratic nodal and Nédélec functions arranged on the edges, respectively.
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The variables Af11^ stand for the interior quadratic nodal functions over rectangles,

where N *7 ' and N *R' represent the interior quadratic edge functions over triangles
and rectangles, respectively. As before, the nodal functions appearing in the discrete

space of curl conforming functions are premultiplied by a factor r_1 to prevent the

emergence of spurious modes.

Example Let N„ be the quadratic nodal function residing on edge cu, where v =

Rf_2 is the index of the second edge of rectangle Ri. The restriction of this nodal

function to the rectangle then corresponds to the affinely mapped function N^ de¬

fined by (4.12).

Next, let N^3, N^2, N^ and N^fi) be the interior quadratic Nédélec func¬

tions arranged over the rectangle Rj. These local field functions correspond to the re¬

strictions ofthe affinely mapped functions NP, NP,, nPx and NP2 specified by (4.14).
The remaining functions are indicated in analogous fashion.

Remark Similar to the linear case, not all summands of the space definitions (4.18)
and (4.19) are conforming with the spaces Jïo(curl ; QP) and Hq (Qp). Hence, not all

linear combinations of the (quadratic) element functions will reside in the required

spaces. As in the linear case, however, it suffices to replace the element functions

which are adjacent to the F0 boundary with appropriate linear combinations of the

remaining element functions in order to obtain a set of conforming basis functions. A

detailed derivation of the necessary linear combinations/replacements is given in the

next section.

4.4 Integrabïlîty and Boundary Conditions

Sections 4.1 to 4.3 were devoted exclusively to the functional and spatial discretisa¬

tion of the spaces i?o(curl ; Qp) and Hq(Qp). As a result of this investigation we

came up with new discrete functions spaces Do (curl; Qp) and Dq(Qp) whose ele¬

ments were chosen to fulfil crucial physically motivated requirements. Yet, only a

few of the latter have been set up so far.

It is therefore natural to ask for a set of constraints which can handle the remain¬

ing requirements, as well. As a matter of fact, we are looking for (discrete) re¬

placements for the conformity conditions and for the boundary conditions, both as¬

sumed by the H0(curl ; Qp) and the H] (Qp) membership of the linear combinations

in Do (curl : Qp) and Dq (Qp), as mentioned in Subsection 4.3.4.
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Since these discrete conditions will be different for the linear and the quadratic model,
we handle both cases separately. Note that since different mode numbers m G No

lead to different sets of conditions, we assume the value m to be given.

4.4.1 Constraints for the Linear model

We consider vector valued functions w = (wp. wo) appearing in (4.17) with

wP = E«.<PJ>N.<!)M alld «* = Efc('W(rp)-
i-1 i-1

Since we want these functions to be element of Hq (curl ; ilp), we know from Defini¬

tion 3.6 that the following conditions must hold.

w E L2(Qpf (4.20)

curlpWp E L2(QP) (4.21)

-(mwp + Vp(ni'ö)) E L2(Qpf (4.22)
r

Condition (4.21) is automatically fulfilled, since the Nédélec functions guarantee the

continuity of the field's projection onto the edges at any element transition. The

remaining two conditions (4.20) and (4.22) can be rewritten in the form

\m
.. .

iv

' ' / nul/
""" lj V \\ I I „^

Op ?;_] Jüp _!

E^'Nf'il2<Klp

+ j ilE'/r"^"!2^ < oo. (4.23)

\K\ \V\

f km E^'/)Ni° +}£qfX)SMl)fdQP < oo. (4.24)
J^P r

i-i ,-_i

Recall that our element functions are just polynomials. This implies that the first in¬

tegral in inequality (4.23), in contrast to the second one, is always bounded. To keep
the second integral bounded as well, it is necessary and sufficient that the integral of

the polynomial represented by the sum vanishes along edges residing on the rotation

axis. Note that this condition is nothing more than a prevention of unbounded growth

concerning only the modified nodal functions residing on the rotation axis. The con¬

siderations for inequality (4.24) are similar. The integral ofthe polynomial expressed

by the sums must vanish along edges that are located on the rotation axis.

For the functions <p = Yli-i zj ^j appearing in (4.16) we can carry out a similar

reasoning. Since we want cp to be element of Hq (Qp), we know from Definition 3.6
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Table 4.1 Boundary and curl conformity conditions for linear element functions. The

first two groups of constraints are necessary to enforce boundedness of the function

and its curl, whereas the last set guarantees the fulfilment ofthe boundary conditions.

m = 0 :

lrrv
*i

lrrv * It110
A

<iM
-1

/\ 2
-1

/. 3

„(0,1) (0,1) (0,1) (0,1)
y/?." ' (Ir" ' (1r» ' yßu,

7 A % .2 ^,3 ^,4

0

0

Vi E Trr

Vi G i?rr

m > 0 : <

ß) „(0 n(0d) JO.l) (p.l)

i.l i, 3 i, 1 i, 3 i, 2

i „(0.0
t/T„

?'.2

i „(0.0

i.2

Xo(0-O

m«ßV4

0

Jp-0

o(p,0
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^v ~«?.3' g«r.i' %,3; %,2

o

(p-0

0(p.O

Vi G Tv

Vi G i?,r

m > 0 :

(0 (0,0 n

z)f, (f : = 0

>,0 0

Vi G Fr

Vi G Dr

that

il7!

ivi

^ = E%(>f)^
i-i

(4.25)

(4.26)

must hold. Condition (4.25) is fulfilled by the choice of classical nodal element func¬

tions. Condition (4.26) is satisfied by removing all nodal element functions that are

located on F0 ifm is not zero. A precise set of conditions that have to be fulfilled by
the elements adjacent to the rotation axis is given in Table 4.1.
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We now direct our attention to the boundary conditions. The former assumption of

perfect electric conductivity means nothing but the electric field being orthogonal to

the domain surface. Translated into frequency domain and using cylinder coordinates

the necessary conditions read

Wp(r

\E\

p)xnp = ^^'0Nf}(rp) x np = 0. (4.27)
i-i

\v\

MrP) = Y,(^J)VNP(rp) =0, (4.28)
i-i

for all points rp E Tp, see the definition of ^o (curl ; Qp). Ofcourse these constraints

affect only the finite element functions whose support touches the "outer" bound¬

ary Tp. Fortunately, a thorough look at equations (4.27) and (4.28) and at the linear

nodal and Nédélec functions formulations (4.8) and (4.9) reveals that only element

functions situated on the boundary itself are affected and just have to be removed.

A similar reasoning reveals that according to the definition of H(\(QP), the contribu¬

tion of Lp along the outer boundary Fp has to vanish. Hence, we remove all nodal

functions Ar| ^ situated on the outer boundary. A formal definition of these boundary
conditions can be looked up in Table 4.1.

Remark Notice that the linear combinations given in Table 4.1 are unique. However,

the degrees of freedom that are eliminated (or which are solved for) can be chosen

somewhat arbitrarily.

4.4.2 Constraints for the Quadratic Model

The expressions arising in the quadratic case are a quite lengthy. Hence, we allow

ourselves to simply describe how the resulting sets of conditions can be derived.

We start by considering vector valued functions w appearing in (4.19) having the

structure

wp = E^"N<"(rP) + E«.!M)N!"(rP)+
i-1 i-1

2\T\ 4|/?.|

,(P^t)tvT0't)/'v. \ , V^ ^(P'?'«)i\t('««)i

i-i i-i

rP,
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for the meridian projection, whereas the azimuthal component follows the ansatz

«* = E<^AfV»)+E«rWW+E«f'")^'"Vv).
i—1 i—1 i—1

In analogy to the above procedure, we must enforce the boundedness of the function

and of its curl, as stated in equations (4.20), (4.21) and (4.22). As in the linear case,

the planar curl condition on wp is automatically fulfilled, since the Nédélec functions

guarantee the continuity of the field's projection onto the edges at any element tran¬

sition. The remaining two conditions are handled as in the preceding section. Recall

that our element functions are just polynomials. This implies that integrands without

a leading r""1 factor can be integrated without any problem. The integrals ofthe ones

possessing this factor must vanish along edges that reside on the rotation axis.

As in the linear case, a similar reasoning can be carried out in order to obtain con¬

formity conditions for the space definition Dq(Qp) given in (4.18). A precise set of

conditions for the elements adjacent to the rotation axis is given in Table 4.2.

To conclude the investigation, we direct our attention to the boundary conditions.

As in the previous section we demand that the field be orthogonal to the domain

boundary. After a close inspection we notice, that only the element functions situated

on the boundary Tp itself are affected, even for the quadratic nodal and Nédélec

functions introduced by (4.12), (4.13) and (4.14). In addition, we eliminate all nodal

element functions residing on Tp, in order for p> to satisfy the boundary condition

imposed by Hq (Qp). As before, a formal definition ofthese boundary conditions can

be looked up in Table 4.2.

Remark As in the linear case, the sets specified in the above table are not the only
ones leading to the desired result. By solving for other degrees of freedom appearing
in the (unique) linear combinations one obtains other valid constraints.

Remark The formulation of constraints that guarantee perfect electric conductivity

behaviour, curl conformity and square integrability has been greatly simplified by the

choice of Nédélec element functions. Due to their property of being orthogonal to or

vanishing on all but one edge at a time, their influence can easily be controlled.

By replacing the appropriate coefficients z)' and q^"'' in the space definitions (4.16),

(4.17) and (4.18), (4.19) according to Tables 4.1 and 4.2, eliminating all element func¬

tions associated with a vanishing coefficient and by collecting the element functions

belonging to each remaining coefficient, we obtain a set of (basis) functions satis¬

fying the conformity conditions required by the spaces Hq(Qp) and Hq(quyI;Qp),
each.
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Table 4.2 Boundary and curl conformity conditions for quadratic element functions.

The first two groups of constraints are necessary to enforce boundedness ofthe func¬

tion and its curl, whereas the last set guarantees the fulfilment ofthe boundary condi¬

tions.

f a{eJ)
ï i
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4.5 Assembling the Pieces

We have started this chapter with the intention of providing a complete FEM rep¬

resentation of the original vector wave problem over axisymmetric domains. To this

end we have given a general definition offinite dimensional function spaces and, with

their help, we were then able to come up with the compact representation formulated

in Problem 4.2. We then directed our attention to the definition of appropriate element

functions and defined a proper set of boundary conditions and (discrete) conformity
constraints which, following the description given at the end of Subsection 4.4.2,

allow for the construction of a set of conforming basis functions by appropriately

linearly combining the aforementioned element functions.

Even though correct, this (classical) approach of constructing a conformai set ofbasis

functions is endowed with several drawbacks. The expressions for the basis func¬

tions adjacent to the rotation axis T0 become quite involved when compared to the

(admittedly non-conforming) original element functions. This can be seen in Zhan

(1997), where a set of conforming functions for first and second order hybrid trian¬

gular elements has been proposed. Moreover, the former decoupling of meridian and

azimuthal component is lost, making it necessary to provide special bilinear forms

that integrate the basis functions touching the rotation axis. Finally, several element

arrangements distinctions have to be made which further complicates the process.

In order to avoid these drawbacks, we propose an alternative approach. Instead of

explicitly constructing conforming basis functions we make use ofthe unaltered non¬

conforming element functions and incorporate the aforementioned boundary condi¬

tions and conformity constraints in a later phase. This delayed constraint integration
avoids all of the drawbacks mentioned before, yet at the price of requiring special
evaluation schemes for the bilinear forms which correctly handle the unboundedness

of some element functions. In our particular case this entails the correct handling of

numerous possibly unbounded integrals that, according to the conformity constraints

presented in Section 4.4, are linearly combined to become bounded.

Since we know that several of these (theoretically) unbounded integrals will be lin¬

early combined to a bounded integral, it is legitimate to eliminate the source ofthe un¬

boundedness beforehand and thereafter combine the bounded intermediate values to

the desired (bounded) value. Note that we do so by implicitly altering the integrands
such as to remove possible singularities that might render the integral unbounded. In

this way, we obtain a simple approach which yields conforming approximations that

are numerically accurate. Details on how these numerical integration schemes are

constructed will be given in Chapter 5.
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The remaining part of this section will be devoted to the task ofmerging all the ingre¬
dients defined throughout the preceding sections with the special integration schemes.

The fact that we have defined two types of hybrid finite element functions suggests
that we also define distinct discrete problem formulations, one for each function fam¬

ily. For this purpose we introduce the vectors

qM = {^'>}^.q"-,) = K'0}^,

{^•> ]fi ,,<"'*>={<r«>c ,<,<»•<»>={,<»"> j;*
and with their help we then assemble both, the vector for the linear (I) and the vector

for the quadratic problem (q)

q« = (qMT, q(*'0T)T

q(«) = (q(P-0Tj q(P,*)T, q^V)Tj q(P,<«)Tj q(0-OT; q(0,q)\ q(0,n,)T)T

following the definitions (4.17) and (4.19) in Section 4.3.4. Note that the vector q^
is a subvector of q^, which emerges from the fact that the space of linear hybrid
functions is a subspace of the space of quadratic hybrid functions.

Together with these vectors we now define discrete counterparts to the bilinear forms

given in Section 4.1 by plugging the element functions defined in Section 4.3 into

the appropriate aforementioned numerical evaluation scheme, which, for the sake of

clarity and correctness, carries the name inherited from the corresponding bilinear

form endowed with a hat. Notice that the r factors present in the original bilinear

forms and hence in the evaluation schemes cancel with the r""1 factor ofthe modified

nodal functions, see Problem 4.1. We start with the matrices associated with the first

order functions

K'JI^I .an ( m m. ï \V\,\V\

A&<> =

{«„(Nf.Nf )}";M

"

A<'„" =

{MAf'.Af
)}[;.M

I '' ) i,3-\,l I J ) 1.3-1,1

^ J ?,J —1,1r

e\.\e\ fl „ r„ ,„ ,„ . \v\,\v\

B&<> = {V(N?».N<'>)} "7 B<«> = {MjJ).Af)}"
,^ J 1,3 —1,1 I. J ?,J —1,1

Using these matrices as building blocks we can now define the complex symmetric
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first order discrete operators of dimension \V\ + \E\ as

A«
.£" + m2A<u)

-pp
rriA

QdY

m,A
(i,i)
Op

pu

(1,1)
and B^

B
(id)
pp

-oo
B

(id)
00

(4.29)

In order to be able to define the second order discrete operators we first need to extend

the above definitions. To this end we define the required submatrices following the

same principle as above. We then combine these blocks in order to obtain the building
blocks of the second order operator (x = c, p).

(q)
"X X

/A(id)
X X

A(qd)

a(*;t-0
Axx

l(u)
*-x X

i(q,q)
*-x X
(iT-q)
LX X

(*R,q)
~X X

a(Mt) \(ldR) \
i, A- W W .£. A-

Nj/ ^

A (<7.?'t)
"X X

(ir-ir)
"X x

(iR,ir)
-X X

•x x

A (<?•««)
Axx

A (*T,*r)
Axx

a (iudn)
Äxx /

A(9)

/ A(00
q,l)

(i,q)
Lp0
(q,q) A (<?,'««)

pt) pt) pt)
(*t,0 \(iT,q) a (iT.'fi)

^pO
.
a(u*,0

\Ap0

iemblii

discrete operators

><9
(in,q)

><9
(in,in)

(q)
L00

( A(M)
1 Aoo

(qd)
-oo

(iRd)

7
\A

A(0<?)
Aoo
a(<7-9)
A00

A (iR<q)

a (Mr) \

A (<?•*«)

A (iR-iR)
A00 J

After assembling the blocks ~BPP and B^ ,
we can ultimately define the second order

A(q)
i?} + m2A(9)

pp
rriA

rriA
(q)
0p

(qT
Pf 1 and B^

B

(q)
-oo

(q)
pp

B
(q)
oo

, (4.30)

T

where A^ = ApqJ .
Note that both complex symmetric matrices A^ and B^ are

of dimension \V\ + 3\E\ + 2\T\ + 5|Ä|.

The next step, after having constructed the discrete operators, consists in the intro¬

duction ofboundary conditions and conformity constraints. To this end we will make

use of the conditions derived for the elements adjacent to the domain boundary and

shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

We start with the definition of the matrices L^ and L^q\ which are used to express

the linear combinations listed in the aforementioned tables. Let us therefore initialise

the matrices with L® = I\v\+\e\ and L^ = I|y|+3|B|+2|T|+5|i?|, where Id de¬

notes the identity matrix with dimension d. Depending on the choice of the element

functions (or actually on their order) and on the mode number, we then must consult

the appropriate subblock in the corresponding table. Each assignment has then to
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be placed into the corresponding row of the matrix L^ and L^q\ where the column

indices can be looked up in the definition ofq^ and q^ respectively.

Example Assume that we are given a mesh (V, E, T, R) which discretises our do¬

main. By opting for a quadratic element function space considering the mode m = 3,

we need to consult Table 4.2 in order to obtain the proper sets of conditions.

Let now i?5 = (i?g, RQ = ((12, 5, 8, 7). (6, 9, 2,4)) E RTo be a rectangle of this

mesh. One of the three interesting assignments listed in the table requires that

-«<>"- 1/3 ,iS>- 4/3v^=:qjp>

be assigned, and by expanding the indices according to the definition of q
^ we can

finally write

(?)
_

i /o (q)
_

a jo (q)
_.

(q)

(i\E\\6 i/° (h\E\ | 2|7'H4|rt| }5 ^/ *3 q2\ E\ | | V\ \ 2\T\ \ 4| R\\ 6
—' % •

Hence the corresponding entries

i(q)
_ _-,

/(<?)
--1/S

/(q)
--4/S

''6,\E\\G~~~ l< t6,2|/i,H2|71| |4|«||5
— 1/°' fc6.2|/!;| | |V| | 2|T| } 4|/?| | 6

— ^/ °

of the matrix l/^ must be set. The remaining assignments are treated in the same

fashion, both for the rectangle i?5 and all the remaining elements that are adjacent to

the boundary.

Note that every degree of freedom that is assigned a value or a linear combination

according to the Tables 4.1 and 4.2, is implicitly replaced (by this value or this

linear combination) and can hence be eliminated. To accomplish this we define

the matrices Z^ and Z^ and initialise them with Z^ = I\V\, ^ and Z^ =

I|\'| 13|/<;| 12\r\ \ 5\r\, respectively. Again, depending on the choice of the element

functions (or actually on their order) and on the mode number, we consult the corre¬

sponding subblock in the corresponding table and extract all the indices of the vari¬

ables which are assigned a value. Finally, the columns of Z^ and Z^ having these

indices are eliminated. An immediate consequence of this construction principle is

that ZTL = ZT for both the linear and the quadratic case.

The reader may have noticed that the matrices we have introduced in the above def¬

initions, allow us to express the first part of Problem formulation 4.2. This can be

accomplished, by simply constructing appropriate matrix products, which would cor¬

respond to formulations already endowed with the necessary conformity constraints

and boundary conditions. Yet, the second part of the aforementioned problem de¬

scription, namely the divergence freeness condition, still needs to be elaborated. In¬

stead ofjust applying the corresponding evaluation schemes for the bilinear forms, as

in the definition of the matrices A^, B^, A^ and B^), we will take advantage of

the special relations between nodal and Nédélec functions derived in Section 4.3.3.
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Table 4.3 Construction scheme for the Y^ matrix. The ith column contains the

information about which linear Nédélec functions need to be combined in order to

obtain ViV, \ The dir(-, •) operator introduced in (4.11) defines a unique and coher-

ent edge orientation.

YÄ ^-dirC^T^), Y^ :=-dii(T^,T^)

Y$i>r.,2:= dir^'^r^). Y^3))772:=dir(r;;2,r;;3) 1 < /' < \T\

?, 2 '
^ 3

YTc Tü
:= dir(Tt 2lT^3)

2,3' t, 3

y£> :=-àiiiT^,^), Y^9)flri:=dir(r?j,r:3)

Y%2,Ki = dir(T(J,r^),

Y^3)/?r9:=^lir(T^2,T;;4)
1 < /' < |i?|

Yg J := c\ii(Tl2.T:A),
2,3' 1A

Yg4>ß%:= dir(r;;3,T^)
% A ^4

The gradients of the nodal functions (restricted to the corresponding polygon) can

be expressed as linear combinations of appropriate Nédélec functions (restricted to

the corresponding polygon). As a matter of fact one readily sees that the gradients
over the entire support can be expressed as linear combinations. Using these relations

we can then construct two matrices Y^ and Y^ which contain all the information

needed to express the gradients of the nodal functions. A complete and detailed de¬

scription of how these matrices must be built, can be found in the Tables 4.3 and 4.4.

In analogy to the Z^ matrices, which are constructed such as to eliminate the de¬

grees of freedom q['''^ associated with (hybrid) element functions that have to be

removed, we introduce the matrices zy which remove the appropriate nodal func¬

tions. According to what we stated in Section 4.4, the (nodal) element functions

adjacent to Tp and (depending on m also) To have to be removed in order to guar¬

antee a Hq(Qp) conforming approach. Hence, we initialise the matrices Zy
(0

\v\

and Z
(q)
y

— Ï\v\+\e\+\r\ and remove the columns with the indices i of the vari¬

ables z)'' listed in the Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Note that this corresponds to eliminating

the columns with the indices that are contained in the sets S) and Jv defined as
(0 M)

S

&

(0
_

! {Vvp}.
Y

~

I {Vrp,VVo},

(q)
=

f {Vrp,\V\+EVp}.
r 1 {Vrp,Vr0.\V\+Er.\V\+Ero}.

Y

0m

m > 0

m = 0

m > 0

as can easily be verified. See (4.5) for a description of the sets Vr05 Vr,, etc.
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Table 4.4 Construction scheme for the Y^ matrix. Note that the first \V\ columns

are defined by Table 4.3, the following \E\ contain information about which quadratic

Nédélec functions have to be combined in order to obtain VJV/ ,
and the last \R\

columns do the same for VAr
(iR)

(A = 2\E\ + 2|T|)

<q)
\E\+T? ^Vl+T? i

<q)
'

\E\ +T-2,\V\+Tf2
<q)

\"W'll3,\V\\T?3

4

4

4

i < * < in

v(<?)

Y\K\
V('i)

x\e\+r- 3,\v\+R<;3'
V(<?)

I|ß|+ßf4,|V| +flf4'

Rl2,\V\\R-
>

-Y

-Y

Y

Y

(q)
A+4i-3,|V|+fiÇ1
(9)
A [ 4i-2,\V\ | rte

(*?)

A+4i-2,|V|+fle

(q)
A+4i-3,|V*|+ flÇ

V(9)
-1
Al 4i-3,|V

v(q)
*
Al 4i—1,1 V

Y

Y

r(q)
A+4i -.IVl +R^
r(q)

A\4i-l,\V\\Rei2
r(q)

A+4î-l!|V|+fi|,>
(q)
A+4i ,\V\ +Rl4

(q)
A\4i-2,\V\\ \H\ \ f

r(q)
A\4i ,\V\\\Ii\\i-

4

4

4

4

16

1 < i < \R\

As explained above, the idea behind the construction ofthese matrices is, to facilitate

the discrete divergence freeness formulation. A quick look at the bilinear form cp(-, •)
used in Problem 4.1 suggests that instead of using the gradients of the Dq(Qp) func¬

tions, we may now express the latter by means ofthe aforementioned linear combina¬

tions of Do (curl ; ilp) functions. Note that the (applied) bilinear forms cp(ip^\wp)
could then be expressed by means of linear combinations of bpp(wp , Wp ) for ap¬

propriate k's. Independently, the (applied) bilinear form c0(:p^\rwg) is already

identical to h0o(rwelKru^eJ'), thanks to the former ~ modification applied to our

element functions. The utilisation of these relations requires that we define two addi¬

tional matrices, whose exact role will become clear subsequently.

(Y;0 ) and C« = ( *" ).C(o

In order to keep the problem formulations to come as compact as possible, we intro¬

duce new combinations consisting of the matrices we have just defined:

Â(0 = ZWTL(0TA«L«Z«, Ä(«> = Z(9>TI>>TA(*>L(*>Z(*>,
b« = z(otl(otb«lWZ«:
cw = zWTL(OeWzÇ,

B(g) = Z(g)TL(g)TB(9)L(9)z(9). (4.31)

C(q) = Z(q)1\J(q)C^Z{S.
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Note that the matrices C can be simplified by replacing ZTL by ZT, as explained
earlier. Clearly, the operators A and B correspond to a combination ofthe respective
bilinear forms, applied to our element functions in consideration of the conformity
constraints and the boundary conditions. Moreover, the product CTB matches the

divergence freeness integral, as can readily been verified. Armed with these new

expressions we may now formulate

Problem 4.3 (First/Second Order Approximation) Let the geometry be de¬

fined as in Problem 4.2. Moreover, let V, E, T and R be components ofa

mesh which approximates Qp and m E No a given mode number. Find a

vector q and a scalar X E C such that

Âq = ABq

holds. In addition, the discrete divergencefreeness condition

CTBq = 0

must be guaranteed. In case ofafirst or second order approximation,

Ä = ÄW, B = B(i), C = CW or

Ä = Ä(<?). B = B(<?). C = C(<?),

respectively, with the matrices defined in (4.31).

Remark In applications where the desired portion of the spectrum described by the

pencil (A, B) is known to be close to zero, it is advantageous to get rid of disturb¬

ing null-space components when computing eigenpair approximations. This can be

achieved by applying the (oblique) projector

Pö = I - BTC(CTBTBC)-1 CTB (4.32)

onto the quantities obtained during the computation, this way enforcing divergence
free approximations (in the discrete sense) and hence non-zero eigenvalues. Note

that AC = 0, i.e. the columns of C are eigenvectors of A corresponding to the

eigenvalue zero — a property that can be verified (by various cumbersome transfor¬

mations) using relations (4.31).

In cases, where the desired portion of the spectrum is at sufficient distance from zero,

the disturbing influence of the null-space is negligible and the (rather expensive) ap¬

plication of Pc can be omitted. Since the lasing modes we are interested in are

at a notable distance from the null-space, we refrain from incorporating the projec¬
tor (4.32) in our computations and will therefore not make use of the matrix C in the

following.



Numerical Integration of

Special Bilinear Forms

Nature laughs at the difficulties ofintegration.

— Pierre Simon Laplace —

The decision taken in Chapter 3, to recast the vector wave problem into a weak form,

is both a blessing and a curse. On the one hand we were able to reformulate the

problem by means of nicer operators which after some transformations allowed a

compact two dimensional problem description. On the other hand, the computation
ofthe involved integrals poses some major difficulties. It is the goal of this chapter to

provide means to compute these integrals.

As can be seen in the fomiulation of Problem 4.1 we need to compute a multitude

of different integrals, which can be split into two categories. The one induced by
bilinear forms with a leading r factor contains mere polynomial integrals, due to the

fact that the element functions which are plugged into the bilinear functionals are

polynomials. The other category, stemming from the bilinear forms with a leading
r_1 factor, poses more difficulties. The integrands arising in this second group are no

longer pure polynomials and require special analysis.

In finite element computations, the integration over the entire domain Qp is split into

integrals over single polygonal elements as explained in Section 4.2. This is a natural

procedure, as most element integrals are zero, due to the disjointness of most of the

element function supports. These single integrals are then collected and assembled

to a whole. We therefore direct our attention to the computation of single integrals of
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the kind

/ rvp(r.z)dTl and / r"p(r\z)dRl for */ = 0.-l, (5.1)
JTt JRt

corresponding to the above integrand type distinction. Recall that the placehold¬
ers Ti and R-, stand for arbitrary triangles and rectangles originating from a mesh

approximating Qp. The function p(r. z) represents any polynomial that results, when

applying one of the formerly defined bilinear forms to any relevant pair of element

functions restricted to the corresponding polygon.

The above modification by a weightfunction r_1, causes the integrand to no longer
reside in the space of polynomials and the resulting algebraic expressions for the

integrals become quite lengthy. Moreover, due to the pole located at r = 0, some

of the subexpressions might become extremely large in value, although the integral
is small. Any attempt to evaluate such kind of expressions is doomed to suffer from

cancellation and can therefore lead to inappropriately bad results. Hence, in order to

avoid this kind of error, it is necessary to devise methods that do not explicitly build

and evaluate the symbolic representation of the integral itself.

A remedy to this problem can be found by applying an appropriate numerical inte¬

gration technique, where troublesome integrals are approximated by a weighted sum

of (unweighted) integrand values evaluated at special abscissae, i.e.

n

r"p(r, z) dil Pà ^ wk p(pk, Çk).
k-i

Under the assumptions that the (unweighted) integrand can be evaluated accurately
and that the single values are of the same order ofmagnitude as the result, it is legiti¬
mate to expect good approximations.

A multitude of such methods has been devised in the past. Some ofthem can easily be

set up but demand large computational effort in order to achieve high accuracy. Con¬

versely, there exist very elegant methods which sometimes are difficult to construct

but which yield extremely efficient approximations. Precisely this efficiency property
motivated our choice for one ofthe latter methods, i.e. for Gaussian quadrature rules.

The idea behind this technique is to accurately approximate the integral with a weight¬
ed sum of (unweighted) integrand values evaluated at as few points (pk, 00 as pos¬

sible. The main difficulty of this method lies in the computation of the evaluation

abscissae which, considering the n summand case, are the zeros of the orthogonal

polynomial 7r^(r, z) for a given weight function w(r, z) = rv. Definitions, proper¬

ties and other useful details about such polynomials can be found in Stroud (1971),

Lyness and Cools (1994) or Abramowitz and Stegun (1972), to name a few.

/
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Remark Recall that the (unweighted) functions that we want to integrate are mere

polynomials and hence we don't content ourselves with an approximation. Fortu¬

nately, choosing n large enough guarantees an exact computation of all polynomial

integrals, at least up to numerical accuracy.

5.1 Integration by Means of Reduction

Unfortunately, multivariate orthogonal polynomials are known for only a few distinct

weight functions and domain geometries. The derivation of an orthogonal set of

polynomials for an arbitrary weight function over an arbitrary region is a very difficult

task and even more so the finding of corresponding zeros.

One possibility to circumvent this inconvenience consists in reformulating the inte¬

gral over the domain as combination of line integrals. This has the advantage that the

arising integrands are univariate and consequently the handling of the corresponding

orthogonal polynomials reduces to the classic case, which is well studied in Davis

and Rabinowitz (1984), Stroud and Secrest (1966), etc. In order to avoid notational

overstrain let us assume that the vertices of the triangle under investigation are la¬

belled a, b and c, whereas the lower left and upper right vertex of the rectangle are

denoted u and v. Note that the labelling order for the triangle follows the rules given
in Section 4.2.

By applying Green's theorem (see Appendix A)

f curl F eK2 = / (-dzFv + drF2) dQ = / F • dX,
Jq Jq Jt

where Q is chosen to be the triangle T, and the field F is chosen to be

F(r,z) = / r"p(r,z)dzeu

we obtain

- / rvp(r,z)dT, (5.2)
Ji\

= / [bi-cn] (ai+t[&i-ai])1,P(ai+t[&i-at], z, a2+t[b2-a2}) dt
Jo

+ / [ri-bi] (h+tlci-bi])" P(h+t[ci-bi], z, b2+t[c2-h2])dt
Jo

— / [ci-ai] (ai+t[('i^ai\Y P(ai+£[ri-ai], z, a2+t[c2-a2}) d,t.
Jo
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where we used the antiderivative P(rJJi) = j]1 p(r\ z)dz and the arbitrary but

fixed value z. The computation of the rectangle integral on the other hand starts by

integrating over the z coordinate, yielding

(5.3)

/ K-^i] (ui-\-t[vi-ui]y P(ui-\-t[vi-ui], u2. u2)dt,
Jo

where P is the same antiderivative as above. Note that if p(r, z) is a polynomial in r

and z then so is P(r. L h). Consequently the line integrals specified in (5.2) and (5.3)
have the following structure

/ p(p + ptYQ(t)dt. (5.4)
Jo

where Q(t) is a polynomial. Note that the values n > 0 and p depend on the element

orientation and, according to the labelling convention, the condition ?/ + p > 0 holds.

Remark Even though z may be chosen to be any constant value, there are good and

bad choices. If the z = z line lies far from the triangle, the evaluations of the P

integrals are likely to suffer from unnecessary cancellation. Thus any horizontal line

cutting the triangle seems a reasonable choice, which is why we choose z to be the z

coordinate of the triangle's barycentre.

In cases where v = 0, the integral always exists and can even be computed explicitly.

However, care should be taken in the evaluation of these polynomials, especially
when the element is far away from the axis. The corresponding coordinates are then

large and a straightforward evaluation will probably suffer from cancellation. Thus

we opt for a numerical integration also for these integrals. The cases where u = —1

are more complicated and require further distinctions.

General position (en. in > 0) Assume that the underlying triangle or rectangle lies

in a general position, i.e. neither an edge nor a vertex lies on the rotation axis.

Due to the labelling assumptions, the expressions r(t) = n + tp will be strictly

positive. Hence, the line integrals in (5.2) and (5.3) are bounded.

Vertex-incident position (en = 0. bi.ci > 0) Assume that the triangle has exactly
one vertex located on the rotation axis. A closer look at the critical parts of

the triangle integral expansion (5.2) reveals that the pole of the integrand of

P((H+t[bi-ai], z. a2+t[b2-a2]) ~~ (5.5)
~0-l

a,]_+t[bi—a\]

ai+f[ci— ai]
P(ai+f[ci—ai], z. a2+t[c2 — a2])dt
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for vanishing a\ cancels out at t = 0, since there the polynomial values are

equal. Hence, the integral is bounded. The remaining line integral in (5.2) is

bounded as well, since by, cy > 0, and its accurate numerical evaluation will

be discussed below. The (accurate) numerical evaluation of (5.5), however,

requires further investigation.

By considering the limiting value of (5.5) for a\ —» 0 one notices that a split¬

ting of each integrand into a "singular" and a regular part seems reasonable.

Simple yet tedious transformations that make use of the Taylor series of the

polynomials around t = 0 reveal that the above integral can be rewritten as

/ - {P(tbu z. a2+t[b2^a2]) ~~ P(tcu z. a2+t[c2^a2])} dt (5.6)
Jo t

+ ln( —)P(0,z,a2).
('i

a representation that is far better suited for numerical evaluation. By consid¬

ering the polynomial difference as one polynomial (in f) and by noting that it

vanishes at t = 0, we know that the integral arising in (5.6) is bounded and

can accurately be evaluated by Gaussian quadrature applied to the difference

polynomial.

Remark A closer look at (5.6) reveals that choosing z = a2 would cause

the quantity P(0, z, a2) to vanish and render the integrals of the single poly¬
nomials (5.5) bounded, since they would vanish at t = 0. Depending on the

orientation of the triangle, this might however lead to cancellation.

Edge-incident position (a\,a =0,u\ = 0) Assume that the triangle or rectangle has

an edge on the rotation axis. The integral representations given in (5.2) and (5.3)
can then be simplified to

/ - {P(tby, z. a2+t[b2-a2]) - P(th, z. c2+t[b2-c2])} dt (5.7)
Jo t

for the triangular domain, whereas for the rectangular domain we obtain

/ -P(tvi.u2.v2)dt (5.8)
Jo t

As mentioned at the beginning of Section 4.5, we want to "evaluate" integrals
which are possibly unbounded, but of which we know in advance that they
constitute a part of a bounded integral obtained by linearly combining them.

This knowledge about the delayed elimination of the critical poles (at t = 0)

legitimates the removal of the poles before the aforementioned combinations

are built.
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In terms of the integrals (5.7) and (5.8) this means that the integrands are cor¬

rected such as to be zero at t = 0. Hence we replace the integrals by

/ -{P(tby, z,a2+t[b2-a2])-P(tby, z, c2+t[b2-c2]) + P(0,a2.c2)} dt
Jo t

for triangles and for a rectangles we write

/ - {P(t vy. U2, v2) - P(0, «2, o2)} dt (5.9)
Jo t

which are both bounded. The error that is introduced by these corrections will

then be cancelled out due to the incorporation of the conformity constraints

given in Section 4.4.

Remark Similar to the vertex-incident case, the quantities in curly braces are

meant to be handled as one polynomial during the numerical evaluation.

The above discussion shows that the integrals (5.1) that arise during the evaluation

of the bilinear forms introduced in Chapter 4 can be reduced to/replaced by line inte¬

grals, without having to bother about boundedness. From a numerical point of view

this suggests that the approximations are likely to be accurate. Note however that

pathological cases for which the integration scheme might be inaccurate can be con¬

structed, as for all Gaussian quadrature schemes.

We now direct our attention towards the accurate computation of integrals of the

form (5.4). Let us start with the assumption that p E Pd[r, z] resides in the space of

bivariate polynomials of degree d, i.e.

d i

p(r, z) = J2J2p>~i>3 r'-JzJ.

'-0J-0

An immediate consequence concerning the antiderivative P(-, -, •) can then be for¬

mulated as

P(p + ptrp6) = I p(p + pt,z)dz e¥d[t\.
J7

fà I et

P(r) + tit,-)J + t) = / p(r] + pt.z)dz E ¥dn[i\.
J-}

where this is valid for all constant values p, p, etc. A well known property ofGaussian

quadrature is that the use of n abscissae guarantees a maximal approximation degree
of 2 is — 1. Hence, the correct integration of a polynomial of degree d by means of

this technique requires only \(d + l)/2] evaluation points.
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As we have mentioned before, these evaluation points correspond to the zeros of the

orthogonal polynomial n'^f) associated with the weight function uj(t) = (?/ + pt)v'.
The next steps will therefore be devoted to the construction oforthogonal polynomials
with respect to uj(t).

To this end, we start with the treatment ofthe simpler cases v = 0 and v = — 1, p = 0.

For vanishing v, the weight function reduces to unity and we are left with a purely

polynomial integral. According to what we claimed in the above case enumeration

(vertex-incident and edge-incident positions), the singularities arising for v = — 1

and p = 0 are "removed" by appropriate evaluation of the integrand and/or by the

application of a legitimate correction, leaving us with a purely polynomial integral

again.

Thus, both arrangements may be handled by applying standard Gaussian quadrature,
with a small modification in the second variant. The corresponding orthogonal poly¬
nomial TT^(t) is a shiftedLegendre polynomial on [0,1], see Szegö (1975). Note that

since the roots t> of the relevant polynomial 7r" (t) and the associated weights wk do

not depend neither on p nor on p, they may be computed in advance. This leads to

rl

i/ = 0 : / pQ(t)dt = pY^wkQ(Tk).
Jt)

k-i

ri = 0,is=-l: i \Q(t)dt = Yjl^Q(Tk), where ±Q(f) E ¥d[t\.
Jo t

,,
Tk t

k-1

Remark Using the weights wkfrk is not as critical as it might seem, at least not for

moderate degrees n. Since Q(t) is a polynomial without constant term (by construc¬

tion we have Q(0) = 0), its values at Q(rk) will make up for the (possibly large)

weights.

Tables listing the abscissae rk and the weights wk for n up to one hundred can be

found in Abramowitz and Stegun (1972). Abscissae and weights for higher orders

can easily be computed by means of the algorithm presented in Golub and Welsch

(1969).

Remark The polynomial Q(t) introduced in (5.4) is a placeholder for the polynomial

integral

çô+tl

P(p + pt, 7, 5 + et) = / p(p + pt. z) dz
J
7

arising in Equations (5.2) and (5.3). Thus, whenever Q has to be evaluated we make
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use of the appropriate standard Gaussian quadrature rule

p(p + p,T, z)dz = ^2 WkP(V + ßT, Ck),
fc-1

where p(p + pt, z) E f2n^y[z] and (k and wk are the abscissae and weights corre¬

sponding to the interval [7,5 + er].

In order to handle the remaining cases, i.e. where v = — 1 and p > 0, it is advanta¬

geous to recast equation (5.4) into the more appropriate form

/ -JL-Q{t)dt= f -±-Q(t)dt, (5.10)
Jo W + ßt Jo h + t

where h = p/p E M. \ [—1,0]. Unfortunately, the corresponding weight func¬

tion u)(t) = (h + t)~~l induces orthogonal polynomials 7r„ (t) which are quite difficult

to handle, especially when h ~ 0 or h pu — 1.

The classical methods that compute abscissae fk and weights wk lead to unsatisfac¬

tory results, which is due to the unfriendly nature of the weight function at hand. To

this end we resort to a not so popular class of algorithms tackling this problem, the so

called modification algorithms, which will be introduced in the next section.

5.2 Modification Algorithms

According to Szegö (1975), any monic orthogonal polynomial sequence {nk} asso¬

ciated with a (proper) weight function uj(t) obeys a three term recurrence relation of

the form

TTfc I 1 (t) = (t - ak)7Tk(t) - ßk^k-\ (t), 7T0(t) = 1 and 7T_i (t) = 0,

where the recurrence coefficients can be expressed by means of inner products of the

type (/, g)u = fi u(t)f(t)g(t) dt leading to

(H-, = -, r- and ßk = -j-1 —^-- (5-H)
(Kk-TTk)aj {7Tk--[,Trk-l)uj

Notice that it is common to define ßo = (1,1)^ to be the order zero moment.

Knowing these recurrence coefficients would allow for the accurate computation of

the abscissae and the weights needed for Gaussian quadrature. These quantities could

readily be obtained by applying the algorithm presented in Golub and Welsch (1969).
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Unfortunately, the process of accurately determining recurrence coefficients is quite
involved and elaborate in general, mainly depending on the nature of the underlying

weight function u(t). Yet, if the distribution uj(t) at hand is structurally similar to

a weight function uj(t), whose associated recurrence coefficients are known, a rem¬

edy can be found. Instead of carrying out the computation of the desired recurrence

coefficients from scratch, so called modification algorithms can be used. These algo¬
rithms calculate the change of the original recurrence coefficients depending on the

given modification uj(t)/û(t).

The class of modifications which will be dealt with in the following is the one of

rational functions. More precisely, we will introduce two algorithms which compute
the new coefficient sequences arising after a modification by a linear factor and a

linear divisor, respectively. The influence of a modification by a rational function

can then be quantified by repeated application ofthese methods. Note that derivations

of the original ideas can be found in Galant (1971), Gautschi (1982) and Verlinden

(1999), whereas a detailed analysis combined with the construction of stable variants

is given in Chinellato (2005).

In our case, we assume the "original" weight û(t) to be one, which implies that the

associated orthogonal polynomials are the (shifted) Legendre polynomials over [0,1].
Their recurrence coefficients are given by

1 k2
ak = ~ and ßk =

m,2 _ 4
(tfo = l),

see Abramowitz and Stegun (1972), and have limiting values of ä = 1/2 and ß =

1/16, respectively.

The original algorithms presented in Gautschi (1982) and henceforth called linear

factor modification (LFM) algorithm and linear divisor modification (LDM) algo¬
rithm are shown in Algorithm 5.1. In exact arithmetic, these algorithms compute the

recurrence coefficients ak and ßk associated with a modified weight function u(t)

given the coefficients ak and ßk corresponding to an original weight uj(t). The mod¬

ifications addressed by the two algorithms comprise linear factors and divisors, i.e.

u(t) = uj(t) \t — z\ and cu(t) = u(t) \t — z\~~x

with 2Gl\ [0,1]. Note that the integral given in Equation (5.10) falls into the second

category.

A first point to note is that the auxiliary sequences {qk} and {e*.} arising during the

execution ofthe LFM and the LDM method can be computed independently from the

modified recurrence coefficient sequences {ak} and {ßk}- In fact, the latter can be

deduced from the auxiliary sequences, according to the rules dictated by the respec-
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Algorithm 5.1 Given the recurrence coefficients ak and ßk associated with the weight
function uj(t), these algorithms compute the recurrence coefficients ak and ßk asso¬

ciated with the weight function uj(t) = u(t)\t — z\ (left) and uj(t) = u(t)\t — z\~~l
(right), respectively.

1: LFM (a,ß.z){ i LDM (aß,z){
2 : ßö :=(l,(t-z)),s, 2 p:={l.(zt)1)û
3 : qo = âo — z 3 ßo = -P

4 : eo := ßi/qo 4 qo = -ßo/p
5 : ao := âo + eo 5 ao := z + qo

6: forfc := 1,2,... do 6 forfc := 1,2.... do

7 : qk = âfc - z - efc-i 7 efc-i := âfc-i - z - qu-\

8: ßk = QkeL-l 8 ßk = gfc-iefc-i

9: eh = ßk\i/Qk 9 <?fc := ßk/ek~~\
10: ftfc := Qk + z + ek 10 ak = qk + z + ek^}

11: end 11 end

12: return (a.ß) 12 return (a.ß)
13: } 13 }

five algorithm. To see this, it suffices to perform some simple algebraic transforma¬

tions in order to obtain

LFM

LDM

Qk

dk

ak

ak

ßk

Qk-\
"' qo

— «o â.

ßk

Cfc-l
' e0 = âo -

,

ßo
- z H

P

(5.12)

(5.13)

Thus, applying the LFM and the LDM algorithm to the same input sequences {ak},

{ßk} leads to two equivalent recurrence relations (5.12) and (5.13), yet initialised

with different values.

These relations can be unified ifwe replace the iterates by means ofthe quotients qh =

Uk+i/uk and cjk = uk+y/uk, thereby obtaining so called linear homogeneous differ¬
ence equations of second order which read (uq = 1)

Uk+l (âk - z)uk - ßkUk-y- 'Il y

a0 — z (lfm)

â0 - z + ßo/p (ldmJ
(5.14)

As mentioned before, the recurrence coefficients oik and ßk will converge towards

their limiting values ä and ß, respectively. This suggests to consider the limit be¬

haviour of the characteristic equation associated with (5.14), i.e.

a a z)a + B = a'
,1

,
1

•2-^ + i6=°-
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Its roots (71.2 = ^[(\~~~z)^1 \Jz(z ~~~ 1)] nave distinct moduli due to the restriction z E

R \ [0,1] and thus Poincaré 's difference equation theorem

k—>oo Uk

applies, see Lakshmikantham and Trigiante (1988). Even though the theorem does

not specify which of the two limits a \ or a2 is attained, we know that both se¬

quences {ek} and {pk} will finally converge towards one of the two. In fact, it has

been shown in Chinellato (2005) that the sequence {qk} will converge towards the

root with larger modulus, whereas the sequence {e^} will converge towards the root

with smaller modulus. In the theory of difference equations, the sequence {nk} re¬

lated to the sequence {qk} is therefore referred to as dominant solution and the se¬

quence {a k} related to the sequence {ek} is referred to as minimal solution, see Gau¬

tschi (1981).

From this same theory it is known that the naive forward iteration of a given second

order linear difference equation is unproblematic in terms of accuracy, as long as a

dominant solution has to be computed. Hence, the forward iteration carried out by
the LFM algoritlim in order to recover the auxiliary sequence {qk}, which in turn is

associated with the dominant solution sequence {uk}, is expected to be accurate.

Unfortunately, such a simple forward iteration scheme can not be used for the com¬

putation of minimal solutions. Due to the structure of the solution set, any small

perturbation arising during the computation will accumulate such as to make the fol¬

low up sequence exponentially converge towards the dominant solution sequence,

whenever the computations are performed in finite precision arithmetic. Hence, the

scheme will most probably fail on a real machine. Indeed, the forward iteration car¬

ried out by the LDM algorithm in order to calculate the auxiliary sequence {ek},
which in turn is associated with the minimal solution sequence {uk}, will eventually

converge towards the dominant solution if iterated enough times.

One way to overcome this instability consists in applying tailor-made techniques
which accurately compute minimal solutions. One such method is the so called

backward recurrence method (BRM). If instead of computing the sequence cki in

ascending order, as described in Equation (5.13), we perform the computations in de¬

scending order, the former minimal solution becomes a dominant one. We consider

the recurrence relation

eA-i,w = ,
(5-15)

ak - z - ek,N

where an "initial" value ejv,jv is assumed to be given. As a matter of fact, rela¬

tion (5.15) can be obtained by inverting the iteration order in relation (5.13). Due
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to numerical errors arising during the computations in finite precision arithmetic, the

contributions of the new minimal solution associated with (5.15) will be gradually
eliminated and the sequence will thus stably converge towards the new dominant so¬

lution, i.e. the (old) minimal solution mentioned above.

Indeed, machine arithmetic artifacts will ensure that the obtained leading subse¬

quence e„ = [eo.iv Gti,n] for a desired order n will be accurate enough, de¬

pending primarily on the choice of N and only secondarily on the one of e A/./y.

Fortunately, reasonable starting values for N can be found in Gautschi (1981) and

thus, the subsequence e„ can efficiently and accurately be computed by means of

the BRM Algorithm 5.2. Being able to accurately perform the preprocessing step for

both, the LFM and the LDM case, finally enables us to reformulate stable variants of

the algorithms given above, see Algorithm 5.3.

Note that both methods differ from their unmodified counterparts. In the case of

the MLDM algorithm the unstable computation of the sequence {ek} has been re¬

placed by the stable but more expensive BRM iteration. In addition, both mod¬

ified variants have different assignment statements for the computation of the se¬

quence {ak}. If the shifts z have large moduli, these new assignments avoid the

strong cancellation exhibited by the original ones. A detailed explanation for the

considerable cancellation observed earlier is given in Chinellato (2005).

5.3 Examples and Comparisons

In the following we will discuss three cases that may arise, when integrating element

functions of the type described in Section 4.3. Note that the (possibly compound)

integrals are chosen such as to be bounded, even though the single components might
not be. Moreover, we will restrict our attention to the v = — 1 cases only, deliberately

ignoring the trivial v = 0 integrals. Finally, we will show a comparison with a

standard integration scheme that is usually applied in order to evaluate integrals (5.2).

General Position Let the triangle T be specified by means of its vertices a = (1,2),
b = (3,1) andc = (2, 3) andletp(r, z) = l + rz E F2[r, z] be a representative
for a possible finite element function defined over T.

In order to expand the triangle integral according to Green's theorem we first

compute the antiderivative P

P(rJ.h) = (h-l) + r(h2-l'2)/2
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Algorithm 5.2 Stable computation of the sequence {ek,n} by means of backward

recursion. The step size «s and the tolerance e should be chosen according to the

underlying problem, the initial estimate N is assumed to be given. Note that it is

essential that all the computations be performed in finite precision arithmetic.

1: BRM (Ô. /§. z, n. N. s, e){
2: e' :=0

3: e:= 1

4 : while (||en - e'n|| > e) do

5: e; := e

6: N := N + s — increase number of terms

7 : eu.N = ^((i - z) + sign(z) sJz(z ~-1)) — limiting value to initialise

8: for k := N ,1 do

9: ek-i,N = ßk/(ak - z - ek,N) — backward recurrence

10: end

11: end

12: return (ei n)

13: }

Algorithm 5.3 Stabilised modified variants of the LFM and the LDM algorithm
shown in Algorithm 5.1. The program fragments on lines 2-7 correspond to the

preprocessing phases mentioned in the text.

1: MLFM (&.ß,z){ 1: MLDM (aß,z){
2: qo := Cko — z 2: e := BRM(â. ß, z, n. N. s, e)
3:

4 :

5:

e0 := 0]/qo
fork := 1.2,... do

qk = àk - z - ek.-i

3:

4 :

5:

p-^il^z-t)-1)*
qo := -ßo/p
forfc := 1,2,... do

6:

7 :

ek := ßk+i/qk
end

6:

7 :

qk = ßk/ek-i
end

o :

9: ßo:={h(t-z))c
8 :

9: ßo = -P

10:

11:

ao := âo + eo

forfc := 1.2,... do

10:

11:

ao := z + qo

fOïk := 1,2... .
do

12 : 0k = qk^k-i 12 : 0k = qk-l^k-l

13 :

14 :

o-k = &k - ek~~i + ek

end

13 :

14 :

ûfc := àk - ek + ek-i

end

15: return (aß) 15: return (aß)
16: } 16: \
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which then, by setting z = 2, may be used to express

/ -p(r,z)dT
Jt r

= ^^(1 + 2*, 2, 2-i)*

fl -1
+ / -—-P(3-t.2.1 + 2f)dt

JO à — t

-.[TT-tP{1 + t2-2 + t)dt

according to Equation (5.2). Considering the degree ofp we see that two "spe¬
cial" abscissae f,t and weights d); are necessary to precisely integrate over P

and two Gaussian abscissae Q and weights Wj are necessary to evaluate the

integral P itself. Table 5.1 contains the required abscissae and weights.

The computation of the quantities in double precision arithmeticl and the cor¬

responding summation then yields

/ -p(r,z)dT
Jt r

2 2

= J2^E w*P^1 + 2fi- 2(x - 0) + (2 - n)C3)
i-1 J-l

2 2

+ ^'E^3-^1 -0) + (1 +2r,)C7)
i-1 ;;'-l

2 2

- J2 i J2 wi P^ + ^ 2(X - 0) + (2 + f'ÔQ)
i-1 J-l

« 3.784872215646820

which, when compared to the correct value of 3 + § ln(3) — 61n(2), turns out

to be correct up to the last digit.

Vertex-Incident Position Let the triangle T be specified by means of its vertices a =

(0,1), b = (1. 0) and c = (2, 3) and let p(r\ z) = z + r2 E P2[r. z] be a

representative for a finite element function.

In order to expand the triangle integral according to Green's theorem we first

compute the antiderivative P

p(r, /, h) = (h2 - l2)/2 + r2(h - Z)

according to the current IEEE 754 standard, see IEEE (1985).
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Table 5.1 Weights and abscissae required to evaluate the quadrature schemes arising
in the general position case (top), the vertex-incident position case (middle) and the

edge-incident position case (bottom). The quantities wt and f, denote the "special"

weights and abscissae, respectively, whereas wt and r, denote the classical Gaussian

weights and abscissae used to compute their modified counterparts in case of cu(t) =

t~~~[, respectively.

u(t) ii\ f,

2(1 + 2f)""1
0.6511988123028035

0.4474134763653058

0.1733099124569249

0.7550837521886720

(3-t)"1
0.1885455354829940

0.2169195726251702

0.2244839685853600

0.8024627383947768

(i+r1
0.3877545309070390

0.3053926496529064

0.1875223330074116

0.7666857255283780

u(t) wjw, r,/f%

r1
0.5 0.2113248654051871

0.5 0.7886751345948129

(i + r1
0.3877545309070390

0.3053926496529064

0.1875223330074116

0.7666857255283780

Uj(t)

r1

a\ Ti

0.5 0.2113248654051871

0.5 0.7886751345948129

which then, under the assumption of z = 4/3, may be used to express

f-p(r,z)dT= [ \{P(tA/Xl-t)-P(2tA/Xl + 2t)}dt
Jt r Jo f

+ ln(l/2)P(0. 4/3,1)

f1 1
+ J —P(l + t,4ß.3t)dt

according to Equation (5.6). Recall that the polynomial difference in the first

integral is handled as one object. Since this difference vanishes at t = 0, we

use the modified standard Gauss scheme for the first integral and the proper

modified scheme for the second integral.

The degree of p implies the use of two abscissae r, and weights w1Jt1 to pre¬

cisely integrate over the first (combined) P expression, whereas two "special"
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abscissae f-, and weights Wi are required to exactly integrate over P expres¬

sion in the second integral. The P functions themselves can be evaluated by

employing two standard Gaussian abscissae (,/ and weights Wj. Table 5.1 con¬

tains the required abscissae and weights. The computation of these quantities
in double precision arithmetic and the corresponding summation then yields

/ -p(r,z)dT
Jt r

Wi

E f E^(r'->4/3(i - eo + a - Ti)Q
i-1

Ti
I :/-l

J2 u>kP&TU 4/3(1 - Cfc) + (1 + 2r<)Çfc:
fc-i

2

+ 111(1/2)^1^(0,4/3(1-0 + 0)
i-i

2 2

+ Y,*i E^Pi1 + ^4/3(i - 0) + 3nC,)
i-1 J-l

« 5.227411277760217

which, when compared to the correct value of8—4 ln(2), turns out to be correct

except for the last digit.

Edge-Incident Position The following arrangement is meant to show the main ad¬

vantage of our method. As we have shown in Section 4.4, it might be necessary

to linearly combine some of the element functions to enforce conformity. This

means that the newly combined function is integrable, whereas the single com¬

ponents are not necessarily so. Our numerical integration scheme considers this

by implicitly altering the integrands such as to eliminate possible poles (which
would in any case be eliminated by the aforementioned linear combination),
this way rendering the single integrals bounded. The linear combinations of

these modified integrals will finally yield the desired result.

Let the rectangle R be specified by its lower left and upper right vertices u =

(0,5) and v = (3, 6) and let p = py + p2 be a representative for a possible

conforming element function (component), i.e. p(0, z) = 0, where py (r, z) =

1 + rz and p2(r, z) = —1 + r2. We want to compute the integral

/ -p(r.z)dR= / -pi(r,z)dR+ / -p2(r,z)dR.
J h r J h r J h r

by numerically evaluating the modified integrals over pi and p2 (which would
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actually be unbounded) and combining them. As before we start by computing
the necessary antiderivatives, one for each summand.

P^(r.Lh) = (h-l)+r(h2-l2)/2

P2(r.l,h) = -(h-l)+r2(h-l)

According to (5.9) we proceed by numerically evaluating the corrected in¬

tegrals. The degrees of py and p2 imply the use of two abscissae r?: and

weights w-i/tj such as to precisely integrate over Pi and P2 and two Gaussian

abscissae Q and weights wi to evaluate the integrals Py and P2 themselves.

Table 5.1 contains the required abscissae and weights. The computation of the

quantities

Pk(r\z)dR
R r

2 I 2 2

~ E ~ \ E wj pk^Ti '5+e? ) - E Wj Pk^ 5+^'
i-iT'1 {j-i j-\

and the corresponding summation then yields

I -Pi(r, z) dR+ -p2(r, z) dR « 20.99999999999998

Jr r Jr. r

which, compared to the exact result of 21, shows to be exact up to the last digit

(in double precision arithmetic).

The computations that are performed to determine all of the above quantities might,
at first sight, seem quite time consuming. To show that this method is absolutely

competitive, we performed some comparisons with standard Gaussian quadrature

schemes, one of which shall be given here.

A common way to compute integrals over triangles by means of high order Gaus¬

sian quadrature rules, see Stroud (1971), consists in affinely mapping a given tri¬

angle T (and the integral defined over it) onto the reference triangle defined by the

vertices (0.0), (1,0) and (1.1). This integral is then further transformed into an

integral over the unit square by means of an appropriate substitution, i.e.

/ / f(x.y)dydx= / / xf(x.xz)dzdx,
Jo Jo Jo Jo

where y = xz. Finally, we compute the "square" integral by means of a tensor

product rule, i.e. we evaluate the integral over x and z by means of a univariate Gaus¬

sian rule of degree d, each. Note that this requires the evaluation of the transformed

function in d2 points.
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Figure 5.1 We reconsider the first example ("General Position"), this time with ver¬

tices a = (s, 2), b = (2 + s, 1) and c = (1 + s, 3). (dash-dotted) The plot given
below shows the degree required by the standard Gaussian scheme to attain a relative

error smaller than 10"~12 as function of s. (plain) The time needed to evaluate the

standard scheme is shown as multiple of the time needed to evaluate our scheme.
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We compared our method with this standard Gaussian scheme by recomputing the in¬

tegral shown in the first example ("General Position"). However, this time we varied

the triangle position, in order to assess the influence of the vicinity of the singularity
onto the overall performance. The degree d of the tensor product rale was thereby
chosen such as to obtain a relative error which is smaller than 10 ~"12.

According to Figure 5.1, the standard Gaussian scheme is more efficient than our

scheme as soon as the distance to the singularity trespasses a certain amount. However,

the increase in number of evaluation points (d2) and evaluation time is noticeable, as

soon as the singularity makes itself heard. Note that the optimal degree can usually
not be computed in advance. Hence, in practice one either uses a large degree to

ensure high accuracy (at the price of an expensive evaluation) or one chooses a small

degree yielding fast yet (possibly) inaccurate results.

Recapitulating, we can say that our scheme is competitive, considering that it yields
accurate results with only few function evaluations. This becomes even more evident,

when several functions have to be integrated over the same triangle, since the time

consuming part in our scheme consists in computing abscissae and weights for the

modified weight function.
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Remark Note that our scheme might become inaccurate if the degree of the poly¬
nomial p(r, z) is large. For moderate degrees however, the method perforais as ex¬

pected.

5.4 Applicability to Curvilinear Elements

As mentioned in the preceding chapter, we assume the elements over which we in¬

tegrate to be of polygonal shape, which obviously implies that the boundaries of the

elements consist of straight line segments. Depending on the underlying domain ge¬

ometry fip it might however be advantageous to sometimes relax this assumption and

opt for so called curvilinear elements. Their arched nature renders these elements

more appropriate when it comes to approximating curved domain boundaries which

in turn allows for a more accurate (computational) domain. Unfortunately, this accu¬

racy gain usually comes at the price of more involved integration schemes. We will

show in the remaining part of this chapter, how the integration scheme introduced

above can be applied to curvilinear elements.

Assume, as we did in Section 4.3, that we are given a mapping y/l expressed by the

function

* -(HÄoH^
In order for our method to be applicable, we require rriy(p, () and m2(p, () to be

polynomials — a restriction which is not too severe. Clearly, this mapping is more

general than the affine one used so far and hence allows for more sophisticated ele¬

ment shapes, as can be seen in Figure 5.2.

Remark Actually, there remains one more constraint on the mapping. In order for

the mapping to be valid and unique, the so called Jacobian

_

(Opmy(p.Q (kmi(p,C)\
M

\dpm2(p,0 dCrn2(p,Q)
must not be singular over the relevant domain. Fortunately, element shapes that are

not too degenerate induce admissible Jacobians.

Following again the idea of recasting the element integrals into a sum of line integrals
we can reformulate the desired antiderivatives by virtue of Green's theorem given in

Appendix A. In order to have all the ingredients to do so, let us start by considering
the necessary expressions for describing the boundary segments. Note that we restrict

our attention to a triangular element T. The extension to a quadrilateral one can be

carried out analogously.
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Figure 5.2 Curved triangles and rectangles can be described by applying an appropri¬
ate mapping onto the reference element.

(o, i;
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(o, i;
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We define

r(i) =

mi (t oy
m2(t,0),

,(2)
=

fmy(l -t.ty
U(l-M)

,(3)
=

(my (0,1 - ty
Ui2(o,i-t)

to be the parameterisations of the curvilinear triangle boundary T. By applying
Green's theorem we obtain

/ -p(r,z)dT
It r

3

E
i-i

•i r(0
-^P(T?(t)^vf(t))dt
r(/}(f)

(5.16)

where P(r,l,h) = Jtl -rp(r,z)dz as before. If p(r\ z) is a polynomial, then so

is P(r^ (£),z, T;, (£)). Hence, we are again left with an integral over a polyno¬
mial endowed with a rational weight function u(t). By factoring the numerator and

the denominator of the latter we can then repeatedly apply the LFM and the LDM

algorithm in order to recover the recurrence coefficients that are required. Note that

the aforementioned modification algorithms also work for complex shifts, wherefore

no special precautions have to be taken.
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Remark Let pA^a (p) be a (polynomial) element function defined in the correspond¬

ing reference coordinate system. Then we have

pA/D(p)=pA^(M-1(r))=p(r),

where p(r) is in general not of polynomial nature. Still, for element shapes that

are not too degenerate, the function behaves friendly enough. Hence, by applying
the afore described quadrature scheme to (5.16), we will get rid of the nasty r""1

singularity and obtain good approximations. The same holds for derivatives ofp(r)

Vp(r) = JMTVpA/D(M1(r)),

where the rational nature of J^1" can exactly be incorporated into the weight function

in (5.16), leaving us with an integral of a presumably "friendly" function without

singularity (in its proximity).
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The Eigenvalue Solver

The eigenvalue problem has a deceptively simple formulation and the

background theory has been known for many years; yet the determina¬

tion of accurate solutions presents a wide variety of challenging prob¬
lems.

— James Hardy Wilkinson —

In contrast to the foregoing chapters, where the focus rested on the construction of

an appropriate model for resonator cavities, this chapter aims at deriving custom tai¬

lored solvers able to solve eigenvalue problems (EVP) such as the ones formulated in

Problem 4.3.

These algebraic eigenvalue problems are described by large and sparse and (in our

case) complex-symmetric matrices and therefore have only a few useful properties.
Some of these properties are of mere structural nature and their exploitation leads to

a more favourable run time behaviour of solver algorithms. Others are of algebraic
nature and their understanding is indispensable in order to devise a meaningful and

accurate method.

A complete discussion of the algebraic eigenvalue theory would go far beyond the

scope of this thesis. Fortunately, the class of problems we are going to approach is

structurally similar to the so called generalised Hermitian EVP. We therefore assume

that the reader is familiar with this problem class, of which we are going to borrow

many of the following concepts. A solid foundation of the generalised Hermitian

EVP can be found in Horn and Johnson (1985), Wilkinson (1965) and Pariert (1998),
to name a few.
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6.1 Complex-Symmetric Matrices

In order to provide an adequate framework in which our eigenvalue solver and its

components can be embedded, we dedicate this section to the formulation of some

relevant aspects of the algebraic EVP. If not stated differently, all the matrices and

vectors used throughout this chapter are assumed to be complex. We start with the

following

Definition 6.1 Lei x and y be two vectors and B a (complex-)symmeiric matrix,

i.e. BT = B. We define the pseudo innerproduct w.r.t. B and the pseudo IB-norm as

i/o

(x,y)B=xBy and ||| x|||B = (x,x)B7

Note that whenever B is the identity matrix we omit any reference to itfor the sake of

brevity.

In contrast to the inner product w.r.t. a positive definite matrix, the inner product
w.r.t. a merely symmetric matrix B does not forcedly induce a proper norm, i.e. the

pseudo B-norm might not fulfil all of the mandatory norm requirements. In fact,

|||x|||b might be complex and it might vanish even for non-zero vectors. Unfortu¬

nately, this defect might not only offend an intuitive algebraic demand but has also a

far-reaching negative influence on the numerical behaviour ofthe involved quantities.

Remark To see this, assume that x = u + iv is a given complex vector whose real

and imaginary parts are represented by u and v, respectively. We consider the square

of the pseudo norm (B = I)

|||x|||' =x x = (u u — v v) + i(2u v)

and observe that one can easily construct vectors with arbitrarily large entries whose

pseudo norm can be arbitrarily small. Besides the fact that this lacks a satisfactory
Euclidean geometrical interpretation, cancellation effects are bound to arise. Note

that non-zero vectors whose pseudo norm vanishes are also referred to as isometric

vectors, see Mackey, Mackey, and Tisseur (2004) for a detailed discussion.

In spite of these drawbacks, we will make frequent use of the inner product w.r.t. a

matrix B and the associated pseudo B-norm since, as we shall see in the following,

they allow for a natural expression of properties coherent to the complex-symmetric
EVP.

An important class of transformations that will be extensively used in the following
is the one described by complex-orthogonal matrices. These transformations are to

the pseudo norm what unitary matrices are to the standard (Hermitian) norm. Hence,

they are well suited in the context of EVPs, where it is customary to impose norm

constraints on the desired quantities in order to exclude trivial solutions.
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Definition 6.2 Let B be a complex-symmetric matrix. The (possibly rectangular)
matrix U is called complex-H-orthogonal if

UTBU = I

holds, where I denotes the identity matrix ofappropriate size. Note that ifB is the

identity matrix, we call U complex-orthogonal.

An important point to note is that even though complex-orthogonal matrices are the

algebraic counterpart to unitary matrices, they lack a basic feature. Unitary matrices

have a unit norm and a unit condition number which renders them particularly at¬

tractive for numerical purposes. Complex-orthogonal matrices on the other side may

have an arbitrarily large norm and condition number and have therefore to be used

cautiously, see Rader and Steinhardt (1986).

Obviously, the definition of a new class of "orthogonal" matrices raises the question
of whether well known factorisations which are based on unitary matrices can be re¬

formulated as factorisations that use complex-orthogonal matrices. This question will

be answered in the remaining part of this section, where the existence of factorisa¬

tions similar to the QR decomposition, the singular value decomposition (SVD) and

of course the eigenvalue decomposition for Hermitian matrices will be investigated.
We start with the following

Theorem 6.1 (Takagi SVD) For every symmetric matrix A there exists a unitary ma¬

trix U and a real nonnegative diagonal matrix X, such thai

A = USUT.

Without loss ofgenerality we assume thai the diagonal values ak are sorted in de¬

scending order. The columns of XJ form an orthonormal set ofeigenvectorsfor AÄ

and the corresponding diagonal entries ofY, are the nonnegative square roots ofthe

corresponding eigenvalues of'AÄ.

Proof See Horn and Johnson (1985), page 204 ff. D

This factorisation is not ofimmediate advantage for our purposes, since the associated

bases are unitary and not complex-orthogonal. However, it can be used as a building
block in the following derivations.

The classical SVD for complex matrices, as presented in Golub and Van Loan (1996),
is a powerful factorisation that reveals a lot of information about the underlying ma¬

trix. Moreover, it can be computed very accurately by mere application of unitary
matrices which in turn allows for an elegant geometrical interpretation of the results.
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A somewhat similar factorisation, whose importance will become evident in the next

sections, is called pseudo singular value decomposition (PSVD). Its properties are

summarised in the following

Theorem 6.2 (PSVD) For every matrix A E Cmxn with m > n there exists a unitary
matrix U E CmXT, a complex-orthogonal matrix Y E C"XT and a real nonnegative

diagonal matrix E E KrXr, such that

A = UEVT.

The smallest integer r for which the above equality holds is equal to the rank ofA.

The diagonal entries ak are called pseudo singular values and we assume without

loss of generality that the latter are sorted in descending order. Note that if the

pseudo singular values are all distinct, the factorisation is unique.

Proof Consider the Takagi SVD ofthe symmetric matrix AAT which yields a unitary
matrix Û and a real nonnegative diagonal matrix E, i.e.

AAT = ÛÊÛT.

We form the submatrices U = Ui:r and E = E1:r-1:r, where r is the rank of E, and

define the submatrix

V = ATÜ£_1.

One readily sees that

VTV = E1(UHAATÜ)E1 = E^Êi^rE"1 = I

which means that the columns ofV are pairwise complex-orthogonal. D

The next decomposition that we will analyse corresponds to the well known QR fac¬

torisation. In the classical case, where the standard Euclidean inner product is used,
this factorisation always exists. This can be attributed to the fact that for any given set

of vectors X = (xi,..., x/t) spanning a subspace .#" one can find an orthonormal

set of vectors Y = (yi y^) spanning at least the same subspace, i.e. -¥ ç rf~.

Unfortunately, this property is no longer guaranteed when the set of vectors Y is re¬

quired to be complex-orthogonal as explained in Horn and Johnson (1985), page 210

ff. To demonstrate this we give the following

Example Computing the (classical) QR factorisation of the matrix

*-G?)-(£Dr?)-
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yields a set of orthonormal vectors Y. Note that the matrix R could also be obtained

by computing the Cholesky decomposition of the matrix XHX = RH(YHY)R =

RHR which, since the columns ofX are linearly independent, has full column rank.

Hence R and Y have full column rank, too.

We now investigate the case where the columns of Y shall be complex-orthogonal.
To this end we consider the pseudo Cholesky decomposition1 of the matrix XTX =

RT(YTY)R = RTR. Unfortunately, the matrix

XTX =

does not have full rank and hence both matrices R and Y will not have full column

rank, too. In other words, there is no complex-orthogonal set of vectors Y spanning
the space that is spanned by the columns of X.

Fortunately, the product XTX associated with general matrices X usually suffers no

rank drop. As a consequence, the pseudo Cholesky decomposition exists and a full

rank complex-orthogonal set Y can then be computed. Encouraged by this fact we

give the following

Theorem 6.3 (PQR) Let A E Cmxn be a matrix with the property that the prod¬
ucts A|".fcAi:A- have full rank. Then there exists a complex-orthogonal matrix Q E

Cmx" and an upper triangular matrix R E Cnx" such that

A = QR

holds. This constitutes the pseudo QR decomposition.

Proof Suppose that we already know the PQR decomposition of the leading subma-

trix Ay:k = Qi:A'R-i:A',i:fc- By augmenting the submatrix Ay._k with the next col¬

umn afc+i we see that for the decomposition to exist, the following equalities must

hold

(At:fe afc|l) = (Ql:fc qfejl) I "'*
= Ql:fe+lRl:fe+l,l:fe+l.

V Pk+lJ

By comparing the rightmost columns on both sides and by recalling that Q i:/t 11 has

to be a complex-orthogonal matrix one obtains three equations describing the new

quantities, i.e.

a^n = Qi-.kJk \ i + pk\ic[k \ i,

Ql-.kikw = o,

1 The pseudo Cholesky decomposition corresponds to the standard Cholesky decomposition augmented

by the concession of complex diagonal entries.
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The new coordinate vector rk\i can immediately be obtained by projecting a*, f i

onto the space spanned by Qi:fc, i.e. r^+i = Q}.fca/,.+i. This in turn reveals the

direction q/t+i into which qfc+i is going to point. We have

q.fc+1 = afc+i
— Ql;fcrfc+i = (Im — Ql:fcQl:/r)afc+l-

The last condition that remains to be satisfied concerns the pseudo normalisation

of qfc+i- Clearly, the condition can only be fulfilled if the direction vector qfc+i is

not isometric, since qfc+i = q.k+i/pk+1 where pk+i = |||qfc+i|||. To show that this

is not the case, we consider the factorisation

AT A
_

f^l-kp-.k \ (I \ (^l:k,l:k Tfc+A

whose triangular factors are invertible by construction. Since the left hand side is

invertible by assumption, pk \ i cannot vanish, wherefore the PQR decomposition
for Ay:k+y exists and the argument can be continued by induction. D

The last factorisation that we will discuss in this section is an analogue to the well

known generalised eigenvalue decomposition for Hermitian (positive definite) matrix

pencils (A. B). We start by giving the following

Theorem 6.4 (Hermitian EVP) Let A be a Hermitian matrix. Then there exist a uni¬

tary matrix U and a real diagonal matrix A, such that

A = UAUH.

where (Afc, Ufc) are the eigenpairs ofthe matrix A. The vectors u^ are the right and

the left eigenvectors associated with A. Hence, Hermitian matrices are (unitarily)

diagonalisable.

Proof See Horn and Johnson ( 1985), page 171 ff. D

In contrast to Hermitian matrices, where the special matrix structure induces several

properties that are useful in the context of EVPs, complex-symmetric matrices are

not guaranteed to exhibit any particular algebraic properties, in general. In fact, as

has been shown in Horn and Johnson (1985), every matrix is (unitarily) similar to

a complex-symmetric matrix. Still, some complex-symmetric matrices allow for an

eigenvalue decomposition summarised in the following

Theorem 6.5 (Complex-Symmetric EVP) Lei A be a diagonalisable symmetric ma¬

trix. Then there exist a complex-orthogonal matrix U and a diagonal matrix A, such

that

A = UAUT,

where (A/t, u*.) are the eigenpairs ofthe matrix A. The vectors Uk are both the right
and the left eigenvectors associated with A.
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Proof See Horn and Johnson (1985), page 211 ff.

As can be seen, Theorem 6.5 is weaker than Theorem 6.4 in the sense that diagonal-

isability is not guaranteed but assumed, i.e. not all complex-symmetric matrices are

diagonalisable whereas all Hermitian matrices are. As we will see in the following,
this defect carries over to the more complicated generalised EVPs

Au = ABu.

For such problems, statements about diagonalisability can only be given for a few

particular cases, e.g. if the matrices A and B are both Hermitian and B is positive

definite. Such matrix pencils (A, B) are said to be Hermitian positive definite (H/PD)
and give rise to the following

Theorem 6.6 (Generalised H/PD EVP) Let A be a Hermitian matrix and B be a

Hermitian positive definite matrix. Then there exist a (B-orthonormal) matrix U and

a real diagonal matrix A, such that

A = UAUH and UHBU = I

where (A/t, u*.) are the eigenpairs of the matrix pencil (A, B). The vectors u*. are

the right and the left eigenvectors associated with the pencil (A, B).

Proof See Stewart (2001 ), page 229 ff. D

For complex-symmetric matrix pencils (A, B) the situation is more complicated. Not

only there is no guarantee for the existence of a diagonalising matrix TJ but also re¬

quiring the eigenvectors to be pairwise complex-B-orthogonal might cause problems,
due to the lack of definiteness for genuine complex-symmetric matrices. In view of

the physical origin ofour problems however, it is still useful and natural to arrange the

eigenvectors in such a way as to be complex-B-orthogonal, whenever the matrix B

permits. Putting it all together, we have the following

Theorem 6.7 (Generalised Complex-Symmetric EVP) Let the complex-symmetric
matrix pencil (A, B) be diagonalisable and B be a complex-symmetric diagonalis¬
able and invertible matrix. Then there exist a complex-B-orthogonal matrix TJ and a

diagonal matrix A such that

A = UAUT and UTBU = I

holds.

Proof Following the assumption about diagonalisability and invertibility, we can fac¬

torise the matrix B = UbAbU^ in such a way that Ub is complex-orthogonal
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and Ab is diagonal and invertible. We define B ll2
= UßAB

'

UB and write

Au = ABu ^ Cû = B~1/2AB~1/2û = Au,

where u = B""1/2«.. Obviously, the matrix C is diagonalisable and symmetric (by

construction) and therefore, by Theorem 6.5, we can factorise C = UAUT such that

TJTTJ = 1 & UTBU = I,

which concludes the proof. D

Remark As we will see in the following sections, we are actually interested in com¬

puting only a few eigenpairs of a given complex-symmetric pencil (A, B). Hence,

we only assume that the portion which is relevant for our computations be diagonal¬
isable.

6.2 PQR and PSVD Implementations

Since the PQR and the PSVD factorisation introduced in the preceding section are key

ingredients in the eigenvalue solver we are going to present in the following sections,

it is important to provide means to accurately compute the former. This section is

therefore devoted to the derivation of two algorithms which compute (relevant parts

for) the PQR and the PSVD factorisations, respectively.

6.2.1 The PQR Algorithm

The PQR algorithm that we are going to describe is essentially a straightforward ex¬

tension of the classical QR algorithm, as presented in Golub and Van Loan (1996),
for example. The main idea of this algorithm consists in subsequently applying ele¬

mentary orthogonal matrices to a given matrix A E Cmxn such as to finally be left

with an upper triangular matrix R E Cnxn.

The fundamental difference between the PQR algorithm and the standard QR algo¬

ritlim, however, is the use of complex-orthogonal matrices instead of unitary ones.

Unfortunately, this change not only requires appropriate changes in the algorithm,

but, unlike the classical case, also entails possible inaccuracies in the resulting complex-

orthogonal factor Q E Crnxn due to the accumulation of non-unit norms and condi¬

tion numbers of the elementary rotations. Note that we assume the matrix A to fulfil

the assumptions given in the PQR Theorem 6.3.
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The complex-orthogonal rotation matrices which we use in our algorithm are so

called Givens rotations Gco(Tj, c, s) which are identical to the identity matrix Im

up to the subblock

ÇJ)Gco«,;.c»)(e< e;) = (^ «) ,

where the entries e. s E C fulfil the property e2 + s2 = 1.

Remark Since we are going to need both kind of rotations, i.e. complex-orthogonal
and unitary ones, we will distinguish the corresponding matrices by means of a sub¬

script. Note that the unitary matrices used in the following will exhibit the structure

Q)6„(»,j.C.S)(ei e,) = (_cs *),
where the entries c El and ,s E C fulfil the property c2 + \s\2 = 1.

Being given a non-isometric vector x one can readily find values c and «s, such that

holds, e.g. by choosing c = x\/r and «s = x2/r where r = |||x|||. Hence, entries

in a vector can be eliminated stepwise by applying appropriate complex-orthogonal

rotations, as long as the portion that is to be modified in the respective step is not

isometric. Note that a non-isometric vector always contains a pair of entries which

constitute a non-isometric subvector.

Remark An other popular and slightly more efficient way to perform rotations makes

use of Householder reflectors. Unfortunately, it is not sufficient for a given vector x

to be non-isometric in order to induce a Householder rotation, as has been shown

in Mackey, Mackey, and Tisseur (2004). This drawback could be circumvented by

mixing Givens with Householder rotations, an approach we refrain from for the sake

of simplicity.

By applying Givens rotations, a given matrix A can be transformed into an upper

triangular matrix R column by column, as shown in Golub and Van Loan (1996).
Note that contrary to the standard case, it might be necessary to permute rows in order

to place the remaining non-zero entry in the appropriate position of the respective
column. The resulting complex-orthogonal matrix Q is obtained by accumulating all

elementary rotations. Algorithm 6.1 performs these computations.

Remark Note that the algorithm will break down, as soon as the vector R?:m,z (line
7 of Algorithm 6.1) that has to be modified is isometric. However, this would imply
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Algorithm 6.1 The PQR algorithm computes a complex-orthogonal matrix Q E

Cmx" and an upper triangular matrix R E Cnxn such that A = QR, under the

assumption that the products Aj.fcAi:t (k = 1,..., n) have full rank. Ifthe complex-

orthogonal basis is not needed, one can reduce the amount ofwork required, by skip¬

ping the statement on line 10. Moreover, note that the matrices Gco(h.J, c, s) are

not explicitly constructed — only the affected columns and rows of R and Q are

modified appropriately.

1: PQR(A){
2: [m,n] := size(A)
3: Q:=Im
4: R:=A

5: tori := 1,2,. . . ,ndo
6: forfc := lj+ 1,. . . ,

m- 1 do

7: [i,j] := FindNonlsometricSubvector(Ri:„,j)
8: [c.s] := COCosSin(R,-j,Kjj)
9: R:= G(X)(î.J,C,s)R

10: Q := QGCo(i j, c,s)T
ii: end

12 : end

13: retUm (Qi:m,i:n.Ri :„,!;„)
14:}

that the product A\:lAy.j of the leading columns of the input matrix A fails to have

full rank, which contradicts the initial assumption. Due to its simplicity, we omit the

proof.

6.2.2 The PSVD Algorithm

The algorithm that we are going to present in the following is related to the classical

SVD algorithm presented in Golub and Kahan (1965) and improved by Demmel and

Kalian (1990) and Fernando and Parlett (1994) and references cited therein. In order

to keep the following description reasonably short we assume that the reader is famil¬

iar with the basic notions ofthe classical SVD algorithm and the required ingredients,
which are nicely described in the articles cited above.

According to Theorem 6.2, every complex matrix A E Cmx" with m > n possesses

a PSVD with the structure A = USVT, where U is a unitary matrix, £ is a real

diagonal matrix and V is a complex-orthogonal matrix. The first step that is usually

performed in order to recover these factors is the so called bidiagonalisation, which

reduces the original matrix A to bidiagonal form B by repeated application of
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Algorithm 6.2 This routine computes a unitary matrix TJ E Cmxn, a bidiagonal ma¬

trix B E CnXT1 and a complex-orthogonal matrix V E Cnxn, suchthat A = UBVT

holds. The rotation matrix updates on lines 10, 16 and 24 are only carried out if the

respective matrix is required. Finally, note that the subroutine UCosSin (COCosSin)

computes the cosine and the sine needed for the unitary (complex-orthogonal) Givens

rotation.

1: Bidiagonalise (A){
2 : [m,n] := size (A)
3 : U := Im

4 : V:=In

5 : B := A

6: fori := 1,2,..., re- ldo

7 : forfc := Z+l.Z + 2 m do

8: [c,s] :=UCosSin(B?)l,BtJ)
9: B := Gu(/i,c,s)B

10: U :=UG{;(I k,c,s)H
11: end

12: if (/ = n - l) then

13: forfc := n + \,n + 2,. . .

,
m do

14: [c.s] :=UCosSin(B„,„,Bk,„)
15: B := Gu(n,fc.cs)B
16: U :=UGu(n,fc.c,s)H
17: end

18: break

19: end

20: fork := I+ 2,1 + 3,... ,n do

21: [i,j] := FindNonlsometricSubvector(B;j t \-.n)
22: [c,s] := COCosSin(B/)!,B/,,)
23: B:=BGco(tJ.cs)T
24: V:=VGco(M'-c.s)T
25: end

26: end

27: return (Ui:m,i:n, Bi:r,)1:n, V1:nA:n)
28: \

left hand sweep (H )

-finalisation

right hand sweep (T)

appropriate rotations. The rotations Ua applied from the left are thereby described

by unitary matrices, the ones applied from the right Va by complex-orthogonal ma¬

trices, yielding a factorisation of the form

B U*AVA-

Algorithm 6.2 perforais this reduction and is basically a straightforward extension

of the classical bidiagonalisation process described in Golub and Van Loan (1996).
Note that in order to avoid the drawbacks one might encounter through the use of

Householder reflectors, see Subsection 6.2.1, we opt for the more flexible yet slightly
more expensive Givens rotations.
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Remark Note that the algoritlim will break down if it encounters an isometric sub-

row while performing the right hand complex-orthogonal rotations (line 21 of Algo¬
rithm 6.2). Unfortunately, we are not able to predict such a break down in advance

and would then suggest to permute the afflicted row with any other and start over

again.

The second step after completing the bidiagonalisation consists in further reducing
the matrix B in PSVD fashion to diagonal form X = U^BVe with unitary UB
and complex-orthogonal Vß. To this end we consider the tridiagonal Hermitian

matrix T = BHB and thQ pentadiagonal symmetric matrix P = TTT = TT and

their relations to B w.r.t. the PSVD factors introduced above, i.e.

T = VBE2VIJ and P = VBE4Vj.

As can be seen from these formulations, computing the right pseudo singular vectors

ofB amounts to performing eigenvalue decomposition-like factorisations ofT or P.

While the factorisation of T resembles a dual Takagi SVD2 which does not seem

to be easily accessible, the factorisation of P corresponds to a classical eigenvalue

decomposition of a complex-symmetric matrix. Hence, working on the matrix P

seems a natural choice, especially when considering its direct spectral relation to the

matrix B. Note that the eigenvalues of the matrix P are all real.

A very popular method used to diagonalise symmetric banded matrices, such as P, is

the shifted QR algorithm described in Parlett (1998), for example. The main idea of

this algorithm consists in iteratively applying so called shifted QR steps of the form

[Q*,Rifc] := PQR(Pfc - .Sfel)

Pfr+i := RjtQ*. + 5*1 = QlPfcQfc (6.1)

which produce iterates P/t 11 that swiftly converge towards a diagonal matrix A(=
Poc) if the shifts Hk are chosen appropriately. Since Pfc+i is similar to P*, see (6.1),
the diagonal matrix then contains the eigenvalues of Pq = P and the factorisation is

complete, by noting that the corresponding eigenvectors are obtained by accumulat¬

ing all of the arising rotations, i.e. VB = QoQi • • • Qoc-

However, given a bidiagonal matrix B, it is not wise to construct the associated pen¬

tadiagonal matrix P, then to compute its eigenvalue decomposition and, finally, to

recover the PSVD factors from the computed eigenvalue decomposition quantities,
since the loss of accuracy in the smallest eigenpairs could be tremendous. Instead, it

is better to perform all the modifications on B in such a way as to mimic the behaviour

2Recall that the Takagi SVD defined in Theorem 6.1 finds a unitary matrix U and a real diagonal
matrix A such that a gi\en complex-symmetric matrix C can be written as C = UAUT. This dual

Takagi SVD would compute a complex-orthogonal matrix V and a real diagonal matrix A, such that a

given Hermitian matrix C could be factorised as C = VAVH.
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of the QR algorithm on the induced matrix P without having to explicitly construct

the latter. Put differently, the eigenvalue factorisation is performed only implicitly.

Moreover, preserving the bidiagonal structure of B is also preferable, because of a

lower operation count and hence of a more efficient algorithm.

At first sight one is tempted to believe that structure preserving similarity transforms

designed for P are no longer structure preserving when applied to T and hence im¬

plicitly to B. Fortunately, the following theorem comes at our rescue.

Theorem 6.8 Let B be a nonsingidar bidiagonal matrix, T = BHBk the induced

Hermitian tridiagonal matrix and IP = TTT be the induced symmetric pentadiago¬
nal matrix. Further, let

QR = P - si, (s E R)

be the PQRfactorisation ofthe shifted nonsingidarpentadiagonal matrix. Then, the

congruence transform QHTQ yields again a Hermitian tridiagonal matrix.

Proof We start by noting that since B is nonsingular, so are T and P. The matrix M =

TT — sT_1, which fulfils the property

P - si = TTT - .si = MT.

is invertible as well, since

MMT = P - 2sl + ô-2P-1 = Pml(P - si)2

is invertible, due to the nonsingularity of P — si. Hence, the PQR factorisation ofthe

shifted matrix can be written as

MT = P-sI = QR <^> T=(M~1Q)R = VR

where the matrix V is invertible and upper Hessenberg, due to the special structure

of T and R. As a consequence, the matrix T = RV must be upper Hessenberg as

well and in addition it fulfils

t = V_1TV

= QH(MTMml)Q
= QH(TsTT)TT(TTsT1)1Q
= QH(TTT - sI)(TTT - .sl)_1TQ
= QHTQ,

in the case of a real shift. One immediately sees that the Hessenberg matrix T is

Hermitian and thus it must be tridiagonal. D
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Using Theorem 6.8 we reconsider Equation (6.1) and see that

iTi »TnpT TrrVn kHr iT
Pfri i

=

Ql^kQk
=

QlTlTkQk
=

(QlTlkQk)(QkTkQk)
= Tlk , tTfc 11

which is exactly what we wanted — being given the complex-orthogonal factor Q k

from the PQR factorisation of P&, we can now directly work on Ta- without the need

of building the pentadiagonal matrix. This new iteration scheme for the tridiagonal
matrices can finally be carried over to the bidiagonal ones in order to yield

H-i Q?TfcQfc = Q^BkQk = (Qk*B»W%)(WkBkQk, Bfct iBfc+i;

a direct iteration on the bidiagonal matrices, which allows for a direct transformation

of the Bfc's, without the need of building any of the associated tridiagonal or penta¬

diagonal matrices. Note that the Wk are unitary matrices, which are chosen such as

to restore the bidiagonal form that is temporarily destroyed by Qa>

An obvious question that might arise in this context is, how the basis Q k can be

obtained without having the (entire) matrix P^ at hand. Fortunately, the so called

implicit Q theorem guarantees that in order to perform the action that a transform

with Qk would have, it suffices to start the transform as imposed by the first column

of Qa- and complete it by mere structure restoring rotations, see Stewart (2001).

The first column of Qa-, i.e. the first two rotations required to retrieve the first column

of Uk, can be derived by considering the first column of P/t — s^I whose non-zero

entries read

SA-Ik J- 1:3,1

|ttt|4 -\~ ßjOt'i - Sk

«i/3i|»i|2 + ayß_y(\a2\2 + \ßi\2)
aia2ß1ß2

Pi
(k) Sk\

(k)
p2

(k) /

where we omitted the superscripts ^ of the matrix entries of

/«ifc) ß[k)

Bi

\

a,
(k)

V
!Jn-l

(k)
J

for the sake of readability. The aforementioned complex-orthogonal Givens rotations

that are implicitly applied onto P k in order to establish the first column ofQ k and Ra-

can be obtained by considering the transitions

Gco(1.2,<'i,si)
0

\ps 7

Gco(l,3,c2..s2)
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Figure 6.1 Sparsity pattern of the "bidiagonal" matrix B exhibited during the bulge

chasing process. The black dots represent entries that have already been processed,
the white dots represent untouched or "not yet final" entries.

Gu (1,2,3)-? °^0 -Geo (2.3,4)
?

Gu (2.3,4)-
'°°°

-Gcq(3.4,5);

Gu (n—'2.n—l,n)-
>

•Gço(n—l,n) /
.. j Gu(n—l,n)-

Applying these rotations to the bidiagonal matrix B k results in a change of structure

which looks like

BA.Gco(l. 2. c,. 8t)Gco(l, 3, c2, s2) = BfcGCo(l, 2, 3)
o o

o o

o o

o

and reveals a so called bulge in the left upper corner, see Parlett (1998). The following

rotations, which are applied in alternating pairs from left and right in order to chase

the bulge down the diagonal and restore the bidiagonal structure, will then produce the

pattern shown in Figure 6.1. Algorithm 6.3 performs these steps until convergence.

As mentioned before, the speed of convergence of the overall algorithm heavily de¬

pends on the choice ofthe shift s k- If the chosen shift is close to an actual eigenvalue
of the underlying matrix P^, then the corresponding eigenpair will converge rapidly.
Since our algorithm implicitly performs QR steps on the pentadiagonal matrix Pa-,

it is more than natural that the shift should be chosen depending on the spectrum of
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Algorithm 6.3 The implicitly shifted QR algorithm computes a unitary matrix TJ e

C"x" a real diagonal matrix E E R"xn and a complex-orthogonal matrix V E

C"x", such that B = UEVT holds. This algorithm exhibits swift convergence un¬

der normal circumstances, i.e. in cases where the pseudo singular values are not too

clustered. Note that the indices first and last denote the first row and the last column

ofthe actual iterate E, which contain a non-negligible off-diagonal entry, whereas the

index mid denotes the first column in the range of [first, last] containing a negligi¬
ble off-diagonal entry.

i : ImpIicitlyShiftedQR (B. e){
2: n := size(B)
3 : U := In

4: V:=In

5: S:=B

6 : first := 1

7 : last := n

8 : while (first < last) do

9 : mid := GetUnreducedBIock(X, first, last, e)
10 : s := GetShift(S, first, mid)
il : G := InitiaIRotations(S, first, mid. s)
12: S:=SG

13: V:=VG

14 : for I := first... .

,
mid do

15 : [c, s] := UCosSin(S| /. E/_|_i;z)
16: X := Gi (U+ l,c,s)S
17: U:=UGl(I,I + l,c.s)H
18: [c,s] :=UCosSin(SM.Si+2,/)
19: X := Gi (U + 2,c,s)X
20: U :=UGi (M + 2,c,s)H
21:

22: [c,s] :=COCosSin(SMM.SMt2)
23: S:=SGco(i+l.I + 2,c,s)T
24: V:=VGCo(f+ l,f +2. c.s)T
25: if (Z = mid - 2) then

26: [c,s] := UCosSin(Smtd_i;Tr,!rf_1.Smtdr,l?d_1
27 : S := Gi (mîd — 1. rmd, c, s)S
28: U := UGi](mid— 1, rmd c, s)H
29: break

30: end

ai: [c,s]:=COCosSin(SMtl.Su,3)
32: S:=EGro(f+M + 3,c,s)T
33: V :=VGco(i+ 1,1 + 3. c.s)T
34: end

35 : [first, last] := DeflateMatrix(2]. first, last, e)
36: end

37: return (U. S, V)

38: }

- checkfor reduction

perform grading shifting

"injection
'

rotation

left rotation pair

right rotation pair

check for convergence
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the latter matrix. In view of the quite involved expressions that arise whenever parts
of Pa have to be computed, we therefore opt for the simple Rayleigh shifting strategy.
This strategy assumes that the last diagonal element ofP a is close to an actual eigen¬
value and hence takes this value as shift. As a matter of fact, we chose the shift s k

to be the real part of the last diagonal entry, since otherwise assumptions made in

Theorem 6.8 would be offended, i.e.

sa = Rc[äJ_l/i2_i + (|/jnml|2 + \fïn\2)2] ,

where we have again omitted the superscripts ^ for the sake of readability. Note that

the first few iterations are performed with shift zero in order to grade the matrix. Even

though there is no formal proof that the singular values of graded matrices are recov¬

ered with higher relative accuracy compared to non-graded ones, numerical evidence

justifies this strategy, as explained in Demmel, Gu, Eisenstat, Slapnicar, Veselic, and

Drmac (1999) and references therein. Notice that this task is accomplished by the

subroutine GetShift.

Another important point that needs to be addressed, concerns the influence ofthe off-

diagonal elements ß;
' onto the PSVD factors Uj>„ E and Vb. Assume that after

having performed k steps of the implicitly shifted QR algorithm the ith off-diagonal

entry has a very small absolute value compared to the remaining entries. One would

then be tempted to drop the corresponding entry ßt
' and accept a small perturbation

of the results. According to Appendix D, such an entry can safely be dropped, if the

relative error in the pseudo singular values that one is willing to incur may be as large
as e and the condition

holds, where rp
>
= — /ij /oTj \\-

However, as desirable as small off-diagonal entries may be, as elusive they are. Recall

that the shift that is applied to the matrix Pa is injected in the upper left diagonal

entry (performed by the subroutine InitialRotations) and implicitly carried along the

diagonal by means of rotations. Unfortunately, this implicit shift carry will starve,

as soon as too small an off-diagonal entry is encountered and the following rotations

will exert almost no influence on the remaining part of the matrix, i.e. the almost

vanishing off-diagonal element splits the matrix into two disjoint blocks. Note that

such matrices are said to be reduced. As we have seen before, however, the shift

is adapted to the lower part and injected into the upper part, which, if the matrix is

reduced, will not converge as expected.

Therefore, dropping off-diagonals as soon as possible is not only convenient but also

decisive for a good overall performance. If the entry to be dropped is a leading
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or a trailing one, then this is called deflation. The problem is thereby reduced in

dimension and the remaining work is carried out only on the left over portion of the

bidiagonal. This case is handled by the subroutine DeflateMatrix which is based on

the dropping criterion (6.2). If the entry to be dropped is amidst the off-diagonals,

however, then the matrix will be split into two disjoint bidiagonal matrices on which

the QR algorithm is carried out independently. This guarantees an appropriate choice

for the shift and hence a swift convergence. The index ofthe off-diagonal entry to be

dropped, if any, is detected by subroutine GetUnreducedBIock which is based on

condition (6.2), as well.

Remark Notice that Algorithm 6.3 should be extended in order to be able to properly
handle 2x2 subblocks. For the sake ofreadability, however, we refrain from applying
this modification.

6.3 Eigenvalue Solvers

Eigenvalue problems have a long standing history dating back more than a century
and a half. Over all these years a lot of inventive methods to tackle such problems
have been presented. Many of these ideas improved on existing methods and cus¬

tomised the latter for special problem classes. Some of these ideas however had a

pioneering character in that they reconsidered the problem from a brand new point of

view which made the field accessible for new mathematical adventures.

This sections goal consists in roughly sketching some of the fundamental techniques
used to solve (generalised) eigenvalue problems these days. Since a complete dis¬

cussion of all the developments made on this field would go beyond the scope of this

thesis, the reader is referred to van der Vorst and Golub (1997) and Golub and van der

Vorst (2000) and references therein, where a more elaborated treatment of the sub¬

ject is given. Note that in the following we assume the matrix pencils (A, B) to be

complex-symmetric and diagonalisable and the matrix B to be invertible.

The choice of the method that is used to solve for (some of) the eigenpairs of a given

system heavily depends on the amount of information that is desired, i.e. on how

many eigenvalues and/or eigenvectors one wants to compute. In conjunction with

this, the structure and size of the underlying matrices plays a decisive role as well. If

the latter are dense3 it is customary to first reduce the pencil by means of similarity

3Let M G CmXn be a given matrix. If the number ofnon-zero entries nnz(M) in the matrix M is

close to ran the matrix is said to be dense. Vice \ersa, if nnz(M) is considerably smaller than mn. the

matrix is said to be sparse.
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transforms such as to have a structurally more appealing form for further processing

steps. Conversely, if the system is sparse3, any of the aforementioned reductions

would produce/?//-!«, i.e. the number of non-zeros would inevitably increase. Large

problems, such as the ones stemming from PDE discretisations for example, would

then require a prohibitive amount of memory and apart from this, their reduction

would consume too much computational time.

The following list enumerates three of the most popular EVP solver classes that have

emerged over the years. Each algorithm that we are going to present could be im¬

proved on in manifold ways. However, modifications and optimisations often tend to

conceal the fundamental ideas, which is the reason, why we content ourselves with

sketching the original algorithms. Readers interested in detailed investigations and

optimised variants of these algorithms are referred to Golub and Van Loan (1996),
Parlett (1998) and Stewart (2001).

Similarity Transform Based Methods As mentioned before, these methods are gen¬

erally used when the system is dense and one is interested in a complete eigen¬
value decomposition.

In addition to the assumptions about symmetry and invertibility, we assume

that the matrix B can be factorised by means of a pseudo Cholesky decompo¬
sition B = RTR. The generalised eigenvalue problem Aq = ABq is then

transformed into a similar standard EVP

Âq = R-TAR_1q = Aq,

where q = R_1q, leading to a new complex-symmetric system matrix. This

problem can stably be solved by means ofthe well known QR algorithm, whose

rationale it is to symmetrically apply unitary matrices which will first reduce

the system matrix to upper Hessenberg or symmetric tridiagonal form, depend¬

ing on whether the system matrix was real symmetric orjust symmetric. Hence,

we have

Hq=QRAQJJq = Aq,

where q = Q[{q. The iterative application of QR steps will then transform the

EVP into upper triangular or diagonal form and reveal the eigenvalues of

R(A)q = QiHCtfq = Aq.

where q = Q^q. The eigenvectors can then be computed by solving appropri¬
ate linear systems. Algorithm 6.4 shows a sketch of this process.

Unfortunately, the original right hand matrix B might have vanishing leading
minors4 or it might be ill-conditioned, such as to lead to an inaccurate factori-

4A factorisation of Cholesky type exists iff all leading minors are non-zero.
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Algorithm 6.4 Given a complex-symmetric matrix pencil (A, B) E Cnxn, both al¬

gorithms (try to) compute a complex-B-orthogonal matrix Q E C" x" and a diagonal
matrix A E C"xn, such that QTAQ = A. (left) Reducing the generalised EVP to a

standard EVP is both a curse and a blessing. The factorisation of B may lead to in¬

accurate factors R which in turn will spoil the follow-up quantities. Hence, care has

to be taken when using the QR algorithm, (right) The computations that are required
to retrieve the eigenvalues are very accurate, since only unitary matrices have to be

used.

QRAIgorithm (A, B){ i : QZAIgorithm (A, B){
R := PseudoChoIesky(B) 2 : [QQ, R] := QR(B)

i

2

3: Â := R-TAR-1
^

3: [PR. QR. H, R]':= Reduce(Q[J A, R)
4: [QR,H] :=Reduce(Â) 4: [r(a),r(b)(PliQl] := Qziterate(H,R)
5: [Q[.R<A)] := QRIterate(H) 5: for k -.= 1,2,... ,ndo
6: forfc:=l,2,...,ndo A, ._r(A)/(B)

(A)
k '~~

fe.fe ' k.k
7: xk:=rk,k i-. Solve (R(A) -XkR(^)zh =0

8 : Solve (R(A) - Afc)qfe = 0 8 : qfe := QT QTZfe
9: qfe^R-'QllQfqfc 9: qfe:=qfe/ q^|||B

10: qfc := qk/ ||| qfe b 10: end

ii: end ii: return (A. Q)
12 : return (A, Q) 12 • }
13: }

sation which in turn would spoil the new system matrix. One way to overcome

this problem consists in directly applying the QZ algorithm to the original pen¬

cil. This algorithm starts by QR factorising the right hand matrix B = QqR.
The obtained unitary factor is then applied to both matrices, yielding a full left

hand matrix and an upper triangular right hand matrix, i.e.

Âq = QgAq = AQ^Bq = ARq

A sequence of appropriately chosen unitary rotations Pr and Qr applied on

both sides ofthe new pencil will then transform the latter into a pair consisting
of an upper Hessenberg and an upper triangular matrix. Hence, we have

Hq = PnÂQKq = APRRQÎ|q = ARq,

where q = Qrc|. Finally, an iterative scheme is applied which, by repeated
two-sided application of unitary matrices, yields a pair of upper triangular
matrices immediately revealing all of the eigenvalues, i.e.

R^q = PiHCtfq = APjRQ^q = AR(B)q,

where q = Q^q. Similar to the QR algorithm, this method requires the solu-
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tion of several linear systems of equations in order to recover the eigenvectors.

Algorithm 6.4 shows a more formal, yet still crude description of this process.

As can be seen, all of these methods apply numerous transformations to the

original pencil. Under the assumption that the latter is dense, the storage re¬

quirement for the modified pencil stays bounded. In order to recover the eigen¬
vectors however, many of the applied transformations have to be accumulated

which might use a considerable amount of memory. Moreover, if not all the

eigenvalues and/or eigenvectors are needed too much work is performed.

Power Methods This class of methods is especially well suited for the computation
of a desired eigenpair whose eigenvalue is close to a known target r. Ex¬

tensions which allow for the computation of several eigenpairs are described

in Parlett (1998) and Stewart (2001 ) and will not be discussed here.

Let M = SAS""1 be any diagonalisable matrix whose eigenvalues are sorted

in descending order w.r.t. their modulus. Moreover, let x be a general vector.

The fi-fold product ofM with the vector x considered in the space spanned by
the columns of S can be expressed as

y = Mdx = SA<V1x & y = Ac/x.

Obviously, the single entries of the coordinate vector y grow proportional to

the absolute value of the associated eigenvalue for increasing exponents d.

For large enough exponent values the component fjy, being associated with

the largest eigenvalue in modulus, will be standing out and y will increas¬

ingly point in the direction of the corresponding eigenvector s y. This scheme

is referred to as power method. Clearly, the direction of y will be mainly con¬

taminated by the eigenvector associated with the second largest eigenvalue A2,
wherefore the convergence rate can be bound by r/(M) = | A21/1 Ai |. A detailed

derivation of this result can be found in Wilkinson (1965).

Equipped with this idea we now tackle the generalised EVP Aq = ABq whose

eigenpairs are assumed to be (Aa-, q/t). We consider its shifted pendant

(A - rB)q = (A - r)Bq

which after modification gives rise to two application variants of the power

method, i.e.

Mpiq = Bml(A - rB)q = (A - r)q (6.3)

Mipiq = (A - rB)mlBq = (A - r^q (6.4)

The first variant, given in Equation (6.3), leads to the (shifted) power iteration,

the second one, given in Equation (6.4), yields the (shifted) inverse power it¬

eration. Algorithm 6.5 implements these methods. Note that even though we
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Algorithm 6.5 Given a complex-symmetric matrix pencil (A,B), both algorithms

(try to) compute an eigenpair approximation (A, q), such that the eigenpair is close

to a given target value r and the associated residual satisfies ||r||2 < e. (top) By
its very nature, the power iteration is generally unable to look for eigenpairs in the

vicinity of a given target. Here, r is just a shift which serves to ameliorate the usually

poor convergence behaviour. Note that if B = I no linear system needs to be solved.

i.e. an inverse has to be applied (implicitly).

i

2

3

Power (A, B, r, q. e){
q := q/ q B

do

— normalisation

4

5

6

7

8

A := qTAq
r := Aq — ABq

if(||r||2 < e)then
return (A, q)

end

— Rayleigh quotient (estimator)
— residual

9

10

11

12

q := Aq — rBq
Solve Bp = q

q==p/ III pIIIb
end

— determine new direction (plain)
— normalisation

13 }

1

2

3

InversePower (A, B, r,

q := q/ q b

do

q,e){
— normalisation

4

5

6

7

8

A := qTAq
r := Aq — ABq

if(||r||2 < e)then
return (A, q)

end

— Rayleigh quotient (estimator)
— residual

9

10

11

12

q:=Bq
Solve (A - rB)p =

q==p/ III pIIIb
end

= q — determine new direction (shift &
— normalisation

invert)

13 }
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are only interested in the eigenvector's direction, the iterates are normalised in

each step in order to keep the entries bounded.

Although similar at first sight, these algorithms exhibit a completely different

convergence behaviour. We adapt the convergence rate 77 introduced above for

the settings (6.3) and (6.4) and obtain

/A/r x max,/*; \\3 -t\ miiiA |Afe - r|
ï] Mpi =

JT '

^ and 77 MIPi = —
!—

^. (6.5)
max*; \Xk -t\ mni;/a \Xj — r\

The influence of the shift r onto the behaviour of the power iteration is only
limited. If the desired eigenvalue is not clearly isolated from the rest of the

spectrum there is no way of substantially speeding up the algoritlim, regard¬
less from the choice of r. On the other hand, the inverse power iteration is

extremely responsive to shift values. The desired eigenvalue Xm need only be

reasonably well separated from the remaining ones in order to allow for the

choice of a good shift r«Am and hence for a low convergence rate.

Even though both algorithms have been designed to only compute an eigen¬
vector approximation it is unavoidable to also have an eigenvalue estimator

at hand, e.g. to check for convergence. A popular estimator is the so called

Rayleigh quotient, which in the complex-symmetric case reads

qTAq

qTBq'

A typical application of this estimator consists in expressing the residual asso¬

ciated with an eigenvector q alone as

rtq) = +^- (^

r(q) = Aq - p(q)Bq.

This Rayleigh quotient has the property to yield accurate eigenvalue approxi¬
mations even when applied to not so accurate eigenvector approximations. To

show this, we assume that q = aq_k + ße is a given (pseudo B-normalised)

approximation to the exact eigenvector q/t, where w.l.o.g. qA and e may be con¬

sidered to be pseudo B-normalised and may be chosen to be pairwise complex-

B-orthogonal and further a2 + ß2 = 1. By substituting q in Equation (6.6) we

obtain

p(q) = qTAq = (aqfc + ße)T (XkaBqk + ßAe) = Xka2 + ,feTAe,

where every occurrence of AqA has been replaced with AA-Bq/r- The eigen¬
value approximation error can then be written as

|p(q)-Afr| = |/32eTAe + Afr(a2-l)|
= \ß2eTAe - ß2XkeTBe\
< |/ri|2|eT(AAAB)e|, (6.7)
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Algorithm 6.6 Given a complex-symmetric matrix pencil (A. B), this algoritlim (tries

to) compute an eigenpair approximation (A. q), such that the eigenpair is close to a

given target value r and the associated residual satisfies ||r||2 < e. Note that the

sensibility of the inverse power iteration w.r.t. accurate shifts paired with the accu¬

racy ofthe Rayleigh quotient estimator even for modest approximations q confer this

algorithm an outstanding convergence behaviour.

i: RQI (A. B. t, q, e){
2: q:= q/HI q|||B — normalisation

3: dO

4 : p := qTAq — Rayleigh quotient (estimator)
5 : r := Aq — pBq — residual

6: if(||r||2 < e)then
7 : return (p. q)
8: end

9: q := Bq

10 : Solve (A - pB)p = q — determine new direction (adapt, shift & invert)
ll: q:= p/ HI pHIb — normalisation

12 : end

13:}

which implies that the estimated eigenvalue approximation exhibits twice as

many exact digits as the associated eigenvector approximation q, if the latter

represents a reasonable eigenvector approximation (|ß\ <c 1).

Remark Note that the Rayleigh quotient (6.6) is stationary if and only ifq cor¬

responds to an eigenvector q_k of the matrix pencil (A, B), in which case p(q)
is exactly the associated eigenvalue Aa;. This somehow reflects physically mo¬

tivated stationarity properties of possible underlying systems. Hence, using
this estimator seems natural. A comprehensive discussion of further properties
related to the Rayleigh quotient can be found in Wilkinson (1965) and Parlett

(1998).

The discussion ofthe convergence rates presented in (6.5) reveals that choosing
the shift close to an actual eigenvalue has a desirable influence on the behaviour

of the inverse power iteration. Hence, it seems natural to replace the initial

target value r with a good eigenvalue approximation such as the Rayleigh quo¬

tient, for example. Algorithm 6.6 performs the so obtained Rayleigh quotient
iteration (RQI).

A thorough look at the three methods introduced above reveals that all ofthem

have their assets and drawbacks. On the one hand, all these methods require
little storage and can thus be applied to large eigenvalue problems. On the other

hand, in each method a sparse linear system of equations needs to be solved per
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iteration. This is a very expensive operation which should only be carried out

if its benefits outweigh the costs, or in other words, if the number of iterations

can be kept low. As we have seen before, this is barely possible for the power

iteration. Hence, we will no longer consider this algorithm in the following.
The number of iterations required by the remaining two methods can be made

reasonably small, which is why they deserve further examination.

Due to its construction, the RQI seems to be superior to the inverse power iter¬

ation. The former cleverly adapts its shift from iteration to iteration and is thus

less clumsy in its behaviour. However, going for a fixed shift has the advan¬

tage of allowing for a preprocessing of the linear systems5 in order to render

their solution less costly. The optimal solution must therefore be a compromise
of both schemes. A further improvement consists in settling for approximate

(low-cost) solutions of the linear system during the first iterations until conver¬

gence sets in. Note that all these methods deliberately neglect the information

gathered during the iteration process and base their decisions on the actual ap¬

proximation only.

Krylov Space Methods In contrast to the power methods, where only a single vec¬

tor is used to scout the space for solutions, Krylov space methods construct

particular subspaces in which solutions are searched. The strong point of these

schemes consists in exploiting the special structure of the subspaces, allowing
for very efficient algorithms. We again assume a target value r to be given,
close to a desired eigenvalue.

Let N and M be two complex-symmetric matrices, where M is assumed to be

invertible. Moreover, let u0 be a given vector with a unit pseudo M-norm. We

define the Krylov space

J^M^N, uo) = {uu, (M^ISQuü, (M^N)2^,..., (M^N^m,}.

This space is extremely convenient in the context of factorisations, since its

polynomial nature allows for a very efficient construction of orthogonal bases

by means of short-term recurrences. In fact, the generalised Lanczos process

(GLP) constitutes a procedure which incrementally computes a complex-M-

orthogonal basis Ua = (u0,..., ua) for the Krylov space ^/a(M"~1N. u0).
After performing k steps of this procedure, the relations

M-1NUJt = UfcTfc+^tiuH1eJ and UjMU* = I* (6.8)

hold, where Ta is a complex-symmetric tridiagonal matrix, ßk+i is a complex
scalar and ek is the kth unit vector. Note that in order to increase the subspace

by one additional vector, one application of the N operator followed by one

5A fixed shift allows for the construction and reuse of a so calledpreconditioner which generali}' speeds

up the linear solver.
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application of the M
] is required, among other things. A detailed discussion

of Krylov spaces and a presentation of the GLP can be found in Parlett (1998).

In analogy to the power method case, we define the residual r(0, z) of the

eigenpair approximation (0, z) as

r(0, z) = Nz - 0Mz = NUaz - 0MUfez,

where this time the eigenvector is constrained to the subspace spanned by U a,

i.e. z = Ufcz. If we require the residual to be orthogonal to Ua, i.e. if we

require the eigenvalue problem to be solved exactly in the subspace spanned

by Ua, we obtain the so called Ritz projected eigenvalue problem

uJnUaz = 0UjMUfeZ. (6.9)

The orthogonality condition stated above is called Galerkin condition. By left-

multiplying the decomposition given in Equation (6.8) with UJM and by ex¬

ploiting the complex-M-orthogonality of Ua, we can simplify problem (6.9)
such as to finally be left with the small eigenvalue problem

Ta;z = 0z.

which can quickly be solved, e.g. by means of the QR algorithms presented in

Algorithm 6.4. We then pick the eigenpair (0?;. zf) closest to r and have in this

way obtained an eigenpair approximation (0?, Uaz?- ) for the problem described

by the pencil (N, M).

As has been shown in Parlett (1998), the eigenvalues 0,; of the reduced system

swiftly converge towards the extremal eigenvalues of the original matrix pen¬

cil (N. M). This suggests, that the original EVP Aq = ABq should be trans¬

formed in such a way as to place the desired eigenvalues close to the margin of

the spectrum. Two popular choices accomplishing this task can be represented
in the following way

Nsq = (A - rB)q = (A - r)Bq = (A - r)Msq (6.10)

Nsip = (A-rB)-1? = (A-r)-^-1? = (A^r)1Mslp(6.11)

where p = Bq. Note that (Ns. Ms) is referred to as shifted pencil, whereas

(Nsi, Msi) is referred to as shift-and-invertedpencil. By alternately applying
the GLP process and the Ritz extraction to the aforementioned pencils we will

finally obtain the desired result. Algorithm 6.7 shows a description of the two

schemes.

Due to the construction of the shifted system matrices as shown in (6.10)
and (6.11) it is evident that the shifted Lanczos method exhibits strong analo¬

gies to the power iteration method whereas the shift-and-inverted Lanczos meth¬

od is very similar to the inverse power iteration method. In fact, the latter
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Algorithm 6.7 Given a complex-symmetric matrix pencil (A. B), these algorithms

(try to) compute an eigenpair approximation (A, q), such that the eigenpair is close to

a given target value r and the associated residual satisfies ||r|| 2 < e. (left) The sub-

space Ua constructed by the shifted Lanczos EVP solver is complex-B-orthogonal,
wherefore approximations can directly be taken from this space, (right) The sub-

space Ua obtained by the shift-and-inverted Lanczos EVP solver is complex-B
~~x

-

orthogonal. This demands that the approximations be transformed (line 7) before

further use.

i : SLanczos (A, B, t, vo, e){ i : SILanczos (A, B, r, vo, e){
2: for k := 1,2.... do 2: for k := 1,2,... do

3: [Ufc,Tfe]:=GLP(Ns, MS ,ufe.-i) 3 : [Ufc.ïfe]:=GLP(Nsi.MS],Ufc_i)
4 : [0, Z] := EVPSoIve(T fc-i- Ife- i) 4 : [0.Z]:=EVPSoIve(Tfeml,Ifemi)
5: i := arg min(|0,-|) 5 : i := arg max(|0,-|)
6: X:=9i+T 6: A:=0r1+r
7 : q:= Ui:fe_iZi 7 : q:=B i-Uiik-iZi
8: r := Aq — ABq 8: r := Aq — ABq
9: if(||r||2 < e)then 9: if(||r||2 < e)then

10: return (A, q) 10: return (A, q)
11: end 11: end

12 : end 12 : end

13 : } 13 : }

usually outperforms the former in terms of required iterations reflecting the

supremacy of the inverse power method over the regular one. Unfortunately,
both Lanczos methods require the application of a matrix inverse per iteration.

In contrast to the power methods, however, it is not possible to solve the aris¬

ing linear systems only approximately, since all the favourable Krylov space

properties would then be lost.

As can be seen in Algorithm 6.7, it is necessary to increase the subspace size

in each iteration. Since the additional vectors are of the same dimension as

the EVP itself, one can usually not afford to allocate more than a modest num¬

ber of subspace vectors. Therefore, it is common to periodically perform so

called restarts in order to keep storage consumption bounded. Unfortunately,
the rigid structure of the subspace Ua does not allow for arbitrary types of

restarts, which complicates the situation. Moreover, the way a restart is per¬

formed has a decisive influence on the overall performance of the algorithm
and hence much effort has been put into the development of intelligent strate¬

gies, see Calvetti, Reichel, and Sorensen (1994) and references therein.

Be it the excessive requirement of storage, be it the need to solve numerous linear

systems or be it just the possibly slow convergence, each of the methods listed above
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exhibits some more or less severe drawbacks. Still, the ideas that underly these algo¬
rithms are all valuable and worthwhile to be pursued. Therefore, the next section will

be devoted to the construction of a hybrid method, whose ambition it is to combine all

the advantages of the above methods without incurring in (all of) their shortcomings.

6.4 The Jacobi-Davidson Algorithm

The Jacobi Davidson algorithm, as introduced in Sleijpen and van der Vorst (1996),
is a typical subspace EVP solver designed to compute a modest number of eigenpair

approximations close to a given target r. After its first publication, a lot of efforts

have been undertaken in order to adapt the core idea to all sorts of EVPs, resulting in

numerous variants described in Sleijpen, van der Vorst, and Bai (1999), Geus (2002)
and Arbenz and Hochstenbach (2004), to name a few. The algorithm that we are

going to present in the following, is heavily related to the one presented in the last

article mentioned.

Similar to the Krylov space methods introduced in the preceding section, the Jacobi-

Davidson algorithms extract eigenpair approximations residing in a search space.

This is accomplished by adopting different extraction strategies, whose goal it is

to find optimal approximations with respect to an adequate measure. Unlike Krylov

space methods, however, the subspace extension is performed by adding so called

correction vectors, which do not have to obey stringent algebraic rules. This not only
renders the construction of a more customised search space possible, but also allows

for a (generally) cheaper extension of the latter.

In the remaining part of this section we will be concerned with the derivation of a

Jacobi-Davidson variant suited for complex-symmetric generalised EVPs. Note that

exploiting the complex-symmetry allows for a considerable reduction of the memory

consumption. In fact, the standard JDQZ solver presented inFokkema, Sleijpen, and

van der Vorst (1998), which is commonly used for arbitrary generalised EVPs, com¬

putes a (partial) generalised Schur decomposition, see Golub and Van Loan (1996).
This way, it deliberately ignores the fact that in the complex-symmetric case left and

right eigenvectors are identical. Hence, the JDQZ algorithm constructs two search

spaces whereas our variant gets by with only one.

Algorithm 6.8 shows a template which is composed of several building blocks, whose

proper numerical implementation is mandatory in order for the entire method to work

efficiently. We will therefore go through the single components one at a time and

point out potential pitfalls and problems one might face. The avoidance of the lat-
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Algorithm 6.8 Let (A, B) be a given matrix pencil, r be a target value, U be a

complex-B-orthogonal subspace and e be an error tolerance. The Jacobi-Davidson

algorithm then iterates through the different phases until it has found knmx eigen¬

pairs (A, Q) whose associated relative residual norm is smaller than e[onv. Note

that the solution step presented in line 6 is a mere placeholder for a more elaborate

process, whose precise formulation will be derived later.

i : JacobiDavidson (A, B, r, U. eCOnv){
2: do

3 : [0, Z] := Extract(A. B, U, r. a)
4 : [A. Q, U, 0, Z. r] := Convergence/Deflation(0, Z. ecouv)
5 : a := TargetSwitch(r, r. 0)
6: Solve (A - crB)c fti -r

7 : [U, 0, Z] := Restart(U, 0, Z,smin, smax)
8: U := OrthogonaIise(B,Q,U,c)
9: end

10: }

ter will then be discussed in the respective subsections. Note that we assume the

complex-symmetric matrix pencil (A. B) under investigation to have an invertible

right hand matrix B and to be simultaneously diagonalisable. In order to facilitate

the understanding of some of the following discussions, we further assume that the

algorithm has already found k eigenpairs (A. Q) and we require that each column ut

ofthe subspace U E C" x ,s> be complex-B-orthogonal to all the remaining columns u3

and to all the converged eigenvectors qm.

Remark The pseudo code fragment just shown and the ones that we will present in

the following are primarily meant to convey the basic ideas that are at the heart of the

single components. Hence, for the sake of clarity, we allow ourselves to deviate from

the stringent syntactical rules that are typical for programming languages, e.g. by

omitting some of the function parameters in order to accentuate the others. Note that

we will make up for this insufficiency in Subsection 6.4.3, where the entire optimised
code is going to be represented in a more detailed fashion.

Subspace Extraction This component finds eigenpairs residing in a given subspace

U, which satisfy certain optimality conditions. Depending on the type of prob¬
lem that one intends to solve, these conditions are chosen differently. In this

work we will be concerned with presenting the most popular extraction strate¬

gies, i.e. the Ritz-Galerkin principle, apt to extract extremal eigenpairs, the

refined Ritz extraction, which improves on the former and the harmonic Ritz

extraction, especially well suited to extract interior eigenpairs. All these meth¬

ods will be thoroughly described in Subsection 6.4.1.
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Algorithm 6.9 The Convergence/Deflation component iterates over the extracted

eigenpair approximations one at a time and checks for their convergence. Each ac¬

cepted eigenpair is appended to the space of the already converged ones and the sub-

space U is adapted appropriately.

1: Convergence/Deflation (0, Z, e){
2: i := 1 — number ofnewly conv. eigenpairs (+1)
3: r := AUzj - 0,-BUz,- — residual

4 : while ((i < s) and ( r\\-2 < e Uz, |2))do
5: k :=k+l — total number ofconv. eigenpairs

6: Xk := 0i

7 : Q:=[Q.Uzd
8: if (k = fcmax) then

9: return (A, Q) and terminate

10: end

11: i := i+ 1

12: r := AUzi - 0?-BUzi — residual

13: end

14: if (i > 1) then

15: [U, 0, Z] := Deflate(i U, 0, Z) —purge newlyfound directions

16: end

17: return (A. Q, U, 0, Z, r)
18: }

Regardless of the actual strategy, each of these methods yields a complex-

orthogonal set of eigenvectors z?: representing the coordinates of eigenvector

approximations in the subspace U. The corresponding eigenvalue approxima¬
tions 0i are then chosen to be the Rayleigh quotients related to these eigenvector

approximations Uz^. The associated residuals can be expressed as r (#,, Uz,, ) =

AUzi-0iBUz7-.

Convergence, Deflation Each eigenpair approximation obtained from the extrac¬

tion component is associated with a residual r(0,;, Uz,;). If the corresponding
relative residual norm is smaller than a required tolerance e, i.e. if

||r(^;.Uz,)||2 ||AUzi-öiBUzi||2
lUzJIo llUz,-

<f, (6.12)

the eigenpair (0i. Uz?;) is considered to be accurate enough and hence added

to the space of already converged eigenpairs (A, Q). If the overall number k

of converged eigenpairs reaches the desired number of eigenpairs knmyL, thQ

process terminates. Algorithm 6.9 shows a formal description of this phase.

Remark We assume that the eigenpairs (#;, zf) obtained after the extraction

phase are sorted in ascending order w.r.t. their distance to the target r. This sim-
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Algorithm 6.10 If the first % — 1 eigenpair approximations satisfy the convergence

criterion (6.12), they are purged from the search subspace in such a way as to uphold
the orthogonality requirement (6.15).

Deflate (i U, 0, Z){
U := UZi:S)J-:fl
0 := 0?':s

Z := Is-7+i
return (U. 0, Z)

}

plifies the convergence check, since we can then start with the first eigenpair,
i.e. with the one closest to the target, and carry on until the first non-converged

eigenpair approximation is found. By doing so, the eigenpairs close to r gain

precedence over the ones farther away. Note that this way, accurate eigenpairs
with index larger than i may be overseen.

Note that in order to uphold the structure ofU as postulated above, all the com¬

ponents pointing in the directions of newly converged eigenvectors are purged.
This guarantees that the same eigenvectors will not be found again. Algo¬
rithm 6.10 shows the details of this deflation process.

Target Switch The Jacobi-Davidson algorithm is a typical shift-and-invert method,

as can be seen in line 6 ofAlgorithm 6.8. In contrast to its Krylov space cousin,

however, the shift a used here is allowed to vary from iteration to iteration.

Choosing the shift close to an actual eigenvalue of the matrix pencil (A,B)
typically yields good subspace extensions in the direction of the eigenvector
associated with this eigenvalue, which in turn will speed up convergence to¬

wards this eigenpair.

In view of the fact that we are interested in eigenpairs close to the target r,

it therefore seems a reasonable strategy, to shift with the target value as long
as the relative residual norm of the best unconverged approximation (9\. Uzt )
is larger than a given threshold esw. As soon as the relative norm falls below

this threshold, i.e. as soon as the eigenpair approximation comes close to an

eigenpair, the shift is chosen to equal the approximated eigenvalue 6y. A code

snippet performing this task is represented by Algorithm 6.11.

Correction Equation In the preceding steps, we were concerned with extracting
from a given subspace U good eigenpair approximations to a pencil (A, B).
Clearly, the quality of the approximations depended on the nature of U itself,

i.e. if the desired eigenvectors are close to it. Hence, if the subspace is to be
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Algorithm 6.11 Similar to the RQI, the shift is chosen to be as close to an actual

eigenvalue as possible. If no good shift is available, the target value is chosen.

i : TargetSwitch (r, r, 0){
2: if(||r||2 < e&w||Uzi||2)then
3: return (0i )
4 : else

5 : return (r)
6: end

7:}

expanded by an additional direction, the question arises, which affordable can¬

didate would be the best.

A very elegant way to obtain good additional directions consists in solving the

so called correction equation. This equation can be derived by considering
the application of an eigenpair correction (Ö, c) to the eigenpair approxima¬
tion (Oy, Uzi) in such a way that the new residual r(9y + S, Uzi + c) will

vanish. By expanding the "corrected" residual we have

A(Uzi + c) - (9y + d)B(Uzi + c) = 0. (6.13)

According to Equation (6.7), 9y is likely to be (way) closer to an eigenvalue
than Uzi is to an eigenvector and it is thus plausible to neglect the correction S,
this way simplifying Equation (6.13). The latter can hence be transformed into

(A-0iB)c= -r(0i.Uzi).

In cases where 0y is too far away from an actual eigenvalue, it is appropriate to

replace it with a reasonable approximation, e.g. with the target value r. Hence,

following the aforepresented discussion about target switching, we are left with

(A - (iB)c = -r(0i, Uzi). (6.14)

Obviously, choosing c = —Uzi satisfies this equation, yet without yielding
an additional direction. Hence, in order for Equation (6.14) to be applicable to

our problems, further conditions need to be imposed. The derivation of such

constraints as well as an in-depth discussion on this subject will be given in

Subsection 6.4.2.

For the time being we content ourselves with knowing that approximate so¬

lutions to appropriate correction equations can be computed. Note that the

correction equation need not be solved exactly in order for the method to work.

However, as pointed out in the discussion concerning the "target switch", com¬

puting accurate solutions for shifts that are close to an actual eigenvalue will

yield good subspace extensions.
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Algorithm 6.12 As soon as the search subspace reaches the maximum allowed size

of .Vax, the worst ,smax — sm-in +1 candidates are purged in favour of better direction

vectors.

i : Restart (U, 0, Z, smhl, smax){
2 : if (s = Smax) then

3: U:=UZi:SmaX)i:i>min_i
4: end

5 : return (U, 0. Z)

6:}

Restart In order to keep the storage requirements low, we reduce the subspace U as

soon as its dimension reaches an upper limit -smax. When doing so, we keep the

eigenvector approximations associated with the ,smin — 1 best eigenpair approx¬

imations contained in the subspace, where «smin denotes the lower dimension

limit of U. Note that by keeping some of the approximations one preserves

part of the information gained during the previous iterations.

In contrast to Krylov based solvers, where a restart constitutes an involved task,
this step can be carried out easily and hence efficiently. A code snippet showing
the single steps that have to be performed during a restart is represented by

Algoritlim 6.12.

Subspace (Re)Orthogonalisation As mentioned in the introduction, we require that

the columns of the extended matrix U = (Q,U) be pairwise complex-B-

orthogonal, i.e. we require that

ûtbû=($s SSO = (lk i.)— (6-,5)

Appending an arbitrary column c to the matrix U violates this condition, unless

it is made complex-B-orthogonal to U. The Gram Schmidt orthogonalisation

procedure accomplishes this task. It eliminates all the components ofc pointing
in unwanted directions, i.e.

h = UTBc, c = c — Uh and Us+i = c/ ||| c |||b •

As can readily be verified, U fulfils condition (6.15) again.

Actually, this process is referred to as classical Gram Schmidt orthogonali¬
sation and is known to be numerically unstable. To this end we opt for the

more stable Schwarz-Rutishauser variant of the modified Gram-Schmidt pro¬
cess with reorthogonalisation described in Gander (1980). Algorithm 6.13 per¬

forms the desired orthogonalisation.
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Algorithm 6.13 The reorthogonalismg modified Gram-Schmidt process shown below

subtracts the required projections and then checks for norm reduction. If the latter is

too large, cancellation is likely to have occurred and hence the process is iterated

over. Note that the threshold 0.1 proposed by Rutishauser, see Gander (1980), could

as well be replaced by another sensible value.

1: Orthogonalise (B, Q, U, c){
2 : c := c/ HI c b

3 : l:=0

4 : while (|Z| < 0.1) do

5 : fori := 1,... ,kdo
6: V = QjBc
7 : c := c — 77Q;
8: end

9: fori := 1,... ,sdo
0: q := UjBc
1: c := c — rjXJi
2 : end

3 : I := c b

4 : c := c/l
5 : end

6: return ([U, c])
7 : }

6.4.1 Subspace Extraction Strategies

Extracting an eigenpair from a subspace is an important problem in its own right, con¬

sidering the vast number ofmethods that rely on this ability. Unfortunately, extracting

optimal eigenpairs from a subspace may become quite an involved task, mainly de¬

pending on the requirements the eigenpairs have to meet. The extraction strategies

presented in the following constitute a compromise with respect to usefulness and

feasibility.

Ritz-Galerkin Extraction The Ritz-Galerkin principle, in its general form, requires
that the residual associated with the extracted eigenpair be orthogonal to the

subspace, see Ciarlet and Lions (1991).

Applied to a generalised complex-symmetric EVP specified by the matrix pen¬

cil (A, B) and approximated by the complex-B-orthogonal subspace U this

implies that the reduced (or Ritz) EVP

UTr = UT(A - 9B)Uz = UTAUz - 0z = Gz - 0z = 0

is solved. We sort the obtained eigenpair approximations (9i, Uz?;) w.r.t. their
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eigenvalue's distance from the target value r. The pairs (0,;, Uz,;) are referred

to as Ritz pairs. Since the eigenvalue approximations 9,-t correspond to the

Rayleigh quotients associated with the eigenvector approximations Uz?:, this

method is also referred to as Rayleigh Ritz process.

Recall that the matrix A is assumed to be complex-symmetric and diagonal¬
isable. Hence, so is the matrix G and, according to Theorem 6.5, its eigen¬

pairs (9;,z;) can be chosen to be complex-orthogonal. This in turn implies
that the associated eigenpair approximations (Bi, Uz^) are pairwise complex-

B-orthogonal. Moreover, the eigenvalue approximations Bi correspond to the

Rayleigh quotients associated with the Ritz vectors Uz^.

Remark Eigenpair approximations obtained by the Rayleigh-Ritz process tend

to recover eigenpairs which are situated in the vicinity of the spectrum bound¬

ary first, as shown in Parlett (1998). Hence, this strategy is well suited if one is

looking for extremal eigenpairs.

Refined Ritz-Vector Extraction Jia and Stewart (2000) have shown that although the

Ritz values B-, converge, it might happen that the Ritz vectors fail in recovering
the desired eigenvectors. This effect is likely to show up in cases where the

spectrum of the matrix pencil (A, B) is clustered around the target r. One

attempt to overcome this problem consists in applying a so called Ritz-vector

refinement.

This process consists in finding a vector Uw, which minimises the residual

associated with the precedingly computed Ritz value Bi. We have

min ||r(0j, Uw^)||2 = min ||(A — #;B)Uw;||2 = min ||C^w;||2,
TLA? i "X&T I "X&T

where the constraint |||w^||| = 1 guarantees that the obtained eigenvector ap¬

proximations have pseudo B-norm one, as required. This problem can effi¬

ciently be solved by PSVD factorising the matrix C,- = UcXeVj, as sug¬

gested by Theorem 6.2 and described in Subsection 6.2.2, and then substitut¬

ing w,; = VcWj which yields

min llCiWilU = min ||EcWi||2,
lllw»lll~ 1 ll|wt III-1

due to the complex-orthogonality of Vc. Clearly, a minimum is attained for

Wj = e,s and hence zi = Uw; is a desired refined Ritz-vector, where w?;

corresponds to the right pseudo singular vector associated with the smallest

pseudo singular value. Notice that the associated left pseudo singular vector is

not required.

This process should be carried out for each Ritz value Bi in order to find a com¬

plete set of refined Ritz-vectors (under the assumption of distinct values Bf).
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Unfortunately, the amount of work required to compute such a refined vec¬

tor is substantial. One usually desists from computing a complete set of the

latter and picks the refined vector associated with the eigenvalue approxima¬
tion which is closest to the given target value r. Moreover, since the extrac¬

tion routine is required to return s pairwise complex-orthogonal vectors z,j, the

remaining (subspace coordinate) vectors are chosen to correspond to the un¬

used right pseudo singular vectors, which automatically guarantees a complex-

orthogonal basis Z. In addition, the former eigenvalue approximations Bi are

replaced by the Rayleigh quotients associated with the new eigenvector approx¬
imations Uz?;.

Remark Eigenpair approximations obtained by the refined Ritz process are

able to better untangle clusters of eigenpairs and are hence more discriminat¬

ing when dealing with groups of eigenvectors associated with closely related

eigenvalues. Nonetheless, being based on Ritz values makes this extraction

method tend towards extremal eigenpairs as well.

Harmonic Ritz-Vector Extraction The preceding extraction methods, being both bas¬

ed on the Ritz-Galerkin principle, are especially well suited if one is interested

in eigenpairs associated with extremal eigenvalues. Unfortunately, both meth¬

ods tend to require a considerable number of iterations in order to recover the

eigenpairs associated with interior eigenvalues. Hence, if one succeeds in re¬

casting a given interior EVP into an extremal one, the above methods can effi¬

ciently be applied again.

One way to appropriately reformulate interior EVPs has been described in Mor¬

gan (1991) and thoroughly analysed in Sleijpen and van den Eshof (2003). As¬

sume that the given target value a is located amidst the spectrum of the matrix

pencil (A.B). Instead of directly considering the EVP associated with this

pencil, we reveal the eigenpairs close to the target by means of a shift-and-

invert transform, i.e.

Aq=ABq ^> (A - aB)mlBq = /tq. (6.16)

where p = (X — a)~"1. This transformation relocates the former interior eigen¬
values near a into regions that are close to the spectrum boundary.

Computing the Ritz-Galerkin projection of (6.16) onto the subspace U would

require the repeated evaluation ofa matrix inverse, an operation which is far too

expensive. Fortunately, the subspace modification V = (A — aB)U removes

this flaw and leads to an inverse free Ritz-Galerkin projection onto V which

reads

UTB(A - <jB)Uz = //UT(A - <jB)t(A - aB)Uz. (6.17)

In order to avoid numerical problems that might arise when the shift is close
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to an actual eigenvalue of the pencil, see Stewart (2001), this problem is trans¬

formed further. Let V = WR be the PQR factorisation of the subspace ba¬

sis V as described in Theorem 6.3. Then Equation (6.17) can be recast into the

reduced generalised EVP

UTBWz = /i,RTz,

where z = Rz.

Remark The actual shift a is chosen close to an eigenvalue of the original
matrix pencil (A. B), as soon as convergence sets in and thus good estimates

are known. This in turn implies that the condition number of the matrix V and

thus of R will become large. Hence, any followup computation involving R

should be avoided. Here, the error introduced by finite precision arithmetic

in combination with the potentially large condition number is benign, in the

sense that it points in the desirable direction. Actually, this is only valid for

the vector z associated with the largest eigenvalue /i which is the one we are

interested in.

As mentioned earlier, the extraction routine is expected to return a complex-

orthogonal basis Z. Unfortunately, the vectors zt = R_1z, are not pairwise

complex-orthogonal by their very nature. Hence, we orthogonahse the set of

vectors in a Gram-Schmidt like fashion after having sorted the eigenpairs with

respect to the absolute value of their eigenvalues. Except the first one, none of

the so obtained basis vectors will be an eigenvector ofthe EVP (6.17) anymore,

hindering the convergence ofmore than one eigenpair at once — a sacrifice we

will have to cope with. The extraction algorithm concludes by computing the

Rayleigh quotients associated with the just computed basis vectors.

Remark Recall that in order to derive the reduced EVP (6.17) we have applied
the Ritz-Galerkin principle w.r.t. the subspace V to the right-hand EVP (6.16),

thereby using the pseudo inner product. An alternative idea suggested by Stew¬

art (2001) also envisages the application ofthe Ritz-Galerkin principle w.r.t. V,

yet by using the Euclidean inner product. This then leads to a similar reduced

generalised EVP

UTB(A-(jB)Uz = /i,UT(A - (jB)T(A-aB)Uz. (6.18)

By transferring the eigenvalue p to the left and taking the conjugate on both

sides, the above equation can be used to derive an upper bound on the residual

to be expected, yielding

||(A-<jB)Uz|| < |A-<j|||BU||,

as shown in Arbenz and Hochstenbach (2004). This bound implies that if the

shift is close to an actual eigenvalue, its associated residual will have a small
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Algorithm 6.14 Depending on the desired extraction strategy (specified by eType)
either a Ritz-Galerkin extraction, a refined Ritz extraction or a harmonic Ritz ex¬

traction is performed. Note that sorting the pfs in a descending fashion would not

correspond to sorting the related eigenvalue approximations w.r.t. their distance to the

target value r but w.r.t. their distance to the shift a.

i : Extract (A, B, U, r, a){
2 : switch (eType)
3 : case Ritz:

4: G := UTAU

5: [ê,Z] := EVPSoIve(G)
6: ind:=SOIt(|0;-T|)
7: 0:=0[ind], Z:=Z[:,ind]
8 : case Refined:

9: G := UTAU

10: [Ô.Z] := EVPSoIve(G)
ii: i := arg min(|0; - r\)
12: V := PSVD((A - 0iB)U)
13 : tor i := 1 s do

14: Zj := Va_H-i
15: 9i :=Z]GZi
16: end

17 : case Harmonic:

18: [V,R] := PQR((A - aB)U)
19 : [/x. Z] := EVPSoIve(UTBV, RT)
20: ind := SOrtdjuT"1 + cr - r|)
21: Z:=[]
22 : fori := 1 s do

23: Z := Orthogonalise(l, 0,Z,R_1Zindt)
24: 0;:=ZTGZi
25: end

26: end

27: return (0, Z)
28: }

Euclidean norm. Unfortunately, such a bound can not be easily obtained for

the more natural pseudo inner-product variant (6.17). Numerical experiments
however have shown that the alternative variant (6.18) yields only slightly bet¬

ter residualsm which is why we stick to the classical approach (6.17).

Algorithm 6.14 shows how the three extraction strategies described above can be

implemented.
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6.4.2 The Correction Equation

As pointed out in preceding sections, the major advantage of the Jacobi-Davidson

algorithm over other iterative eigenvalue solvers consists in its flexibility in extending
the search space U. In contrast to other algorithms, where the subspace is augmented

following strict rules, the correction equation, which reflects the actual approximation

status, is solved in each iteration. In this way the algorithm is guaranteed to adapt to

the actual situation which in turn promises a good performance.

As already mentioned during the derivation of the correction equation at the begin¬

ning of Section 6.4, the space in which one wants to look for corrections should

somehow be restricted in order to avoid trivial solutions and in order to obtain new

search directions. According to Sleijpen and van der Vorst (1996), the space be¬

ing complex-B-orthogonal to the matrix Q = (Q. q) represents a reasonable choice

where q is the actual eigenvector approximation. Hence, the former correction equa¬

tion template (6.14) is augmented by this subspace requirement yielding

(A - (tB)c = -r(0, q) s.t. QTBc = 0,

where B is the Rayleigh quotient associated with the actual eigenvector approxima¬
tion q. Note that this constraint offers the further advantage of inhibiting a potentially

rapid condition number growth induced by o-'s convergence towards a true eigenvalue.

By eliminating the action into q's direction we get rid of unwanted components and

can this way alleviate the ill-conditioning.

Remark Even though imposing a complex-B-orthogonality constraint w.r.t. (Q, U)
seems more natural, it is not advisable to enforce this stricter constraint, since the

overall performance of the algorithm is likely to degrade, as shown in Genseberger
and Sleijpen (1999).

The constraint QTBc = 0 can be combined with the system matrix by sandwiching
the latter in between two appropriate projectors yielding

PT(A - (tB)Pc = -PTr(0, q) = -r(0, q), (6.19)

where P = I — QQTB = I — QQg is the aforementioned complex-B-orthogonal

projector onto Q±B and c = Pc. Fortunately, the projector PT applied from the left

not only leaves the solution set unaltered6 but it also preserves the symmetry of the

6Recall that QTBU = 0 and q = Uz which implies that QTr = QT(A - 0B)Uz = QTAUz =

AQTBUz = 0, as well. Hence, if 9 is chosen to be the Rayleigh quotient associated with q, the

identity PTr(0,q) = r(0,q) holds, provided that (A, Q) are exact eigenpairs. In order to account

for the errors introduced by the premature eigenpair approximation acceptance criterion (6.12), we will

therefore continue using —PTr(0, q) as actual right hand side.
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system matrix — a favourable property, in view of the iterative solvers we are going
to use.

The fact that this equation is solved only approximately constitutes the most promi¬
nent and most advantageous différence to Krylov based eigenvalue solvers. Indeed,

the latter are forced to solve similar equations very accurately in order not to lose

the polynomial structure of their search space. Since the subspace U that is obtained

during the execution of the Jacobi-Davidson iteration is not bound to any type of

(stringent) construction rule, we can allow ourselves to vary the accuracy to which

we want to solve Equation (6.19) between each iteration step.

Clearly, solving the correction equation to high accuracy will provide good subspace

expansions, yet at a possibly high price. Cheap (and hence inaccurate) corrections,

on the other hand, are not likely to expand the subspace in a desirable fashion. An

intelligent trade-off between these extremes has been proposed in Fokkema, Sleijpen,
and van der Vorst (1998), where the authors suggest to exponentially decrease the

desired error tolerance at rate 1/7 < 1, depending on the number of iterations it

that have been already performed to recover the actual eigenpair. This way, one can

cheaply increase the subspace U during the first iterations and then refine the latter

during the following ones. For practical reasons, it is common to limit the error

tolerance and the number of iterations that the linear solver is allowed to perform.

The shifted system matrices appearing in Equation (6.19) will in general be large
and sparse, as we have seen in Chapter 4. These properties, in combination with the

fact that the projectors are dense, exclude the possibility of applying a direct solver,

considering the tremendous memory consumption one would incur. Consequently,
we have to content ourselves with approximative solutions obtained by the application
of iterative solvers. To be more precise, we opt for so called Krylov space solvers

whose efficient application shall be investigated in the following. Derivations and

implementations of these solvers will be given in Chapter 7.

The system matrices arising in the correction equation (6.19) are complex-symmetric

by construction. Even though this property induces virtually no appreciable alge¬
braic properties, one can still try to exploit the structure by making use of the pseudo
inner product introduced earlier. This allows for an adaption of two well known it¬

erative solvers which are based on the Lanczos process, namely the conjugate gradi¬
ent method (CG), see Hestenes and Stiefel (1952), and the symmetric quasi-minimal
residual method (QMR) presented in Freund (1993).

These solvers were originally designed to solve systems which, in combination with

a proper inner product, allow for a nice analysis and a reliable prediction of their be¬

haviour— two properties which, in spite ofthe aforementioned inner product change,
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cannot be reestablished in the complex-symmetric case. Therefore, we consider two

additional solvers for which we neglect this symmetry and act as if the system matrix

was of arbitrary structure. This in turn suggests the use of general purpose iterative

solvers as the generalised minimal residual method (GMRes), see Saad (2003), and

the stabilised bi-conjugaie gradients method (BiCGStab), see van der Vorst (1992).

The speed of convergence of iterative solvers such as the ones mentioned above typi¬

cally depends on the condition number k(M.) of the underlying system matrix M. If

this number is large, iterative methods tend to require a prohibitive amount of itera¬

tion steps in order to reduce the approximation error by a useful amount, see Green-

baum (1997) and Saad (2003). Vice versa, if the condition number is of modest

size, the solvers are guaranteed to converge quickly. It is therefore of paramount

importance to apply so called preconditioners whose task it is, to reduce the con¬

dition number of the system matrix in order to speed up convergence. More details

about preconditioning operators and their construction will be given in Chapter 7. For

the time being we assume the existence of a (left) preconditioner K, with the prop¬

erty k(K-1 (A — <jB)) « 1. In addition, we assume that systems ofthe form Kx = y

can be solved at (relatively) low cost. Note that the action ofthe preconditioner should

be restricted to the same subspace as the action of the entire system matrix shown in

Equation (6.19) and, if possible, the preconditioner should be kept symmetric, since

this is required by some Krylov space solvers. This leads to the natural choice

PTKP.

see Sleijpen, van der Vorst, and Meijerink (1998).

The four iterative solvers mentioned above have in common that all approximate so¬

lutions computed during the execution ofthe former will reside in a Krylov space. As

we have seen in Section 6.3, such spaces exhibit a polynomial characteristic w.r.t. the

system matrix used to generate the space. This property can now be exploited in order

to efficiently incorporate both, the projectors and the preconditioner. The chief idea

thereby consists in guaranteeing that the Krylov space which is constructed during
the iteration is kept complex-B-orthogonal w.r.t. Q. If this is the case, one can skip
all applications of P onto vectors stemming from the Krylov space. An elegant way
to establish and uphold this characteristic by means of a proper formulation of the

overall preconditioner has been described in Sleijpen, van der Vorst, and Meijerink

(1998) and simplified in Geus (2002). According to these references, the new system
matrix is then chosen to be

Lsvs
PT(A^aB)

whereas the system preconditioner corresponds to

(I-QQ£), ifK

1
-

K1Qb(QTK1Qb)1qT)K-1i otherwise
KsysH ,T T,-,A ,ATt,-.A ^AT^f

:,:il:l {620)
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Algorithm 6.15 By choosing the system matrix Asys and the preconditioner Kbys
as shown below, one is guaranteed to obtain approximations that are complex-B-

orthogonal to the augmented matrix Q, if the residual associated with the first iterate

is complex-orthogonal to Q. In our case, this can be accomplished by letting the

initial x equal the zero vector. The matrices Qk = K_1Qb and Kb = QbQk have

been introduced for the sake ofreadability. Note that the construct max(') ~lt,e) takes

care ofthe aforementioned exponential decay ofthe error tolerance, yet limiting it by
the minimum tolerance e.

l : Solve (A. <t, B, b, K, e){
2: Q:=[Q,Uz,]
3: Qr:=BQ
4 : if (K = I) then

5: Ksy& := (I - QQT)
6 : else

7: Qk^K^Qb
8: Kb:=QTQk
9: ^^(I-QkK^Q^K-1

10: end

11: ASYS :=(I-QBQT)(A-crB)
12 : x := 0

13: b:=(I-QBQT)b
14: x := KryIovSpaceSoIver(Asys,b,x.max(7"~i(,e),Ksys)
is : return (x)
16: }

Note that applying the system preconditioner Ksys in the case K =f I is not as ex¬

pensive as it might seem. Most ofthe involved quantities can be computed before the

iteration is started. Algorithm 6.15 performs all of the steps described above.

Remark In general, constructing and applying (good) preconditioners is quite an

elaborate and costly task in tenus of computational time. We mentioned earlier that

we assume the existence of an appropriate preconditioner K which, if applied to the

matrix A — aB, is able to reduce the condition number of the latter. However, the

shift a changes in almost every iteration and hence a new preconditioner should be

computed at the same pace — too costly an endeavour. Therefore, we compute the

preconditioner K associated with the matrix A — rB once and retain it, under the

legitimate assumption that the sought eigenvalues are not too distant from r.

6.4.3 A Complex-Symmetric Jacobi-Davidson Algorithm

The single components introduced so far were all accompanied by corresponding
code fragments, whose purpose it was to illustrate the functioning of the Jacobi-
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Algorithm 6.16 This new variant is equipped with two new components mainly in¬

troduced to set up and maintain the additional quantities shown in Table 6.1. Note

that the parameter list is meant to consist of all identifiers enumerated in the afore¬

mentioned table which are marked with an asterisk.

i : JacobiDavidsonCompIexSymmetric (A, B, r, U,...){
2 : Initialise

3 : for JDit := 1, . . .

,
JDitma,x do

4 : OptExtract
5 : OptConvergence/OptDeflation
6 : OptTargetSwitch
7 : OptSoIve
s : OptRestart
9 : OptOrthogonalise

10: Update
ii: end

12: }

Davidson algorithm along general lines. To this end we refrained from applying any

optimisations whatsoever, this way keeping the code as simple as possible. Moreover,

we allowed ourselves to abuse syntax in favour of readability.

Now that all the components have been introduced, we assume that the reader is

familiar with their respective tasks. Hence, this subsection will be devoted to the

formulation of a proper and efficient implementation. In addition, we will introduce

new quantities needed to render the entire algorithm more effective, a goal that is

primarily achieved by avoiding repeated computation of certain terms. For the sake

of clarity, we have summarised all relevant quantities appearing in the algorithm in

Table 6.1.

Similar to before we start with a code skeleton consisting of several components, rep¬

resented by Algoritlim 6.16. In contrast to the foregoing Jacobi-Davidson template,
where the building blocks were invoked by function calls, we assume the identifiers

in this skeleton to be literally replaced by means of the corresponding code frag¬
ments shown in the following tables. This way, every component has direct access

to all quantities appearing in the algorithm allowing for a simpler code. Note that

the maximum number of iterations allowed to recover the desired number of eigen¬

pairs is limited by JDitmax in order to guarantee termination. The fact that we have

introduced new matrices and vectors which are based on quantities defined earlier,
demands that the descendant-values be updated whenever the parent-values are al¬

tered. To be precise, this concerns the matrices Ua, Ub and G which depend on U,

the matrices Qb, Qk and Kb which depend on Q and the vectors qB and qK which

depend on q.
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Table 6.1 The quantities listed below constitute the important variables appearing
in our Jacobi-Davidson implementation. All identifiers marked with an asterisk are

required input parameters. The spaces shown in the second column reveal the storage

requirement, whereby s and k should then be replaced by smax and kmax in order to

obtain upper bounds.

A*,B* (pnxn

r* c

K* /pn X n

s N

s*. S*
"mini "niax

N

U* cnxs

Ua,Ub cnxs

G csxs

eType* —

k No
k*
"'max

N

A /nkxk

Q çnxk

Qb-Qk cnxk

Kb Ckxk

Lk,Rk Ckxk

9 cs

Z c*xs

q cn

qii-qK cn

r £n

^conv
E

4n E

7* E

e*
sw

R

(7 C

JD'ifm.AX N

LSitmaK N

it N

Complex-symmetric matrices

Target value

Preconditioner for A — rB

Actual size of the search space

Min./Max. size of U (after onset, s E [<smin. smax
Complex-B-orthogonal search space

Auxiliary matrices (Ua = AU,Ub = BU)
Ritz-Galerkin projection ofA (G = U^U)
Extraction strategy (Ritz, Refined, Harmonic)
Actual number of converged eigenpairs
Maximal number of eigenpairs to be found

Converged eigenvalues

Converged eigenvectors

Auxiliary matrices (Qb = BQ, Qk = K""1 Qb)

Auxiliary matrix (Kb = QbQk)
Gauss factors of the matrix Kb = LkRk

Actual eigenvalue approx. (Rayleigh quotients)
Coordinates of eigenvector approx. w.r.t. U

Best known eigenvector approx. (q = Uzi)

Auxiliary vectors (q^ = Bq, qK = K"~!qB)
Residual associated with q (r = Aq — B\ Bq)
Tolerance for eigenpair acceptance
Tolerance for correction equation
Correction equation tolerance decay rate

Target value switch threshold

Best known eigenvalue approximation
Max. number of Jacobi-Davidson iterations

Max. number of linear solver iterations

Number of iteration steps since last convergence

])

Remark From the numerical point ofview, it is advantageous to scale the matrix pen¬

cil (A, B) such as to reduce the norm ofthe single matrices. As mentioned before, we

construct the auxiliary matrices Ua, Ub and G in order to save costly matrix-vector
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products (MVPs). According to Higham (1996), the rounding errors introduced by a

MVP computed mfloatingpoint arithmetic can be bounded by

||Mx — fl(Mx)||p < CnllMll^llxllp, p = 1, oo,

where cn depends on the size of the matrix and on the underlying finite precision
arithemetic. Clearly, the auxiliary matrices are likely to exhibit considerable numeri¬

cal errors, if A and B have large norms.

For the JD algorithm to be able to extract accurate eigenpairs, it is essential that the

subspace extractions be accurate. However, the aforementioned rounding errors in¬

troduced in Ua, Ub and G will lead to inaccurate extracts. This in turn will provoke
a stagnation of the JD algorithm for modest relative eigenpair residual norms already
— as accurate as the subspace might be, all effort is vain, due to inaccuracies in the

subspace extraction induced by inaccuracies in the auxiliary quantities.

A simple yet efficient scaling has been presented in Schwarz (1991a), where it has

been successfully applied to Hermitian positive definite pencils. The scaling process

uses a diagonal matrix Sn = 1/VAM, with whose help one scales the pencil, i.e.

Asc = SAS and BbC = sbCSBS,

where -s-sc is chosen such as to scale the maximum diagonal element of SBS to one.

The eigenpairs (À, q) of (A, B) can then be reconstructed by building (-S'SCASC, SqbC),
where (Abr, qör ) is an eigenpair of (Asc, BbC ).

Note that the matrix Kb is actually never formed, since according to Algorithm 6.15,

we only need to apply its inverse. Hence, we directly instantiate and maintain the ma¬

trices Lk and Rk which are the Gauss factors of the former and perform backward-

substitutions and forward-substitutions with the factors whenever required. The con¬

crete expressions describing the new row of Lk and the new column ofRk in case of

an augmentation of Q by q can be derived by comparing the augmented matrix Kb

with the product ofthe augmented Gauss factors, leading to Algorithms 6.18 and 6.19.

We conclude this subsection by pointing out that some additional storage might be

required in order to perform some of the operations. This is due to the fact that all

elementary dense matrix operations rely on the application of routines implemented
either in the basic linear algebra subprograms (BLAS) library or in the linear algebra

package (LAPACK) library, which often require that additional working memory is

available, see Dongarra, Croz, Hammarling, and Hanson (1988) and Anderson, Bai,

Bischof, Blackford, Demmel, Dongarra, Croz, Greenbauiii, Hammarling, McKemiey,
and Sorensen (1999).
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Algorithm 6.17 [Initialise] Recall that the initial search space U is expected to be

complex-B-orthogonal. [OptExtract] Note that the shifted matrix passed to the PQR

and the PSVD routine has to be stored in additional storage in order not to spoil the

single terms Ua and Ub.

1: Initialise (){
2: [n,s] := size(U)
3: UA := AU

4 : UB := BU

5: G := UlU

6:

7 : k :=0

8: A:=D
9: Q == Ö- QB := []. Qk := []

10: LK:=D,RK:=D
11: a := t

12: it := 0

13: }

1: OptExtract (){
2: switch (eType)
3: case Ritz:

4 : [0,Z] := EVPSoIve(G)
5: ind := soit(|0; ~~ t\)
6: 0 :=0[ind], Z := Z[:,ind]
7 : case Refined:

8: [0,Z] := EVPSoIve(G)
9: i := arg min( 0, - t )

10: V := PSVD(UA - 0;Ub)
11: fori := 1, s do

12: Z, := Vs_,-+i
13: 6i := ZjGZi
14: end

15: case Harmonic:

16: [V,R]:=PQR(Ua-o-Ub)
17: [fj.,Z] := EVPSoIve(uTv,RT)
18: ind := SOrt( /i1 + a - r )
19: [Z.R] :=PQR(RmlZ[:,md])
20: fori := 1, s do

21: &i '.= Z- GZ,p

22: end

23: end

24: I
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Algorithm 6.18 [OptConvergence/OptDeflation] The Gauss factors LK and Rk

can easily be updated by means of the expressions on lines 16-18.

10

OptConvergence/OptDeflation (){
A 1

1:

2: i := 1

3: q := Uz.j

4: qp, := UijZj

5: qK :=K_1qH
6: r := UAz.i - 0iqB
7: while ((i < s) and (||r||2 < eCOuv||q||2))do
8: k := k+ 1

9: Ak,k-=0i
Q:=[Q,q]

ii: if (k = fcmax) then

12 : return (A, Q)
13: end

14: Qb := [Qiî<qiî]
is: if (K ^ I) then

16: QK:=[QK,qK]
17: 1K :=RKTQ^qB,rK -L^Q^qK.p := q^QK - lKrK
18: LK:=[LK>0:1K,1]
19: RK := [RK,rK:0,p]
20: end

21: i := i + 1

22 : q := Uz.j

23: qB := UijZj

24: qK := K_1qiî
25: r := UaZj — 0jqB
26: end

27: if (i > l)then
28: OptDeflateQ
29: it := 0

30:

31: }

end

i: OptDeflate (){
2: U:=UZ1:Sji:6
3 : Ua := UaZi:S)7-:s
4 : Ub := UbZi:6)j:s
5: G := Z1:S;i:sGZi:.S;i:s
6 : 0 ".= 0i:s

7 : Z := Is_i+i
8: s := s — i + 1

9:}
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Algorithm 6.19 [OptSolve] The identifiers Aöys and Ksys are actually placeholders
for separate routines that perform the action ofthe corresponding operator. This way,

the construction of lengthy matrix products can be avoided.

i : OptTargetSwitch (){
2: if(||r||2 < f||q||2)then
3: a := 0i

4 : else

5 : a := r

6: end

7: }

i: OptSolve (){
2: Q:=[Q,q]
3: Qß:=[QB,qB]
4 : if (K ^ I) then

5: Ksys^(I-QQT)
6 : else

7: Qk := [Qk-Qk]
8: 1K := R^Q^qB^K := L^Q^qK-P : = q^qK ~ ^K
9: LK:=[LK.0;lK.l]

10: RK := [RK,rK;0,p]
il: Ksys^(I-QK(LKRK)1Q[î)K1
12 : end

13: Asys ^ (I-QBQT)(A-aB)
14: c := 0

15: r:=-(I-QBQT)r
16 : c := KrylovSpaceSolver(Asys. r, c, maxfr'lt, ehn), Ksys, LSitmax)
17:}

i: OptRestart (){
2 : if (S = Smax) then

3: U:=UZi:amax.i:ani.n_i
4: UA :=UAZi:SmaX)i:8mill-i
5 : UB : = UBZ i :Smax, i :Smin _ i

l:Smax,l:Smi„-lGZl:6max.l:*min-

6 : G : — £t i.
„

i.
„

-i G £à

7 :

end

9: }
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Algorithm 6.20 [OptOrthogonaiise] Thanks to the newly introduced quantities many
matrix-vector products can be saved. [Update] Any change that is applied to U

carries over to its descendants Ua, Ub and G.

1: OptOrthogonaiise (){
2 : c := c/ c|||b
3 : I :=0

4 : while (|Z| < 0.1) do

5 : fori := 1,... ,fcdo
6: V = (Qb)>
7 : c := c-T7(QB):,;
8: end

9: fori := 1 s do

10: V = (Ub)Lc
11: C := C-77(UB):.i
12 : end

13 : 1 := IIIcIIIb
14 : c := c/l
15: end

16: }

1: Update (){
2: it :=it+l

3: s := s+ 1

4 : U := [U.c]
5: UA:=[UA,Ac]
6: Ub :=[UB,Bc]
7 : Gs.l:S := ctUa
8: Gi:i.a := UTC

9: }
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Direct Solvers,

Krylov Space Solvers

and Preconditioners

Almost anythingyou can do with A""1 can be done without it.

— George Elmer Forsythe, Cleve Barry Moler —

The efficient (approximative) solution of linear systems of equations plays a decisive

role in many scientific areas. This can be lead back to the fact that the better part of

the application oriented problems stemming from mathematics, physics, chemistry,
etc. are too difficult to be solved exactly and are therefore linearly approximated,
often leading to large sparse systems. So it happens for the correction equations
introduced in Chapter 6.

Many techniques to solve for solutions of linear systems of equations have been de¬

veloped over the years, each of which can be assigned to either the class of the direct

solution methods or the class of the iterative solution methods. Direct methods aim

at decomposing the given system matrix into factors, which can then be used to effi¬

ciently solve the given problem. Iterative methods, on the other hand, gradually refine

approximate solutions until the error that is associated with the latter is satisfactorily
small.

The major drawback when using direct solvers consists in the excessive use of stor¬

age. Despite the application of so called reorderings, whose goal it is to permute the

input matrix in such a way as to allow for sparse factors, the memory requirements are
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still prohibitively large, due to the unavoidable fill-in incurred by almost any type of

decomposition. Moreover, direct solvers are not able to deliver crude approximations
in favour of short execution times.

Iterative solvers avoid the memory problem by considering the entire matrix (or parts
of it) as one operator, whose application then corresponds to a mere matrix-vector

product1. This way, the amount of storage that is required to express the operator

stays limited. Unfortunately, some iterative methods require that all of the iterates

be kept, which in turn implies that memory usage might again become prohibitively

large. In addition, the number of iterations required to obtain an approximation of a

certain quality depends on the system's condition number. Generally, systems with

large condition numbers require many iterations and vice versa. Hence, in order for a

method to be competitive, it is often inevitable to resort to the use ofpreconditioners,

which, depending on the underlying problem, might use a large amount of storage.

In the following we will be concerned with the introduction of a few linear system
solvers for systems Ax = b, where A E Cnxn is assumed to be complex-symmetric
and x. b E Cn. We will start with a short discussion on direct solvers which, as we

will see later, are an important ingredient in the construction of some of our precon¬

ditioners. Thereupon we will direct our attention to the derivation and discussion of a

special class of iterative solvers going by the name of Krylov space solvers. Finally,
we will present and discuss several preconditioners used to improve on the conver¬

gence behaviour of our iterative solvers.

7.1 Direct Solvers

According to DufF(1998) and references therein, the classical approach when directly

solving sparse linear systems consists of four phases. During the first phase so called

reorderings are applied, whose purpose it is to reduce the fill-in that is incurred by
factorisation. The effect of such a reordering can be seen in Figure 7.1. In the second

step, the permuted matrix is analysed and symbolically factorised, i.e. the non-zero

structure of the factors is precomputed, in order to allow for an efficient memory

management. During the third phase the entries of the factors are computed. Finally,
the fourth phase performs backward and forward substitutions in order to retrieve the

solutions corresponding to given right hand sides.

One well known exception to this rule are multigrid methods which construct representations of the

original operator on se\eral discretisation levels. The entirety of all these coarse and fine operators might

require a considerable amount of memory.
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Figure 7.1 (first) Sparsity pattern of a complex-symmetric 565x565 matrix A. (sec¬

ond) Sparsity pattern of L + U, where A = LU. (third) Sparsity pattern of the

reordered matrix Ap = PAPT, where P is a permutation matrix, (fourth) Sparsity

pattern of Lp + Up, where Ap = LPUP. The numbers below the sparsity patterns
denote the number ofnon-zeros (nnz) contained in the corresponding matrix.

nn/ 6"546 nn/ 95'140 nn/ 6"546 nn/ 16'404

Amongst all the problems that have to be addressed during the different phases of

such a direct solution process, the one of memory management is certainly the most

demanding. The potentially large amount of fill-in that is generated in combination

with the considerable need ofauxiliary storage makes the writing ofan efficient solver

a demanding task. In view of the problem sizes we are planning to deal with and

by taking into account that the eigensolver we are going to employ requires also a

non-negligible amount of memory, it is of paramount importance that the storage

consumption of the direct solver is kept low.

To this end we tested some freely available direct solvers and compared their runtimes

and particularly their memory consumptions when applied to matrices emerging in

our simulations. Clearly, we only considered candidates that properly support struc¬

turally symmetric factorisations in complex arithmetic due to the complex-symmetric
structure of our matrices, this way eliminating the well known UMFPACK and Su-

perLU packages presented in Davis (2004) and Demmel, Eisenstat, Gilbert, Li, and

Liu (1999), respectively We were hence left with the WSMP package introduced

in Gupta, Joshi, and Kumar (2001) and the PARDISO library described in Schenk

(2000). In our tests we could observe that the WSMP solver exhibited a slightly
lower run-time in disfavour of a slightly higher memory consumption. Since we are

particularly keen on saving memory (and since this package has been developed at

ETH) we opt for the PARDISO package.

Remark Note that all the matrices used for testing were reordered using the nested

dissection permutation computed by METIS, see Karypis and Kumar (1998).
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7.2 Krylov Space Solvers

The principle of constructing search spaces in which to search for good approxima¬
tions that has been presented in the preceding chapter, is by no means limited to

eigenvalue problem solvers alone. The popular class of iterative linear solvers going

by the name ofKrylov space methods makes extensive use of this subspace principle

too, thereby efficiently constructing an appropriate search space which in tum allows

for a cheap extraction of good approximations. The remaining part of this section

will be devoted to the derivation of four Krylov space methods which, in view of

the special structure of our matrices, will be geared towards complex-symmetric sys¬

tems. Note that for the sake of brevity we refrain from giving a complete treatment of

Krylov spaces and their properties, referring the reader to Parlett (1998), Greenbaum

(1997) and Saad (2003) for exhaustive discussions.

Assume that we possess an initial solution approximation xq, whose associated resid¬

ual can be expressed as r0 = b — Ax0. The fundamental idea of Krylov space meth¬

ods consists in computing corrections to this initial solution, whereby the latter are

extracted from the Krylov space

.y4(A,ro) = {r0.Aro,A2rü,...,Afc1rü}. (7.1)

Thus, every correction taken from <%f (A, r0) can be written as x& —x0 = Pk-i (A)r0,
where pk-y(A) denotes a polynomial of degree k — 1 in A. The choice of such a

polynomial space can be motivated by recalling the Cayley Hamilton theorem, which

states that every matrix inverse can be represented by a polynomial of finite degree in

the matrix itself, see Horn and Johnson (1985).

The fact that the Mi correction is extracted from the Krylov space Jfffc(A, r0) can

readily be formulated, as soon as a basis U/t for the latter is available. In this case we

would introduce a coordinate vector z^ and with its help give formulations for the kth

iterate x/t and its associated residual r/t, i.e.

xfc = x0 + UfcZfc and rh = b - Axfc = r0 - AUfcZfc. (7.2)

More about the choice ofthe coordinate vector and its influence shall be said shortly.

Clearly, there exist infinitely many bases one can choose, but, as we will see later,

it turns out to be useful to concentrate on just two of their representatives. From

a numerical point of view it is desirable to have a unitary basis U/t at hand, since

this promises accurate computations. From the storage efficiency point of view how¬

ever, it is better to let the columns of U/t be pairwise complex-orthogonal, leading
to more compact and storage friendly algorithms. Fortunately, both choices can be

implemented in a straightforward fashion, leading to the so called Arnoldiprocess in
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the unitary case and the Lanczos process in the complex-orthogonal case. These two

processes, being the key ingredients in our solvers, shall now be derived.

Arnoldi Process Assume that we have already performed s steps of the process and

have thereby constructed a unitary basis Us = (u0,..., u.s_i) for the space

defined by ,ÏÏS(A, r0). By augmenting the Krylov space according to Equa¬
tion (7.1), i.e. by adding the vector A,sr0, we introduce a potentially new direc¬

tion not contained in the basis Us. In order to restore orthonormality we start

by subtracting all components pointing in already known directions, i.e. we

compute

us = A's'r0 ~~ J2 H*> u^ with Hv* = u?-i Asr0. (7.3)
i-i

The projected vector obtained by this recurrence formulation is then normalised

and appended to the basis computed so far, i.e.

Us+i = (U.s.,ûs/H,s.+i.,s.) with Hs+i)S = ||û,s.||,

which yields again a unitary basis. Note that due to the incremental nature

of the process, it is customary to chose the first basis vector uo equal to the

normalised initial residual.

Remark Ifthe norm Hs+iiS vanishes, the process terminates. According to Saad

(2003), this is often referred to as lucky breakdown, as then the system can be

solved exactly.

A drawback of the process shown above concerns the computation of the di¬

rection vector A,sr0. Performing this product time and again will result in a

vector with (possibly) huge entries eventually leading to an overflow, when

carried out on a real machine. In order to avoid this, we replace the direc¬

tion Asr0 with the simpler Aus_i. This can safely be done because of the

property A*r0 E spaii{U.s, Au,s_i}, see Golub and Van Loan (1996). The

new recursion process can then be formulated as

s

û,s, = Aus_i - J]Hm u,-_i with H*,* = u^Au^j. (7.4)

with quantities Hi;7- differing from those in (7.3).

Algorithm 7.1 carries out the above recurrence process in combination with

the modification concerning the new space vector. Note that the quantities

computed by the Arnoldi algorithm fulfil the Arnoldi relation

AUfc = UfcHfr + HMU;Ufce;, (7.5)
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Algorithm 7.1 (left) One run of the Arnoldi alg'orithm requires the fc-fold application
of operator A and the computation of about £;2 (Hermitian) inner products, mostly
needed for the (modified) Gram-Schmidt process, (right) One run of the Lanczos

algorithm requires k applications of A but only 3k inner products needed for the

(disguised modified) Gram-Schmidt process.

1: Arnoldi (k, A, r0){ i : Lanczos (k, A, r0){
2: uo := r0/||r0|| 2: uo := r0/ HI r0||
3: fori := 1 k do 3 : fori := 1 k do

4 : Ua := AUj-i 4: uA := Aui_i

5: for j := 1,... ,i do 5: if (i > l)

6: tij.i = U^UA 6: ua := ua — T,-_i,,-Ui_2

7 : UA := UA -Hj.;Uj_i 7: end

8: end 8: Ti.; := uJ^jUa
9: H;+ i,; := ||UA|| 9: ua := uA - T7-,iU7-_i

10: U, := UA/Hi+i,i 10: ri-\+i.i '= Ti,i+I := Ua

11: end ii: Uj := uA/T; | M

12 : } 12: end

13 : }

where U/t = (uo,..., u/t-1) is a unitary basis for the Krylov space J+k (A, ro)
and Hfe is an upper Hessenberg matrix.

During the above derivation, no assumptions whatsoever about the matrix A

have been made. Hence, if instead of considering the matrix A we would use

the modified matrix K""1 A, no (principal) changes would have to be applied,

except the insertion ofthe factor K in appropriate places. Note that the Arnoldi

relation (7.5) would then translate into

;K^1A)U& = UkMk + Hfc 11>jfcufceg s.t. u?ufc (7.6)

Lanczos Process Again, we assume that we have already performed ,s steps of the

process and that we have thereby constructed a complex-orthogonal basis U
s
=

(uo,.... u.s-i ) for the space defined by Jtfs (A, r0). Following the lines of the

derivation carried out in the case of the Arnoldi process we consider the prop¬

erly adapted recurrence formula (7.4) and obtain

ûs = Aus_i - J^TM u,-_i with T?;S = uT_1Aus_i. (7.7)
»;-i

The new direction us is finally orthogonalised and added to the ones computed
so far, i.e.

U,s = (Us,ûs/T,s+M) with T,s+M = |||ûs HI .
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In contrast to the Arnoldi algorithm, where a breakdown is a desirable event,

the Lanczos algorithm endowed with the pseudo inner product may exhibit

unwanted breakdowns if applied to complex-symmetric matrices. These occur,

whenever the new direction ûs is isometric. Unfortunately, we know of no

means of cheaply predicting and avoiding such a situation.

The real advantage when opting for a complex-orthogonal basis becomes ev¬

ident, when inspecting the coefficients T^,,.. By making use of the complex-

symmetry ofA we can perform the transformations

i

Ti.s = uJ_1(Aus_i) = (uJ_1A)us_i = (ûi + y^jTjJnj^y)Tus^y
i-i

from which one can readily deduce that Ti>s = 0 for i < s — 1. More¬

over, we see that Tsvs t y
= ûju,s = |||ûs||| = Ts j y,s, which implies that the

matrix T is symmetric and tridiagonal and hence Equation (7.7) reduces to the

well known three term recurrence. Algorithm 7.1 carries out this process. Note

that the quantities computed by the Lanczos algorithm fulfil the matrix identity

AUfe = UfcTfc + Tk t i,fcufeej s.t. UjUfc = I,

where Ufc is a basis for the Krylov space J£fc(A, r0) and T/t is a symmetric

tridiagonal matrix.

The reduction to a short-term recurrence is only possible if the system matrix is

symmetric with respect to the chosen inner product. More formally, the above

principle can be applied to system matrices ofthe form K""1 A, whenever a IC-

inner product with symmetric matrix K is used. By modifying Equation (7.7)

appropriately we obtain

s

ûs = K_1Aus_i - ^Ti,s Ui_i with TitS = u^^u^i,
i-i

where the vectors u; are pairwise complex-K-orthogonal and the normalisation

is adapted too, leading to

Us = (Us,ûs/Ts+i,s) with Ts+i,s = |||ûs |||k •

See Definition 6.1 for a specification of the pseudo K-norm ||| • |||k- We ver¬

ify the aforementioned recurrence reduction statement by making use of the

symmetry ofA and K. We write

i

T?;S = uJl^Aiw) = (uT.jAK-^Ku^i = (Û* + ^Tji<uj_i)TKu,_
3-1

and see that, once again, TYS = 0 for i < s — 1 and that Ts s+i
= ûjKus =
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Algorithm 7.2 The preconditioned Lanczos algorithm shown below requires one ad¬

ditional vector sequence {v,J compared to the regular Lanczos routine, in exchange

avoiding the use of K at all. Hence, it is sufficient to dispose over the inverse opera¬

tor K""1 in order to span the desired basis.

i : PLanczos (k, A, r0„ K){
2: uo := K_1r0
3: p:=(v$r0y'2
4: vo := r0/p
5: Uo := U0/p
6: fori := 1 k do

7: UA := AUj-i

8 : If (l > 1)
9: UA := UA - Ti_i.iV;_2

10: end

11: T,-.» := uT_]uA
12: UA := Ua - T,./Vi_i

13 : Uk := K~~1Ua
14: Ti+hi :=Ti,i+1 := (uIua)1/2
15: U, := Uk/T;+i,j
16: V,- := UA/Ti| i;i

17: end

18:}

|||ûs|||k = Ts+i)S. Algorithm 7.2 performs the computations required to in¬

corporate the modification K and the computed quantities fulfil the identity

K-1AUfc = UfrTfr + TH1>ifcujfceï s.t. UjKUfc = I, (7.8)

where Ufc is a basis for the Krylov space J£fc(K-1A, r0) and T/t is again a

symmetric tridiagonal matrix.

Now that we know how to construct bases for the Krylov spaces we (re)turn our

attention to Equation (7.2). As mentioned there, we are allowed to pick a coordinate

vector z/t in each iteration step. Clearly, the quality of the approximation x/t heavily

depends on the choice of z k and different selection strategies lead to different solvers.

In the following we will present four strategies that have proven to be of great value.

Note that we assume the system to be preconditioned with the matrix K, i.e. we

consider systems of the type

K"1Ax = K-1b. (7.9)

7.2.1 GMRes

The first solver that we present determines the coordinate vector z/t in such a way as

to minimise the preconditioned residual associated with the approximation x k.
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According to Equations (7.2) and (7.9) we have

K-1rfc = K-1r0-K-1AUA.zfc.

where U/t 11 is a unitary basis of the Krylov space J+k \ i (K"~1r0, K_1A). By us¬

ing Equation (7.6) and recalling that the first column of U/t i i is chosen to be the

normalised initial vector, U/t \ iei
= K_1ro/||K_1ro||, we obtain

K-1rfc = Ufcn(e1||K-1r0||-f„ Hfc u)^). (7.10)
V \tik\l.kGkJ J

Due to the orthonormality of U/t+i we see that minimising the norm of the precon¬

ditioned residual is equivalent to solving the least squares problem defined by the

augmented Hessenberg matrix Ha, i.e.

HfcZA- = (
„

k

h J Zfe « ei||K_1ro||.
\tik+l,kGkJ

In order to solve this least squares problem we first compute the QR factorisation

Qa;Ra- = H/t. Then we apply the unitary factor to the right hand side and finally

perform a backward substitution in order to obtain

z/t = HK-^ollR^QÏe!.

Note that due to the Hessenberg structure of Ha it is possible to compute the QR
factorisation by means of only k Givens rotations. Moreover, the Hessenberg matrix

grows by exactly one column per iteration step, hence leaving the leading columns

untouched. These two properties and the fact that the right hand side remains constant

throughout the iteration allow for an elegant and efficient updating mechanism of the

projected right hand side ||K-1ro||Qklei and the upper triangular matrix R/t. The

details ofthis mechanism are given in Algorithm 7.3, for a derivation see Saad (2003).

Since the norm of the preconditioned residual ||K~"1rfc|| is always stored in the last

entry of the projected right hand side — a nice feature of least squares problems
shown in Bj örck (1996) —, we can compute the former without having to compute z k.

Therefore, the coordinate vector and hence the approximation x a- need not be updated
in every iteration step. In fact, the update ofthe approximation (and its associated true

residual) is delayed until a restart is carried out or until the iteration terminates, see

lines 26-35 and 38-41 in Algorithm 7.3.

As mentioned earlier, the relations and transformations used above rely on the avail¬

ability of a unitary basis for the Krylov space J^t+i (K""1r0. K""1A). Unfortunately,
this implies that the storage required grows linearly with the number ofiteration steps.

Hence, in order to keep memory consumption bounded, it is common to limit the

number of consecutive Arnoldi iteration steps. Whenever this limit LSit restart is
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Algorithm 7.3 Being given a matrix A, a preconditioning operator K ,
a right hand

side b and an initial approximation x, the GMRes algorithm computes an optimal

approximation in the space J^LSuTC„tart (K_1ro, K"~1A), where rL, = b — Ax. If a

restart needs to be performed, the actual approximation is taken as initial approxima¬
tion. The algorithm is started over again, until a maximum ofLSit

miXX
iteration steps

have been performed or until the relative precond. residual norm drops below e\\n.

i: GMRes (A, b, x, K){
2: r := b — Ax

3: r :=Kmlr —precond. first residual

4 : p:= ||r|| —first residual norm

5: uo := r/p —first Arnoldi vector

6: e:=[p;0] —projected right hand side

7 : k:= 1

8: for LSlt := 1, . . .

,
LSitmax do

9: ua := Aun —Arnoldi process

10: uK :=K_1ua
11: lor i := 0,. . . ,k - 1 do

12: R, t i,a := utHuK — new Ha f i column is

13: uK := uK -Rît i,AU, — written into Rj. a | i a

14: end

15: R-A+i.A := uk

16: ua := uk/Ra+i.a
17: lOfi := 1 k - 1 do — apply "old" Givens-rotations

18: R:,A := G{fi,i+ Le». SÎ)R:.A — to update last column o/'R
19: end

20: [ck,sk] := UCosSin(R/v.A ,Rai Uk) — compute new Givens-rotation

21: R:,a :=Gu(fe,Hl.ck, Sa)R:,A — restore triangular structure

22: e := G\j(k.k + l,ck,sk) e — update projected right hand si

23: if(|efc+i| < peiin)then — checkfor (pseudo) convergent

24: break

25: end

26: if (k = LSitrest&rt) then — checkfor restart neccessity

27: Z:=Rr:fe.l:feel^ — compute coordinate vector

28: x := x + U:,i;az — update approximation

29: r := b — Ax

30: r :=K_,r — new precond. "first" residual

31: V := r

32: uo := r/rj — new "first" Arnoldi vector

33: e:=(m0) — new projected right hand side

34: k:=0 — start over

35: end

36: k := k+ 1 — next Arnoldi round

37: end

38: if (k ^ 1) or (LSit ^ LSitmax) then —final update

39: Z:=Rr:Ll:Ae1:fc
40: X :=X + U:)i:fe_iZ
41: end

42: return (x)
43: }
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reached, a so called restart is performed, i.e. the best approximation computed so far

is then taken as new initial approximation for a next run and the Arnoldi process is

started over. Note that in order to guarantee termination we impose an overall limit

of LSitmax iteration steps.

A further drawback, induced by the application of a preconditioner in combination

with the Arnoldi process, concerns the residual r/t. As can be seen from Equa¬
tion (7.10), the coordinate vector is chosen such as to minimise the norm of the

preconditioned residual K_1r/t and not of its unpreconditioned counterpart r/t. Un¬

fortunately, recovering the residual from the quantities computed above is all but

simple and thus requires quite a lot of additional work or storage, see Saad (2003).

By recalling that we need the linear solvers to compute the correction equation pre¬

sented in Section 6.4 only approximately however, we refrain from computing the

actual residual norm and make (judicious) use of the preconditioned one, instead.

Remark According to the convergence criterion chosen in the GMRes algorithm, the

relative norm of the preconditioned residual is known to satisfy

IlK-^fcH
IIK-Aroll

lin'

if the iteration converges. By applying appropriate algebraic transformations to the

left hand side, we obtain

O-minÇK^A) ||XA -Xfc||
<
HK^Afoa -xfc)||

_

HK-^fcH

<rmax(K^A) ||x,||
-

||K^Ax,||
~

HK-iroll
^

which finally leads to a bound for the relative error

l|X;^^'11 < *-(K^A)elin, (7.11)
11x* 11

where x* denotes the exact solution and, w. 1. o. g. we assume that x0 = 0.

Inequality (7.11) reveals that the approximation obtained after a convergent run of

GMRes is guaranteed to be accurate, if the condition number k(K-1A) is suffi¬

ciently small. In the contrary case, the approximation might be fairly off, an eflect

which we have observed several times during our experiments. This implies that the

preconditioner at hand has to be of a minimum quality, in order for the GMRes ap¬

proximations to be trustworthy. Note that one can find cases where the bound (7.11)
is tight— in general however, it is too pessimistic. A survey on other (tighter) bounds

that are applicable to special situations is given in Liesen (1998).

We conclude this subsection by pointing out that this method can be applied to general

systems with general preconditioners, due to the unconditional applicability of the

Arnoldi process — whence the name generalised minimal residual (GMRes).
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7.2.2 QMR

We again consider Equations (7.2) and (7.9) and have

K-1rjt = K-1ro-K-1AUjfczfc.

where this time we assume to have already computed a complex-K-orthogonal ba¬

sis U/t n for the Krylov space f£k ii(K_1ro,K_1A) by means of the precondi¬
tioned Lanczos Algorithm 7.2. With Equation (7.8) we obtain

K^fa = Ufc , i
(et HI K-1^ |||K - L Tfc

u

V \lk+i,kGk

Determining the coordinate vector that minimises the norm of the preconditioned
residual is no longer an economical task, since Ua+i is not unitary any more. None¬

theless, minimising the norm of the expression in parentheses will result in a short

coordinate vector for the preconditioned residual which in turn will give rise to a

supposedly short preconditioned residual itself— whence the name quasi-minimal
residual (QMR). Note that in order to account for the possibly considerable influ¬

ence of the Euclidean lengths of the columns of Ua 11, it is advisable to introduce a

diagonal weighting matrix

Oah = diag(||u0||,.... ||ua||)

with respect to which the residual coordinate vector length is minimised, see Freund

(1992) for a discussion and a comparison with other weighting schemes. Put differ¬

ently, we solve the weighted least squaresproblem defined by the weight matrix O a i i

and the augmented tridiagonal matrix Ta reading

Oa t iTaza = Ofe [ i
(
^

k

H ] zfe « Ofe [ iet ||| K_1ro|||K
\lk+l,kGkJ

Clearly, the solution to this problem could be obtained by first computing the QR fac¬

torisation ofthe weighted augmented tridiagonal matrix O /t+iT/t = Q/tR/t followed

by the appropriate application of the factors to the right hand side yielding

za = ||u0|| HI K_1r0 |||k Rj^Qfeei.

Contrary to the GMRes case, where the arising upper triangular R factor is full,

here one obtains an upper triangular matrix with entries on the main diagonal and

the first two upper off-diagonals only, due to the tridiagonal structure of T/t. Not

only can these entries be computed by means of simple formulae but this special
structure also allows for a short-term recurrence that can be used to cheaply update
the approximations x/t and their associated residuals r/t in every iteration step. As

in the case of the GMRes algorithm we make use of this mechanism without giving
a derivation, referring the reader to Freund (1992) and Freund and Nachtigal (1994),

4
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where the key components of this mechanism are described. Algorithm 7.4 performs
the above computations.

The most attractive feature of methods relying on the construction of Krylov space

bases by means ofLanczos type algorithms is their low storage consumption. As can

be seen from Algorithm 7.4, all recursions make use of quantities that are not older

than two iteration steps to the most. Hence, without loss of information, all vector

sequences can be shortened to the last two representatives.

An other attractive property of this method concerns the availability of the true resid¬

ual. The QMR algorithm is designed in such a way as to allow for an update of

the approximation in each iteration step by means of the vector sequence pi5 as de¬

scribed in Freund (1992). By introducing an additional vector sequence q^ = Ap?;

one can swiftly recover the associated residual at the price of a few vector additions

only. The so obtained residual r is finally used to check for convergence and the al¬

gorithm terminates either if the relative residual norm ||r||/||ro|| is small enough or if

the number of iteration steps reaches the upper bound of LSit
miXX.

Note that due to

the quasi-minimality there is no guarantee that the residual norms decrease monoton-

ically and hence the returned approximation is the best one that is encountered during
the execution of the algorithm (which is not necessarily the last one).

Remark Discussing the possible breakdown scenarios and their avoidance would go

beyond the scope of this thesis. Moreover, no breakdown related problems whatso¬

ever occurred in our experiments. We therefore leave the QMR Algorithm 7.4 unal¬

tered and refer the reader to Freund (1992) for a in-depth discussion. Note that this

symmetric QMR variant is equivalent to the original bi-orthogonal QMR algorithm
introduced in Freund (1993), with initial shadow vector uo.

7.2.3 COCG

In the complex-orthogonal conjugate gradient method (COCG), the coordinate vec¬

tor z/t is extracted by means of the Ritz-Galerkin condition, see van der Vorst and

Melissen (1990). Given a complex-K-orthogonal basis Ua for the Krylov space

'Xfk (K~~1rü,K~~1A), this is equivalent to requiring that the residual r a given in Equa¬
tion (7.2) satisfies the condition

ULirjfe = ULi(ro - AUaza) = 0.

By making use of identity (7.8) and by recalling that the first column of U a is the

complex-K-normalised first vector r0 passed to PLanczos, this condition translates
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Algorithm 7.4 Being given a matrix A, a preconditioning operator K""1, a right hand

side b and an initial approximation x, the QMR al gorithm computes a quasi-optimal

approximation in the space ,/f£,s',-imax(IC-1ro, K~~XA), where ro = b — Ax. The

algorithm terminates, if either the relative residual norm drops below enn or if a max-

imum 3fLSitmSLX iteration steps have been carried out. Note that the product Auj_i
on line 34 has already been computed on line 15.

1: QMR (A, b, x, K){
2 : Xopt := X — best known approximation
3 : r := b — Ax — initial residual

4 : uo :=K]r

5 : ->:=(uJr)V2
6: p := Popt := ||r|| — norm ofinitial residual

7 : uo := U0/7 —first Lanczos vector

8: v0 := r/7 — auxiliary vector sequence

9: ujo := uo — initialise weighting
10: e := [ujoJ-,0] — projected right hand side

11: p-l := po := q-i := qo := 0 — initialisation

12 : S-y := So := c_i := 0. Co := 1

13 : i:= 1

14 : while (popt > penn) and (z < LSitm^) do

15: ua := Auj-i —precond. Lanczos process

16: if (i > 1) then

17 : UA := UA ~~ TVi,iV;_2

18: end

19: Tj,i := uT_]uA
20: uA := uA - TMv,-_i
21: uK := K_1uA
22 : Tin,,- :=T,vti :=(UTUA)l/2
23 : Ui := Uk/T,- j ij7-

24 : v, := UA/Tj| i.i

25:

or".

eu,- : = 11 u7-11 — update weighting scheme

2b :

27 : Ö, := Si-2^>i-2r^i-l.i — apply "old" Givens-rotations

28: Vi '= Ci-yCi-2^i-2r£i-l.i + Si-yUi-yTiyi — to update last column ofH
29: Ci := -s,_iCi_2^,_2Ti_i,i + c,_iu;;_iTi; i

30: [d. Si] := UCosSin(&,u;iTi+i.i) — compute new Givens-rotation

31: 6' := ciii +SiU>iTi i lj
— restore triangular structure

32: e := G\j(i, i + 1, c\. Si)e — update proj. right hand side

33 : Pi := (u,_i - rjiPi-i ~~ 0iPi-2)/i — compute update dir.

34: q, := (Auj_i - 77iq,-_i - 0i(H-2)/i — compute residual update dir.

35: x := x + e?-p, — approximation update
36: r := r- e,q7- — (associated) residual update
37: if(||r|| < popt) then — keep best approximation

38: Xopt : = x, Popt ; = j j r j j

39: end

40: i :=i+ 1 — next Lanczos round

41: end

42 : return (xopt)
43 : I
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to

uLidllK^ro |||K KUjte! - KUfrffrzfc) = 0,

which, due to the complex-K-orthogonality of U/t_i, can further be simplified such

as to become

TfrZfc = |||K_1ro |||k «l-

Similar to the two foregoing solvers, one could just solve this reduced system without

considering its special structure and then use the solution vector z a to construct the

approximation xa and compute its associated residual. However, the fact that these

inner system matrices grow by just one row and one column at a time together with

their tridiagonality suggest the use of a LU factorisation. Applied to these matrices,

this factorisation yields a lower and an upper bidiagonal matrix L a and Ra such

that the matrix equality Ta = LaA- holds. By exploiting simple update formulae

and introducing an additional vector sequence pi one can then derive a concise and

cost effective algorithm that extracts the desired coordinate vector and computes the

associated approximation, see van der Vorst (2003) and Golub and Van Loan (1996)
for examples. Algorithm 7.5 performs all of the necessary computations.

As mentioned earlier, it is an attractive feature of methods relying on the construction

of Krylov space bases by means of Lanczos type algorithms that the storage con¬

sumption is kept low. In fact, a quick look at the COCG Algorithm 7.5 suffices to see

that all recursions make use of quantities that are not older than two iteration steps to

the most. Hence, without loss of information, all vector sequences can be shortened

to the last two representative as it is the case for the QMR algorithm.

An other analogy to the QMR algorithm consists in the availability of the true resid¬

ual. Indeed, similar to the QMR method, one can introduce an additional vector

sequence q7; = Ap,, which allows for the cheap extraction of the residual associ¬

ated with the current approximation. The so obtained residual r is then again used

to check for convergence and the algorithm terminates either if the relative residual

norm ||r||/||ro|| is small enough or if the number of iteration steps reaches the upper

bound of LSitnmx. Similar to the QMR case, there is no guarantee that the residual

norms decreases monotonically and hence the returned approximation is the best one

that is encountered during the execution of the algorithm (which is not necessarily
the last one).

Remark Algorithm 7.5 could be simplified, yet at the price of irrevocably losing
the structure that is used throughout the derivation. We therefore opt for this slightly

longer variant, referring the reader to van der Vorst and Melissen (1990) for a more

detailed discussion, whose outcome is a shorter pendant to the COCG algorithm pre¬

sented above.
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Algorithm 7.5 Being given a matrix A, a preconditioning operator K j, a right hand

side b and an initial approximation x, the COCG algorithm computes an optimal

approximation in the space Jf^sUr 'K-^K^A), where rc Ax and

optimal has to be understood in the Ritz-Galerkin sense. The algorithm terminates,
if either the relative residual norm drops below e\\n or if a maximum of LSitmax

iteration steps have been carried out. Note that the product Au;..] on line 33 has

already been computed on line 12.

1: COCG (A, b, x, K){
2: Xopl := 5C — best known approximation

3: r := b — Ax — initial residual

4 : uo ^K^r

5: 7:=(uJr)V2
6: p := Popt := I* — norm ofinitial residual

7 : uo := U0/7 —first Lanczos vector

8: vo := r/7 — auxiliary vector sequence

9: p_i := q_i := 0 — initialisation

10: i := 1

11: while (popt > peiin) and (i < LSitIIiax) do

12: uA := Auf-i —precond. Lanczos process

13: if (i > 1) then

14: uA := uA - Ti_i;ivi_2
15: end

16: T\.i :=uT_lUA
17: ua := uA - TMV;_i
18: UK :=K_1uA
19: Tin,,; :=TM| i := (u£uA)1/2
20: u, := Uk/Tj+i^
21: Vi := Ua/Tï+i,»
22:

23: if (i > 1) then — update of(impl) LUfactorisation off
24: Li,.j-i := Ti,i__-i/Ri„_i,i-.i
25: *M— 1, i '•== J- i, i — 1

26: R-i,i := T.j,i _Lj,j_iIti-i,i-i — Li,, implicitly set to one

27: ti := —1;_iL,;j_i
28: else

29: Rl,l :=Ti,i — Li, i implicitly set to one

30: ti :=1

31: end

32: Pi_i := (Ui_i - Ri-i,;Pi-2)/Ri,t — compute update dir.

33: qi_i := (Aui_i -Ri_i;iqi_2)/Ri-,i — compute residual update dir.

34: x := x + 7t,pi-i — approximation update
35: r := r-7tjqi_i — (associated) residual update
36: if (||r|| < p0pt) then — keep best approximation

37: Xopt '-= 5C

38: Popt := I*

39: end

40: i :=i+l — next Lanczos round

41: end

42: return (xopt)
43: I
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Due to the lack of both, a proper inner product and appropriate spectral properties
of the system matrices, breakdowns may occur. As in the QMR case, no breakdown

related problems whatsoever occurred in our experiments. We refer the interested

reader to van der Vorst and Melissen (1990), where a few suggestions of how to deal

with these problems are presented.

7.2.4 BiCGStab

As we have seen during the derivation of the foregoing iterative solvers, we are inter¬

ested in finding approximations that reside in a given subspace and whose associated

residual is small in the Euclidean norm. The GMRes method, being based on the

Arnoldi process, allows for an intelligent extraction of such approximations, yet the

necessity of having all the basis vectors permanently available implies an excessive

memory usage. The QMR and the COCG algorithm on the other hand, being both

Lanczos process based methods, get by with only a modest number ofvectors, but no

simple relation between the extraction criterion and the resulting (Euclidean) residual

norm can be established.

A related family of iterative solvers, which aims at combining the low storage con¬

sumption typical for Lanczos methods with an intelligent extraction strategy typical
for Arnoldi methods, is the one based on the Lanczos bi-orthogonalisaiion process.

This process constructs a search and a test space, whereby approximations are cho¬

sen from the former and their associated residuals are forced to be orthogonal to the

latter. These two mutually orthogonal spaces are both Krylov spaces, describable by
a polynomial in K""1A and (K""1 A)H, respectively. For an exhaustive discussion of

the process, we refer the reader to Gutknecht (1997).

Following this principle, one obtains the well known BiCG iteration introduced in

Lanczos (1952). Typically, the residual norms obtained by this iteration exhibit a

strong oscillatory behaviour rendering the method inapt for our purposes. Moreover,

matrix products with K""1A and (K""1 A)H have to be computed which requires the

availability of the "transposes" AH and K~"H.

Quite a lot of effort has been put into the development of more regularly converg¬

ing methods, ultimately leading to the BiCGStab algoritlim and related methods. All

these methods exploit an idea presented in Sonneveld (1989), whereby the aforemen¬

tioned polynomials can be combined in a rather flexible way, allowing for transpose-

free variants which offer more freedom concerning the extraction ofthe iterates. Due

to its complexity we refrain from giving a derivation of the BiCGStab algorithm

referring the reader to van der Vorst (1992) for a detailed discussion. A possible
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implementation of the latter, taken from van der Vorst (2003), is given in form of

Algorithm 7.6.

Remark Even though Algorithm 7.6 exhibits the typical pattern of a right precon¬

ditioned (postconditioned) Krylov space method, see lines 15,16 and 28,29, we can

consider this iteration scheme also as left preconditioned variant. In fact it has been

shown in van der Vorst (1992) that letting K_1ro be the first Krylov space vector and

choosing r = K"~Hr0 for the shadow vector, will produce the same iterates in a left

preconditioned variant as the ones generated by Algorithm 7.6.

As can be seen from the algorithm, all the computations involve quantities that are

not older than two iteration steps — all the vectors are updated by means of short-

term recurrences. However, in contrast to the iterative methods presented earlier, the

BiCGStab algorithm requires two applications of the system matrix and also two ap¬

plications ofthe preconditioner per iteration step. This is a major drawback in view of

the considerable problem sizes we intend to deal with. Moreover, the algorithm may
encounter different breakdowns whose avoidance is quite a tricky task, see Gutknecht

(1997) and references therein.

7.3 Preconditioners

The iterative methods presented in the previous section have in common that conver¬

gence is fast if the system matrix A is close to the identity matrix. This is in gen¬

eral not the case, wherefore the aforementioned solvers might require many iteration

steps before the approximation gets accurate enough. One popular way to improve
on convergence consists in applying a (left) preconditioning operator K, such that

the newly obtained system matrix K""1 A approaches the identity matrix. Put differ¬

ently, one is interested in an operator K, whose inverse is close to the inverse of A,
i.e. K1 «A"1.

Clearly, the cost of setting up such a preconditioner must not exceed the gain that

is induced by its application. Moreover, its application has to be cheap in terms of

operational count and the amount of storage that is used must be low. In the following
we will be concerned with the derivation and the description of a few preconditioners
which try to adhere to the requirements just mentioned.

7.3.1 Damped Jacobi, SOR, SSOR

A simple way of designing operators which might serve as preconditioners with a

very low storage requirement, consists in constructing fixedpoint iterations for the
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Algorithm 7.6 Being given a matrix A, a preconditioning operator K""1, a right hand

side b and an initial approximation x, the BiCGStab algorithm computes an approx¬

imation in the space -J#2LS^max(K_1ro, K_1A), where r0 = b — Ax. The algo¬
rithm terminates, if either the relative residual norm drops below enn or if a maximum

of LSitmax iteration steps have been carried out. Note that the operators A and K""1

have to be applied twice per iteration step.

1:

2:

3:

4 :

5:

6:

7 :

8:

9:

10:

11:

12:

13:

14:

15:

16:

17:

18:

19:

20:

21:

22:

23:

24:

25:

26:

27:

28:

29:

30:

31:

32:

33:

34:

35:

36:

37:

38:

39:

40:

41:

42:

BiCGStab (A, b, x, K){

1*0 := b — Ax

V = î?opt := ||ro||
r := ro

for i := 1,. . .

,
LSitmax do

pi-\ := ?Hri-i
if(i = l)then

Pi := r;_i

else

ßi-1 = (Pi-l/Pi-2)(oLi-y/üJi-y)
Pi = J"i-1 + ßi-y(pi-i - UJi-yVi-y)

end

q, := K_1pi
vi : = Aqi

Q-i = Pi-i/(rHv,;)
Si := rt-i - aiVj

x := x + a;q,;

if(||sd| < T7oPt)then

??opt : = 11 Si j j

end

if (î?oPt < v eiin) then

break

end

z, := K_,Si

uJi :=t^Si/\\ti\\2
Yî .— S^ Uj'\f\}<i

x := x + cUiZi

if (||ri|| < T7oPt)then
Xopt :== x

»7opt := ||ri||
end

if (î?oPt < v eiin) then

break

end

end

return (xopt)

best known solution

initial residual

shadow vector

contributionsfrom both, the

BiCG and the stabilisation step

BiCG step

residual

approximation update

keep best approximation

stabilisation step

residual

approximation update

keep best approximation
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system of linear equations Az = f. To this end, we consider matrix splittings A =

M — N, where the matrix M is assumed to be easily invertible, and recast the original

equation into the form

Mz = Nz + f,

which gives rise to the iteration scheme

Mzfc+1 = Nzfc + f. (7.12)

Any iteration of this type converges towards the solution A ~"l f independently of the

initial solution zq, ifthe associated spectral radius ^(M"1 N) < 1, where the spectral
radius of a matrix G is defined as

p(G) = max{|A?-| : A; is an eigenvalue of G}.

Depending on the matrix splitting, one will obtain an iterative scheme whose appli¬
cation is more or less expensive and whose convergence will be more or less rapid,

depending on the aforementioned spectral radius. The following enumeration shows

three of the most prominent representatives constructed according to this splitting

principle.

All of the methods that we are going to present are endowed with a so called system¬

atic relaxation mechanism. The idea behind this mechanism is to combine the old ap¬

proximation with the new one obtained by iteration rule (7.12) by means of a weight¬

ing scheme w.r.t. a parameter to. This modification can be incorporated at almost no

extra cost and has proven to be of great value in terms of convergence speed. A de¬

tailed derivation and investigation of all the methods can be found in Varga (2000)
and Hackbusch (1985).

Damped Jacobi Let Mj be the diagonal matrix with diag (Mj) = diag (A) and

let Nj = Mj
— A. According to Equation (7.12), the iterates of Jacobi's

method obey the recurrence

z(J) ^M1
£k \i

— iV1J n4j) + f

which, together with the aforementioned relaxation mechanism, leads to the

dampedJacobi method (uj < 1)

(DJ) . TV,,—1 (DJ)

Njz^ + f

where rk
'

= f — Az^. * ' is the residual associated with the iterate z[, .

Gauss-Seidel/SOR We define Mes to be the lower triangular portion of A and

let Nqs = Mqs — A. Following Equation (7.12), the iterates of the Gauss
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Seidel method obey the formula

£k \ i
M

GS
KT Jl7S) i f

(C S)
If during the computation ofthe new iterate, one combines the entries ofz^f

(CS)

with the corresponding entries of the preceding iterate zkT
' in a component¬

wise fashion, one obtains a so called successive overrelaxation scheme (SOR).
To express this, we let Los be the strictly lower part of Mos and Dos contain

the diagonal entries of Mos, yielding the SOR method

ysoR)
'k + l

'D,
GS Uhuis, ((1 - w)Dc4s + u;Nos)zfOR) + uf

SSOR The major drawback of the SOR scheme consists in the fact that the single en¬

tries of the iterates are processed in a fixed lexicographic order which induces

a strong dependency amongst the components of the approximations. If this

dependency is also present in the problem modelled by the linear equation sys¬

tem, everything works out fine. However, if the dependency introduced by the

process should be pointing in opposite direction, convergence is slowed down

considerably due to the inhibition of information flow.

In order to avoid this drawback, it is customary to combine an SOR step with

a subsequent backward SOR step, i.e. with an SOR step where Mos is chosen

to be the upper triangular portion of A. This way, the strong dependency
between the entries is weakened and hence no preferred (sweep) direction can

be traced. This symmetric SOR (SSOR) process can be written as

r(SSOR)

"Jk \ 1/2

(SSOR)
'k+l

;dgs

;dgs

u^Los)

wngs;

((1 - u;)Dos + wNGS)zf*°/?)
+ uf

((1 - w)Dqs + c;Los)z^/2 + ujf

Remark An additional advantage that accrues from the combination of a for¬

ward with a backward SOR step concerns the symmetry of the implicitly de¬

fined preconditioning operator, in contrast to mere SOR, where the operator is

(generally) not symmetric.

Due to the special structure of the submatrices obtained after the splitting, one can

easily evaluate all matrix-vector products and all forward and backward substitutions.

Moreover, recall that the system matrices that we are going to deal with are symmet¬

ric, which implies that the strictly lower and upper parts are the transpose of each

other, i.e. LGs = Njs.

Remark A clever evaluation strategy, the so called Conrad Wallach trick, see Conrad

and Wallach (1979), saves the computation of almost half of the matrix-vector
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Algorithm 7.7 Given a matrix A, a right hand side f, a damping factor uj and an

integer v, these algorithms perform v iteration steps of the damped Jacobi scheme

(left) and the SOR scheme (right), in order to find an approximation z k, A_1f. Note

that both methods are initialised with z0 = 0 and, in the damped Jacobi case, we

assume that the system matrix A has no vanishing diagonal entry.

i : DampedJacobi (A, f, uj. u){ 1 : SOR (A, f, uJ, v){
2: D := Diagonal(A) 2: L := StrictTrianguIarLower(A)
3: Z-wD-'f 3 : D := Diagonal(A)
4: fori := 2, h> do 4 : N := StrictTrianguIarUpper(A)
5 : r := f — Az 5 : z := ForwardSub(D - wL, ojî)
6 : z := z + LüD""ir 6: fori := 2

,
i/do

7: end i: z:=((l-w)D + wN)z + wf

8 : return (z) 8: z := ForwardSub(D - wL,z)
9:} 9: end

10: return (z)
11: }

products needed for the SSOR method. Hence, the cost of one SSOR iteration step

corresponds approximately to the cost of one SOR iteration step.

Note that given the linear equation system Az = f, we are not interested in com¬

puting approximations z*. that are too accurate since the entire process shall serve as

preconditioner only. Hence, we typically chose z0 to be the zero vector and iterate

the corresponding method only a modest number oftimes v, whereupon we use zv as

approximate solution. Algorithms 7.7 and 7.8 implement these fixed point methods.

Remark The system matrices which arise in our computations are neither diagonally
dominant norpositive definite nor M-matrices, i.e. they do not have any ofthe proper¬

ties that are usually employed to prove convergence offixed-point iterations, see Saad

(2003). It is thus not surprising that these schemes do often not converge and if they
do, convergence is rather slow.

7.3.2 ILUT, ILUS, ILUC

A very popular way ofconstructing approximations K to a given matrix A makes use

of so called incomplete factorisations. The idea behind these factorisations consists

in considering an approximate decomposition of the matrix A into factors that are

easily invertible and whose memory consumption can be controlled. Thereby, a cheap

"invertibility" is guaranteed by opting for structurally simple factors, such as diagonal
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Algorithm 7.8 Given a matrix A, a right hand side f, a damping factor u and an

integer v, this algorithm performs v iteration steps of the SSOR scheme, in order to

find an approximation z k. A""1 f. The method is initialised with z0 = 0. Note that

the matrix vector products arising during the process, see line pairs 11,12 and 13,9,

can be reused, this way inducing a considerable cost reduction.

i

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

SSOR (A, f, uj, v){
L := StrictTrianguIarLower(A)
D := Diagonal(A)
N := StrictTrianguIarUpper(A)
ÏOÏ i := l,... .v do

if (i = l) then

z := ijjf

else

z := ((1 - u;)D + wN)z + ujf

end

z := ForwardSub(D - wL, z)
z := ((1 - uj)D + o;L)z + ujî

z := BackwardSub(D - wN.z)
end

return (z)

}

store ujIjZ for next step

- store tuNzfor next step

or triangular ones. A low storage requirement, on the other hand, can be attained by

dropping small entries and/or by limiting the number ofnon-zeroes in each triangular
factor.

The factorisations that we are going to review in the following are either based on

the LU decomposition or its symmetric pendant, the LDLT decomposition, both ex¬

plained in Golub and Van Loan (1996). These (complete) decompositions can be

computed in several ways, depending on the order in which the original matrix A

is traversed and so can their incomplete counterparts. Amongst the possible vari¬

ants we opt for the standard incomplete LUfactorisation (with threshold) (ILUT),
due to its flexibility. In view of the symmetry of our system matrices we consider

two additional ones, namely the symmetric ILUfactorisation (ILUS) and the Crout

ILUfactorisation (ILUC). A derivation and comparison ofthese factorisations can be

found in Saad (2003).

In order to reduce fill-in, we assume that all matrices passed to the incomplete fac¬

torisation routines have already been reordered such as to allow for sparse factors.

As mentioned above, all of the incomplete factorisations which we will present are

equipped with a dropping strategy, which can be chosen such, as to accept all en¬

tries. Hence, the sparsity patterns of the exact decompositions represent a kind of
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Figure 7.2 (left) Reordered input matrix Areo (right) An incomplete approximation of

the LU factors Lreo and Uroo. Note that the regions shaded in dark grey have already
been processed and are only read-accessed. The grey region is under construction

and is therefore read/write-accessed. The regions shaded in light grey have not yet
been processed.

upper bound in terms of fill-in. The required reorderings are computed by means of

the nested dissection routine provided by the METIS library, see Karypis and Kumar

(1998).

ILUT This LU decomposition variant traverses the matrix A in a rowwise fashion,

thereby computing one row of the matrices L and U at a time, see Figure 7.2.

The loops that are necessary to perforai this incremental factorisation can be

organised as follows.

1: fori := 1,. . . ,mdo
2 : w := Aj,:

3 : for j := 1
,
i - 1 do

4 : Wj := 'WjfUj^j
5 : wJ+ l:n := Wj+ i:„ -WjUj.j+ i

6: end

7 : Li',l:t-l := wi:7-_i, L,-,i := 1

8: Uii:„ := W;:n

9: end

The aforementioned dropping strategies are now inserted in the code. The

will-be Lij entry, i.e. w3-, which is computed on line 4, is compared against
the product efiroP||A,j.:||. If the entry is considered to be negligible, w7- and

hence L;j are set to zero and the update on line 5 is skipped. After termi¬

nation of the inner loop, the vector w contains the new accepted entries of

the ith row of L and U, respectively. These entries are once more compared

against edroP||Ai,:|| (hence affecting the new U entries only) and dropped if

too small. Of all accepted w entries only the p largest will-be L and will-be U

entries are then kept. Note that these rules have been taken from Saad (2003),
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Algorithm 7.9 Given a (sparse) symmetric matrix A, a drop tolerance fdmp and an

integer p, this algorithm computes an incomplete LU factorisation A œ LU. The

factors L and U will thereby have not more than p entries per row, respectively. Each

of the entries is guaranteed to have a modulus which is larger than fdrop times the

norm ofthe corresponding row ofA. Since the vectors arising during the computation
are likely to be sparse, all vector updates are implemented in "sparse mode".

i: ILUT (A. edrop. p){
2: fori := l m do

3 : w := A,j:
4 : p := ||w||
5: for j := 1

,
i - 1 do

6: Wj := Wj/UjJ
7 : Wj := Dropdwj I < edrop P)
8 : if (wj = 0) then

9: Wj+ i:„ := Wj+ i:n
- WjUjj+ y-.n

10: end

ii: end

12: Wi | i:„ := Drop(|wi| 1:n| < edropp)
13: wi:;_i := KeepLargest(wi:i_i.p)
14: wi| h,, := KeepLargest(wj|]:T),p)
15: L;,i:i_i := W]:i-_i, Li;i := 1

16: Ui,i:„ := MVi:n

17: end

18: return (L, U)
19: }

where a discussion and an analysis of the latter can be found. Algorithm 7.9

implements the entire process.

Remark Note that the inner loop can be interpreted as forward substitution of

the block Ui:;_i,i^_i with right hand side A;;i:;_i and immediate update of

the future row \Jn:n.

ILUS Since the system matrices that we deal with are symmetric but not necessarily

positive definite, it is natural to compute an LDLT decomposition. To that

end, we consider the matrix A as if it were symmetrically augmented one

row/column per iteration, see Figure 7.3. The code fragment that performs
the necessary computations can be derived by comparing corresponding ma¬

trix subblock and is formulated in the following way.
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Figure 7.3 (left) Reordered input matrix ArPO (right) An incomplete approximation
of the LDLT factors Lrco and Droo. Note that the regions shaded in dark grey have

already been processed and are only read-accessed. The grey region is under con¬

struction and is therefore read/write-accessed. The regions shaded in light grey have

not yet been processed.
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Di.i :

LM: =

fori : =

= AM
1

2 ndo

w := Ai^i-i
for j := 1..

. . .
i - ldo

wj := Wi/Di.i
-i

end

Lj,l:i-1 := Wi:,_i

Di,; := AiA - wi:

end

wj, 1:i_!
- (wjDj,j)Lj1 -i.il i

Li.i : =

-lDi:i_ 1,1: iwL,,

The dropping strategies applied in the ILUT case are now carried over and

adapted accordingly. This means that the will-be entry Li/;-, i.e. Wj, which is

computed on line 6, is compared against the product of a drop tolerance fdrop

times the norm of the ith subrow A^i^_i of A. If the entry is considered to

be negligible, Wj and hence L,;,j are set to zero and the update on line 7 is

skipped. Of all the entries in w only the p largest are kept and finally stored

into L. These rules have again been taken from Saad (2003). Algorithm 7.10

implements this process.

Remark The inner loop can be interpreted as forward substitution of the

block Li:«_i,i:«_i with right hand side Ay:i^^i. The repeated application
of this process is rather expensive and thence alternatives have been devel¬

oped, e.g. expansion into a truncated Neumann series or reformulation as least

squares problem, see Chow and Saad (1997). Unfortunately, the sparse L fac¬

tor must then be easily accessible in rowwise and columnwise fashion, which

requires a data structure (companion structure) that almost doubles the storage

requirement. Hence, we refrain from further investigating this approach.
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Algorithm 7.10 Given a (sparse) matrix A, a drop tolerance fdrop and an integer p,

this algorithm computes an incomplete LDLT factorisation A fa LDLT. The fac¬

tor L will thereby have not more than p entries per row. Each ofthe entries is guaran¬

teed to have a modulus which is larger than edrop times the norm ofthe corresponding
subrow ofA. Since the vectors arising during the computation are likely to be sparse,

all vector updates are implemented in "sparse mode".

1: ILUS (A, edr0p, P){
2: Di,i := Ai.i

3: Li,i :=1

4 : fori := 2,. . . ,ndo
5: w := A,',i:;_i
6: p := ||w||
7 : for j := 1,... ,i - 1 do

8: wi :=wj/gjj
9: Wj := Drop(|wj| < edrop P)

10: if (Wj = 0) then

11: Wj+ i:i_i := Wj+ i:;_i
- (wjDj^Lj+ i;^-l.j+i

12: end

13: end

14: wi:i_i := KeepLargest(w]:,•_],/))
15: Lt,l:i-l := wi:i_i.Li;i := 1

16: D/,i := A/.i - w^i-iDi^-i.i^-iw}.^,
17: end

18: return (L, D)

19: }

I LUC If we interpret the matrix A as sum of rank one matrices of decreasing size,

as shown in Figure 7.4, we obtain yet another symmetric factorisation routine.

This routine performs a partial rank one update on the lower right portion of A,

as soon as a new column of L is available. A possible code fragment that

performs the decomposition might be of the form

l: Di,i := Ai.i

2: Li:n;i := Ah^i/D],]
3: fori := 2,. . . ,ndo
4: W := Ai:nyi
5: for j := l,... ,i - 1 do

6 : w := w - Li,jDj;jLi:n,j
7: end

8: Dij := wi

9: ~Li:n,i = w/Djj
10: end

The dropping strategies applied in the ILUC case basically correspond to the

ones used in the ILUS algorithm. Note that there exist alternatives which refine
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Figure 7.4 (left) Reordered input matrix ArPO (right) An incomplete approximation
of the LDLT factors Lrco and Droo. Note that the regions shaded in dark grey have

already been processed and are only read-accessed. The grey region is under con¬

struction and is therefore read/write-accessed. The regions shaded in light grey have

not yet been processed.

the simple dropping criterion by considering the influence ofa dropped entry on

the inverse of the corresponding factor. These strategies have been developed
and tested by Böllhofer (2001) and generally yield only a slight improvement
over the standard criterion employed in the ILUS algorithm, wherefore we

continue to use the latter, see also Li, Saad, and Chow (2003). Algorithm 7.11

implements the entire process.

Remark In contrast to the foregoing incomplete factorisations, we do not re¬

quire any (implicit) forward or backward substitution to be carried out, which

renders this method particularly attractive.

7.3.3 AINV, RIF

Let A be a symmetric invertible matrix and let Z be a set of n pairwise complex-A-

orthogonal vectors whose non-vanishing pseudo A-norms are stored in the diagonal
matrix D. Then, by virtue of the equivalence

ZTAZ = D ^ A1 = ZD1ZT, (7.13)

one can immediately express the inverse ofA without having to perform virtually any

computations. The simplicity of this relation gives rise to two (approximative) fac¬

torisations, one for A and one for A""1, both easily computable, if such a basis Z can

be constructed without much ado. Fortunately, this can be accomplished by complex-

A-orthogonalising a linearly independent set of initial vectors, in our case the unit

vectors, in a (modified) Gram-Schmidt like fashion as shown below.
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Algorithm 7.11 Given a (sparse) symmetric matrix A, a drop tolerance fdrop and an

integer p, this algorithm computes an incomplete LDLT factorisation A œ LDLT.

The factor L will thereby have not more than p entries per row. Each of the entries

is guaranteed to have a modulus which is larger than fdrop times the norm of the

corresponding subrow of A. Since the vectors arising during the computation are

likely to be sparse, all vector updates are implemented in "sparse mode".

1: ILUC (A, edrop, P){
2: D|,i := Ai.i

3: Ll:„,l := Ai:n;i/Di;i
4 : fori := 2,. . . ,ndo
5: w := A,-:„,,-
6: p := ||w||
7 : for j := 1,... ,i - 1 do

8: w := w - L,.yDj;jL,-:T!.y
9: end

0: D/,i := wi

1: W2:t!-î+1 := DrOp(|w2:T!-i+l| < edrop P)
2: W2:n-i i i := KeepLargest(w2:„-t \ \,p)
3: Li:n,i := w/DM
4 : end

5: return (L, D)
6: }

i: fori := 1.... .n do

2: Z:.; :=e,-

3:

4 :

a:= AZ;.;
for j := 1 i - 1 do

5:

6:

7 :

R;,i := a Z:.j
Z;yi := Z:;, - Rj,i/Dj;jZ;;j

end

8: Di.; :=aTZ:>i
9: *M,i :== AJ?',i

10: end

The initialisation of Z:.i with the ith unit vector (line 2) entails a resulting matrix Z

which is upper triangular. Moreover, the matrix-vector product on line 3 reduces

to a mere extraction and all the inner products (lines 5 and 8) can be shortened.

Note that the matrix R which accrues during the orthogonalisation fulfils the prop¬

erty ZD""1 R = I, allowing for an alternative fomiulation of Equation (7.13) reading

A = Z^DZ1 = RTD1R. (7-14)

Put differently, we can use the above code sequence to obtain either a complex-A-

orthogonal basis Z which can be used to express A""1, see (7.13), or to obtain an
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LDL' like factorisation for the matrix A, see (7.14). For the sake of brevity we

will not go into more detail, referring the reader to Benzi, Cullum, and Tuma (2000)
and Benzi and Tuma (2003) and references therein for derivations and extensive dis¬

cussions of this process, instead.

In contrast to the incomplete factorisation methods presented in the previous subsec¬

tion, where the amount of fill-in was limited by the the application of appropriate

reorderings, the amount of fill-in that might emerge in Z is not necessarily bounded,

i.e. Z might be a full lower triangular matrix. Hence, it is of paramount importance
to apply a stringent dropping criterion in order to contain memory consumption.

The strategy that we use differs from the one suggested in Benzi, Cullum, and Tuma

(2000) and Benzi and Tûma (2003). There, the authors suggest to drop entries from

the Z matrix, whenever their absolute value is smaller than a given threshold fdrop.

However, according to numerous experiments carried out on several complex-sym¬
metric matrices, this dropping criterion is too weak, this way leading to (incomplete)
factors Z which use a prohibitive amount of memory, even for (rather) large fdrop

values. Hence, instead of dropping according to the absolute value, we drop the en¬

tries Zjj, whose modulus is smaller than fdrop times the norm ofthe exact column Z,t.

Experiments have shown that the growth in number of non-zeros, even though still

impressive, can better be controlled by this choice.

The dropping of entries will result in an approximation of relation (7.13) giving rise

to the approximate inversefactorisation (AINV). In cases where one is interested in

working with the LDLT like factorisation shown in Equation (7.14), a second drop¬

ping is performed (also calledpost-filtering), eliminating all R?-)?- entries, whose mod¬

ulus is smaller than fdrop times the norm of the exact column R^. This will lead to

the robust incomplete factorisation (RIF). Algorithm 7.12 shows two implementa¬
tions which perform these factorisations.

Remark In order to ensure an efficient computation one has to resort to rather in¬

volved data structures whose storage consumption is all but negligible.

7.3.4 Hierarchical Matrices (J^-Matrices)

The sparsity pattern exhibited by matrices that are assembled following the FEM

paradigm reflects the arrangement of the basis functions w.r.t. their support intersec¬

tions. The main idea behind ,'/C-Matrices2, see Hackbusch (1999), consists in using

Despite the naming, -if-Matrices are not related to iï"-Matrices defined in Berman and Plemmons

(1994), for example.
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Algorithm 7.12 Given a (sparse) symmetric matrix A and a drop tolerance fdrop,

the AINV algorithm (top) computes an incomplete complex-A-orthogonal upper tri¬

angular basis Z, such that ZTAZ œ D holds, (bottom) The RIF algorithm, keeps
the R entries arising during the execution ofAINV and returns an incomplete LDLT

factorisation A k, RTD_1R. Note that this method requires the use of a so called

companion structure in order to efficiently handle both matrices Z and R simultane¬

ously. The maintenance of this structure slows down the method considerably and

increases its peak memory usage.

i: AINV(A,edrop){
2 : for i := 1,... ,n do

3 : W := e;

4: a:=Ai;ij
5 : for j := 1,... ,i — 1 do — Gram Schmidt process

6: Rj;7- := ai:j.Zi:j;j
7: w := W -Rj.i/DjjZ] :_/,_/

8: end

9: Wi:i_i := DrOp(|wi:i_i| < edrop)
10: Dj,j := a|..Wi:i
11 : R/'.i := D/.i

12: Zi:i), := Wi;i

13 : end

14 : return (Z, D)

15: }

i : RIF (A, edr0p){
2 : fori := 1,... ,n do

3 : W := e;

4: a:=Ai:,)7-
5 : for j := 1 i — 1 do — Gram Schmidt process

6: Rj)7 := a1.J.Zi:j)j
7: w := w - Rj^/Dj.jZpj.j
8: end

9: Wi:i_i := DrOp(|wi:i_i| < edrop)
10: Rl:/-1.; := DrOpdRi:»-!,;! < edrop)
11: Di,j := aT..Wi:i
12 : R7)j := D7)j
13: Zi:i.j := W|;j

14 : end

is : return (R, D)
16

this sparsity pattern dependency, which in combination with the geometrical informa¬

tion of the mesh can be used to find appropriate function clusters. Functions whose
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Figure 7.5 (left) Sparsity pattern of a matrix obtained by discretising the PDE (7.15)

by means ofthe FEM (see following example). No reordering has been applied to the

matrix, (right) Visualisation of the data structure used to store the input matrix. The

entries have been clustered according to their Euclidean distance yielding numerous

small dense blocks. The so obtained clusters are then reordered in such a way as

to have their near-field neighbour-clusters in possibly adjacent index positions. The

remaining far-field clusters are summed up into low-rank block approximations. The

figures in the panels represent the rank of the corresponding block.

supports are located closely to each other are thereby said to lie in their mutual near-

field, whereas functions which are located too far apart barely exhibit any interaction

and are said to lie in their mutual farfield. This property is taken advantage of, by
first grouping functions which lie in their mutual near field into clusters. The interac¬

tion ofthe latter is then very efficiently expressed by means ofhierarchical structures,

typically trees. A very detailed analysis and discussion ofthe involved data structures

and algorithms can be found in Hackbusch (1999), Grasedyck and Hackbusch (2003)
and Börm, Grasedyck, and Hackbusch (2005).

The reordering of the discretisation arrangement induced by the tree structure is re¬

flected also in the sparsity pattern. Functions belonging to the same cluster obtain

similar indices. Hence, the arising matrix will exhibit dense blocks mostly along the

diagonal and sparser ones in off-diagonal regions, mainly depending on the cluster

size that is specified. In order to save storage, dense blocks are stored explicitly,
whereas sparse blocks are approximated by low rank matrices whose accuracy and

maximum rank can be specified by the user. The "sparsity pattern" corresponding to

a typical cluster tree structure is shown in Figure 7.5.
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An interesting property of ,/f-Matrices consists in the preservation of the cluster

structure, once it has been set up as described above. This choice is mainly moti¬

vated by the fact that the Green's functions associated with many positive^ elliptic
PDEs decay rapidly enough to allow for a good spatially confined approximation
around the position where they are evaluated. In matrix terms this means that the in¬

verse of the obtained discretisation matrix, like the original matrix itself, exhibits the

important entries mainly around the main diagonal. Put differently, the ,/{-Matrix

approximation scheme is especially well suited for such positive elliptic PDE oper¬

ators. Unfortunately, this locality behaviour is no longer observed if the matrix is

indefinite. Hence, preserving the cluster structure to approximate nonpositive elliptic
PDEs requires that the crude low rank approximations used for the far field blocks

are accurate, entailing a prohibitive amount of memory in order to obtain reasonable

inverse approximations. To illustrate the different behaviours we give the following

Example We consider the Heimholte problem

-AW(x)-fc2«(x) = /(x), xGO=[0,l]2,
m<~

u(x) = 0. xGfiO. {- }

This PDE is elliptic by definition, see Braess (1997). Yet, depending on the choice

of the parameter k and on the discretisation method we obtain matrices that can be

positive definite, positive semidefinite or indefinite.

We discretise the above problem by means of first order nodal finite elements over a

triangular mesh and consider the discretised Green's function Gfc(x; z) evaluated at

an arbitrary point z e Q, as shown in Figure 7.6. As can be seen from the plots, the

function Go (z; x) is rapidly decaying and can hence be well approximated by means

of a few functions whose support is close to z. Its dependency is confined to the near

field only. The function G2r,(z; x) on the other hand, has a significant dependency
which spreads over the entire domain. Thus, considering functions whose support lie

in the near field only is not enough.

Instead of considering approximate inverses one can also compute approximate ma¬

trix factorisations, such as an LU decomposition or an LDLT decomposition. As

mentioned before, MJ-Matrices preserve their cluster structure and impose it on their

factors, too. Hence, crude approximations will be inaccurate over entire off-diagonal
blocks. Unfortunately, small perturbations in the factors tend to lead to large pertur¬
bations in their inverses if the matrix, as it is the case for indefinite problems, is not

friendly enough. Therefore, the factorisations tend to be too inaccurate and the ac¬

curacy has to be chosen rather high, which in turn increases the rank and the storage

consumption of the off-diagonal blocks.

3
By positive we mean that the matrices obtained by one of the aforementioned discretisation schemes

will be positive definite.
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Figure 7.6 Discretised Green's function evaluated at z, i.e. at the intersection point
of the two paraxial coordinate lines, (left) The quite rapid decay of Go(z; x) ensures

a good approximability by means of a modest number of element functions located

in the vicinity of z. (right) The strongly oscillating behaviour of G 2.5 (z; x) requires
that element functions all over the domain are used in order to obtain a reasonable

approximation.

We have extensively tested ^-Matrix approximations, whereby all the computa¬
tions were performed with the HLib4 package provided by Steffen Börm and Lars

Grasedyck from the Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik in den Naturwissenschaften.

We extended the package, in order to handle complex arithmetic as well. Compar¬
isons with the incomplete factorisation approximations introduced in the Subsec¬

tions 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 showed that the latter outperform the hierarchical approxima¬
tions in terms of memory consumption and runtime, wherefore we refrained from

investigating ,^-Matrices any further.

Remark An attractive feature of .yf'-Matrices concerns their potentially efficient ap¬

plication, a property which can be ascribed to the tree-like storage fashion. For matri¬

ces which are sparse enough, matrix-vector products can very efficiently be evaluated.

Unfortunately, this feature is lost when the density exceeds a certain level.

7.3.5 Two-Level Hierarchical Basis Preconditioner

As already pointed out in Chapter 4, we model our problems by means of finite el¬

ement function bases which allow for a hierarchical organisation. By this we mean

that the linear hybrid element functions constitute a subset of the quadratic hybrid
element functions, see Subsections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, this way representing two levels

w.r.t. the polynomial degree of the basis functions. In case of a second order approx¬

imation, refer to Section 4.5, we can therefore renumber the model functions in such

4The package and example routines can be found at http : / /www. hiib. org
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Figure 7.7 (left) Typical sparsity pattern exhibited by a matrix that is obtained by

discretising a cavity by means of the FEM using the linear hybrid element func¬

tions introduced in Subsection 4.3.1. Notice how the matrix structure mentioned in

Section 4.5 is revealed, (right) Application of the FEM method to the same mesh

as before, this time using the quadratic hybrid element functions given in Subsec¬

tion 4.3.2, yielding matrices of size 15'445x 15'445. Note how the upper left block

(of size 4'317x4'317) is almost identical to the matrix shown on the left. Again, the

matrix structure postulated in Section 4.5 is revealed.

a way as to obtain a 2 x 2 block structure

ÄW=ffn M and B(«>=(?n ?12V
VA21 A22J VB21 B22/

where the subblocks An and Bn are identical to their linear counterparts A^

and BW up to boundary condition differences listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Figure 7.7

shows the typical sparsity patterns exhibited by linear and quadratic matrix pairs re¬

ordered in the aforementioned way. Recall that the system matrix that needs to be

preconditioned corresponds to A = A^) — crB^, see (6.14), and therefore exhibits

the same block structure as well.

The preconditioner that we are going to present in the following has been suggested

by Bank (1996) and successfully applied by Geus (2002), where the problems were

real symmetric. The 2x2 block structure described above can nicely be exploited to

approximately solve problems of the type

Mn A12\ /zA
=

/fA

\A2\ A22J Vz2/ \fV
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by means of either a block-Jacobi iteration or a symmetric block-Gauss Seidel itera¬

tion, see Hackbusch (1985). These iterations are very similar to the ones introduced

in Subsection 7.3.1 and the corresponding recursions read

zf +^An'ffi-A,^')

z<t+1):=A^(f2-A21zf>)

for the block-Jacobi case and

t := A^Cfi-Aiaz^)

4k+1) := A^fa-Aatt)

z^-ArM-A^*'1))

for the symmetric block-Gauss-Seidel case. Since we are interested in mere approx¬

imations of the block-vector z, it is sufficient to approximately solve for the systems
in An and A22, respectively. Therefore, any two methods OPu and OP22 approxi¬

mating the action of the inverses of the two diagonal blocks can be plugged into one

of the above block schemes. Note that similar to the unblocked versions shown in

Subsection 7.3.1, we iterate the corresponding block-scheme v times, yet, without

applying any damping mechanism. Algorithm 7.13 performs the necessary computa¬
tions.

Remark Typical applications ofthis preconditioner solve exactly for the (1,1) block,
whereas the (2,2) block is treated with an economical approximation scheme such as

damped Jacobi or SSOR, thence leading to calls like

TwoLeveI(A, PARDISO(An, •), DampedJacobi(A22. '.^ ^dj), f• ^tl)

or

TwoLeveI(A, PARDISO(Alt, •), SSOR(A22. -, u. i/Ssor), f• ^tl),

done this way in Geus (2002).

7.3.6 Restricted Additive Schwarz, Two-Grid Method

The construction of preconditioners based on the domain decomposition paradigm
has gained at lot of interest over the last years. This is primarily due to the fact

that such a decomposition accomplishes a certain decoupling of the unknowns which
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Algorithm 7.13 Given a (sparse) matrix A, a right hand side f, two operators OP^

approximating the inverses of the matrix subblocks A^ and an integer v, this algo¬
rithm computes an approximation z « A""1 f by performing v iteration steps of either

the block-Jacobi or the block-Gauss-Seidel preconditioner, when applied to the 2 x 2

block matrix A. Note that the initial solution z0 is chosen to be zero.

1: TwoLevel (A. OPu. OP22, f, v){
2 : Ai2 := UpperRightBIock(A)
3 : A21 := LowerLeftBIock(A)
4 : switch (TvvoLevelType)
5 : case Jacobi:

6: zi :=OP„(f,)
7 : Z2 :=OP22(f2)
8: fori := 2,..., v do

9: t:=OPn(fi-Ai2Z2)
10: z2 := OP22(f2 - A21Z1)
11: zi := t

12 : end

13 : case Gauss-Seidel:

14 : t:=OP„(f,)
15: Z2 :=OP22(f2-A2lt)
16: zi := OPn(fi - Ai2z2)
17 : fori := 2,. . .

,
ü/do

18: t:=OPii(fi-Ai2z2)
19: z2 :=OP22(f2 A2]t)
20: zi := OPn(fi - Ai2z2)
21: end

22 : end

23 : return (z)
24 : I

in turn allows for a parallel treatment of the single subblocks. Moreover, tackling
several small problems is generally easier than affronting the entire problem and, if

the subproblem solutions can intelligently be merged, one typically obtains quite a

good overall solution approximation.

In order to obtain a decomposition into d subdomains we make use of the equal-size

d-way graph partitioning routine provided by the METIS library, see Karypis and

Kumar (1998). This routine regards a given symmetric matrix as adjacency matrix

associated with an undirected (weighted) graph G = (V. E), where the set of ver¬

tices V = {1,..., n} represents the n degrees of freedom and the edge set E =

{(i. j)\Aij 7^ 0} represents the couplings between the vertices. Based on this infor¬

mation, it computes a minimal d-way graph partition. This means that a subdivision

of the graph into d non-overlapping components is computed in such a way as to

(approximately) minimise the (weighted) edge cut between the latter.
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Adopting the notation introduced in Cai and Sarkis (1999), the routine returns d dis¬

joint index subsets Vf whose union corresponds to V. If we augment each index

subset V-] by the indices of the neighbouring vertices in the graph G, we obtain new

index subsets V]1 D U/1, which constitute a one-overlap partition of V. Using this

idea recursively, we can define a «5-overlap partition of V satisfying («5 e No)

d

V=[jvf and V? D Vf~L D
...

D V)°.
i-\

where S is called the level of overlap. Associated with each subset we define a re¬

striction operator Rf G E",xn, which is a matrix with ones in the diagonal positions

specified by Vf and zeroes elsewhere, and a matrix Ef consisting of the unit vectors

with indices Vf (sorted in ascending order).

By defining E as the matrix with the block-columns E", we can construct the "re¬

ordered" matrix

Areo = ETAE, (7.16)

which will exhibit a sparsity pattern with d rather dense diagonal blocks, whereas the

number of off-diagonal entries is possibly kept low. Since the sparsity structure of

the matrix is directly depending on the mesh stracture used to discretise the domain,

one can expect the reordering to be also appropriate for a domain decomposition.

Figure 7.8 shows two typical matrices, their reordered counterparts and the corre¬

sponding decompositions.

As can be seen from Figure 7.8, it is usually not possible to decompose the domain

and hence to reorder the matrix in such a way as to yield empty off-diagonal blocks.

In fact, the entries in the latter represent the couplings between the single subdo-

mains, represented by the white regions appearing in the subdomain plots. Neglect¬

ing these couplings is actually very desirable from the parallelisation point of view,
since this implies a total decoupling of the subdomains. The modified linear system
of equations then decays into d disjoint subsystems, each of which can be solved

independently. Note that this corresponds to applying

d

K1 (rf, 0) = Y, EjCE^AE?)-1 Ef, (7.17)
i-i

that is considered an approximation of A""1 and is referred to as block-Jacobi pre¬

conditioner for the matrix Areo in (7.16), see Saad (2003). Unfortunately, any sort

of information exchange between adjacent subdomains would take place only during
the computation of the residual, this way considerably slowing down the overall con¬

vergence. Hence, for such a method to be competitive, it is mandatory to consider at

least a modest amount of overlap.
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Figure 7.8 The domains depicted in the rightmost column are discretised by means

of the FEM using quadratic hybrid element functions. In both cases we obtain a ma¬

trix whose sparsity pattern is shown in the leftmost column. The computation of an

(equal-size) 4-way and 6-way graph partitioning followed by the reordering of the

unknowns according to the newly obtained partitioning leads to matrices whose spar¬

sity patterns are shown in the middle column. Note the striking similarity between

the patterns of the original matrix and the patterns of the subdomain matrices.

As seen before, one can easily increment the level of overlap Ö and equipped with

the so obtained matrices Ef we can extend the approximate inverse given in Equa¬
tion (7.17) obtaining

d

Kll(d>6) = l]Ef(EfTAEf)1EfT, (7.18)
>-i

a preconditioner referred to as (overlapping) additive Schwarz (AS), see Toselli and

Widlund (2005). The major drawback ofthe AS preconditioners (7.18) consists in the

inappropriate way that the subproblem solutions are merged. The parts ofthe solution

which lie in the overlap region get too much weight. Note that this overshooting can

be tamed by applying special weighting schemes, which are typically constructed by
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Algorithm 7.14 Given a (sparse) complex-symmetric matrix A, a right hand side f,

an operator OP which approximately solves linear systems and two integers rf and Ô,
this algorithm applies the RAS preconditioner in order to compute the approxima¬
tion z œ A_1f. The index sets that are necessary to perform the RAS process are

obtained, by computing an equal-size rf-way graph partitioning of the graph induced

by the (adjacency) matrix A, followed by an overlap level increase up to Ö. The inner

systems defined by the restrictions of A onto the subdomains are solved by applying
the OP routine. Note that the initial iterate z0 is implicitly set to zero.

i : RAS (A, d, S, OP, f){
2: [\f] := DWayGraphPartitioning(A,cQ
3 : [Vf] := ComputeOverIap(v;0, A,5)
4: fori := 1,... ,ddo
5: t:=OP(Avsvs.fvS)

i '
i i

6 : Zyo := tyO
i i

7: end

8 : return (z)
9: }

means of a partition of unity approach and give rise to the so called weighted AS

(WAS) schemes, see Cai and Sarkis (1999).

Another possibility to circumvent the overshooting problem consists in restricting the

local solutions to their respective original domain, leading to

d

KrL(^) = J]R?Ef(EfTAEf)^Ef, (7.19)
i-i

a preconditioner referred to as restricted AS (RAS), see Cai and Sarkis (1999). In

contrast to (W)AS schemes, the RAS scheme (7.19) is no longer symmetric, at least

not for levels of overlap Ö > 0. Note that there exist symmetrised variants ofthe RAS

preconditioners, which unfortunately, according to Cai and Sarkis (1999), are not as

competitive as the (standard) RAS schemes. A routine setting up the required quan¬

tities and performing the necessary computations is given in form of Algorithm 7.14.

Remark Actually, additional variants such as the weightedRAS (WRAS) and the RAS

with harmonic extension (RASH) can be formulated, see Frommer and Szyld (2001).
In the same article, the authors have shown that most of these AS preconditioner
derivatives are guaranteed to lead to convergence, yet, under the assumption of being

applied to M-matrices — a requirement which our complex-symmetric matrices do

not satisfy.
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Note that similar to the two-level preconditioner introduced in Subsection 7.3.5, we

relax on demanding the use ofthe inverse in Equation (7.19) and allow for its replace¬
ment by any reasonable (approximative inverse) operator OP has.

As mentioned before, it is of paramount importance that the information propagation
between subdomains is granted, in order for the method to be effective. The first step
in this direction consisted in increasing the level of overlap between adjacent subdo-

mains, in order to strengthen the coupling between them, when solving by means of

the RAS method. To further improve on interconnectivity between the subdomains,

we consider a so called coarse grid correction (CGC). The idea behind this additional

step is to implicitly restrict the original problem onto a coarser grid, on which we (ap-

proximatively) solve for a correction, which is finally prolongated and used to update
the current approximation.

Similar to the domain decomposition approach described above, where we have (in¬

directly) decomposed our domain by applying a graph partitioning routine to the un¬

derlying (adjacency) matrix, we extract the "coarse grid" information from the matrix

as well. In fact, we do so by considering all the degrees of freedom (graph vertices)
associated with linear hybrid functions as "coarse grid vertices". This choice is moti¬

vated by the distribution of the linear hybrid functions across the entire discretisation

mesh, this way allowing for a quick and even information spread over the domain.

By appropriately combining both ingredients we finally obtain

rfc = f - Azfc,

Zfr t 1/3
= zk + Knis(d.6)rk,

rA-ti/3 = f - AzA.ti/3,

zk \ 2/3
= zfe | i/3 + CGC(rk | 1/3)

^k \ 2/3
= f - AzA. | 2/3,

Zfe| 1 = zfe|2/3 + K^s(rf,(5)rfc

which is also referred to as two-grid iteration, see Hackbusch (1985) for a derivation.

A function carrying out the necessary computations is represented by Algorithm 7.15.

Remark The two-level preconditioner presented in Subsection 7.3.5 can be inter¬

preted as coarse grid correction operator OPccc, if it is used in Jacobi mode and if

the function invocation has the form

TwoLevel(A,OPii,I,rfe+1/3,1).

One readily sees that the result corresponds to a solution of the problem restricted to
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Algorithm 7.15 Given a (sparse) complex-symmetric matrix A, a right hand side f, an

operator OPras which approximatively solves the inner systems in the RAS scheme,

an operator OPcgc which performs a coarse grid correction on the residual and two

integers rf and 6, this algoritlim applies the two-grid scheme (RASoCGCoRAS) in

order to compute the approximation z œ A""1 f. The application of a locally accurate

solution process followed by a coarse grid correction and finalised by a reapplication
of the initial local process can be interpreted as a coarse grid correction sandwiched

by a pre-smoother and a post-smoother. Note that we chose z0 to be zero.

i : TwoGrid (A, d, 6, OPRAS, OPcgc, f){
2 : z := RAS(A, d, S, OPras , f)
3 : r := f — Az

4: z :=z +OPcgc(r)
5 : r := f — Az

6: z:=RAS(A,d,<J,OPRAs,r)
7 : return (z)

8:}

the space of linear hybrid functions only. Note that in analogy to the foregoing cases,

we relax on the requirement of OPn being the inverse of the (1,1) block and allow

ourselves to replace it by any reasonable approximation.



Experiments

Experimental confirmation ofa prediction is merely a measurement. An

experiment disproving a prediction is a discovery.

— Enrico Fermi —

This chapter is devoted to the verification and investigation of characteristics that are

inherent to our models and to the adopted methods used to solve our problems. We

thereto start with a comparison of the two hybrid element function bases introduced

in Chapter 4 and confirm our claim about the superiority of high order over low order

functions in terms of approximation power. The next set of experiments will then

assess the influence and the behaviour ofPMLs used to absorb outgoing waves.

We will then turn our attention away from model dependent characteristics towards

more algebraic ones. As discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 it is of paramount importance,
from the efficiency point of view, that the correction equations arising in the Jacobi-

Davidson (JD) algoritlim are (approximatively) solved efficiently. Therefore, we will

compare several combinations of linear solvers and preconditioners in order to gain

insight in their behaviour.

Finally, before tackling a true VCSEL cavity problem, we will assess the influence of

a few ofthe parameters that are typical for our JD solver and that have been introduced

in Section 6.4.
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8.1 First vs. Second Order Elements

The goal of this section is to investigate the impact of the order of the element func¬

tions onto the approximation quality. To this end, we performed several experiments
on the simplest possible axisymmetric cavity geometry, i.e. a hollow cylinder en¬

coated by PEC material, also referred to as pillbox cavity. By hollow we mean that

the cylinder is evacuated, which implies that the permittivity and the permeability
tensor (throughout the cavity) correspond to the identity matrix, i.e. e = /x = I3.

As shown in Jackson (1999), one can construct the exact solutions associated with a

pillbox cavity by means of a separation ofvariables ansatz. In this way one obtains

a closed form expression for the eigenvalues reading

A^)
=

1 b'2 )R +l7T H
' I n

= 1,2,3,...
Äm,n,l\ \ ) ^ m-n > I U

where bm.n is the nth root ofthe mtli Bessel function ofthe first kind Jm(p) and b'm n

is the nth root of its derivative J'm(p), see Abramowitz and Stegun (1972) for a defi¬

nition of the functions.

Remark Waveguides are devices which are assumed to have a constant cross section,
which is infinitely extruded in one direction. Waves that are excited in such a waveg¬

uide will then propagate along this direction. Homogeneous waveguides consist of

one material only, and the field patterns that describe the resonance characteristic of

such a homogeneous waveguide can be grouped into two categories, see Jin (1993).
Field patterns that have no magnetic field component in thQ propagation direction are

said to be transverse magnetic (TM) modes, field patterns that have no electric field

component in the propagation direction are called transverse electric (TE) modes.

Note that it is common to adopt this nomenclature to cavities also.

In order to validate our approach we have discretised the cavity's cross section

Qp = [0, R] x [0, H] = [0,1] x [0, 2]

by means of a sequence of non-uniform triangular meshes, obtained by Matlab's

PDE toolbox mesh generator, as well as by a sequence ofuniform rectangular meshes.

Moreover, we employed the linear hybrid element functions1 introduced in Subsec¬

tion 4.3.1 as well as the quadratic hybrid element functions1 introduced in Subsec¬

tion 4.3.2. We then computed a few eigenpairs associated with some selected eigen-

*Due to the constant tangential and linear normal field projections along element edges, linear hybrid
element functions are also referred to as CT/LN elements. Analogously, the quadratic hybrid element

functions, whose field projections along edges exhibit a linear tangential and a quadratic normal behaviour,

are also referred to as LT/QN elements.
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Table 8.1 (top) The sequence oftriangular meshes is obtained by consecutively quar¬

tering each triangle of the predecessor mesh, (bottom) The uniform rectangular grids
have been chosen such as to consist of about the same number of elements as their

triangular pendants, (top/bottom) The problem sizes correspond to the sizes of the

(first order) matrices A^ and B^ and the (second order) matrices A^ and B^)

described by (4.29) and (4.30), respectively. The meshwidth h corresponds to the

largest element circumcircle diameter of the corresponding mesh.

Mesh Problem size Meshwidth

\v\ \E\ \T\ CT/LN

379

LT/QN
1'279

h

103 276 174 0.2423

379 1'074 696 1'453 4'993 0.1391

1'453 4'236 2'784 5'689 19'729 0.0793

5'689 16'824 H'136 22'513 78'433 0.0452

22'513 67'056 44'544 89'569 312'769 0.0257

Mesh Problem size Meshwidth

\V\ \E\ \R\ CT/LN

541

LT/QN
2'053

h

190 351 162 0.1571

703 1'350 648 2'053 7'993 0.0786

2'850 5'587 2'738 8'437 33'301 0.0382

H'175 22'126 10'952 33'301 132'313 0.0191

44'850 89'251 44'402 134'101 534'613 0.0095

values of the pillbox cavity, whereby we considered the mode numbers rn = 0,1.

Note that the arising matrix eigenvalue problems were real. Table 8.1 summarises

the relevant mesh parameters and the matrix sizes induced by the mesh/element type

combination.

According to Hiptmair (2002), we expect that employing linear element functions

would yield eigenfunction approximations whose error is Cf(h), whereas using qua¬

dratic element functions would yield eigenfunction approximations whose error is

ô (ti2). Here, h denotes the the meshwidth ofthe underlying triangulation, see Ciarlet

and Lions (1991) for a definition. The errors of the eigenvalues associated with the

aforementioned eigenfunction approximations, on the other hand, are then expected
to be ô'(h2) in the linear case and Cf(hA) in the quadratic case, respectively. In fact, a

look at the plots shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2, where the relative approximation errors

of a few eigenvalues are depicted, suffices to confirm the predicted error behaviour.

An immediate consequence of the afore cited convergence order superiority is the

approximation efficiency superiority of quadratic element functions over linear ones.
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Figure 8.1 Comparison of CT/LN and LT/QN element approximations over triangle

meshes, (left) Relative errors of the eigenvalue approximations to A^q , Xcn{ '

(TI'1)
and \on against meshwidth h. (right) Relative errors of the eigenvalue approxima-

(TIC) A(TM) (TM)
tions to X\0f , X\10

! and X\n against meshwidth h.
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By this we mean that the number of degrees offreedom (DOFs) that are necessary to

reach a desired approximation error is more favourable for second order approxima¬
tions than for first order ones. Let us introduce the quantity DOFper digit (DpD),
which is defined as the factor by which the total amount of unknowns has to be in¬

creased, in order to decrease the relative eigenvalue approximation error by an order

ofmagnitude. Then, the figures shown in Table 8.2 make the higher efficiency evident

— a strong argument in favour of higher order approximations.

Figure 8.2 Comparison of CT/LN and LT/QN element approximations over uniform

rectangle meshes, (left) Relative errors of the eigenvalue approximations to Aq10 ,

AqX|
' and Àq11

^
against meshwidth h. (right) Relative errors of the eigenvalue

approximations to X\m' , X\ {q

^ and A^ \
' against meshwidth h.
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Table 8.2 The number of DOFs that is necessary to reduce the relative eigenvalue

approximation error by an order of magnitude has to be increased by the factor

DpD[A] for triangular meshes and by the factor DpD[D] for rectangular meshes,

respectively. Note that in order to decrease the relative eigenfunction approximation
error by an order of magnitude, one has to increase the amount ofDOFs by DpD[A]2
and DpD[A]2, respectively.

CT/LN LT/QN

DpD[A] DpD[D] DpD[A] DpD[D]
\(TM)
A010 11.85 9.75 3.11 3.13

.(TM)
A01l 11.59 9.68 3.29 3.13

.(TV)
A01l 9.30 11.05 2.77 3.12

.(TE)
A101 11.34 9.55 3.30 3.26

\(TM)
A110 9.28 9.62 3.38 3.13

\(TM)
Alll 9.84 9.62 3.34 3.13

8.2 The Perfectly Matched Layer (PML)

In this section we investigate the functioning of PML material which, according to

Section 2.3, is used to appropriately truncate the computational domain and hence

to "close" the cavity. To this end, we consider the problem of computing resonance

frequencies and fields of afree dielectric sphere, i.e. of a dielectrically loaded sphere
which is immersed in vacuum. Clearly, the resonance fields of this cavity extend to

infinity, wherefore one speaks of an open resonator cavity problem.

Due to the simple geometry, it is possible to derive closed form expressions for the

solutions ofthis resonance problem, see Gastine, Courtois, and Dormann (1967). The

eigenvalues can thereby implicitly be described by characteristic equations reading

(n > 1)

TE:

TM:

Jn-dkZ^R) 1 HfUkZPBlJÏ)

n Jn-l{kZl,)R) ne

'

"fAC^/v^)

where Ju(p) and Hf, ' (p) are the Bessel and Hankel functions of the first and second
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kind, see Abramowitz and Stegun (1972), R is the radius of the sphere and c its

permittivity. Note that the sought eigenvalues A^ are equal to the squares of k^\,
where the latter denotes the Mi root ofthe corresponding characteristic equation with

index n.

As mentioned before, we close open resonator cavities by truncating their domain. In

order to allow for the (actually) infinite extent of the resonance fields, we then clad

the truncated domain by means of a finite PML, whose task it is to emulate infinity

by absorbing (all) outgoing waves. In this way, the Sommerfeld radiation condition

mentioned in Section 2.3 is enforced. Finally, we encoat this absorbing layer by
PEC material, such as to close the cavity on the one hand and allow for a simple set

of boundary conditions on the other hand. Figure 8.3 shows the setup used in this

example and a possible mesh for the truncated domain showing the different media.

The absorption property of the PML is established by choosing appropriate permit¬

tivity and permeability tensors in the interior of the PML region. In order to avoid

the arising of spurious reflections along the (inner) PML boundary, these tensors are

chosen to locally match thQ tensors of adjacent domains, this way providing for a

continuous transition. An elegant way of accomplishing such a smooth transition

between tensors has been derived in Teixeira and Chew (1997) and its simple appli¬
cation renders it particularly appealing for our FEM models. In fact, one gets by with

simply modifying the original material tensors of the domain ilp when entering the

PML region, i.e.

a (r\ a (r.\ _ / £(r)> AM r G Qp \ Opml

enew^i).nnew[r)-^ A(r)f(r)jA(r)A(r) rGOpML

Here, the diagonal modification tensor A(r), which needs to be continuous, is of the

form

K( s r (r(r)sz(z) r r{r) *r(r
A(r)

=

diag rT. -r~--bz(z)sr(r
v

r sr{r) r\r) r sz(z,

where, sticking to the choice made in Greenwood and Jin (1999), we have

sAr) = 1 ,
. /T_rfN2 ,

/ „

(8.1)
l^ia(^)\ d<r

w

2

l-m(^)
.

z<-d

sz(z) = { 1.
W

-d<z<d (8.2)

l_/a(£=rf)2, d<Z

r(r) ={ ^ d<r
(8.3)
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Figure 8.3 (left) The dielectrically loaded sphere (dark) with radius R and permittiv¬

ity s is immersed in vacuum (white). In order for the computational domain to be

finite, we truncate the "infinite" domain at distance d from the centre and clad it with

a PML (light) of width w. Finally, we impose PEC boundary conditions along the

outermost boundary (bold line) such as to "close" the cavity, (right) Mesh showing
the different media involved. Note that choosing w large might increase the number

of elements in the PML and thus the problem size by a considerable amount.

w

w

Adopting the new tensors enew and ßnew will guarantee a reflectionless transition

into the PML domain and, due to the increasing imaginary contribution of the mod¬

ification tensor A towards the PEC boundary, see Equations (8.1), (8.2) and (8.3), a

(partial) absorption of the waves impinging in the PML.

Remark As a matter of fact, all ofthe quantities introduced above have been derived

under the assumption that the waves hitting the PML are plane waves, see Sacks,

Kingsland, Lee, and Lee (1995). Devices with complicated material arrangements
will produce complicated resonance field patterns which, in the close proximity ofthe

device itself can not be considered to be plane. Fortunately, these fields are "plane"

enough at an already modest distance d from the device. Hence, it is common to
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chose d equal to a small number of wavelengths in the material (e.g. 4 to 8 times)

associated with the resonance field one is interested in, see Streiff (2004).

Due to the limited width w of the absorbing layer and its limited "capability" a in

attenuating fields, see Equations (8.1), (8.2) and (8.3), incoming waves (with high

energy) might reach the PEC boundary before having been extinguished by the PML

material, where they would be entirely reflected. Such waves can then reenter the

truncated domain as spurious incoming waves, this way offending the Sommerfeld

radiation condition. Hence, choosing the width and the absorption parameter a ap¬

propriately is of paramount importance.

Note that an additional source of spurious reflections is introduced by the finite ele¬

ment discretisation of the PML region itself, see Figure 8.3. The former assumption
on the continuity of the modification tensor is then no longer valid, this way caus¬

ing refractions and reflections of outgoing waves in the interior of the PML. Hence,

discretising the PML by too many elements might lead to a loss in its performance.

In order to assess the behaviour of PML truncated regions and to verify the above

claims we performed a series of experiments. We have discretised the domain shown

in Figure 8.3, whereby the sphere had radius R = 1 and permittivity e = 10 through¬
out all experiments. We computed the fundamental mode of this resonator cavity,

(TI'1)
i.e. we computed approximations to XKn .

The PML's distance from the origin
has been kept fixed at ef = 3. The mixed meshes were generated by means of the

MDRAW tool provided by ISE. The inner region (sphere and vacuum) has thereby
been discretised by elements whose width h was not larger than 0.05, whereas the

PML has been meshed by elements whose width h was not larger than 0.15. In all

experiments, second order hybrid functions were used.

In a first run we varied the width w ofthe PML for a fixed parameter a = 5 and could

observe, what we have stated above. Too small widths allow waves to pass the PML

region and, after being reflected, reenter the domain. Too large widths w give rise

to many small discontinuities in the (discrete) modification tensor, this way inducing

multiple (small) refractions and reflections, which eventually might cumulate, see

Figure 8.4.

In a second run we varied the parameter a ofthe PML, keeping the width w = 3 fixed.

A look at Equations (8.1), (8.2) and (8.3) reveals that small values of a induce a low

attenuation and vice versa. Hence, choosing a too small will allow waves to pass the

PML and be reflected, giving rise to spurious incoming waves. Choosing it too large,
on the other hand, will induce larger discontinuities in the (discrete) modification

tensor, this way giving rise to unwanted (multiple) refractions and reflections, see

Figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.4 (left) [a = 5] The relative error of the fundamental mode approximation

(and of its real and imaginary parts) starts to decrease for increasing PML width w,

due to the decreasing discontinuities in the modification tensor and the increase in

time it takes for a wave to traverse the PML. After having reached the optimum, a

slight deterioration of the PML quality can be noticed, (right) [w = 3] The de¬

crease in the relative error of the fundamental mode approximation (and of its real

and imaginary parts) for increasing a is mainly due to the increasing absorption rate.

Again, after having reached the optimum, a deterioration of the PML quality due to

the increasing amount of discontinuity in the modification tensor can be noticed.
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8.3 Solver and Preconditioner Performance

This section is dedicated to the investigation of the linear solvers and precondition¬
ers that we have introduced in Chapter 7. Some of these algorithms have originally
been developed to be applied to matrices with special properties — properties, which

lead to very efficient algorithms but which our matrices do not exhibit. The remain¬

ing algorithms, on the other hand, have been designed to be applicable as black box

methods and can hence be used for general matrices, yet at the price of not being as

efficient as the aforementioned ones. In order to gain insight in the behaviour ofthese

methods when they are applied to our problems, we have performed numerous tests,

whose results shall be presented in the following.

Recall that we apply linear solvers (and preconditioners) to solve correction equa¬

tions of the form (6.19) arising during the execution of the Jacobi-Davidson (JD)

algorithm. Hence, in order to obtain meaningful results, we performed our inves¬

tigations on typical systems that are encountered after a few JD iteration steps. To

mimic such a situation we assumed the knowledge of a (good) eigenpair approxi¬
mation (0. q) and used this to construct the residual r(8, q), the projector P defined
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Table 8.3 The meshes that we used to generate the test matrices were obtained by

discretising the geometry depicted in Figure 8.3 by means of ISE's MDRAW tool,
where the parameters were chosen as e = 10, d = 3, uu = 4, a = 5 and mode

number m = 1. The number of non-zeros of the system matrix (A — #B) differs

only slightly from nriZA- Thus, the effective memory usage of the system matrix

corresponds to 16 • nnzA Bytes, approximatively.

Name Mesh Matrices

\V\ \E\ \T\ \R\ 7? M(i,D nn^A /W^B

^i 3'975 9'205 2*710 2'521 48'669 12'701 715'132 290'509

&i 7'671 16'528 Till 6'147 9L810 23'393 1'433'800 540'629

^ 10'361 21'947 2'846 8'741 125'599 3L369 1'963'291 726'613

in (6.19) and the system preconditioner KSVb defined by (6.20). To be more precise,
we considered the preconditioned equation

KbVbPT(A - 0B)c = KbVbPTr(ö, q). (8.4)

which we solved by means of Krylov space methods with initial approximation c =

0. Note that 9 = p(q) is the Rayleigh quotient (6.6), the matrix Q (appearing in the

definition of the projector) was assumed to be empty and, given a target value r, we

constructed a preconditioner K such that K œ (A — rB). In order to push the com¬

ponents to their limits, each iterative solver was allowed to perform only 100 iteration

steps and the approximation was considered as converged, if the associated (precon¬

ditioned) residual norm was eim = 10"~q times lower than the initial (preconditioned)
residual norm (when using GMRes).

The matrix pencils (A. B) used throughout the experiments have been obtained by

discretising the geometry shown in Figure 8.3 (e = 10, d = 3, w = 4, a = 5

and mode number m = 1) using three meshes with decreasing meshwidth h and

adopting the second order hybrid element functions introduced in Subsection 4.3.2.

The relevant properties of the matrices are summarised in Table 8.3.

The tests performed in the Subsections 8.3.1 to 8.3.5 were all carried out on the

smallest problem ß>y shown in Table 8.3. Since some solvers and preconditioners
mentioned earlier exhibit their weaknesses already on small problems, we use these

initial tests to sort out early the poorest candidates. The algorithms that perform best,

will then be applied to the problems '^2 and J03, in order to assess their scale-up
behaviour.

Note that the convergence criteria used are shown in the solver implementations given
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in Section 7.2. This implies that the runs carried out using the GMRes algorithm

employ the preconditioned residual, whereas the runs associated with the other meth¬

ods (COCG, QMR and BiCGStab) employ the true residual. According to inequal¬

ity (7.11), this can safely be done, if the preconditioners K that are used induce a not

too large condition number «(K""1 A). We verified this condition in all test cases.

Remark All the measurements have been carried out on a machine equipped with

an Intel® Pentium® D processor clocked at 3 GHz with 1 MByte of L2 cache and 2

GByte of main memory running the Fedora core 3 system.

8.3.1 Linear Solvers

In the first experiment, we want to investigate the influence of the distance between

the target value r, used to construct the preconditioner K « (A — rB), and the actual

shift 0 defining the system matrix (A — 0B), see (8.4).

Due to the design of the JD algorithm, eigenpairs close to r are likely to converge

first. This implies that the next few eigenpairs which the eigenvalue solver is going
to aim at, will have an increasing distance from the target value. The raising gap \9 —

t\ induces a deterioration of the preconditioner quality w.r.t. the underlying system,
since the system matrix is then no longer close to the preconditioner constructed in

the beginning.

In order to assess the influence ofthe gap on the performance ofthe different iterative

solvers, we kept the eigenpair approximation (9. q) fixed and altered the target value,

such as to increase its distance from 0. To precondition the systems, we used exact

LDLT factorisations ofthe matrices (A — rB), the former being computed by means

ofthe PARDISO package. Table 8.4 summarises the relevant figures arising from the

measurements.

As expected, the solvers require more iterations it and hence more time tba\ to solve

the systems for increasing gap size. In addition, the differences between the solvers

become more evident, as can be seen from the last few rows. The GMRes algorithm
is always fastest in terms of solution time, whereas the BiCGStab algorithm is always

slowest, which is due to the almost double amount of work that is performed by the

latter in each iteration step. Hence, the BiCGStab method will not be considered any

further.

The QMR and the COCG algorithms perfonn almost identically, yet we prefer the

former over the latter, due to its more robust behaviour experienced in other exper-
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Table 8.4 The increasing distance between the target value r (used to construct the

preconditioner) and the actual eigenvalue approximation 9 has an immediate influ¬

ence on the iteration number it and hence the solution time tsoi required to solve the

correction equation. Note how the time per GMRes iteration step (slowly) increases,
due to the increasing amount of work performed during the construction of the or¬

thonormal basis, see Algorithm 7.1. Note further that the time per BiCGStab iteration

step corresponds to about twice the time per QMR or COCG iteration step, due to the

twofold application of the system matrix and the preconditioner per loop execution.

The entries z[e] in the it columns indicate that the solver did not converge in 100

iteration steps and returned an approximation with relative residual norm z • 10e.

Gap GMRes QMR COCG BiCGStab

0-t\ it

5

£so]

0.7

it

6

fo\

0.8

it föol it tso\

0.02 6 0.7 3 0.7

0.52 15 1.8 19 2.2 19 2.0 10 2.0

1.02 22 2.6 29 3.2 31 3.2 18 3.6

1.42 28 3.4 36 4.0 36 3.7 23 4.7

1.92 34 4.2 52 5.7 52 5.4 37 7.6

2.42 41 5.1 69 7.5 70 7.2 50 10.3

2.92 48 6.2 86 9.3 85 8.7 60 12.3

4.12 63 8.6 3 [-6] 10.9 7[-6] 10.3 100 20.6

iments. Moreover, the QMR algorithm exhibits a smoother convergence behaviour

than the COCG method, see Figure 8.5 — a further argument in favour of QMR.

An important characteristic that has not been mentioned so far concerns the mem¬

ory consumption. The QMR, the COCG and the BiCGStab algorithm, being based

on the (bi-orthogonal) Lanczos process, all get by with a modest number of vectors,

needed to perform the corresponding iteration. The GMRes algorithm, belonging to

the Arnoldi family, needs to store all of the past iterates and its memory requirements
are thus considerable. As we have indicated in Subsection 7.2.1, we can contain

storage consumption by restarting the algorithm, typically at the price of slower con¬

vergence.

Figure 8.6 shows the effects of several restart sizes when solving the second to last

problem shown in Table 8.4. The overall amount of iteration steps that is required

might increase by a noticeable factor for decreasing restart sizes, finally culminating
in non-convergence in the allowed amount of iteration steps. Therefore, the conver¬

gence behaviour of GMRes being not entirely understood, care has to be taken when

choosing a restart size.
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Figure 8.5 In general, the relative residual norms obtained by the QMR and the COCG

algorithms do not differ too much. Yet, due to the smoother convergence behaviour

of the QMR method and due to its more robust behaviour in some observed cases, it

seems more advisable to opt for the QMR algorithm.
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Due to the observations made during these experiments and due to the reasons given

above, we continue our investigations by restricting ourselves to the use of GMRes

and QMR, the latter being only applicable in combination with symmetric precondi¬
tioners.

8.3.2 Fixed Point Iterations (Jacobi, SOU SSOR)

The first preconditioners that we have investigated, are the fixed point iteration based

methods presented in Subsection 7.3.1. As mentioned there, these methods are known

to be effective, when dealing with diagonally dominant, positive definite or M-matrices.

In other cases it is hard to prove their convergence or to predict any kind ofbehaviour

at all. Our matrices, being complex-symmetric with complex spectrum, are not diag¬

onally dominant let alone positive definite or M-matrices.
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Figure 8.6 By restarting the GMRes algorithm, convergence is usually delayed and

might thus be more likely not to occur in the prescribed iteration number limit. Hence,

making use of the restart option is only reasonable if memory is short or if excellent

preconditioners are used.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Nonetheless, we have performed several experiments using the damped Jacobi scheme,

the SOR scheme and the SSOR scheme as preconditioners for the GMRes and the

QMR solvers. We have thereby varied the damping parameter uj and the number

of repeated applications v. Not surprisingly, none of the combinations lead to con¬

vergence in the admitted number of iteration steps. Therefore, we decided not to

investigate these preconditioners any further and consequently, we desist from using
them in the following.

8.3.3 Incomplete Factorisations (ILUx, AINV, RIF)

Constructing the preconditioner K for the correction equation by means of the ex¬

act LDLT factorisation, as has been done in Subsection 8.3.1, is very often not af¬

fordable in terms of memory consumption, especially when one is dealing with a

three dimensional problem. The amount offill-in introduced by decomposing the (re-
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ordered) matrix is all but negligible in general, leading to rather storage consuming
factors. To avoid excessive memory usage, it is therefore common to resort to approx¬

imative/incomplete factorisations, such as the ones introduced in Subsections 7.3.2

and 7.3.3.

The usefulness of an approximative factorisation depends primarily on its storage re¬

quirement, often referred to as operator complexity and usually expressed as the mul¬

tiple p of the storage used by the system matrix, and its ability to reduce the time tb0\

needed to solve the underlying (correction) equation to a desired tolerance. Consid¬

ering that during the execution of a JD run we have to solve numerous correction

equations the setup time thU is only of secondary relevance.

The drop tolerance ecilop and the number of allowed non-zero entries per row p play
a decisive role for the quality of the factorisation. The first observation that we made

when testing these preconditioners was that limiting the number of non-zeroes is

unwise. Some of the rows of the factors might need to become full in order for

the preconditioner to be effective — a requirement that could never by satisfied for

inappropriate values p. Hence, we abstained from varying the number of allowed

non-zeros per row and set p = n in all our experiments.

Remark In general, setting p = n makes a prediction of the memory consumption

impossible. Yet, as we shall see in the following, the operator complexity of the fac¬

tors obtained by the LDLT decomposition seems to be bounded around 4, whenever

we input a matrix generated by our model.

The second observation concerns the gap between target value r and eigenvalue ap¬

proximation 9. We performed several experiments for varying target values and drop
tolerances and couldn't notice any appreciable change in setup time and storage re¬

quirement. Hence, for given 9 k> 0.88 + 0.097?", we opted for a target value r =

1 + 0.1/ and performed a series of experiments for decreasing drop tolerances edtop-

The so obtained ILUT, ILUS, ILUC, AINV and RIF factorisations were used as pre¬

conditioners for the GMRes and the QMR solvers, yielding the figures shown in

Tables 8.5 and 8.6.

By considering the p values and the solution times t so\ induced by the ILU family fac¬

torisations, we see that ILUT can immediately be discarded, because of its excessive

memory usage due to the non-exploitation of symmetry. The ILUS and the ILUC de¬

compositions, storing only one triangular matrix, behave as expected, i.e. their mem¬

ory requirement and their performance can nicely be steered by fdrop- Note that in

cases where convergence is attained in the allowed number of iteration steps, ILUC is

more efficient in terms of solution times. Therefore, we will henceforth discard ILUS

and use ILUC, whenever an incomplete LU factorisation is required.
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Table 8.5 Comparison of the incomplete factorisations ILUT, ILUS and ILUC in

terms of setup time, operator complexity, number ofiteration steps and solution times,
when applied as preconditioner for GMRes (top) and QMR (bottom). Note that the

operator complexity for an exact factorisation corresponds to p k> 6.9 in the ILUT

case (being non-symmetric) and to p « 3.6 in the ILUS and ILUC case (obtained by
PARDISO's LDLT factorisation). The entries z[e] in the it columns indicate that the

solver did not converge in the allowed number of iterations and returned an approxi¬
mation with relative (preconditioned) residual norm z 10 e.

GMRes ILUT ILUS ILUC

fdrop

101

fu p it tsol ^su P it tsol ^su P it ^sol

7.9 0.3 4[-2] 9.0 8.1 0.5 l[-6] 9.6 11.3 0.6 1[-1] 9.7

10~2 8.3 1.1 9[-2] 9.7 10.8 1.5 3 [-2] 11.5 14.0 1.6 1[-1] 11.7

10"3 9.2 2.6 2[-2] 11.3 13.5 2.4 2[-l] 13.3 16.4 2.5 3 [-2] 13.6

10~4 10.9 4.3 6[-2] 12.9 15.3 3.0 4[-2] 14.4 17.9 3.0 3 [-2] 14.7

10"5 12.0 5.7 2[-2] 14.6 16.1 3.3 7[-3] 14.9 18.4 3.3 3 [-3] 15.1

10"6 12.8 6.4 4[-31 15.1 16.7 3.4 44 5.4 18.9 3.4 23 2.6

10~7 13.2 6.6 5[-41 15.3 16.7 3.4 9 1.0 18.9 3.4 8 0.9

10~8 13.2 6.8 44 5.5 16.8 3.4 8 0.9 18.9 3.4 8 0.9

io-9 13.2 6.8 13 1.5 16.9 3.5 8 0.9 18.9 3.5 8 0.9

QMR ILUS ILUC

fdrop

101

^su P it tsol fu P it ^sol

8.0 0.5 1[0] 4.7 11.0 0.6 1[0] 5.0

102 10.8 1.5 1[0] 6.8 14.1 1.6 1[0] 6.9

10~3 13.6 2.4 1[0] 8.6 16.5 2.5 6[-l] 8.8

10~4 15.3 3.0 5[-l] 9.7 17.9 3.0 3[-l] 9.9

10~5 16.2 3.3 5[-2] 10.2 18.5 3.3 2[-2] 10.3

10~G 16.6 3.4 58 6.1 18.9 3.4 27 2.9

107 16.7 3.4 11 1.2 18.8 3.4 9 1.1

10~8 16.8 3.4 8 0.9 18.9 3.4 8 1.0

10~9 16.9 3.5 8 0.9 18.9 3.5 8 0.9

The AINV and the RIF factorisations, the latter being based on the former, both

exhibit huge setup times. Moreover, AINV factors experience a tremendous fill-in,

which immediately disqualifies this decomposition for our purposes. The RIF fac¬

torisation, whose setup times shall generously be ignored for the moment, exhibit a

memory consumption which is comparable to the one attained by ILUS and ILUC.

Yet, a quick look at the solution times and at the number of solved problems suffices
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Table 8.6 Comparison of the (incomplete) AINV and the RIF in terms of setup time,

operator complexity, number of iteration steps and solution times, when applied as

preconditioner for GMRes (top) and QMR (bottom). Note that the operator complex¬

ity for an exact factorisation corresponds to p « 3.6 in the RIF case. The entries

z[e] in the it columns indicate that the solver did not converge in the allowed number

of iterations and returned an approximation with relative (preconditioned) residual

norm z • 10e.

GMRes AINV RIF

fdrop £su P it *sol fu P it *sol

101 8.6 0.5 4[-l] 9.5 10.8 0.3 7[-l] 9.1

10~2 13.3 2.8 2[-l] 14.8 15.3 0.9 3[-l] 10.4

103 30.5 9.4 3 [-2] 26.7 32.4 1.9 6[-3] 12.3

10~4 75.9 21.7 3[-3] 55.0 76.4 2.7 l[-3] 13.9

10~5 121.2 29.4 l[-2] 70.2 116.3 3.2 5[-4] 14.7

10~6 142.2 36.6 7[-3] 82.8 141.1 3.4 5[-4] 15.2

10~7 156.6 41.6 l[-3] 91.0 156.5 3.4 3 [-4] 15.3

108 158.7 42.7 9 8.6 162.9 3.4 14 1.6

QMR AINV RIF

fdrop fu P it ^ol fu P it ^ol

101 8.4 0.5 1[0] 4.7 10.8 0.3 1[0] 4.4

102 14.1 2.8 1[0] 9.2 15.3 0.9 1[0] 6.1

10~3 30.4 9.4 1[0] 21.8 32.5 1.9 1[0] 7.5

10~4 76.4 21.7 1[1] 47.9 77.2 2.7 1[0] 9.3

105 116.8 29.4 1[0] 62.7 117.0 3.2 1[0] 10.0

106 142.9 36.6 1[0] 79.1 143.5 3.4 1[0] 10.3

10~7 158.9 41.6 6[-l] 85.8 156.1 3.4 5[-l] 10.5

10~8 158.7 42.7 10 9.4 157.9 3.4 15 1.7

to see that the symmetric ILU type factorisations are to be preferred over RIF, where¬

fore the latter shall not be considered any further.

Remark Our implementations of the ILU type factorisations, the AINV decomposi¬
tion and the RIF factorisation are by no means optimised in terms of setup time. By

rewriting the code in such way as to better exploit the hierarchical memory structure

of nowadays machines, quite a bit of improvement could be expected, especially for

the AINV and the RIF preconditioners. However, the poor performance of ILUT,

AINV and RIF in terms of memory usage and/or preconditioning effect would not be

improved by such an optimisation.
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8.3.4 Two-Level Hierarchical Basis Preconditioner

The figures shown in the preceding subsection reveal that the storage needed to con¬

struct efficient preconditioners by means of (incomplete) factorisations amounts to

3 to 4 times the storage of the system matrix itself. For large problems, this factor

makes itself heard and more economical preconditioners, such as the two-level (hier¬
archical basis) preconditioner introduced in Subsection 7.3.5, have to be applied.

The idea behind this preconditioner is to consider the system matrix as 2 x 2 block

matrix, where the (1,1) block consists of all entries associated with the linear hy¬
brid element functions and the (2,2) block of all entries associated with the quadratic

hybrid element functions. As shown in Subsection 7.3.5, these systems are then ap-

proximatively solved by means of a z/-fold application of either a block-Jacobi or a

symmetric block-Gauss-Seidel step, where the required (1,1 ) and (2,2) block inverses

are approximated by appropriate operators OPn and OP22-

We experimented with several combinations for OPn and OP22 and the first observa¬

tion was that the (1,1 ) block needs to be solved accurately, in order to obtain effective

preconditioners. Fortunately, it is a typical characteristic of the matrices obtained by
our FEM model that the size of the (1,1) block constitutes (only) about one quarter
of the total matrix size, see Table 8.3. Hence, choosing OPn to be the exact LDLT

factorisation obtained by PARDISO will lead to an affordable factorisation.

The second observation, concerning the accuracy of the (2,2) block solutions, was

that opting for too cheap a method to approximate this block, such as the fixed point
iteration schemes described in Subsection 7.3.1 for example, lead to ineffective pre¬

conditioners. Hence, we opted for the potentially more expensive ILUC factorisation

of the (2,2) block, and used it to construct OP22- Clearly, the memory consumption
ofILUC depends on the choice of fdrop-

In addition, we noted that choosing v larger than one had a beneficial effect on the

number of iteration steps required to solve the system to the desired accuracy. There¬

fore, we tested the two-level preconditioner for increasing (modest) values v and de¬

creasing drop tolerances fdrop, leading to the figures summarised in Table 8.7, where

the GMRes solver was used, and in Table 8.8, where the QMR solver was applied.

The operator complexity p ofthis preconditioner varies between 1.5 to 2.5, depending
on the type of block iteration scheme (in combination with v) and on fdrop- The

low p value is due to the fact that the (2,2) block can be factorised without producing
too much fill-in — a property which derives from the fact that the supports of the

quadratic element functions, compared to the ones of the linear element functions,

are mainly disjoint, this way allowing for good reorderings. Hence, we can save a
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Table 8.7 Comparison ofthe two-level preconditioner in terms of setup time, operator

complexity, number of iteration steps and solution times, when applied as precondi¬
tioner for GMRes, one time in block-Jacobi mode (top) and one time in symmetric
block-Gauss-Seidel mode (bottom). The operator complexity p on the left side of

the slash is attained when applying the block-Jacobi method exactly once. Note that

with itu and tfnl we denote the iteration count and the solution times that we ob¬

tained for a iy-fold application of the blocked method per preconditioner application.
The last row in each table shows the characteristic values obtained when the (2,2)
block is solved exactly (by means of PARDISO's LDLT factorisation). The entries

z[e] in the it columns indicate that the solver did not converge in the allowed num¬

ber of iterations and returned an approximation with relative preconditioned residual

norm z • 10e.

GMRes Block-Jacobi

fdrop

5.2

P

0.9/1.4

it1 if5 it3 H4 tt5

10.3

t2

13.9

t3

17.6

t4

21.2

t5
''sol

101 2[-l] 1[-"1] 3[-l] 3[-l] 2[-1] 24.9

10~2 5.3 1.1/1.6 4[-2] 2[-2] 7[-2] 5[-2] 7[-2] 10.6 14.6 18.5 22.6 26.5

10~3 5.5 1.2/1.7 4[.3] 4[-3] 3[-3] 5[-3] 3[-3] 10.9 15.2 19.5 23.8 28.1

10~4 5.6 1.4/1.8 2[-4] l[-4] 2[-4] l[-4] l[-4] 11.1 15.6 20.1 24.6 29.1

10° 5.8 1.5/1.9 96 58 57 42 48 10.6 8.1 10.6 9.5 13.3

106 5.9 1.6/2.0 94 51 55 35 44 10.4 7.1 10.4 8.1 12.4

107 6.1 1.6/2.1 93 49 54 34 43 10.3 6.9 10.4 8.0 12.4

108 6.2 1.6/2.1 93 49 54 34 43 10.4 7.0 10.5 8.1 12.6

— 1.2 1.9/2.4 93 49 54 34 43 11.9 8.5 13.1 10.2 15.9

GMRes Symmetric Block-Gauss-Seidel

fdrop ^su P it1 i•it2 it3 it4 it3 f'sol
f2
'sol

t3

f'sol
t4
'sol

t5

f'sol

101 5.2 1.4 2[-l] 2[-l] 1[-1] 8[-2] (5[-3] 13.2 19.2 25.3 31.5 37.4

102 5.3 1.6 3 [-2] 5 [-2] 4[-2] 9[-3] :?[-3] 13.5 19.9 26.3 32.8 39.0

103 5.5 1.7 ]L[-3] 3[-3] 2[-3] 5[-4]
'

7[-5] 13.9 20.6 27.4 34.0 40.9

104 5.6 1.8 1L[-4] 9[-5] 7[-5] 6[-5] i)[-5] 14.1 20.9 27.9 34.8 41.6

105 5.7 1.9 55 40 34 30 29 6.6 7.4 8.6 9.8 11.5

106 6.0 2.0 49 35 29 26 24 5.8 6.5 7.5 8.6 9.7

107 6.1 2.1 47 33 27 24 22 5.6 6.2 7.0 8.1 9.0

108 6.2 2.1 47 33 27 24 22 5.7 6.3 7.1 8.2 9.2

1.2 2.4 47 33 27 24 22 6,4 7,3 8.4 9„7 11.0
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Table 8.8 Comparison ofthe two-level preconditioner in terms of setup time, operator

complexity, number of iteration steps and solution times, when applied as precondi¬
tioner for QMR, one time in block-Jacobi mode (top) and one time in symmetric
block-Gauss-Seidel mode (bottom). The operator complexity p on the left side of

the slash is attained when applying the block-Jacobi method exactly once. Note that

with itu and tfo{ we denote the iteration count and the solution times that we obtained

for a L/-fold application of the blocked method per preconditioner application. The

last row in each table shows the characteristic values obtained when the (2,2) block

is solved exactly (by means of PARDISO's LDLT factorisation). The entries z[e] in

the it columns indicate that the solver did not converge in the allowed number of

iterations and returned an approximation with relative residual norm z 10e.

QMR Block-Jacobi

fdrop ffaU P if it2 it3 it4 it5 f

LscA t2 t3 t4 t5

)1 Lt,o\ LscA

10s 5.2 0.9/1.4 3[-l] 2[-1] 2[-1] 1[-1] 2[-l] 5.9 9.5 13.1 16.8 20.5

102 5.3 1.1/1.6 1[-1] 2[-1] 5[-2] 4[-2] 7[-2] 6.1 10.1 14.1 18.0 22.0

103 5.5 1.2/1.7 2[-2] 3 [-2] l[-2] l[-2] l[-2] 6.5 10.8 15.0 19.3 23.5

104 5.6 1.4/1.8 l[-2] 5[-3] 5[-3] 2[-3] 4[-3] 6.7 11.2 15.6 20.1 24.6

10~D 5.8 1.5/1.9 3 [-7] 92 82 65 69 6.9 10.7 13.4 13.7 17.7

106 5.9 1.6/2.0 2[-71 77 73 48 60 7.0 9.2 12.2 10.5 16.0

10~7 6.1 1.6/2.1 l[-7] 68 70 46 57 7.2 8.3 12.0 10.2 15.5

108 6.2 1.6/2.1 ir-7i 68 70 46 57 7.3 8.4 12.2 10.4 15.7

— 1.2 1.9/2.4 l[-7] 68 70 46 57 8.8 10.5 15.5 13.3 20.2

QMR Symmetric Block-Gauss-Seidel

fdrop ^bU P it1 ,it2 tft3 î•t4 iit5 Ci *
.2 f

'sol
l
3

sol

4-4 4-5

Lsol Lt,o\

10s 5.2 1.4 7[-2] 8[-2] 1 [-1] 2[-l] 2[-l] 8.8 14.8 20.8 26.8 32.9

102 5.3 1.6 3[-2] 3[-2] 3[-2] 4[-2] 4[-2] 9.1 15.5 21.9 28.1 34.7

10~3 5.5 1.7 2[-2] 1 [-2] 1 R] 1|R] 1|[-2] 9.5 16.0 22.6 29.2 35.8

104 5.6 1.8 l[-2] 1 [-3] 3[-3] 2[-3] 2[-3] 9.7 16.5 23.3 30.1 37.0

10~D 5.8 1.9 75 53 46 41 41 7.4 9.0 11.1 12.9 15.9

106 5.9 2.0 68 43 34 31 28 6.8 7.5 8.5 10.0 11.2

10~7 6.0 2.1 58 39 32 28 25 5.9 6.9 8.1 9.2 10.2

108 6.1 2.1 58 39 32 28 25 5.9 7.0 8.2 9.3 10.2

1.2 2.4 58 39 32 28 25 6.9 8.2 9.7 11.1 12.3

noticeable amount of memory compared to the (incomplete) factorisation schemes

that are applied to the entire matrix, see Tables 8.5 and 8.6.
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The aforementioned beneficial effect of v > 1 values on the iteration count can be

observed for many ofthe tested preconditioner/solver combinations. Yet, considering
the solution times tso\ reveals that the gain induced by a repeated application is ap¬

parently lower than the additional costs that come along with the multiple evaluation

of OPtt and OP22. Moreover, choosing v too large, seems to lead to a degradation of

the block-Jacobi method.

We conclude by pointing out that the symmetric Gauss-Seidel variant outperforms
the Jacobi variant, both in terms of iteration count and solution time. Hence, unless

we want to perform exactly one iteration of block-Jacobi to precondition the system,
this way not needing to store the (2,1) and (1,2) blocks as well, there is no reason to

consider the block-Jacobi variants any further.

8.3.5 RAS, Two-Grid

The restricted additive Schwarz (RAS) preconditioner and the two-grid precondi¬

tioner, both introduced in Subsection 7.3.6, are based on the domain decomposi¬
tion principle. This principle consists in subdividing the computational domain into

several (possibly overlapping) regions, over which the corresponding portion of the

original problem is approximatively solved. The so obtained approximations are then

(intelligently) merged to a whole. Depending on the order in which the subdomain re¬

stricted solutions are approximated, i.e. sequentially or parallel, and on the way these

approximations are merged, i.e. by mere overlap, in a weighted fashion etc., one can

construct several preconditioners, e.g. the aforementioned RAS method described in

Subsection 7.3.6.

In order to improve on convergence, it is common to interleave two of the afore de¬

scribed subdomain approximation steps with a correction step carried out on a coarser

grid, such as to enhance the information flow among the subregions (and to quickly
annihilate low frequency components in the error associated with the current approx¬

imation, see Hackbusch (1985)). This triple step procedure gives rise to a two-grid

preconditioner, see Subsection 7.3.6.

The fact that the original problem is subdivided into several smaller problems, which

in our case can be tackled independently, renders these preconditioners particularly
attractive for parallelisation. When executed on a single processor however, care has

to be taken not to consume too much memory when solving the single subdomain

problems. In fact, computing an approximative solutions for each subproblem might

require more memory than computing one approximative solution for the entire prob¬

lem, if the overlap between the subregions is too large. Hence, these preconditioners
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are especially appealing, if the subproblems can be solved cheaply, i.e. by means of

memory efficient algorithms.

In order to investigate the behaviour of the RAS preconditioner when being applied
to our problems, we performed numerous tests. The subdomain problems were ap-

proximatively solved by using an ILUC factorisation. In cases where we analysed the

two-grid method, we incorporated the coarse grid correction by means of applying
the two-level preconditioner introduced in Subsection 7.3.5, whereby the (1,1) block

was solved exactly and the (2,2) block was tackled by a single Jacobi iteration step.

The RAS preconditioners obtained for drop tolerances edrop between 10""x and 10~"5

were absolutely ineffective and did not lead to convergence, irrespective of the num¬

ber of subdomains d and the level of overlap Ö we chose. For e drop's lower than 10"~5,
the preconditioner started to be effective, yet only for combinations of d and S which

lead to a remarkable storage consumption. In fact, the obtained p values were compa¬

rable to the ones we observed, when computing the ILUC factorisation on the original
matrix by using the same edrop- Moreover, the solution of the correction equation re¬

quired more iteration steps than in the ILUC case, making further investigations of

the RAS method unnecessary.

The situation was even worse, when two-grid preconditioning was employed. The

preconditioners did again not lead to convergence for drop tolerances edrop larger
than 10"~5. For tolerances lower than 10-5, rather quick convergence could be ob¬

served. However, the memory consumption was considerably higher than the one

assessed in the RAS case and also notably higher than the memory consumption ex¬

hibited by the exact LDLT factorisation by means ofPARDISO. Hence, we refrained

from investigating the two-grid preconditioners any further.

Remark We have tested these preconditioners on real valued problems as well and

their effectiveness was notably higher. This can most probably be explained by the

fact that the real system matrices are more appropriate for the RAS and the two-grid

method, see 7.3.6.

8.3.6 Scale-up Behaviour

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, we have so far only considered the

smallest problem shown in Table 8.3, in order to allow for an early sort out of the

weakest preconditioners. The disillusioning experience made throughout the forego¬

ing subsections, where the ineffectiveness ofmany ofthe investigated preconditioners
has become evident, leaves us with 3 valorous candidates, i.e. the LDLT factorisation
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Table 8.9 Applying the ILUC factorisation as preconditioner for the GMRes solver

(top) and the QMR solver (bottom) exhibits a similar behaviour as already seen

in Table 8.5. In fact, the preconditioner starts to be effective for drop tolerances

around edrop = 10-6. This way, we can expect a storage saving of about 10%

compared to the exact factorisation case. Note that the last row corresponds to the

exact factorisation computed by means of PARDISO's LDLT routine. The entries

z[e] in the it columns indicate that the solver did not converge in the allowed number

of iterations and returned an approximation with relative (preconditioned) residual

norm z • 10e.

GMRes
t^i t:^2 ^3

^drop 'su

18.2

P

3.3

it

l[-3]

^sol

14.9

t-su

61.2

P

3.7

it

7[-4]

^sol

30.8

'su

105.0

P

3.8

it

4[-4]

tsol

10"6 42.5

10"6 18.5 3.4 17 1.9 62.0 3.8 27 6.5 106.6 3.9 22 7.3

10~7 18.4 3.4 9 1.0 62.0 3.8 8 1.9 107.1 3.9 8 2.7

10~8 18.6 3.5 8 0.9 62.1 3.8 8 1.9 107.3 4.0 8 2.7

— 2.5 3.8 8 0.9 6.3 4.1 8 1.9 9.8 4.3 8 2.3

QMR ^i ^2 &53

^drop •su P it ^sol Uu P it ^sol ïsu P it ^sol

10"b 18.2 3.3 4[-2] 10.2 60.6 3.7 2[-2] 21.6 104.8 3.8 l[-2] 30.1

10"6 18.4 3.4 19 2.1 61.5 3.8 38 8.5 106.3 3.9 29 9.1

107 18.5 3.4 10 1.1 61.7 3.8 10 2.4 106.7 3.9 9 3.0

108 18.6 3.5 9 1.0 61.6 3.8 10 2.4 106.7 4.0 9 3.1

— 2.5 3.8 9 1.1 6.3 4.1 9 2.1 9.8 4.3 9 2.9

computed by PARDISO, the ILUC decomposition and the (symmetric block-Gauss-

Seidel) two-level preconditioner (in combination with ILUC).

The remaining part of this subsection and hence of our preconditioner investigation
will be devoted to the assessment of the 3 aforementioned preconditioners, this time

applied to larger problems, i.e. to the medium and the large sized problems iJ?2

and .^3 of Table 8.3. We have again performed several measurements and sum¬

marised their outcome in Tables 8.9, 8.10 and 8.11.

The ILUC and the LDLT factorisations, see the last rows of Table 8.9 for the latter,

perform as expected. For too large drop tolerances, the ILUC preconditioners are

storage friendly yet ineffective. By decreasing edrop, convergence crops up and the

iteration counts it as well as the solution times tso\ decrease rapidly. In these cases,

the storage consumption is about 10% lower than the one exhibited by the LDLT
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decomposition. Note that the operator complexity p of the exact factorisations is

always around 4 — apparently a property of the matrices obtained from our FEM

model.

Remark The setup times tsu achieved by the PARDISO package are about 7 to

10 times lower than the ones achieved by our ILUC implementation. This can be

ascribed to the use of involved and clever data structures, which allow for the efficient

exploitation of hierarchical memory structures.

We observe that in order for the two-level preconditioners to be effective, the (2,2)
block systems have to be solved to a minimum accuracy, see Tables 8.10 and 8.11.

Moreover, increasing the number of symmetric block-Gauss-Seidel applications v

has a noticeable impact on the number ofiteration steps, especially when using QMR.

Yet, the cost reduction induced by the decreased iteration count seems to be compen¬

sated by the cost growth due to the more expensive preconditioner applications.

The most important feature of the two-level preconditioners, however, concerns their

memory requirement. A quick look suffices to see that we can reduce storage con¬

sumption by almost a factor of 2 compared to the ILUC factorisation. Finally, notice

that solving the (2,2) block systems exactly is not indicated, as can readily be seen,

when considering the last rows of Tables 8.10 and 8.11.

8.3.7 Concluding Remarks

The results presented throughout this section reveal that constructing efficient precon¬

ditioners for the systems which arise during a run of the complex-symmetric Jacobi-

Davidson algorithm is not a trivial task. The main reason for this can be found in the

lack of useful algebraic properties which is typical for complex-symmetric systems.

Considering these circumstances, the two-level preconditioner performs extraordinar¬

ily well, especially when considering its low operator complexity. Unfortunately, its

effectiveness degrades with increasing problem sizes, as can be seen in Tables 8.10

and 8.11. Thus, when dealing with large problems, we are left with the ILUC fac¬

torisation (and with PARDISO's LDLT decomposition). Given the property that the

ILUC preconditioner becomes efficient for rather small drop tolerances edrop only, no

formidable storage savings can be expected.
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Table 8.10 Scale-up behaviour of the symmetric block-Gauss-Seidel two-level

scheme applied as preconditioner for GMRes to solve the problems fß>y, iJ?2 and ^3,

see Table 8.3. By decreasing edrop, we obtain increasing operator complexities p and

the setup times tsu. Here, itv and tfol denote the iteration count and the solution times

obtained for a z/-fold application of the blocked method per preconditioner applica¬
tion. The last row in each table shows the values obtained when solving the (2,2)
block exactly (PARDISO's LDLT). Entries z[e] in the it columns indicate that the

solver did not converge in the allowed number of iterations and returned an approxi¬
mation with relative preconditioned residual norm z 10e.

«^1 ILUC SymiTTetric Block-Gauss-Seidel

edrop tsu P it1 it2 it3 it4 it6 +1
4ol

t3

rsol
t4
''sol

t5

rsol

ict1 5.2 1.4 1[-1] 2[-l] 2[-l] 2[-2] 6[-4] 13.5 19.6 25.6 31.6 37.6

l(T2 5.4 1.6 2[-2] 3[-2] 4[-2] 5[-2] 5[-2] 13.8 20.1 26.6 32.9 39.3

10-3 5.5 1.7 U-3] 2[-3] 2[-3] 2[-3] 2[-3] 14.2 20.8 27.4 34.1 40.6

1(T4 5.7 1.8 6[-5] 5[-5] 4[-5] 4[-5] 3[-5] 14.3 21.2 28.1 34.9 41.8

1(T5 5.8 1.9 51 37 31 27 26 6.1 6.8 7.9 8.8 10.3

1(T6 5.9 2.0 49 34 29 25 24 5.9 6.3 7.5 8.3 9.8

l(Tr 6.1 2.1 48 33 27 24 22 5.8 6.2 7.0 8.1 9.0

1(T8 6.2 2.1 48 33 27 24 22 5.9 6.3 7.2 8.2 9.1

— 1.2 2.4 48 33 27 24 22 6.6 7.3 8.4 9.7 10.9

fß>2 ILUC Symmetric Block-Gauss-Seidel

fdrop t-su P it1 if2 tt3 it4 it5 p t2 t3 t4
6 so]

t5
lsol

îcr1 16.2 1.5 1[-1] 8[-3] l[-4] l[-6] l[-6] 26.7 38.9 51.1 63.3 75.4

icr2 17.0 1.7 5[-2] 5[-2] 5[-2] 4[-2] l[-2] 27.4 40.3 53.2 66.1 79.0

l(T3 17.9 1.8 4[-3] 6[-3] 7[-3] 6[-3] 7[-3] 28.0 41.6 55.1 68.7 82.2

l(T4 18.7 1.9 3[-4] 3[-4] 2[-4] 2[-4] 2[-4] 28.5 42.5 56.5 70.4 84.4

iof> 19.5 2.0 69 50 47 47 47 17.7 19.1 24.6 31.4 38.2

l(T6 20.2 2.1 64 45 42 42 42 16.3 17.3 22.2 28.5 34.7

10~7 20.9 2.2 61 41 38 37 37 15.5 15.8 20.3 25.4 30.9

10~8 21.2 2.2 61 41 38 37 37 15.6 16.0 20.5 25.6 31.3

— 2.8 2.6 61 41 38 37 37 17.4 18.3 23.8 29.9 36.6

&Z ILUC Symmetric Block-Gauss-Seidel

Cdrop tsu P it1 it2 it3 it4 tt5 p

rsol
t2

rsol
t3

rsol
i4
fcsol

t5

rsol

10~J 28.7 1.5 1[-1] 1[-1] 1[-1] 3 [-2] 3[-3] 36.4 53.4 70.3 87.3 104.3

10~2 30.9 1.7 3[-2] 5[-2] 5[-2] 5[-2] 3 [-2] 37.5 55.4 73.3 91.4 109.4

icr3 32.3 1.9 2[-3] 2[-3] 2[-3] 2[-3] 2[-3] 38.2 57.0 75.8 94.6 113.4

io~4 34.8 2.0 5[-5] 5[-5] 5[-5] 5[-5] 7[-5] 38.9 58.3 78.2 97.2 116.5

io~5 36.8 2.1 66 54 55 64 72 22.9 28.7 40.3 60.2 82.8

io~6 38.3 2.2 62 49 52 61 68 21.5 26.2 38.6 58.3 79.5

io~7 39.2 2.2 58 45 45 54 62 20.0 24.1 33.5 51.9 73.0

icr8 40.0 2.3 58 45 45 54 62 20.1 24.4 33.8 52.4 73.8

4.2 2 7 58 45 45 54 62 22.4 27 8 39 0 60 9 85.6
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Table 8.11 Scale-up behaviour of the symmetric block-Gauss-Seidel two-level

scheme applied as preconditioner for QMR to solve the problems ;ßy, :+?2 and ^3,

see Table 8.3. By decreasing edrop, we obtain increasing operator complexities p and

the setup times tsu. Here, itv and tfol denote the iteration count and the solution times

obtained for a z/-fold application of the blocked method per preconditioner applica¬
tion. The last row in each table shows the values obtained when solving the (2,2)
block exactly (PARDISO's LDLT). Entries z[e] in the it columns indicate that the

solver did not converge in the allowed number of iterations and returned an approxi¬
mation with relative residual norm z 10e.

/#! ILUC Symmetric Block-Gauss-Seidel

edrop îsu P it' tt2 it3 it4 it6 p t2
«'sol

f3 f4

rsol
t5
«'sol

101 5.2 1.4 1[-1] 1[-1] 1[-1] 1[-1] 5[-l] 8.8 14.8 20.8 26.7 32.7

10~2 5.4 1.6 4[-2] 4[-2] 6[-2] 6[-2] 8[-2] 9.1 15.4 21.7 28.0 34.2

10-3 5.5 1.7 l[-2] U-2] l[-2] 2[-2] 2[-2] 9.4 16.0 22.5 29.1 35.7

10~4 5.6 1.8 9[-3] 3[-3] 2[-3] l[-3] 8[-4] 9.7 16.4 23.3 30.1 36.8

KT5 5.8 1.9 67 48 38 33 33 6.6 8.2 9.2 10.4 12.8

lO-6 5.9 2.0 62 45 34 28 27 6.3 7.8 8.4 9.1 10.7

10~r 6.0 2.1 58 39 32 27 26 5.9 6.9 8.1 8.9 10.5

10~8 6.3 2.1 58 39 32 27 26 5.9 6.9 8.2 8.9 10.6

— 1.2 2.4 58 39 32 27 26 6.9 8.2 9.7 10.7 12.7

&Î ILUC SymmLetric Block-Gauss-Seidel

edrop t-su P it1 it2 it3 it4 if p
''sol

t2
''sol

t3
''sol

i4
•'sol

t5
«'sol

101 16.1 1.5 2[-l] 2[-2] 3[-l] 4[-l] 6[-l] 17.5 29.5 41.5 53.6 65.7

10~2 16.9 1.7 1[-1] U-l] 1[-1] U-l] 1[-1] 18.2 31.0 43.7 56.5 69.2

10~3 17.8 1.8 l[-2] 3[-2] 3[-2] 3[-2] 4[-2] 18.9 32.3 45.6 59.0 72.5

10~4 18.6 1.9 2[-3] U-3] 3[-3] 2[-3] 2[-3] 19.3 33.1 47.0 60.8 74.6

10° 19.5 2.0 100 70 64 63 64 19.7 23.9 31.0 39.5 49.3

106 20.3 2.1 91 56 53 52 53 18.3 19.5 26.4 33.4 41.8

10~7 20.7 2.2 80 46 43 41 42 16.3 16.3 21.7 26.9 33.9

10~8 21.0 2.2 80 46 43 42 41 16.4 16.5 22.0 27.9 33.5

— 2.8 2.6 79 46 43 40 40 18.5 19.1 25.7 31.2 38.4

&3 ILUC Symm»stric Block-Gauss-Seidel

Cdrop t-su P it" it2 Ü3 it* if p i2
«'sol

t3
«'sol

i4
«'sol rsol

101 28.7 1.5 3[-l] 3[-l] 4[-l] 4[-l] 3[-l] 24.1 40.8 57.5 74.3 91.0

10~2 30.8 1.7 2[-2] 4[-2] 7[-2] 2[-l] 2[-l] 25.1 42.8 60.6 78.5 96.1

10-3 32.6 1.9 5[-3] 5[-3] l[-2] 9[-3] l[-2] 25.9 44.4 62.9 81.4 100.0

10~4 34.8 2.0 5[-4] 2[-3] 4[-4] 5[-4] l[-3] 26.5 45.6 64.7 84.0 103.3

10~5 37.0 2.1 100 74 75 89 3[-8] 27.1 34.8 50.0 76.8 105.8

10~6 38.1 2.2 97 65 67 84 100 26.8 31.2 45.7 74.0 108.3

10~7 39.0 2.2 84 51 52 64 78 23.4 24.9 36.2 57.5 86.0

10~8 39.9 2.3 84 51 52 64 81 23.7 25.1 36.5 58.2 90.3

4 3 2 7 84 51 52 65 78 26.9 29 1 42 6 69 1 102.0
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8.4 Adjusting Jacobi-Davidson Parameters

It is the goal of this section, to convey a feeling for the influence of some of the

parameters that have to be chosen prior to every run of the Jacobi-Davidson (JD)

algorithm and that are listed in Table 6.1 of Section 6.4.

We have extensively tested the JD eigenvalue solver and could thereby observe that

some of the parameters had a decisive influence on the overall performance, whereas

others did not. For the sake ofbrevity we will hence only show test results for the most

influential parameters i.e. the subspace extraction strategy (eType), the decay rate 7

of the correction equation error eiin and the minimal/maximal sizes smin and smax of

the search space U.

The preconditioners K that we used in the tests were either PARDISO's LDLT fac¬

torisation, when side-effects caused by an inaccurate solving of the correction equa¬

tion had to be excluded, or the approximative preconditioners surveyed in the pre¬

ceding section, i.e. the ILUC factorisation or the symmetric block-Gauss-Seidel two-

level preconditioner (is = 1), both with drop tolerance ecirop = 10-6. The minimum

correction equation error tolerance was chosen enn = 10""9 in all tests. In addition,

each correction equation iteration was stopped after at most LSitmax = 100 steps.

Eigenpair approximations were considered as converged, if their relative residual

norm dropped below the acceptance threshold etonv = 10"~8. Each JD run was ter¬

minated after at most JDitmax = 100 iterations, if the desired number kma,x = 5 of

eigenpairs could not be found until then. The switch threshold for the target value,

see Section 6.4, was chosen as esw = 0.25.

The quantities w.r.t. which we are going to compare the test results are the number

of iteration steps itout, required by the JD algorithm in order to retrieve the desired

number of eigenpairs, the total number of iteration steps it\n, performed to (approx-

imatively) solve the correction equation and the total amount of time tso\ needed to

solve the eigenvalue problem (without considering the preconditioner setup time tsu).

The problem we consider throughout this section is taken from the previous section,

i.e. we solve problem ?/>y described in Table 8.3. We have also performed tests on

the larger problems f^2 and iJ??„ yet since their outcome was qualitatively similar,

we present the results associated with f^\ only.

8.4.1 Subspace Extraction Strategies

Extracting good eigenpair approximations from a given subspace constitutes a dif¬

ficult task. Over the years, three methods have gained particular attention, namely
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Table 8.12 Comparison of the RG, the RRG and the HRG extraction strategies. The

correction equations were solved by means of the GMRes or the QMR solver, where

the LDLT factorisation, the ILUC decomposition or the symmetric block-Gauss-

Seidel two-level scheme were used as preconditioners. Note that the settings 7 = 4

and (.smin, smax) = (20, 30) where used throughout these experiments.

GMRes

eType

PARDISO ILUC Two-Level

<*''out ITin Tso\ 1>Tolii 1Tin TSQ\ 1Toui %X{n Tso\

RG 27 43 17.9 28 49 18.8 36 455 74.2

RRG 24 52 20.1 23 33 16.8 42 684 119.0

HRG 26 64 27.5 28 65 30.3 42 643 127.4

QMR PARDISO ILUC Two-Level

eType it,out ITin Tsn\ ITout 't'Tjn «sol it(nit 't'Tjn Tso\

RG 29 280 43.6

RRG 30 571 81.7

HRG 29 105 36.0

34 286 47.2

31 626 86.5

27 94 31.4

36 805 110.3

31 705 101.2

39 1107 168.4

the Ritz-Galerkin (RG) extraction, the refined Ritz-Galerkin (RRG) method and the

harmonic Ritz-Galerkin (HRG) extraction, see Subsection 6.4.1.

Each of these methods extracts eigenpairs in an optimal sense. The RG and RRG

strategy are especially well suited to find eigenpairs, whose associated eigenvalues
are situated close to the extremes of the spectrum. Moreover, the RRG method is

particularly apt to resolve problems arising in the presence of eigenvalue clusters.

The HRG strategy, on the other hand, transforms the eigenvalue problem such that the

interesting eigenvalues (close to a given target) become extremal. After the problem
has been recast, the HRG method proceeds along the same lines as the RG method.

In order to assess the influence of the different extraction strategies onto the JD al¬

gorithm, we have run several tests for each extraction strategy. Part of the results

obtained are summarised in Table 8.12.

By studying the results generated during our experiments, we could observe that

whenever a high-performance preconditioner was used (such as LDLT or ILUC with

low drop tolerance), it seemed wise to combine the GMRes solver with the RG strat¬

egy and the QMR solver with the HRG method. This way we obtained swift conver¬

gence, at least for these combinations. Figure 8.7 shows convergence curves that are

typical for smooth JD runs, such as the ones observed in the GMRes/PARDISO case.
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Figure 8.7 Typical convergence curves obtained from smooth JD runs. After an ini¬

tial installation phase, the relative residual norm exhibits a saw-tooth like pattern,

as is the case for the RRG and the HRG extractions used in combination with the

GMRes/LDLT solver. The spikes appearing in iteration steps 19 and 25 of the RG

equipped JD algoritlim are due to an abrupt eigenpair switching caused by the avail¬

ability of new (desirable) search directions.

10

10
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An important point that needs to be mentioned concerns the sometimes remarkable

inferiority of the (actually more elaborate) RRG and HRG strategies when compared
to the plain RG method. The main reason for their apparent failure consists in their

ability, to find "good" eigenpair approximations in "bad" subspaces, i.e. in subspaces
which might not be close to any desired eigenvector but contain good approximations
to undesired eigenvectors. Whenever such a situation occurs, the RRG and the HRG

methods will start to direct their attention to unwanted eigenpairs. Yet, as soon as the

subspace will be expanded by a vector pointing in a desirable direction, both strate¬

gies will focus upon the newly present (desirable) eigenpair approximation, this way

rendering a big part of the elapsed work superfluous. Figure 8.8 shows convergence

curves on the basis of which one can guess an apparent misconvergence.

8.4.2 Residual Accuracy

In contrast to Krylov space eigensolvers, where a linear system has to be solved ac¬

curately in each iteration step in order to enforce the Lanczos/Arnoldi relation, in the

JD algorithm the correction equation need not be solved accurately. This property
is exploited, by initially computing only crude (and cheap) approximations to the

correction equation, in order to expand the subspace quickly. The following correc-
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Figure 8.8 Convergence curves showing the relative residual norms obtained during
the execution of the JD algorithm when solving with the QMR/LDLT combination

(left) and with the GMRes/Two-Level combination (right), (left) The main reason for

the poor performance of the RRG strategy can be found by looking at iteration steps
3 and 6. The twofold reorientation of the extraction scheme causes the correction

equation to be solved numerous times in vain, (right) Again, the poor performance of

the HRG strategy can be explained by looking at iteration steps 16, 32 and 34, where

a reorientation of the scheme happens.
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tions are then computed with increasing accuracy, such as to allow for good subspace

expansions which in turn will yield accurate eigenpair approximations quickly.

A popular way of implementing the afore described process consists in exponentially

decreasing of the relative residual norm tolerance, with which the correction equa¬

tions have to be solved, see Subsection 6.4.2. As long as an eigenpair has not been

found, the tolerance is reduced by a factor 7 in each JD iteration step, yet not below

a minimum eiin, i.e.

min(-)~a,eiin)

is the actual correction equation tolerance, where it denotes the number of iteration

steps since the most recent eigenpair convergence.

Choosing 7 too small, will have the effect of expanding the subspace with poor but

cheap corrections, hence convergence will require a lot of iteration steps. Opting for

a large value 7, on the other hand, will cause the linear solver to return only accurate

approximations, usually leading to an excellent subspace expansion. However, de¬

pending on the quality ofthe preconditioner, this might require a considerable amount

of (inner) iteration steps. Thus, choosing 7 optimally will lead to a reasonably fast

convergence at a reasonable cost.
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The speed of convergence of the eigensolver not only depends on the subspace qual¬

ity but also on the subspace extraction method that is chosen. Hence, in order to

assess the influence of the decay rate 7 on the overall performance, we have per¬

formed several runs of the JD algorithm and have thereby varied the extraction strat¬

egy from plain Ritz-Galerkin (RG), over refined Ritz-Galerkin (RRG) to harmonic

Ritz-Galerkin (HRG), see Subsection 6.4.1. The arising correction equations were

solved by either the GMRes or the QMR method, both preconditioned by means of

either LDLT, ILUC or the symmetric block-Gauss-Seidel two-level preconditioner.

By testing all these combinations, we obtained the results summarised in Tables 8.13

and 8.14.

In cases where particularly effective preconditioners were used, the GMRes solver

revealed its preference for the RG extraction strategy, whereas the QMR solver per¬

formed best in combination with the HRG method. In the other cases, the extraction

strategies lead to likewise overall performances, as long as 7 was chosen appropri¬

ately.

Finding a good choice for the decay parameter is a difficult task. As can be seen

from the figures given in Tables 8.13 and 8.14, a small change in 7 might induce

a considerable change in the overall performance. A strategy which strikes a good
balance between robustness and simplicity, seems to be the one of always opting
for a really large decay parameter such as 7 = 10. This way, except in one case,

reasonable performances are attained, regardless ofthe underlying extraction scheme,
the linear solver and the preconditioner that are used. Still, in order to understand the

(sometimes) erratic behaviour that we have encountered when increasing the decay

parameter 7, some further comments on the obtained results shall be given.

As has been pointed out in Parlett (1998), the RG extraction might yield eigenpair

approximations which are arbitrarily close to atme eigenvalue, yet whose Ritz vectors

are totally off. If such a miss-extraction occurs at a point where the momentary
correction equation error tolerance is low, the JD algorithm will pick the crippled

eigenpair, due to its vicinity to the target, and accurately solve the correction equation
for an absurd right hand side. Hence, besides having wasted precious computational

time, the JD algorithm resumes its former state, as if the subspace expansion step was

skipped, this way having lost an iteration step.

Another situation, in which the number of outer iteration steps itoui increases in

spite of an increasing value 7, arises quite often when opting for the RRG or the

HRG extraction. If the actual eigenpair approximation error is notably lower than

the momentary correction equation error tolerance, no improvement on the extracted

eigenvector quality can be expected, due to the poor subspace expansion. Hence, the

JD algorithm might stagnate and only recover when the correction equation will be

solved to a sufficient accuracy.
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Table 8.13 Comparison of the RG, the RRG and the HRG extraction strategies for

different decay rates 7. The correction equations were solved by means of the GM¬

Res solver, where the LDLT factorisation, the ILUC decomposition or the symmetric
block-Gauss-Seidel two-level scheme were used as preconditioners. Note that the

restart parameters (smjn, ,sr ^20, 30) where used throughout these experiments.

RG PARDISO ILUC Two-Level

7 ITout '•ITin tsol ITout l Tin Tso\ 1>T0ul ITin tSol

1.5 28 6 14.8 38 10 20.9 75 566 107.6

2 29 18 16.3 35 25 21.6 50 418 77.1

3 27 35 16.9 30 39 18.8 39 420 71.3

4 27 43 17.8 28 49 18.6 36 455 74.1

5 25 51 17.4 25 44 16.4 34 455 73.1

10 24 85 20.7 24 81 20.0 28 423 66.4

RRG PARDISO ][LUC Two-Level

7 IToui l-'T'in tsol ITout ITin tsol ITout ?'T/n tSol

1.5 24 8 16.1 37 26 30.6 63 352 95.8

2 24 21 17.1 32 14 24.1 54 459 101.7

3 24 43 19.2 30 71 28.8 36 332 67.7

4 24 52 20.1 23 33 16.9 42 684 119.4

5 22 49 18.1 23 46 18.4 38 590 103.3

10 23 81 22.4 22 72 20.3 30 536 89.3

HRG PARDISO ][LUC Two-Level

7 itout

29

Itin tsol

9 26.4

1>T0ul

44

ITin tsol

17 51.7

ITout ITin tsol

1.5 88 835 221.7

2 28 27 26.9 38 28 43.4 56 464 123.3

3 26 49 25.6 29 43 29.4 46 549 119.4

4 26 64 27.4 28 65 30.1 42 643 127.0

5 24 64 24.8 26 66 27.1 36 514 101.1

10 25 182 40.2 24 96 27.5 29 404 74.8

Remark In contrast to the RG extraction method, the RRG and the HRG extrac¬

tion algorithms need to perform more involved computations, see Subsection 6.4.1.

Hence, it is not surprising that the solution times tso\ exhibit a noticeable dependency
on the amount of outer iterations itout.
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Table 8.14 Comparison of the RG, the RRG and the HRG extraction strategies for

different decay rates 7. The correction equations were solved by means of the QMR

solver, where the LDLT factorisation, the ILUC decomposition or the symmetric
block-Gauss-Seidel two-level scheme were used as preconditioners. Note that the

restart parameters (smjn,,smax) = (20, 30) where used throughout these experiments.

RG PARDISO ILUC Two-Level

7 ITout ITin tsol 1>T0ui VTixi tSol ITout ITin tSol

1.5 41 178 40.3 38 175 37.9 60 728 115.0

2 37 261 46.5 38 217 42.0 49 790 115.8

3 31 277 44.4 36 271 46.7 40 805 111.8

4 29 280 43.3 34 286 46.8 36 805 110.6

5 28 301 45.7 32 298 46.3 30 612 83.9

10 26 309 44.9 30 293 44.8 34 1110 144.6

RRG PARDISO ILUC Two-Level

7 IToui ITin tSol ITout ITin tsol ITout ITin tsol

1.5 40 412 75.7 39 429 74.6 69 1462 227.3

2 34 477 76.3 35 545 83.0 42 837 127.6

3 33 562 83.4 34 612 88.6 41 1064 154.4

4 30 571 80.7 31 626 86.1 31 705 101.7

5 30 601 85.2 36 758 105.7 28 626 89.2

10 28 649 86.8 29 713 92.8 26 683 93.7

HRG PARDISO ILUC Two-Level

7 ITout ITin tsol

42 183 67.4

1>T0ui ITin tSol

42 372 91.4

ITout ITjn tsol

1.5 60 776 163.2

2 42 174 66.2 37 139 54.0 49 903 160.6

3 45 380 93.2 39 835 132.2 39 888 143.8

4 29 105 35.9 27 94 31.6 39 1107 168.5

5 31 151 45.1 30 164 44.9 35 918 140.9

10 24 113 29.4 28 167 40.6 27 663 96.9

8.4.3 Search Space Management

The last parameters whose influence we want to study, are the limits smm and smax

of the search space size, needed when restarting the JD algorithm. Due to the way

a restart is perfomied, see Section 6.4, choosing ,smin too small might cause the loss

of important information gathered during the preceding iteration steps. On the other

hand, restarts should happen often enough to get rid of undesired search directions
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that accumulate during the execution, i.e. ,smax should not be chosen too large, also for

reasons regarding storage requirement. Finally, the number smax — smin of vectors

thrown away during a restart should not be too small either, this way allowing for

a proper readjustment of the JD algorithm in cases such as the ones described in

Subsection 8.4.1.

In order to investigate the influence of the quantities sm-m and ,smax on the overall

performance, we have again run several tests. Even though we have perfomied tests

with all of the aforementioned preconditioners, we will only discuss the ones related

to the two-level method, being the most representative ones. As suggested in the

preceding subsection, we used a tolerance decay 7 = 10 throughout all experiments.
Table 8.15 summarises the measurement outcomes.

A quick look at the figures suffices, to see that the RG extraction performs best in

cases where no restart is performed at all. In fact, observations made in numerous

other test cases revealed that late restarts are beneficial for the overall performance,
when opting for the RG strategy. This is mainly due to the fact that during the initial

phase of the JD algorithm the RG approach will extract extreme eigenvalues. It is

only after a fair number of iteration steps are perfomied that the subspace will start to

contain desirable directions — a property which might take long to establish, if early
restarts are performed.

When applying the RRG and the HRG methods, on the other hand, it seems to pay

off to perform (rather) early restarts. Due to their pronounced extraction capabilities,
the correction equation will be solved with a "good" right hand side, usually yielding

good subspace expansions. Hence, a moderate number of subspace vectors is gen¬

erally sufficient to quickly span an effective subspace. Moreover, opting for a small

pair (smin, smax), allows for an early elimination of unnecessary subspace directions,
this way reducing the risk of misconvergences described in Subsection 8.4.1.

Remark Actually, this is only valid in cases, where the interesting portion ofthe spec¬

trum is not too dense. Otherwise, the nearby eigenvalues will continue to disturb the

extraction processes. Unfortunately, this disturbance can only be avoided by opting
for search spaces of appreciable size. This will allow for a capture of all surrounding

(neighbour) eigenvectors and for a resolution of their (negative) influence.

8.5 A VCSEL Cavity

In this section we will present results that we have obtained during the computation
of resonant modes of a VCSEL cavity prototype. The underlying resonator cavity,
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Table 8.15 Comparison of the RG, the RRG and the HRG extraction strategies for

different restart parameters (.smin, smax). The correction equations were solved by
means of the GMRes or the QMR solver, where symmetric block-Gauss-Seidel two-

level scheme was used as preconditioner. Note that the tolerance decay rate 7 = 10

was used throughout these experiments.

RG GMRes QMR

•''max •':min ITout VT\n tsol

30 491 99.3

IToui

27

ITin tsol

8 4 663 116.3

16 4 28 432 89.1 29 779 136.1

16 8 28 432 89.3 28 710 123.4

32 4 28 423 84.2 28 695 115.1

32 8 28 423 83.8 28 695 113.9

32 16 28 423 84.7 28 695 114.7

RRG GMRes QMR

'max •'min ITout ITin tsol ITout %%in tsol

8 4 26 355 74.5 23 504 91.3

16 4 33 692 144.8 23 512 93.6

16 8 31 595 126.1 23 508 93.0

32 4 30 536 119.0 26 672 123.3

32 8 30 536 118.9 26 672 125.5

32 16 30 536 120.1 26 672 125.2

HRG GMRes QMR

•'max ''min ITout l>T%n tSol ITout tT'in tsol

8 4 30 430 90.7 23 436 82.8

16 4 29 415 92.3 28 715 131.6

16 8 30 440 97.6 28 726 134.7

32 4 29 408 100.3 28 739 143.7

32 8 29 408 99.4 28 739 142.7

32 16 29 408 100.5 28 739 145.0

whose schematic representation is shown in Figure 8.9, consists of a thick substrate

layer on top of which several layer pairs are positioned. Adjacent to these bottom

layer pairs, also referred to as distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs), one can find the

active region, which is topped by yet another series of DBRs. The device is finally
covered with a layer consisting of substrate material.

The semiconductor materials that are used for this prototype are taken from the so

called AlGaAs/GaAs material system. In our case, the substrate is built of GaAs,
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Figure 8.9 (left) Schematic representation of a VCSEL cavity prototype. The dis¬

tributed Bragg reflectors, each consisting of a layer of AliGaoAs (dark) followed by
a layer of Al0,7Gao,3As (medium), act as mirrors. Putting them adjacent to the active

region (black), will cause photon clusters to oscillate in vertical direction, this way

stimulating a photon cascade. The entire stracture is built on top of a substrate layer

(light, bottom) and is topped by a thin layer of substrate material (light, top), (right)
Field intensity plot of a resonant mode. Note how the field is mainly confined to the

active region and only weakly protrudes into the adjacent layers.

the DBRs consist of pairs of AlxGai_xAs with different values 0 < x < 1 and

the active region is made of yet another GaAs derivate. These materials are chosen

such as to have (rather) close refractive indices, as can be seen in Table 8.16. This

way, the DBRs act as highly refractive-diffractive mirrors, see Streiff (2004) for an

explanation.

The meshes used to discretise the VCSEL cavity were generated by means of ISE's

MDRAW tool. The problem was then modelled following the description given in

Section 4.5, whereby the second order hybrid element functions introduced in Sub¬

section 4.3.2 were employed. Note that we were interested in solutions of the eigen¬
value problem with mode rn = 1. The PML has been implemented according to the

definitions given in Section 8.2, using the absorption parameter a = 5. Table 8.16

contains a summary of the relevant mesh and matrix properties.
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Table 8.16 (left) Refractive indices of the semiconductor materials used for the VC¬

SEL prototype shown in Figure 8.9. Note that the permittivity can be derived from the

refractive index by the relation e = n2. (right) Relevant mesh and matrix information

Field

\V\

Value

Medium n 23'322

Vacuum 1.000 \E\ 56'017

GaAs (substrate) 4.121 \R\ 27'696

A1i.oGao.oAs 2.641 nA, nB 328'700

Alo.7Gao.3As 3.989 "(1,1) 8L263

GaAs (active) 3.409 nnzA 5'466'982

nnzB 1'905'488

As in the preceding sections, we performed numerous experiments in which several

combinations of linear solvers, preconditioners, extraction strategies, decay rates and

restart parameters were tested. For the sake of brevity, we will present only the most

important results. In all the tests, we computed knmx = 3 eigenpairs which were

considered accurate enough, if their relative residual norm was smaller than econv =

10"~8. The minimum correction equation error tolerance was chosen to be e\m =

10~~9 and the linear solvers were terminated after at most itm = 100 iteration steps.
The switch tolerance fsw = 0.25 was chosen.

Our first, and most disappointing observation was that the two-level preconditioner
failed in all cases, independent from the choice of the drop tolerance fdrop and the

choice ofthe parameter v. An explanation for this behaviour can be found when con¬

sidering the large number of unknowns, which implies a small meshwidth relative to

the domain extension. In fact, it could already be foreseen from Tables 8.10 and 8.11

that the quality of the preconditioner was likely to deteriorate for an increasing num¬

ber of unknowns and hence for a decreasing meshwidth. This is a well known effect

exhibited by many preconditioners that do not stick to the multi-grid paradigm, and

are hence not mesh independent. Put differently, the two-level method is an attractive

preconditioner as long as it is applied to medium size problems.

The next, not so surprising observation was that the ILUC preconditioner performed

similarly to the LDLT preconditioner, whenever small enough fdrop were used (fdrop <

10~~6). We therefore refrain from presenting results that have been obtained with the

help ofthe incomplete factorisation preconditioner and show the ones associated with

the LDLT decomposition, instead. The figures are summarised in Table 8.17.
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Table 8.17 Comparison of the RG, the RRG and the HRG extraction strategies for

different decay rates 7. The correction equations were solved by means of the GM¬

Res or the QMR solver, where the LDLT factorisation was used as preconditioner.
Note that the restart parameters (smin, smax) = (20,30) where used throughout these

experiments.

RG GMRes QMR

7 ITout VT\n tSol ITout l>T%n tSol

2 26 66 151.3 28 85 156.5

4 20 67 129.6 23 78 132.3

6 20 94 149.7 20 105 143.7

8 20 90 146.4 19 101 137.3

10 20 87 143.8 19 105 140.3

RRG GMRes QMR

7 ITout LTin tSol

34 261 391.2

ITout LTin tSol

2 23 93 164.6

4 21 84 156.8 20 135 181.0

6 19 167 213.2 18 109 150.2

8 20 118 180.2 20 180 215.9

10 18 171 218.2 17 115 150.1

HRG GMRes QMR

7 'ITout f'Tin tSol

32 156 347.0

'ITout 'ITin tSol

2 26 106 228.6

4 23 125 222.0 23 134 221.0

6 28 363 476.5 20 130 192.3

8 20 111 193.6 23 330 373.9

10 23 160 250.7 23 303 352.3

As can be seen, we have not listed any results with varying restart parameters (smjn,
•'max)- According to the remark made at the end of the preceding section, it only
makes sense to use small restart parameters in cases, where the eigenvalues are rather

separated. Unfortunately, this is not the case for eigenvalue problems induced by
VCSEL cavities, which have a spectrum that is quite dense, especially in the vicin¬

ity of the interesting eigenvalues. In fact, all the tests in which early restarts were

performed, yielded a poor overall performance.

The last parameter, whose influence we want to discuss is the tolerance decay rate.

As in the example discussed in Subsection 8.4.2, the influence of 7 is by no means

straightforward and hard (if not impossible) to predict. However, choosing the decay
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rate appropriately allows for noticeable improvements in terms of solution times tb0\.

Hence, considering the fact that during an entire laser simulation process numerous

eigenvalue problems need to be solved, we suggest a dynamic adaption of7, this way

improving on the average performance.

We conclude this section by making some remarks about the outliers that can be

found in Table 8.17. A property that is common to all these cases, is that the extraction

strategy changes its focus after having computed already a reasonable approximation.
This change is either motivated by the availability of a new, diverse search direction

or by the circumstance that an eigenvalue approximation which is closer to the target
has appeared. In both cases, the JD algorithm needs to reorient itself, this way loosing

precious iterations.

Remark The fact that the RG extraction strategy seems superior to the other extrac¬

tion schemes is mainly due to the good choice of the target value. When the distance

between the target value r and the actual eigenvalue(s) À is increased, the situation

looks different. In practical applications, however, it is of paramount importance to

have a good target value at hand, due to the aforesaid density of the spectrum.
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Summary and Outlook

In this last chapter we summarise the results obtained in the earlier chapters and point
out problems that were encountered during this work. Moreover, assets and draw¬

backs of our approach shall be shortly mentioned and suggestions for improvements
of (some) presented methods will be given.

Results, Problems and Conclusions

It was the goal of this work, to appropriately model open axisymmetric resonator

cavities and to develop means to solve for a few interesting resonant modes of the

former. In particular, we were interested in the computation of fundamental modes of

vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) cavities in the cold mode state.

To this end, we introduced relations that were needed to express a physically mean¬

ingful model of resonator cavities in general, and we acquainted the reader with VC¬

SELs, a special type of open axisymmetric resonator cavities.

We then derived another representation of the resonator cavity problem (in weak

form, see Section 3.2), and were able to show that our model is correct, under the as¬

sumption that the fundamental principle of least action is valid — a derivation which,

to the best of our knowledge, has not been given elsewhere. This new representa¬
tion was finally adapted to axisymmetric geometries by translating the problem in

cylindrical coordinates, this way allowing for a reduction of the problem complexity.

The aforementioned axisymmetric resonator cavity problems were then discretised by
means ofthe finite element method (FEM). Due to the particularly nasty characteristic

of the vector wave equation lying at the core of our models, we had to opt for a
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special family of hybrid element functions, which are endowed with the property of

avoiding non-physical solutions. Adopting the FEM lead to a discrete representation
of the resonator cavity problem in terms of a complex-symmetric generalised matrix

eigenvalue problem.

We then focused on the accurate evaluation of the bilinear forms that arose from the

weak formulation. Due to the choice of cylindrical coordinates, these bilinear forms

exhibited possible nearby singularities, which caused standard evaluation methods to

fail. To circumvent these problems, we developed a novel technique introduced in

Chapter 5, which consisted in recasting a bilinear form into a more appealing expres¬

sion that allowed for a very accurate and efficient evaluation by means of appositely

adapted numerical techniques. Moreover, these evaluation schemes were devised in

such way as to allow for their application to curvilinear elements of arbitrary order.

After having concluded the modelling phase, we directed our attention to the solv¬

ing phase. As mentioned earlier, we were interested in the computation of a few

selected modes of the cavities. In terms of eigenvalue problems this meant that we

had to use algorithms that allow for the (efficient) computation of a few selected

eigenpairs. To this end, we developed a complex-symmetric variant of the well

known Jacobi-Davidson algorithm — a flexible and self-adapting subspace eigen¬
value solving scheme consisting of several components, such as the ones for subspace

extraction, deflation, subspace expansion, etc. Customising these components for the

complex-symmetric case required the adaption of some matrix factorisations and the

development of a new matrix factorisation, i.e. the pseudo singular value decomposi¬
tion presented in Section 6.1 and Subsection 6.2.2.

In addition, we had to implement iterative linear solvers that exploit the complex-

symmetric structure of the problem as well. These linear solvers, being the most

crucial ingredient of the Jacobi-Davidson algorithm, had to be very efficient in order

to allow for an overall performance of the eigenvalue solver itself. To this end, we

implemented several preconditioners following different approaches.

Chapter 8 was devoted to the validation of our models, on the one hand, and to the

investigation of the Jacobi-Davidson algorithm and its components when applied to

(discretised) resonator cavity problems, on the other hand. The first part ofthe testing
was successful, in that the models behaved according to our expectations yielding
correct and accurate modes.

The second part of the tests exposed several difficulties that seem to be inherent to

our problems. Some of the preconditioners that we tested are unsatisfactory with

respect to their ability in improving on convergence, which is due to the complex-

symmetric character of the matrices. Some others require a prohibitive amount of

storage in order to reasonably reduce the condition number. In the end, we were left
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with three acceptable preconditioners. Two of these perfomied very good, yet at the

price of a high memory consumption. The third one, using about half the memory

of its competitors, exhibited a (lethal) deterioration of performance with increasing

problem size, thus allowing its application to medium sized problems only.

The Jacobi-Davidson solver itself behaved as expected. However, its performance
was all but stunning, which was mainly due to the characteristics of the underlying

problems. Through the introduction ofPML material, used to correctly handle leaky
waves that are typically emitted by the VCSEL, our problems experienced a pop¬

ulation of the spectrum by non-physical modes. Consequently, finding the desired

modes became harder, since convergence was slowed down by (undesirable) nearby

eigenpairs.

Future Work

Apart from the two most probable1 weak points of our approach, the limited element

basis function orders and the restriction to straight edge elements, we want to stress

two further points that deserve investigation.

The first point concerns the availability of good preconditioners, which is mandatory
in order to obtain a reasonable overall performance. In view of the remarkably large

problems one usually intends to solve, we suggest to further investigate the use of the

two-grid scheme presented in Chapter 7 when used in a parallel environment, where

memory is typically not the limiting factor. This preconditioner, besides allowing for

an embarrassingly parallel implementation, delivers mesh independent convergence.

In order to be applicable, however, a parallel Jacobi-Davidson implementation must

be available.

Another point deserving further investigation concerns the extraction strategies. Our

experiments revealed that the plain Ritz-Galerkin approach exhibits a rather irregular

extraction, whereas its cousins, the refined Ritz-Galerkin and the harmonic Ritz-

Galerkin methods, extract eigenpair approximations in a smoother fashion yet are

prone to temporary misconvergence — effects, which considerably degrade the eigen-
solver performance. A clever combination ofthe single strategies could, however, ex¬

ploit all advantages and reduce the risk of one ofthe aforementioned misdemeanours.

The development of appropriate strategies should be further investigated.

'Due to the layered structure of VCSEL cavities, which are usually driven at frequencies that induce

wavelengths of about four layer widths, a higher order discretisation in the direction perpendicular to the

(alternating) layers might be of limited use only. Moreover, typical VCSELs exhibit polygonal (sub)shapes
which is why we refrained from investigating curvilinear elements.
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Some useful

Integral Identities

The operators and equivalence relations defined in this chapter turn out to be very

useful in the context of vector analysis. They provide the means to elegantly trans¬

form differential representations of objects into integral ones and vice versa. All

theorems are stated without proof. The interested reader is referred to Bronstejn and

Semendjaev (1979), where the necessary framework is introduced.

Definition A.1 (Line Integral, LI) Let j : [a, b] —» Rd be a parametrisation of an

oriented continuously differentiable curve F inQ C Md (d = 2, 3) and F be a vector

field on Q. The line integral ofF along F is defined as

f F(7(t)) on(t) dt = I f-dr.
Ja Jr

Definition A.2 (Surface Integral, SI) Let 7 : [a. b] x [c.d] —> E3 be a parametrisa¬
tion ofthe continuously differentiable boundary surface F ofthe domain QclJ and

F be a vectorfield on Q. The surface integral ofF over F is defined as

/'b /'d

j j F(j(r, s)) • j(r, s) ||rVy(r, s) x dsj(r, s) || drds
Ja Je

fb pd p

= / / F(7(r,8))-7(r,.s)||n(7(r.Ä))||drd.s= / F-dT.

Ja Je Jr

where 11(7(7*. s)) is the normal vector to the surface F.
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Definition A.3 (Domain Integral, DI) Let 7 : [a, b] x [e, d] x [e, /] —> R3 />e a

parametrisation ofa bounded domain il C R3 and f a scalar function defined on

O. The domain integral is then defined as

f f f f(j(r\ .s, t)) j J(r, .s, t)\ drdsdt = j f dil
J a J c J e J il

where J(r. s, f) is the Jacobian of-y (r. s,f).

A.1 Two-dimensional Operators

Let /(p) be a scalar function and F(p) = (Fy (p). F2(p))T be a vector valued func¬

tion describing a vectorfield at position p = (x, y)T. We define the following opera¬

tors1

Gradient: Vf = (Iff, dyf)T
Divergence: div F = dzFy + dyF2

Curl: curl/ = (0„/, -öJ./)T. curl F = -dyFy + dxF2

Laplaaan: A/ = dlxf + dyyf

Vector Lap.: AF = (AFy.AF2)T

These operators immediately induce some new relations that are useful when hand¬

ling differential forms. Let / and F be twice continuously differentiable. Then

A/ = divV/

A F = Vdiv F - curl curl F

div curl F = 0

ciirlV/ = 0

Theorem A.1 (Green's theorem) Let Q c R2 be a simply connected bounded open

set with an orientedpiecewise continuously differentiable boundary curve F = Oil.

Suppose that F is oriented such that O lies on the left as we walk along the boundary.
Moreover let F be a continuously differentiable vectorfield on il. Then thefollowing
holds

I F dT = / curl F du. (LI ~ DI)
Jv Jq

Whenever it is clear from the context, we omit the parameter p/q for the salve of readability.
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Theorem A.2 (Divergence theorem — 2D) Under the same conditions as already
stated in Theorem A. I we define theflux integral to be

F-dT = I div F du. (LI ~ DI)
Jr Jq

A.2 Three-dimensional Operators

Let cjf(q) be a scalar function and G(q) = (Gy(q), C?2(q), G's(ci))T be a vector

valued function describing a vectorfield at position q = (x. y. z)T. We then analo¬

gously define the operators1

Gradient: Vg = (c)Tg, c)yg, dzg)T

Divergence: div G = ()SG\ + 0yG2 + dzGz

Curl: curlG = (dyG3 - dzG2, c)zGA - dxG:i, cfG2 - dyGf)J
Laplacian: A g = dslg + 0yyg + c)zzg

Vector Lap.: AG = (AG[,AG2. AG:i)J

These operators, analogous to their two dimensional counterparts, immediately in¬

duce some new relations that are useful when handling differential forms. Let g, G

and H be twice continuously differentiable. Then

A g = div Vg

A G = Vdiv G - curl curl G

div curl G = 0

curlVg = 0

div G x H = H • curl G - G • curl H

Theorem A.3 (Divergence theorem — 3D) Lei fi c R3 be a simply connected

bounded open domain with a continuously differentiable boundary surface F = l)Q.

Moreover let G be a continuously differentiable vector field on il. Then the flux

integral reads

i G dF = f div G rffi. (,SY - DI)
Jr Jq

Theorem A.4 (Rotation theorem) Under the same conditions as already stated in

Theorem A3 it holds that

- [ GxdT= [ curl G d,il (SI ~ DI)
Jr Jq
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Theorem A.5 (Stokes' theorem) Let fi be a compactly embedded 2-manifold with

boundary Y G R3. The surface normal n is defined by the right-hand side rule in

relation to the sense ofthe line integral along F. Moreover let G be a continuously

differentiable vectorfield over fi. Then the circulation ofG along F is defined as

[ G dT = [ curl G du. (LI ~ SI)
Jr Jq



Functional Derivatives

The need to characterise stationary points of functions, be it minima, maxima or

saddle-points, lead to what is known as differential calculus — a theoretical frame¬

work which, by means of derivatives, identifies and classifies the aforementioned

stationary points.

If the object under investigation is replaced by afunctional, a new theory, adapted to

the new circumstances, has to be developed. Instead of considering mere derivatives

one is then usually interested in so called functional derivatives. A definition of

these derivatives together with some oftheir properties and some applications will be

given in the following. Note that the better part of this chapter stems from Courant

and Hubert (1953), Landau and Lifshitz (1960), Goldstein (1963) and Gelfand and

Fomin(1963).

B.1 Definition and General Rules

In analogy to the idea of the classical derivative, where the influence of a scalar pa¬

rameter change onto the underlying function is assessed, functional derivatives quan¬

tify the change of a functional whose function parameter is changed at one single

place. Such punctiform alterations are best described by means of so called Dime

deltafunctions ô(-), see Arsac (1966). We define

SI liinI(y(t) + e6(t^r))^I(y(t))
(Rl)

5y(r) £-*o

(B.2)±I(y(t)+eS(t-r))
ae c-0
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to be thQ functional derivative of the functional I(y) w.r.t. y(r) and see that this

corresponds to a quantification of the functional change induced by an infinitesimal

pointwise change of the parameter function y(t) at position r. Clearly, this defini¬

tion can be extended to functionals with multiple parameters which might even be of

vectorial nature.

The above definition immediately induces a set of rules and properties which we

shall state now. Assume that the functional I(y) is just the mere function itself,
i.e. I(y) = y(t). Then this leads to the first and most elementary property (which can

also be considered to be an alternate definition)

Oy
S(t r,

öy(r)

A second, very important property concerns the nesting of functions. Assume that

the functional at hand is I(y) = u(v(y)). A pointwise change iny(t) might then

result in a change ofv(y) over an entire region. The total change in u(v(y)) will then

correspond to the accumulation of all transitive pointwise changes, i.e.

u(v(y))
ou 5v(f)

d£
Sy(r)

v XJ"

J ôv(f) ôy(r)

In view ofthe problems we want to address let us now consider functionals of integral
form. Under the assumption that the function w(t) can be differentiated sufficiently

many times, we apply definition (B.2) in order to obtain

y(t)iv(t) dt = / S(t - r)w(t) dt = w(t)
Jh

for the function itself and by integrating by parts

-dLj £' „<»>(*)«.(') dt = -j^-} £' Vl°-»(tW(t) dt = (-l)"W<">(r;

for its derivatives, where we assumed that r G (to, tf.

B.2 Examples and Applications

The remaining part of this chapter will be devoted to the derivation of some special
functional derivatives which we extensively use in Chapter 3.
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General functionals

Assume that the functional whose derivative we want to compute is of the form

Iy(y) = J F(t,y(t))dt or I2(y) = j F(t y(t),y'(t)) dt.

By applying the expansion as described in (B.l) in combination with the rale for

derivatives given above, we obtain

öh f OF r/
.

,
OF

!%^-r)dt
or

t-Tày(r) J dy I)y

SI2 f c)F
„,. ,

dF
„,,. N ,,

dF d dF

t-TSy(r) J c)y dy' dy dt dy'

i.e. pointwise representations of the familiar equations known from the calculus of

variations.

Fourier Transforms

Consider a function f(t) and its Fourier transform é(u) which are related by the

equations

1 f DC f> DC

f(t) = tt~ (j>(u'yJf duj' and é(uj) = / f(f)i~lujf' dt'.
^7r J — oo J — oo

According to the rules established above, the functional derivatives of/(f) w.r.t. its

Fourier transform can be written as

(p(J)e^1 dJ = —e"*"
6è(uj) 27TÔé(uj) J_x^

v J
2tt

from which we can deduce the functional relationship

J
(iaj)n

J

ôè(uj) ôè(uj)

Potential Energy

Assume that we want to compute the functional derivative of the functional /(/) =

I / /(02 dt w.r.t. its Fourier transform. We replace the time domain representation
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of /(f) with the frequency domain one and obtain

SI ô 1

[[j ê(uj')ê(uj'')cluJ'ieluJ''i dJuj"dt.
ô(p(uj) ô(p(uj) 2

By applying the functional derivative definition (B.2) we can then continue

SI

ö(p(uj] U (»(uj'y^e^'t duj'dt

f (l)(cu') I futeluJ'1 dtdJ

2tt I è(J)8(uj' + uj) dcu'

2lT(j)(-Uj).

Kinetic Energy

Assume that we want to compute the functional derivative of the functional /(/) =

\ I /'(02 dt w.r.t. its Fourier transform. Again, we replace the time domain repre¬

sentation of /(f) with the frequency domain one and obtain

SI Ô 1 UU2JJ'e(J)e(J')fJie'J,idJdJ'dt.
ö(f)(u) ö(f)(u) 2

.

By applying the same transforms as in the potential energy case, we obtain

61
-- -u H uf(p(ufy^CJt dJdt

ö(p(uj)

= -uj I uj'(l)(ujr) I eiujteiuj,t dtdu'

= —2ttuj / uj'(i)(u)')6(ujf + uj) du'

= 27TUJ2é(-Uj).

Electric Quadratic Form

Assume that we want to compute the functional derivative of the functional

/(e) = - //// l(w .uj")e(ou') M.(uj")e(uj")e'^ ''e"^ l duj'duj"dtdil

w.r.t. to the (electric) phasor e(uj,x). In contrast to the scalar case, we repre¬

sent the pointwise alteration of the modified quantity by replacing e(u') and e(uj")
with e(uj') + 5(uj' — uj)e and e(uj") + 5(ujn — uj)e, respectively, and consider then
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the directional derivative w.r.t. all e. This yields

SI 1

5e(ou)
[7(0;, a/)M(a/) + 7(0/, a;)M(eu) }e(uj')e'^ e1^ dJdtdil

2t4 ff[l(^< w')M(u/) + 7(0/. uj)M(uj)T}e(J)S(uj' + uj)duj'dÜ

7(0;, —u;)M(—uj) +7(—uj. uj)M.(uj)t e(—u))dQ,

where for the sake of readability we omitted the position parameter x.

27T / -

Magnetic Quadratic Form

Assume that we want to compute the functional derivative of the functional

/(e)
'\T

7(0; .uj )curle(u; ) M(u; )curle(uj )eIUJ elcJ duj duj dtdQ

w.r.t. to the (electric) phasor e(u, x). We proceed analogously to the preceding case.

However, the integrand has first to be transformed into a more appropriate form, such

as to allow for the computation of the aforementioned directional derivative. If the

electric phasor is orthogonal to the integration domain boundary (as is the case in our

models, since e G ü/o(curl: fi)), we can exploit some vector analytical properties
defined in Chapter A and shown in Chapter 3. We then have

81

5e(uü)
curl [7(0;, u/)M(a/) + 7(0/, uü)~Ml(uj) ]curl e(uj')eluJ e1uj duu'dtdil

2tt-z / / curl [7(0;, uj')~M.(uj') + ^(uj\uj)M.(uj)T]cttrle(üO>)S(üO> +uj)duj'dü

y(uj, —u/')M(—uj) + y(—uj. uj)M.(uj)t curle(—uj)dil.

where for the sake of readability we again omitted the position parameter x.

2tt / curl —
2
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The Galerkin Method

Many mathematical and physical problems can be naturally expressed with the help
ofpartial differential equations. Even though an alternative formulation in terms ofan

energy minimisation problem, a curvature minimisation problem, etc. might exist it is

often easier to use the corresponding differential form. To illustrate this we consider

the following example.

Problem C.1 (Poisson Problem) Let fi = [0, l]2 be a groundedplate con¬

taining charge sources that are distributed according to the charge density

p(x.) G 1/2 (fi). The potentialfunction </>(x) G Hq(Q) that minimises the

electrostatic energy minimises thefunctional

F(4>) = f e0 iv0(x)TV<Kx) + p(x)<£(x) dil.
Jq 2

Note that the problem description using an integral equation is also referred
to as variational form. An equivalent formulation that can be expressed in

form ofa partial differential equation, namely the Poisson PDE, looks like

—Co A (6(x) = p(x), x G fi,

0(x) = 0, x G Oil,

Remark The definition of the spaces H^(Q) and L2(Q) can be found in

Chapter 3.

In general these problems are too hard to be solved exactly and usually they do not

possess nice solutions. Therefore the computation ofan approximate solution is legit¬
imate and shall be investigated in the following. A very popular technique designed
to yield good approximations is the Galerkin method1. The underlying ideas are

JThe exact conditions under which this method can safely be applied and the exact way boundary
conditions are incorporated can be read up in Schwarz (1991b). Axelsson and Barker (2001), etc.
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first to represent the approximation as a linear combination of N simple functions

(constituting the set Vn) stemming from a set of admissible functions. For problems
with homogeneous boundary conditions, the subset functions are chosen to vanish on

the boundary. Secondly, the approximate solution must be constructed such that the

corresponding residual is orthogonal to the same subspace Vn whereby the norm

,11. v) tl X )V X rffi

is used. Commonly, the space Vjv consists of low order polynomial functions with

finite support (finite elements). It is therefore not surprising that the underlying PDE

is transformed into the weakform to avoid an unnecessary loss of the approximation
order. Mapping these considerations onto the example above, we obtain a linear

system of equations which can be solved using standard techniques.

(Poisson Problem continued ...) Let Vn = {hy, h.2, • • •, /ijv} be the sub-

space of our choice and therefore <zi>jv(x) = X)»_i ui ^?(x) be the approxi¬
mation. The associated residual looks like

r x p(x) + eo A6n(x)

The aforementioned orthogonality condition can then be enforced by guar¬

anteeing that the residual stands orthogonal on every single subspace func¬

tion/?^, i.e.

0=(hj,r)

dil

(hj.p + CoA(pN)

/ hjp + cohjA(
Jq

/ hjp- soVhjV(pN dil + h
j V0jv

• dT
Jq Jr

(hJ.p)-eo{VhJ,V(i)N)

Note that the second integral equation can be gained from the first through

integration byparts. In addition, the last integral vanishes due to the bound¬

ary conditions, i.e. hl = 0 for all points on the boundary Y. After expanding

<Pn via the subspace functions we can reorder the expressions to obtain

0

vW>

.(hN,p)m

CO

(V/n,V/r

(VhN,Vhy)

(Vhy.VhN)

(VhN,VhN)

Uy

UN

Remark Integration by parts in combination with the boundary conditions

yields a self-adjoint operator which in turn leads to a symmetric matrix.

Moreover, this matrix will be sparse whenever the supports of the elements

do not overlap exceedingly.



A Dropping Criterion for the

PSVD

Let B G Cnxn be a given invertible bidiagonal matrix

A*i If \

'•• ßn-l

\ «„ J
whose PSVD factors U, E and V are known. In the following we will be concerned

with analysing the influence of a small perturbation A of the off-diagonal entry ßk

onto the singular values a,;. To this end, we consider the following perturbed singular
value equation

(<Ji + 6(jf(ur; + auf = (B + ÖB)(Vi + ÖVj).

Clearly, the exact solutions to the perturbed problem have to fulfil the same normali¬

sation requirements as the unperturbed ones, i.e.

||Ui + ÔUt\\2 = U^Ui + U^ÖUt + ÖV^Ui + ÖV^ÖVLi = 1

III v» + <5v,|||2 = vTv» + vTjvi + JvTvi + övjövi = 1

Since we assume the perturbation ÔB to be small, we can ignore higher order term

combinations ofthe induced perturbations and together with the relation a jU?; = Bv,

we obtain

(Jiôui + öajUi pu BÔVi + ölBvi (D-l)
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with constraints

U^dUi +(5ll5V; « 0

T T
v • Jvi + <5v •'

Vi w 0

(D.2)

(D.3)

By multiplying Equation (D.l) with u^ and recalling that all singular vectors are

normalised, we obtain

(TiU^ÖUi + Sa, « u,HB<5v, + u^Bv, = u^Bvt.

The last equality holds, since according to Equation (D.3) the vector ôv , is complex-

orthogonal onto Vi. But this implies that Bc)Vj = UEVT(5v; points in all directions

but the one described by u,j and since the left singular vectors are pairwise orthonor¬

mal, u?HB$Vi is bound to vanish. By taking the real parts on both sides and consid¬

ering that, according to Equation (D.2), the real part of u^u^ is approximately zero

we finally obtain

Sa; « Re[u^Bvi] = ^Refu^BB^u;

or equivalent!y

loaf

\(J<;\
Refu^BB^u, < u^BB_1Ui (D.4)

According to what we mentioned earlier, we are interested in the influence of a per¬

turbation applied to ßk, i.e. we assume that

SB = eke]:+1A where |A| < 1.

Due to the simple bidiagonal structure of B, one can readily give an elementwise

description of its inverse, which looks like

B"

A*i
l

aA lT]y aA i'ï]yrj2
afA odf}t]2

afl1]y-7]ri^y\
af[r]2---ih-i
afl,!l3 'Vn-\

\ ar J

where i]j = —ßj/aj \ y. Plugging both matrices into Equation (D.4) finally yields

ÔM <
lAu^eJ+iB-1!!*

j

\(T

= \^\\ak+lUk.i(uk\ \.i +Vk \ lUA-t2,i +

< ViKMa+y"' h\2y-/2-

+ T}k\\
' -rin-\ U„,j
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